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Abstract 

Key to remaining competitive within the mineral industry is ensuring that all processes are always being 

operated optimally.  Process performance monitoring is an ideal initiative with which to accomplish this.  

Not only can it be used to ensure fault free process operation, but it can also be applied for plant 

performance improvement through a better understanding of the contributors to the success or failure of 

the process operation.  Critical to the success of any proposed monitoring approach would be its ability to 

cater for the fact that these mineral processes are typically highly complex, dynamic and non-linear. 

 

The purpose of this study was to propose and evaluate a methodical approach to plant-wide process 

performance monitoring for mineral processing plants.  Crucial to this approach is the concept of 

integrating process causality maps with data-based systems for event detection and diagnosis.  To this 

end, process causality maps were developed to provide a means of structuring process data through the 

use of fundamental process knowledge.  Statistical data-based fault detection techniques, being 

especially powerful with regards to data compression and dimensionality reduction, were employed to 

allow huge data sets to be analysed more easily.  Change point detection techniques allowed for the 

identification of stationary segments of data in otherwise non-stationary data sets.  Variable importance 

analysis was used to identify and interpret the variable(s) responsible for the event conditions. 

 

Using simulated data sets, different techniques were evaluated in order to acquire an appreciation for 

their effectiveness and reliability.  While it was found that no single technique significantly outperformed 

any other, it was confirmed that for data having different structures and characteristics, none of the 

techniques were effective in analysing all potential event conditions.  It was suggested that all available 

techniques be run in parallel, with expert interpretation of the results, ensuring a more comprehensive 

analysis to be performed.  Furthermore, given that only process measurements being monitored could be 

used to detect events and be analysed for importance, the consequences of monitoring too few process 

measurements were highlighted. 

 

A generic analytical methodology for multivariate process performance monitoring was defined, ensuring 

the use of appropriate techniques and interpretations.  The methodology was subsequently successfully 

applied to a mineral processing concentrator case study.  The application of process causality maps was 

found to significantly simplify the challenge of monitoring the process, not only improving the ability of the 

techniques applied through a better focussed application, but also the interpretability of the results due to 

the reduction in complexity.  Extreme learning machine, a robust and computationally inexpensive 

algorithm, was identified as a potential core algorithm for the data analysis techniques forming part of a 

process performance monitoring solution.  With different drivers, at different times, having different effects 

on the process, visual representation of the data through canonical variate analysis biplots, combined 

with a sound understanding of the process under investigation, contributed significantly to a better 

understanding of the important variables for each event condition. 

 

From an implementation perspective, adoption of the methodology remains the biggest barrier to 

success, requiring the most attention in the immediate future. 
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Opsomming 

Krities tot mededingendheid in die minerale-industrie is die versekering dat alle prosesse altyd optimaal 

bedryf word.  Proses prestasie-monitering is 'n ideale inisiatief waarmee dit bereik kan word.  Nie net kan 

dit foutvrye proses werking verseker nie, maar dit kan ook toegepas word vir proses prestasie verbetering 

deur middel van 'n beter begrip van die bydraers tot die sukses of mislukking van die proses.  Van kritieke 

belang vir die sukses van enige voorgestelde benadering tot monitering is die vermoë om voorsiening te 

maak vir die feit dat hierdie mineraal prosesse tipies hoogs kompleks, dinamies en nie-lineêr is. 

 

Die doel van hierdie studie was om 'n metodiese benadering tot aanlegwye proses prestasie-monitering 

van mineraal aanlegte voor te stel en te evalueer.  Deurslaggewend tot hierdie benadering is die 

integrasie van proses oorsaaklikheid kaarte met data-gebaseerde stelsels vir gebeurtenis opsporing en 

diagnose.  Proses oorsaaklikheid kaarte is ontwikkel om voorsiening te maak vir die struktureering van 

proses data deur die gebruik van fundamentele kennis.  Statistiese foutopsporings tegnieke, wat veral 

kragtig is ten opsigte van data kompressie en dimensionaliteit vermindering, is ingespan om groot 

datastelle makliker te ontleed.  Veranderpunt opsporings tegnieke het toegelaat vir die identifisering van 

stasionêre segmente van data in andersins nie-stasionêre datastelle.  Veranderlikebelang analise is 

gebruik om veranderlike(s) wat verantwoordelik is vir gebeurtenisse te identifiseer en te interpreteer. 

 

Gesimuleerde datastelle is gebruik om verskillende tegnieke te evalueer ten einde 'n waardering vir hul 

doeltreffendheid en betroubaarheid te verkry.  Alhoewel dit gevind is dat geen enkele tegniek aansienlik 

beter as enige ander is nie, is dit bevestig dat geen enkele tegnieke effektief in die ontleding van alle 

potensiële gebeurtenis was vir data met verskillende strukture en eienskappe.  Daar is voorgestel dat alle 

beskikbare tegnieke in parallel uitgevoer word met deskundige interpretasie van die resultate om te 

versker data 'n meer omvattende analise uitgevoer word.  Gegee dat slegs proses metings wat 

gemoniteer word gebruik kan word vir gebeurtenis opsporing en vir die belangrikheid ontleeding, is die 

nadeligheid van die monitering van te min proses metings uitgelig. 

 

'n Generiese analitiese metodologie vir meerveranderlike proses prestasie-monitering is gevolglik omskryf 

om die gebruik van geskikte tegnieke en interpretasies te verseker.  Hierdie metodologie is suksesvol op 

‘n mineraal prosesserings aanleg gevallestudie toegepas.  Dit is gevind dat die toepassing van die proses 

oorsaaklikheid kaarte die uitdaging van monitering aansienlik vereenvoudig, nie net as gevolg van die 

verbeterde vermoë van die tegnieke wat gebruik word deur 'n beter gefokusde toepassing nie, maar ook 

deur verberterde interpretering van resultate as gevolg van die vermindering in kompleksiteit.  Uiterste 

leermasjiene, 'n robuust en bekostigbare berekeningsintensiewe algoritme, is geïdentifiseer as 'n 

potensiële kern algoritme vir die data-analise tegnieke, wat deel vorm van 'n proses prestasie-monitering 

oplossing.  Visuele voorstellings het aansienlike bydraes gelewer tot beter begrip van belangrike 

veranderlikes vir elke toestand, veral deur middel van ‘n kombinasie van kanoniese veranderlike-onleding 

biplotte en 'n deeglike begrip van die proses wat ondersoek word. 

 

Die aanvaarding van die metodologie is tans die grootste hindernis tot sukses vanuit 'n uitvoerings 

perspektief en benodig dus die meeste aandag in die onmiddellike toekoms. 
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1 Introduction 

One of the key factors for the mineral industry to remain competitive in today’s economy is for their 

various extraction and metallurgical processes to always be operating optimally.  In order to know 

whether or not a process is operating optimally, process performance information and its associated 

information management is crucial.  This process performance information in turn allows personnel to not 

only detect, identify and correct faulty process operational parameters, control and/or equipment, but also 

allows for the improvement of plant performance through initiatives such as asset optimisation and 

continuous process improvement. 

 

Many mineral processing plants these days, especially in the platinum industry, record numerous high 

frequency operational data.  This allows for the effective monitoring of process performance with the aim 

of ensuring fault free process operation.  These mineral processes that require monitoring are typically 

highly dynamic and non-linear, with data overload commonly occurring.  Not only is the automated 

monitoring of process key performance indicators (KPIs) sought after, but ad hoc analysis is included as 

part of the process performance monitoring for when the detection and associated root causes of 

abnormal plant conditions are not that obvious.  It is becoming increasingly necessary to understand the 

causes of reduced performance and the relationship between the KPIs in order to extract the greatest 

economic benefits. 

 

Over the last few years, the effective monitoring of critical process KPIs within mineral processing plants 

has become a reality.  This is a direct result not only from improvements made in measurements sensors 

and computer systems, but also due to advances made in the techniques used to analyse the data.  

Modern equipment not only include on-stream analysers, measuring previously unavailable concentrate 

flows, grades and particle size distributions, but also allows for the storage and management of large 

process data sets resulting from these measurement sensors.  Unfortunately, the majority of process 

performance monitoring applied in the mineral processing industry is often through the haphazard, 

informal inspection of trends and tables representing various process data.  The aim of this study is 

therefore the introduction of a formal process performance monitoring methodology, providing a 

structured approach and relevant data analysis techniques with which to assist plant personnel during the 

task of fault detection, diagnosis and correction.  This should not only lead to earlier detection of 

abnormal process conditions, but also to more effective fault diagnosis and corrective action. 

1.1 Monitoring objectives 

The primary objective of process performance monitoring in the context of this study is to ensure fault free 

process operation through the combined monitoring of process KPIs and subsequent detection, 

identification and correction of faulty process operational parameters, control and/or equipment.  As a 

secondary objective, process performance monitoring is applied for the improvement of plant 

performance through a better understanding of the contributors to the success or failure of a plant as well 

as initiatives such as asset optimisation and continuous process improvement. 
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Breiman (2001) defines two typical goals in analysing data: prediction (predicting the response to future 

input variables) and information (extracting information about how input variables are associated to 

response variables).  With these goals in mind the process performance monitoring objectives have been 

translated to the Anglo American Platinum business objectives of providing expert support to operations 

by: 

 Proactively detecting shifts in process performance: Using process knowledge and models to 

identify shifts in performance and provide a structured means of determining the root cause of the 

shifts and, if required, propose corrective action. 

 Identifying process improvement opportunities: Provide sufficient information and root cause 

diagnostics to identify areas of improvement and new performance indicators. 

 
Successfully achieving these business objectives necessitates an integrated data analysis system that 

runs with little or no human intervention – in part requiring the integration of the various data sources 

present on the process operations, providing a single consistent source of information for the operations 

technical staff.  Furthermore, the data analysis techniques, when applied to continuous time series data, 

needs to be applicable to static (steady state) and dynamic, linear and non-linear, as well as univariate 

and multivariate systems.  Other critical considerations to take into account include: 

 Ability to detect “changes” in the data being monitored.  The expected “changes” to be 

detectable should be clearly defined and, consequently, will place a limitation on the usefulness 

of the methodology. 

 Robustness, sensitivity to “changes”, and detection speed are critical.  Predictive monitoring 

could be used to greatly improve detection speed. 

 If used for event diagnosis, accurate event diagnosis is critical. 

1.1.1 Anglo American Platinum 

Anglo American Platinum is a member of the Anglo American plc group.  Anglo American Platinum’s 

mining, concentrating, smelting and refining operations are situated in the North West, Limpopo and 

Mpumalanga provinces of South Africa (Figure 1) as well as Zimbabwe.  The company produces platinum 

group metals (PGMs) in quantities determined by their occurrence in the ore mined.  The PGMs are 

platinum, palladium, rhodium, ruthenium, iridium and osmium.  Nickel, copper, gold and small quantities 

of other base metals are by-products of PGM operations. 
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Figure 1: Geographical overview of Anglo American Platinum process operations (Bushveld 

complex, 2011) 

 

Anglo American Platinum’s mineral processing operations consist of concentrator plants, smelters and 

refineries (Figure 2). The concentrator plants treat ore from the mining operations to produce PGMs and 

base metals in the form of concentrate.  This product is further processed at the three smelters (Mortimer, 

Polokwane and Waterval) and two refineries (Rustenburg Base Metals Refiners (RBMR) and Precious 

Metals Refinery (PMR)) to produce mainly saleable metals. 

 

Each of the mineral processing operation sites can be sub-divided into process areas, process cells, 

process units and equipment modules.  This allows data analysis techniques to not only be applied to 

each mineral processing operation site as a whole (plant-wide), but also to individual process areas, 

process cells, process units and equipment modules.  Data can thus be better structured for data analysis 

with the aim of meeting the business objectives, potentially also improving speed and accuracy during 

analyses.  As is often the case, various philosophies exists whereby the data can be structured, causality 

captured and the analyses performed. 
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Figure 2: Hierarchical overview of Anglo American Platinum process operations 

1.2 Process performance monitoring 

Process performance monitoring, as opposed to process fault monitoring, not only aims to monitor the 

process for fault conditions but also for opportunities of improvements.  Core to the success of either of 

these monitoring strategies are the techniques on which they rely.  Depending on the type of a priori 

knowledge used, the techniques can be classified as either fundamental model-based (Blanke et al., 

2006; Ding, 2008; Gertler, 1998; Patton, 2000) or process data-based (Ding et al., 2011; Qin, 2003; Qin, 

2009; Thornhill and Horch, 2007; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c).  If the a priori domain knowledge is 

developed from a fundamental understanding of the process using first-principles knowledge, it is referred 

to as model-based knowledge.  If the a priori domain knowledge is gleaned from past experience with the 

process, it is referred to as process data-based knowledge.  Due to the fact that fundamental model-

based approaches are often very complex and costly to develop, the simpler process data-based 

approaches have become more popular for large-scale industry applications (Chiang et al., 2001; Russell 

et al., 2000).  With several studies having reported the potential of and benefits derived from the use of 

fundamental process knowledge with data-base models (Van Lith et al., 2003; Venkatasubramanian et 

al., 2003c; Nandi et al., 2004; Van Sprang et al., 2005; Thornhill and Horch, 2007; Yang and Xiao, 2012), 

the focus of this study is also on the use of process data-based approaches, derived from historical 

process data, supported by limited fundamental model-based approaches. 
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Academically the mineral processing industry has received some attention with regards to the 

development of new, and improvement of existing, data-based models and statistical data analysis 

techniques related to process performance monitoring (Hodouin et al., 1993; MacGregor and Kourti, 

1995; Jemwa and Aldrich, 2006).  These models and techniques have, however, historically been applied 

in isolation, not forming part of an overarching methodology for process performance monitoring. 

 

Practically the majority of process performance monitoring applied in the mineral processing industry is 

through the inspection of trends and tables of raw instrument data and calculated process KPIs with very 

little, if any at all, information added to the data using statistical data analysis to either highlight areas of 

importance or reduce the number of data looked at.  Furthermore, for areas of importance where 

something went wrong in the process it is also not always good enough to only identify when something 

went wrong and what the root cause of the problem is.  Often an understanding of how the bottom line of 

the company is affected is needed, highlighting the importance of fault mitigation. 

1.2.1 Process causality maps 

Although work has been done on process performance monitoring in the mineral processing industry, 

relatively little attention has been given to plant-wide systems.  Whereas representing the entire plant as 

a single large matrix of variables is theoretically possible, producing a convenient representation of the 

process with all variables being considered simultaneously, reliably detecting fault conditions become 

extremely difficult due to the possibility of systematic errors getting lost among all the variables.  Such a 

representation also does not allow for the exploitation of existing knowledge with regards to the 

relationships between variables e.g. upstream and downstream, recirculation, etc. 

 

Whereas the use of quantitative model-based approaches in real industrial processes is often limited due 

to the difficulty in developing accurate mathematical system models based on complex, highly 

dimensional, non-linear processes, qualitative model-based approaches such as causal models and 

abstraction hierarchies are a viable alternative.  Qualitative model-based approaches not only capture the 

causal structure of a system in a more insightful manner than conventional expert systems but are also 

not as rigid in nature as numeric simulations.  This not only allows for the representation of the system but 

also the ability to reason about it.  Furthermore, it has been shown that hierarchical decompositions of the 

processing systems provide effective modularity for organising large-scale diagnostic knowledge-bases 

as well as allowing different techniques to be integrated to address specific local problems (Prasad et al., 

1998).  It should, however, be noted that although focussing on individual units in isolation may improve 

detection, identification of actual fault conditions may become more difficult. 

 

To this end, process causality maps have been developed to be used as a framework for plant-wide 

root cause analysis as part of the process performance monitoring methodology.  When considering the 

trade-off between complexity and gain when compared to monitoring an entire process as a single 

system (all variables simultaneously), process causality maps are a much simpler and more structured 

approach allowing for both the monitoring of independent process units (using subsets of variables) and 

the relationships between related process units. 
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1.2.2 Statistical data-based fault detection 

From a process data-based perspective qualitative approaches such as expert systems suffer limitation in 

that they need to be developed too specifically, are limited in terms of representation power and are often 

very difficult to update (Rich and Venkatasubramanian, 1987), making them less ideal when compared to 

quantitative approaches for use in process performance monitoring.  Quantitative process data-based 

methods essentially formulate the diagnostic (detect and identify) problem-solving as a pattern 

recognition problem, with statistical methods using knowledge of a priori class distributions.  Multivariate 

statistical techniques are especially powerful with regards to data compression, dimensionality reduction 

and the handling of noise and correlation ensuring the retention of essential process information, thus 

allowing huge data sets to be more easily analysed (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c).  To this end, 

statistical process control (SPC) makes a valuable addition to process causality maps in the context of 

statistical data-based fault detection for process performance monitoring. 

1.2.3 Change point detection 

Fault detection is, however, only one component of process performance monitoring.  Fault detection 

techniques are typically specifically applied for monitoring process deviations, focussing mainly on 

comparing new process data to a set of fixed, normal operating process data (where the reference/normal 

operating process data remain constant), thus detecting any deviation from normal process behaviour.  

Abnormal process operation is consequently inferred when a monitoring statistic exceeds a 

predetermined warning or control threshold.  Such an approach is limited in its functional use in that it 

ignores potential events, wanted or unwanted change points, which can occur while the process is in a 

state of either normal or abnormal process operation (where the reference/normal operating process data 

is continually updated).  Change points in data can be viewed as times of discontinuities or changes in 

process behaviour induced for example from changes in a process, input conditions, equipment and/or 

measurement techniques.  These as yet undetected change points can potentially be used to identify 

process improvement opportunities and even contribute considerable knowledge about the process 

operation.  Change point detection, quantitative process data-based methods used for estimating the time 

of change in a process, are complementary to fault detection, although not as well established in process 

applications.  Contrary to statistical data-based fault detection, change point detection aims to determine 

whether or not a process in its current state is exhibiting a change in behaviour compared to the 

behaviour it exhibited immediately preceding its current state, irrespective of whether it was in a state of 

normal process behaviour or not.  Change point detection extends the capability of process performance 

monitoring through its ability to solve problems that fault detection cannot: detection and analysis of 

potential interesting events that are occurring while the process is in a state of either normal or abnormal 

process operation.  Change point detection effectively identifies stationary segments of data in an 

otherwise non-stationary data set with the stationary segments being of various lengths, magnitudes, or 

even patterns.  To this end, change point detection makes a valuable addition to process performance 

monitoring in the context of event detection. 
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1.2.4 Variable importance analysis 

Once a process change has been detected, either through fault detection or change point detection, the 

focus typically shifts to identifying the variable(s) responsible for the process change.  For fault detection, 

contribution plots are predominantly used in identifying the relevant variables responsible for process fault 

conditions.  Situations do however arise when contribution plots are not suitable, possibly due to the 

underlying fault detection model being inaccurate, or not reliable enough for use.  Furthermore, for 

potentially interesting process events detected by change point detection, where the application of fault 

detection models is unsuitable or unreliable, an alternative to contribution plots are also needed.  Variable 

importance analysis, which traditionally has been associated with the diagnosis of complex models, is a 

viable alternative to contribution plots.  When modelling process event conditions, variable importance 

analysis can easily be used to identify the variable(s) responsible for the process event conditions.  As 

with change point detection being complementary to fault detection, variable importance analysis can be 

seen as being complementary to SPC variable contribution plots.  To this end, variable importance 

analysis makes a valuable addition to process performance monitoring in the context of event diagnosis. 

1.3 Thesis objective 

The main objective of this study is to propose and evaluate a methodical approach to plant-wide process 

performance monitoring for mineral processing plants.  The approach is based on the concept of 

integrating process causality maps, providing a means of structuring process data through the use of 

fundamental process knowledge, with data-based systems, for event detection and diagnosis.  This 

objective is achieved by attaining the following goals: 

 

 The definition of process causality maps through the integration of causality with hierarchical 

system decomposition. 

 A critical literature survey on data-based statistical process monitoring techniques for fault 

detection. 

o The development and implementation of a novel extreme learning machine (ELM) based 

fault detection technique: ELM principal component analysis. 

o A comparative evaluation of the various techniques on simulated time series data, 

simulated process data and a benchmark chemical plant simulation. 

 A review of selected data-based change point detection techniques for inclusion in the process 

performance monitoring methodology in the context of event detection. 

o The development and implementation of a novel ELM-based change point detection 

technique. 

o The testing and comparison of the techniques for the detection of process event 

conditions in simulated time series data, simulated process data and a benchmark 

chemical plant simulation. 

 A review of selected data-based variable importance analysis techniques for inclusion in the 

process performance monitoring methodology in the context of event diagnosis. 
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o The development and implementation of a novel ELM-based variable importance 

analysis technique. 

o The evaluation and performance comparison of the techniques with regards to the 

identification and interpretation of important variables related to process event conditions 

in simulated time series data, simulated process data and a benchmark chemical plant 

simulation. 

 The development of an analytical methodology to plant-wide process performance monitoring for 

mineral processing plants, integrating process causality maps and data-based methods. 

o The development of process causality maps for a PGM concentrator plant through the 

integration of causality with hierarchical system decomposition. 

o The evaluation of this methodology through a comprehensive real-world mineral 

processing case study. 

o A critical evaluation of the practical issues with regards to the implementation of the 

methodology. 

1.4 Thesis layout 

Chapter 2 presents the background to plant-wide process performance monitoring and the concept of 

process causality maps.  Chapter 3 presents an overview and critical evaluation of statistical data-based 

fault detection techniques.  Chapter 4 presents an overview and critical evaluation of a select few change 

point detection techniques, with chapter 5 similarly presenting an overview and critical evaluation of a 

select few variable importance analysis techniques.    Chapter 6 defines an analytical methodology for 

process performance monitoring together with the derivation of process causality maps for a mineral 

processing concentrator process and its operating units.  Chapter 7 is a comprehensive mineral 

processing industrial case study based on the proposed process performance monitoring methodology.  

Chapter 8 reviews some of the practical issues related to the implementation of a process performance 

monitoring methodology.  Lastly, chapter 9 closes with conclusions and recommendations. 
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2 Plant-wide process performance monitoring 

Process performance monitoring, in the context of this study, is aimed at ensuring fault free process 

operation through the combined monitoring of process KPIs and the subsequent detection, identification 

and correction of faulty process operational parameters, control and/or equipment.  Central to this is the 

concept of fault detection of diagnosis.  Whereas fault detection deals with the timely detection of 

abnormal process events, fault diagnosis deals with determining the causal origins of any detected 

abnormal process event. 

 

Practically, the majority of process performance monitoring applied in the mineral processing industry is 

through the manual, ad hoc inspection of trends and tables of raw instrument data and calculated process 

KPIs.  Relying on such an unstructured approach to process performance monitoring is not only made 

difficult due to its dependence on suitably knowledgeable metallurgical staff at different processing 

operations, but also due to information overload resulting from the size and complexity of the processing 

operations, the variety of potential process events needing detection and diagnosis, and the potentially 

unreliable nature of the process measurement data being analysed.  Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003a) 

highlighted the importance of automating fault detection and diagnosis, providing assistance to 

operational staff in detecting and diagnosing process events.  Core to such automation is the definition of 

a structured approach, a methodology, and selection of appropriate techniques for process performance 

monitoring. 

 

Process performance monitoring techniques can be classified based on the type of a priori knowledge 

used in deriving the techniques (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003a).  If the a priori domain knowledge 

used stems from a fundamental understanding of the process using first-principles knowledge, the 

technique can be classified as fundamental model-based (Blanke et al., 2006; Ding, 2008; Gertler, 1998; 

Patton, 2000).  If the a priori domain knowledge used stems from past experience with the process, the 

technique can be classified as process data-based (Ding et al., 2011; Qin, 2003; Qin, 2009; Thornhill and 

Horch, 2007; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c). 

 

For model-based approaches, developing accurate mathematical models can be particularly difficult.  

Various factors contribute to the challenge of modelling a system, the most prominent being process non-

linearity, high dimensionality, lack of good data and system complexity.  Due to the complexity and costly 

nature of developing model-based approaches, their usefulness in real industrial processes is limited 

(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003a).  Contrary to model-based approaches, data-based approaches 

require very little modelling effort, making them relatively easy to implement and more popular for large-

scale industry applications (Chiang et al., 2001; Russell et al., 2000).  With fault detection traditionally 

being of greater than fault diagnosis, statistical data-based approaches have historically been well studied 

and successfully employed in industrial applications (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c). 

 

This chapter gives an overview of plant-wide process performance monitoring approaches and discuss 

some of the theory behind process causality maps and its potential application to process performance 

monitoring. 
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2.1 Statistical data-based fault detection 

Statistical data-based fault detection formulates the challenge of fault detection and diagnosis as a 

pattern recognition problem.  This is accomplished through the use of a priori class distributions to 

classify data into pre-determined classes.  When a process can be considered to be within a “state of 

statistical control”, while still allowing “common-cause” variation, the probability distributions of the 

resulting process data should correspond to those of the process while in a state of normal operating 

condition (NOC).  When the process can be deemed to be out of control, a change will occur in the 

underlying probability distributions of the process data, which, when using parametric techniques, will 

manifest itself as changes in parameters characterising the probability distributions.  Statistical models 

are normally built using historical process data from when the process was in a state of NOC.  New 

process data is then compared to this NOC statistical model in order to detect changes in the system. 

 

Conventional univariate quality control charts, such as the Shewhart chart (Shewhart, 1931), the 

cumulative sum (CUSUM) chart (Page, 1954) and the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) 

chart (Roberts, 1959), are some of the earliest approaches to statistical data-based fault detection.  

These charts are based on the assumption that a process will remain within a “state of statistical control”, 

while still allowing “common-cause” variation, with some process variables remaining close to their 

desired values.  Consequently, conventional univariate control charts all monitor the deviation, or 

variation thereof, between a single process variable and its associated target value, independent of all 

other variables.  When presented with correlated variables, the use of univariate control charts may be 

misleading, often resulting in inaccurate, delayed conclusions being drawn (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995). 

 

In contrast to univariate control charts, multivariate statistical techniques extract information on how 

multiple process variables behave relative to each another while simultaneously compressing the data, 

reducing its dimensionality, in a manner which retains essential information.  Principal component 

analysis (PCA) and partial least squares (PLS) are standard multivariate statistical projection and 

regression methods, able to handle high dimensional and correlated variables while extracting true 

information effectively (Wise and Gallagher, 1996).  Whereas conventional PCA is used to find linear 

combinations of the process variables in a data set, effectively reducing the number of correlated process 

variables to a smaller set of uncorrelated factors, PLS attempts to find factors that not only capture the 

greatest amount of variance in the process variables but also the variation in the process variables most 

predictive of the product variables. 

 

Various statistics exist with which to monitor/validate PCA and PLS models.  The most common of these 

is the Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic (Hotelling, 1947) and the lack of model fit statistic, Q  (Kourti and 

MacGregor, 1995).  The Hotelling’s 
2T -chart provides a test for deviations in the variables that are of 

greatest importance to the variance of the data set, being able to detect only whether the variation in the 

variables in the plane of the selected principal components are greater than can be explained by 

“common-cause”.  The Squared Prediction Error ( SPE ) chart, based on the Q  statistic, measures the 

amount of variation in each observation not captured by the selected principal components retained in the 
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model, indicating abnormalities resulting from when the relationship among variables or their dynamic 

patterns change.  A third, fairly common, multivariate control chart is the score-chart, constructed by 

plotting the scores obtained from applying PCA to the data set in either two or three dimensions.  The 

score-chart is used to indicate abnormalities resulting from several variables having a larger than normal 

change, whereas the basic relationship among the variables and their dynamic patterns do not change. 

 

Kano et al. (2001) improved upon conventional PCA by applying PCA to a moving time-window data set, 

called moving PCA (MPCA), and deriving suitable monitoring indices.  In this method, changes in the 

NOC, characterised by changes in the correlation structure among the process variables and not changes 

in the scores of predefined principal components, are detected through changes in the direction of each 

principal component or changes in the subspace spanned by several principal components.  Kano et al. 

(2002) also introduced the process data dissimilarity index which, in contrast to the Hotelling’s 
2T  and 

the Q  statistics, is based on the idea that a change in operating condition can be detected by monitoring 

the distribution of the process data reflecting the corresponding operating condition.  More recently, local 

and global PCA (Yu, 2012), a manifold learning algorithm, and a new version of weighted PCA (Jiang and 

Yan, 2012) have been proposed.  Local and global PCA not only preserve the global variance information 

of the Euclidean space, but also preserves the local structure, capturing more meaningful process 

information and thus improving upon the data separation capability of conventional PCA.  Weighted PCA 

makes use of the change rate of the 
2T  statistic along every principal component in order to capture the 

most useful information in the process, setting different weighting values for the selected principal 

components to highlight useful information when applied for online monitoring. 

 

Although conventional PCA caters for the multivariate nature of process data, it does not consider the 

potential dynamic behaviour of the process.  With the current values of any variable depending on the 

past values of that variable for dynamic systems, Ku et al. (1995) extended conventional PCA through a 

well-known time lagged variable method to include dynamic behaviour in the PCA model, called dynamic 

PCA (DPCA).  DPCA has subsequently been extended to cater for possible non-linear relationships 

among process variables (Lin et al., 2000) as well as the modelling of known fault conditions (Tsung, 

2000).  In contrast to DPCA, Kruger et al. (2004) proposed the application of autoregressive-moving-

average (ARMA) filters to remove auto-correlation from PCA derived score variables, reducing the 

number of false alarms potentially produced by strongly auto-correlated score variables, while Detroja et 

al (2007) used correspondence analysis for an improved representation of the dynamic correlation in 

process data.  Wachs and Lewin (1999) catered for the dynamic behaviour of processes by either 

recursively summing the PCA scores, referred to as summed-scores PCA (SSPCA) or by applying 

relative shifts between the input and output variables, referred to as delay-adjusted PCA (DAPCA).  In 

order to model data containing contributions from events whose behaviour changes over both time and 

frequency, Bakshi (1998) suggested the use of multiscale PCA (MSPCA), combining the ability of PCA for 

linearly decorrelating variables with that of wavelet analysis for decorrelating auto-correlated 

measurements.  MSPCA has subsequently been extended to cater for possible non-linear relationships 

among process variables (Fourie and de Vaal, 2000). 
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Although great success has been achieved with the application of linear dimensionality reduction 

techniques, non-linear relationships exist in many real processes, requiring non-linear extensions to 

statistical data-based fault detection techniques.  Various different approaches have been proposed with 

which to cater for non-linear characteristics in data, some of which include combining PCA and neural 

networks (Jia et al., 1998; Chen and Liao, 2002), combining principal curves and neural networks (Dong 

and McAvoy, 1996; Zhang et al., 1997) and using auto-associative neural network for deriving non-linear 

principal components (Kramer, 1991; Scholz et al., 2008).  With the potential shown by kernel methods 

for non-linear fault detection and diagnosis (Lee et al., 2004; Choi et al., 2005; Cho et al., 2005), Jemwa 

and Aldrich (2006) proposed the use of kernel PCA for feature extraction combined with one-class 

support vector machines with which to estimate nonparametric confidence limits for the resulting 

monitoring charts.  Deng and Tian (2013) subsequently combined kernel PCA, for non-linear 

transformation, and statistics pattern analysis, for statistics information mining, for process fault pattern 

recognition, with Qingchao and Xuefeng (2013) developing a fault detection method based on sensitive 

kernel principal component analysis where the most sensitive kernel principal components, based on the 

2T  statistic, is used for fault detection. 

2.2 Expert systems & trend analysis 

Although not as widely studied for fault detection as statistical data-based approaches, expert systems 

and trend analysis have been shown to be viable data-based approaches to the challenge of fault 

detection and diagnosis. Expert systems imitate human expert knowledge in solving problems by 

providing a platform for capturing the reasoning processes of experts as rules.  It is expected that such 

systems will outperform their human counterparts in making effective decisions pertaining to specific 

areas of expertise, especially being more consistent in their reasoning for a particular set of process 

conditions.  Given the transparent nature of reasoning within an expert system, the ability of expert 

systems to provide an explanation for the provided solution is particularly powerful. 

 

Simply stated, an expert system for fault detection and diagnosis consist of if-then rules that are used to 

organise expert knowledge regarding fault conditions (Kumamoto et al., 1984).  Due to the transparent 

nature of experts systems, it is possible not only to identify a fault condition and its cause, but also the 

exact rules and reasons as to why it was identified.  Expert systems for fault detection and diagnosis have 

also been extended through the use of hierarchical classification for structuring the knowledge-base 

(Ramesh et al., 1988), using an object-based knowledge representation for model and heuristic-based 

knowledge (Basila et al., 1990), neural networks as a first-level filter for diagnosing commonly 

encountered faults within chemical process plants (Becraft and Lee, 1993) and signed directed graphs as 

a process model with a fuzzy logical evaluation of the if-then rule base (Tarifa and Scenna, 1997). 

 

Qian et al. (2003) developed an expert system for real-time fault diagnosis where the knowledge 

representation is divided into facts, functions and production rules.  Based on the time varying nature of 

processes, the facts are sub-divided into static or dynamic facts, the production rules are sub-divided into 

general and time constraint extended production rules, and the functions employed to improve the 

numerical computational ability of the system.  Contrary to this, Nan et al. (2008) proposed the use of 
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process trend recognition and fuzzy logic in a real-time fault diagnosis expert system making.  Whereas 

process trend recognition is used to establish the relationship between the process operations and the 

sensor trends, fuzzy logic is used to map the expert knowledge with process trends using if-then rules.  

Real-time fault diagnosis expert systems using fault tree analysis for representing process uncertainty 

have also been proposed (Zhou et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012). 

 

Although expert systems have successfully been applied for fault detection and diagnosis, their limitations 

often overshadow their advantages.  Some key limitation of an expert system approach include the 

system-specific nature of knowledge-based systems developed from expert rules, the difficulty in 

maintaining an expert system and the limited representation power of expert systems (Rich and 

Venkatasubramanian, 1987).  In plant-wide implementations, expert systems would typically require a 

very high number of rules that could be distributed all over the plant information system, often with little or 

no logical linkage between them.  Changes to such a distributed rule base could generate 

inconsistencies, resulting from the semantic impact of the changes on the rest of the system remaining 

hidden. 

 

As with expert systems for fault detection and diagnosis, trend analysis (Cheung and Stephanopoulos, 

1990; Janusz and Venkatasubramanian, 1991; Rengaswamy and Venkatasubramanian, 1995) can be 

used to explain process events, diagnose process malfunctions and predict future process states.  For 

trend analysis, primitives are defined as the simple shapes into which the trend of a process variable can 

be demarcated.  Ordered sets of these primitives, representing the trend of each process variable, are 

then monitored.  Different variables are expected to each have a particular trend signature under normal 

operating process conditions.  Under abnormal process conditions, it is expected that the different 

process variables will each exhibit trends that are characteristic of the particular abnormal condition, 

allowing different abnormal conditions to be mapped to characteristic trend signatures.  For successful 

fault detection and diagnosis, any deviation in trend shape, duration or magnitude will be indicative of an 

abnormal process condition. 

 

Sundarraman and Srinivasan (2003) proposed the use of a trend analysis-based approach for detecting 

events during process transitions.  Since process transition can be characterised by the trends of key 

variables, any abnormality during a transition will results in the process variables evolving in a manner 

different from their normal trends.  A comparison of the real-time trends of the key process variables with 

their normal trends, learned from historical process data, allow process transitions to be monitored.  For 

real-time application to very large-scale plants, where the computational complexity of trend analysis 

increases with the number of sensors used for diagnosis, Maurya et al. (2005) proposed the use of PCA 

for dimensionality reduction prior to trend analysis.  Whereas PCA is used to exploit the measurement 

redundancy, trend analysis is performed on the principal components for fault detection and diagnosis. 

 

Trend analysis for fault detection and diagnosis has also been combined with interval-halving for non-

linear trend extraction and fuzzy-matching for trend matching (Maurya et al., 2007b), signed directed 

graphs for improved diagnostic resolution (Dong et al., 2010) and using an adaptive window size for on-
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line trend extraction (Maurya et al., 2010).  More recently, Villez at al. (2013a) proposed the repeated 

application of Witkin’s stability criterion during the feature selection step of trend analysis.  This not only 

resulted in improved identification of the qualitative descriptions but also with regards to the locations in 

time of extrema and inflection points.  Villez et al. (2013b) also presented a generalised method, based 

on a branch-and-bound algorithm for shape constraint spline fitting, for the analysis of a time series 

trends.  Although the achieved identification is globally optimal, the proposed approach is regarded as too 

slow for real-time applications. 

2.3 Data-based fault propagation paths 

Data-based fault propagation paths deal with the capturing of process topology and causality from 

process data.  With the aim of determining the root cause of a disturbance propagating widely through a 

large-scale plant, Bauer et al. (2007) turned to the application of transfer entropy, a quantitative process 

data-based method.  Transfer entropy, through the exploitation of conditional probabilities (Schreiber, 

2000), allows for the measurement of causality, and thus the establishment of cause and effect 

relationships, between different time series.  In so doing, causal maps can be derived from process data 

collected during routine process operation, giving an indication as to the direction of propagation between 

different process measurements throughout the process.  The application of direct transfer entropy was 

subsequently proposed (Duan et al., 2012) for the detection of direct causality between variables.  Hou et 

al. (2010) proposed the inclusion of fault severity evaluation based on the key concepts of six-sigma in 

statistical quality control.  Inclusion of a method for fault severity evaluation allows for different degrees of 

deviation to be estimated, providing useful information on the severity of a detected fault condition. 

 

Similar to the use of transfer entropy, Bauer and Thornhill (2008) made use of the estimation of time 

delays between process variables to establish the cause and effect relationships between multiple 

variables.  They proposed the use of the linear cross-correlation function for time delay estimation, 

quantifying the similarity of different process measurement over time, and a directionality index for 

determining the direction of the propagation, measuring the difference between the minimum and 

maximum values of the cross-correlation function.  Likewise, Stockmann et al. (2012) proposed the use of 

the k nearest neighbor algorithm for the time delay estimation of non-linear systems, whereas Lu et al. 

(2012) proposed an approach based on the use time-delayed mutual information, not being tied to 

linear/non-linear properties of the system, for estimating both the causality direction and time-delay. 

2.4 Signed digraphs & hierarchical decomposition 

Although quantitative model-based approaches have been shown to be costly and complex to developed, 

there is a need for a reasoning tool which can be used to qualitatively model a system 

(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003b).  To this end, qualitative model-based approaches such as signed 

digraphs and hierarchical system decomposition not only allow the causal structure of a system to be 

captured but also to reason from it.  Simply stated, a digraph is a graph, representing the cause-effect 

relations of a process, consisting of directed arcs leading from “cause” to “effect” nodes.  Whereas events 

and variables are represented by nodes, edges represent the relationship between the nodes.  By adding 
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a positive or negative sign to each of the directed arcs, signed digraphs are formed, providing a very 

efficient way of representing qualitative models graphically. 

 

Iri et al. (1979) used a signed digraph for representing the influences among different elements in a 

chemical process with the aim of diagnosing system failures.  The signed digraph is used to derive a 

cause-effect graph consisting of valid nodes, representing abnormal events or variables, and consistent 

arcs, potentially explaining the propagation of the fault through the process.  The root cause of the fault is 

defined as the maximal strongly-connected components in the cause-effect graph and represents the 

pattern of the abnormality.  Kramer and Palowitch (1987) derived logical rules from signed digraphs for 

fault diagnosis, explicitly representing the diagnostic criteria of the approach.  Deriving a rule-base from 

signed digraphs not only allowed the solution to be tailored to reflect the best available knowledge of plant 

behaviour but also allowed integration with existing plant operating rules.  Following this, Chang and Yu 

(1990) proposed various techniques for simplifying signed digraphs prior to deriving a rule-base for fault 

diagnosis.  Various alternatives for improving the fault resolution of signed digraphs have also been 

suggested, some of which include the use of fuzzy logic (Han et al., 1994) or operational information in 

the form of a knowledge-base (Vendam and Venkatasubramanian, 1997).  Vendam and 

Venkatasubramanian (1997) also demonstrated the use of signed digraphs for fault diagnosis from 

multiple origins. 

 

For large-scale systems, Maurya et al. (2004) proposed combining unit specific signed digraphs with flow 

sheet connectivity.  Unfortunately this led to the introduction of spurious solutions at flow sheet level 

which was subsequently reduced through the use of redundant equations and some quantitative process 

information.  Signed digraphs have also been combined with qualitative trend analysis (Maurya et al., 

2007a; Dong et al., 2010) and dynamic partial least squares (Ahn et al., 2008) for fault detection and 

diagnosis.  When combined with qualitative trend analysis, signed digraphs are used to establish a 

possible candidate set of faults from which the root cause is determined through the application of trend 

analysis.  This approach combines the completeness strength of signed digraphs with that of the 

diagnostic resolution strength of trend analysis.  Similarly, when combined with dynamic PLS, signed 

digraphs are used to decompose the system into local diagnostic models with dynamic PLS being used to 

construct local models for each measured variable and in so doing improving the diagnostic resolution of 

the approach. 

 

Recently, Wan et al. (2013) proposed the integration of signed digraph models with multivariate statistical 

process monitoring for root cause analysis of novel faults.  As with certain prior hybrid solutions, signed 

digraphs are developed through the derivation of cause-effect relationships from process flow diagrams 

and subsequently used to identify candidate root nodes for root cause analysis.  For each of the identified 

candidate root nodes, local primary residuals are generated and diagnosed using multivariate statistical 

process monitoring techniques.  Lastly, local reconstructed residuals are generated from the fault 

direction matrices of the candidate root nodes, identifying the true root cause node.  A common weakness 

identified in the application of signed digraphs for fault diagnosis is its weak diagnostic resolution.  
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Combining signed digraphs in hybrid solutions with other fault detection and diagnosis approaches does, 

however, seem to negate this limitation. 

 

Hierarchical system decomposition deals with decomposing process systems into their respective 

process units, representing the functionality and structure of the process systems through the input-output 

relationships of the units.  This is based on the observation where experienced plant operators break a 

problem into progressively smaller sub problems, seeking and prioritising several goals within each sub 

problem (Douglas, 1985).  Whereas models at low levels of abstraction relate to a specific physical world, 

serving several purposes, models at higher levels of abstraction relate to a specific purpose that can be 

met by several physical groupings (Rasmussen, 1985).  When traversing up an abstraction hierarchy the 

purpose of the respective process units with particular functions and how they serve higher level 

purposes are described.  When traversing down an abstraction hierarchy  the implementation of higher 

level purposes through process units with particular functions are described.  For root cause analysis, 

Finch and Kramer (1987) decomposed a process system into a set of interacting subsystems and units 

where the failure of the purpose of a higher-level subsystem can be interpreted to be due to the failure of 

the function of one or more of the lower-level units.  This not only allows the source subsystem/unit of a 

process fault to be quickly identified but also avoids any unnecessary detailed analysis during the initial 

stages of the diagnosis. 

  

Lind (1991) proposed the hierarchical decomposition of a process system into a multilevel flow model, a 

normative description of the process system representing what it has been designed to do (goals), how it 

should do it (functions) and with what it should do it (physical components).  Using this approach, a 

functional representation of the process in terms of how the physical components support sub-goals, how 

sub-goals support functions, and how the network of functions ensure the process goals are achieved can 

be obtained (Larsson, 1994).  Similarly, Chen and Modarres (1992) used a goal tree-success tree model 

to hierarchically decompose a process system for fault diagnosis.  The goal tree-success tree model 

shows a process system as a distributed network of unit operations and basic processes with nodes 

representing goals or functions.  Whereas the higher levels of the model represents supervisory and 

management functions, at the lowest level plant hardware, human activities and process conditions are 

addressed.  Modarres and Cheon (1999) subsequently proposed a function-centered approach, 

combining the goal tree-success tree model with a master logic diagram.  In essence this combines the 

concept of structural and functional hierarchies through the use of “part-of” and “purpose-of” relationships 

into a “kind-of” hierarchy, based on the concept of classes, where an instance of a class will inherit all the 

properties and structural specifications of the class, but may still contain additional properties specific to 

that instance.  Prasad et al. (1998) also used a hierarchical approach to organise diagnostic knowledge 

for a processing plant by primary processing systems, subsystems, components, behaviours and 

malfunction modes.  In their approach different modules may use different methods to address specific 

local sub problems with development requiring readily available sources of knowledge, consideration 

given to common design and operating objectives of process plants and the inclusion of operating 

expertise and generic process characteristics. 
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Hierarchical decomposition in the form of multiblock methods has also received some attention, 

specifically with the aim of decomposing large processing systems, consisting of many measured 

variables, into conceptually meaningful blocks for the application of statistical data-based techniques 

(Slama, 1991; MacGregor et al., 1994; Wold et al., 1996; Westerhuis and Coenegracht, 1997).  In the 

majority of approaches, the process is manually divided into blocks according to process domain 

knowledge, physical system constraints and/or process topology (Westerhuis et al., 1998; Qin et al., 

2001; Bie and Wang, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010).  Typically, logical subsystems are identified such that 

different processing steps or units are treated as independent blocks.  More recently, Grbovic et al. 

(2012) proposed the use of sparse principal component analysis to partition the process by preserving the 

strongest correlations among sensors, thus producing a decentralised model with increased flexibility and 

fault tolerance compared to the centralised model alternative. 

 

For large processes consisting of many processing units, each with large numbers of measured variables 

associated with them, fault detection and diagnosis systems can be quite complex and convoluted.  The 

use of hierarchical system decomposition has been shown to provide effective modularity for structuring 

such large-scale diagnostic knowledge bases, allowing specific local problems to be addressed through 

the integration of different techniques (Prasad et al., 1998). 

2.5 Process causality maps 

It is evident that process performance monitoring has been extensively researched to date.  However, no 

single method has been identified that exhibits all the desirable features required of a fault detection and 

diagnostic system as stipulated by Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003a).  Additionally, Kiran et al. (2012) 

have identified various practical challenges regarding the development and implementation of accurate, 

customised fault monitoring and diagnostic models which include: 

 Process variable selection for model construction. 

 Fault detection and diagnosis technique reliability for highly non-linear processes. 

 User friendliness of features facilitating the operators. 

 

Several studies have reported the potential of, and benefits derived from, the use of hybrid systems for 

fault detection and diagnosis, combining fundamental process knowledge with data-base models (Van 

Lith et al., 2003; Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c; Nandi et al., 2004; Van Sprang et al., 2005; Thornhill 

and Horch, 2007; Yang and Xiao, 2012).  These hybrid systems employ different methods, 

complementing each other, to produce monitoring approaches with improved fault detection and 

diagnostic characteristics.  This becomes especially important in large-scale industrial situations, where 

the integration of complementary features in order to overcome the limitations of individual solution 

strategies is much more crucial. 

 

From a model-based perspective, it has been shown that the use of hierarchical system decomposition, 

as a qualitative model-based reasoning tool, can provide effective modularity for structuring large-scale 

diagnostic knowledge bases (Prasad et al., 1998).  From a data-based perspective, statistical data-based 

approaches have been found to require very little modelling effort, making them relatively easy to 
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implement and more popular for large-scale industry applications (Chiang et al., 2001; Russell et al., 

2000).  The focus of this study is therefore on the development of a hybrid process performance 

monitoring system using process data-based approaches, derived from historical process data, supported 

by limited fundamental model-based approaches.  Although the resulting hybrid approach may not meet 

all of the desirable characteristics of a diagnostic system as defined by Venkatasubramanian et al. 

(2003c), it should address some of the practical challenges highlighted by Kiran et al. (2012) and meet 

the current, most pressing needs of process performance monitoring for mineral processing plants. 

 

Based on the ideas of some of the fundamental model-based approaches, especially hierarchical system 

decomposition, the development of process causality maps is proposed.  Process causality maps are 

derived to describe the process being monitored both fundamentally and, through the integration of data-

based techniques, statistically.  Not only do process causality maps contextualise large amounts of data, 

but, since describing the interaction of the process units within the process, they also allow for the causal 

relationships between process units to be analysed.  To this end an appreciation of causality and its 

potential application to process systems is needed. 

2.5.1 Causality 

Understanding the causal structure of a process is a fundamental capacity that allows process operators 

to control and predict the physical aspects of a process.  At the most basic level process operators learn 

the causal relationships between process units through Pavlovian cue → effect experience.  During such 

experience, cues (potential causes) precede effects and process operators having observed various cues 

and effects (or their absences), create their causal judgements of the causal strengths or efficacies of the 

various cues.  Whereas process operators benefit from causal predictions about the process and 

subsequent corrective action, independent of any conscious thoughts they might have about causality, 

the success of their actions shows that some processes are sufficiently regular that even a rough rule of 

thumb can be a useful guide for controlling a process.  The idea of causality is therefore very simplistic.  

Causality flows just one way without the back-and-forth possibilities of mutual influence. 

 

Although the idea of causality is very simplistic, identifying causal relationship and understanding how 

cause and effect relations are inferred can be much more complex that the Pavlovian cue → effect 

experience allows for (Selltiz et al., 1959; Pearl, 2003; Hlaváčková-Schindler et al., 2007).  Alternatives 

include chains of causes, multiple causes influencing one another; interactive causes, unobserved factors 

influencing both effects and observed potential causes, absence of prior knowledge or time order 

separating cause and effect, deterministic and probabilistic dependences, interventions that vary some 

factors while holding others constant, and uses of evidence involving both passive observation and 

interventions (Glymour, 2003).  Also, especially when considering process systems, it is important to not 

only account for the forward material paths but also the recycle streams and information flow paths due to 

feedback control or even operator actions.  Given this, it is obvious that establishing cause and effect 

relationships are not always straightforward.  Causal claims should always be tested by competing 

alternatives or reversals of the claims.  Often, perceived causal relations rely too much on assumption 

and too little on evidence. 
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Max Born (1949) stated three assumptions regarding cause and effect: 

1. “Causality postulates that there are laws by which the occurrence of an entity Y  of a certain class 

depends on the occurrence of an entity X  of another class, where the word entity means any 

physical object, phenomenon, situation, or event.  X  is called the cause, Y  the effect.” 

2. “Antecedence postulates that the cause must be prior to, or at least simultaneous with, the effect.” 

3. “Contiguity postulates that cause and effect must be in spatial contact or connected by a chain of 

intermediate things in contact.” 

 

He concluded that the “overwhelming evidence of causality with all its attributes in the realm of ordinary 

experience is satisfactorily explained by the statistical laws of large numbers”.  These statistical laws are 

the formula to which real events truly conform and can be observed, tested and verified. 

 

All observable processes are law governed to some extent, although the laws may not always be known 

in complete detail (Sowa, 1999).  Law governed processes assume that some things are predictable, 

while others aren’t.  Such processes form a continuous range of possibilities between totally random 

processes, where nothing is predictable, and totally deterministic processes, where everything is 

completely predictable.  Laws, therefore, allow process operators to make predictions about the future 

operation of processes.  Relating predictability to cause and effect, Wiener (1956) defined a mathematical 

definition for causality: X  could be defined to cause Y  if the predictability of Y  is improved by 

incorporating information about X .  Granger (1969) extended this definition into the experimental 

practice, formalising the prediction idea in the context of linear regression models: X  is said to have a 

causal influence on Y  if the variance of the autoregressive prediction error of Y  at the present time is 

reduced by inclusion of past measurements of X . 

 

Constraints also play a vital role in establishing causal relationships within a process.  A constraint on a 

process is a relation among the functions of that process that limits their range of permissible values.  A 

causal constraint limits the causal influences to a region called the cone of causal influence (named after 

the light cone as introduced by Albert Einstein in the theory of relativity), since anything outside the cone 

cannot influence or be influenced by anything that happens in the present (Sowa, 1999).  Laws place 

constraints on the variability of the process functions over time, limiting the uncertainty in the predictability 

of a process.  For law governed processes the question is not whether they are predictable, but whether 

the constraints can be tightened to limit the range of uncertainty. 

 

Although physical processes are continuous, for most methods of reasoning, measurement and 

computation, discrete approximations of the process is required.  Discrete processes can be seen as a 

combination of states (conditions persisting for some duration) and events (changes occurring between 

states).  For every event type there exist a fixed number of input state types (preconditions) and a fixed 

number of output state types (post conditions).  The combination of preconditions and post conditions 

forms the signature of the event type. 
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Predictions are performed through the inverse mapping from the discrete approximation to the continuous 

process.  However, due to the limited accuracy of all measuring instruments and the limited storage 

capacity of even the largest digital computers, predicted values cannot correspond exactly to the 

continuous physical values, they can only approximate them.  Yet, if the difference between the actual 

value and the predicted value is sufficiently small, a predicted value may be adequate for a particular 

application.  For an engineer, the goal is to find an adequate approximation to solve the problem at hand.  

However, it is important to remember that even the best models are approximations to a limited aspect of 

the world for a specific purpose (Sowa, 1999). 

2.5.2 Hierarchical system decomposition 

Hierarchical system decomposition provides the framework for deriving process causality maps from a 

process system.  It not only allows for the retention of process flow topology and connectivity information 

via structural decomposition, but also via functional decomposition for the use of causal and fundamental 

process and unit specific information for variable selection and results interpretation. 

 

Hierarchical system decomposition deals with decomposing process systems into their respective 

process units, representing the functionality and structure of the process systems through the input-output 

relationships of the units.  This is based on the observation where experienced plant operators break a 

problem into progressively smaller sub problems, seeking and prioritising several goals within each sub 

problem (Douglas, 1985).  It has been found that the structuring of a process system into different level 

typically can typically be done along two dimensions (Rasmussen, 1985): structural and functional.  

Structural decomposition is where the process system is seen to consist of various related components at 

different levels of physical aggregation.  Functional decomposition is where the physical implementation 

of the process functions is maintained in the hierarchical representation.  Although not always the case, 

very often a change in the level of structural decomposition is coupled with a change in the level of 

functional decomposition. 

 

For the functional decomposition of a process system, the process- and equipment independent 

functional properties of the system are represented in several levels of functional abstraction with the 

number of levels required between the material physical implementation and the ultimate purpose of the 

system being dependent on the reason of the decomposition as well as the type of process system.  At 

the lowest level of decomposition, the physical form of the system as defined by the material configuration 

is represented.  Moving higher up the abstraction hierarchy, the physical processes or functions of the 

various components and systems are represented, until at the highest levels, only general concepts are 

used with which to represent the functional properties of the process system with no reference made to 

the physical process or equipment (Rasmussen, 1985).  When moving up the abstraction hierarchy, 

information regarding the physical and material properties of the system is not simply removed, but 

information is also added regarding the principles governing the cofunction of the lower level functions 

and elements. 
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Whereas models at low levels of abstraction relate to a specific physical world, serving several purposes, 

models at higher levels of abstraction relate to a specific purpose that can be met by several physical 

groupings.  From this it is evident that bottom-up an abstraction hierarchy describes the purpose of the 

respective process units with particular functions and how they serve higher level purposes while top-

down an abstraction hierarchy describes how higher level purposes are implemented through process 

units with particular functions.  Hierarchical decomposition of a process system therefore not only 

transforms a specific problem to a level at which the solution is more readily available, but also serves as 

a powerful functional reasoning tool, allowing interaction at any level of the abstraction hierarchy 

(Rasmussen, 1985). 

 

For fault administration (including both recognition and correction), Chen and Modarres (1992) used 

hierarchical system decomposition in the form of a goal tree-success tree (GTST) to represent deep-

knowledge of the process.  A major objective of this approach is the formulation of a general knowledge 

representation depicting a complex physical system in a simple manner.  Included in this, the 

representation should provide sufficient data structures to precisely describe the object while rigorously 

supporting the logical relationship between each object and its function(s).  In summary, this approach not 

only provides the rigorous definition of logical connections in a system structure and function, but also the 

process topology. 

 

The GTST model shows a processing plant as a distributed network of unit operations and basic 

processes with embedded monitoring, instrumentation and control systems as well as higher level 

management and supervisory functions.  The nodes in the model represent goals or functions (in the 

case of physical systems); the top plant goal/objective being explicitly defined first, with progressively 

more detailed lower levels as the goal tree is decomposed vertically downward from this goal/objective.  

For any goal it must be possible to define explicitly how the specific goal/sub-goal is satisfied while 

simultaneously being able to define explicitly why the specific goal/sub-goal must be satisfied.  At the 

lowest level of the goal tree plant hardware, human activities and process conditions are addressed, 

representing the possible combinations of operating components which achieve a goal in the goal tree 

(Figure 3).  For this a thorough understanding of the physical aspects of the process and its properties is 

required. 
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Figure 3: Typical structure (frame-based representation) depicting the hierarchical relationship of a 

GTST model (adapted from Chen and Modarres, 1992) 

 

The top goal is hypothesized to have failed whenever one of the above SPC criteria is met.  All sub-goals 

of the top goal should subsequently be investigated to determine the source of the problem.  It should be 

noted that the correct identification of the problem could be hampered by uncertain evidences or 

conclusions arising from uncertainty in data, data interpretation and rules of inference.  In reality, some 

information is always unavailable to support the desired logical inferences of fault recognition.  To 

account for this, Chen and Modarres (1992) used the Bayesian theorem to handle evidence and 

deduction uncertainties for faulty recognition.  Furthermore, sensor failure may lead to misdiagnosis 

requiring comprehensive data validation of all sensor data before a diagnostic conclusion is reached. 

 

Lind (1991) proposed the hierarchical decomposition of a process system into a multilevel flow model, a 

normative description of the process system representing what it has been designed to do (goals), how it 

should do it (functions) and with what it should do it (physical components).  Using this approach, a 

functional representation of the process in terms of how the physical components support sub-goals, how 

sub-goals support functions, and how the network of functions ensure the process goals are achieved can 

be obtained (Larsson, 1994).  Within the functional representation, different types of relations between the 

goals, functions and physical components were defined.  When connecting a set of functions to a goal 

with the aim of implying that the functions are used to obtain the goal, an achieve relation is used.  When 

connecting a goal to a function with the aim of implying that the function only becomes available should 

the goal be fulfilled, a condition relation is used.  When connecting a physical component to a function 

with aim of implying that the function is implemented or realised through the use of the physical 
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component, a realise relation is used.  Whereas goals are defined as either production, safety or 

economy related, flow structures are treated as either mass, energy or information related. 

 

For fault diagnosis, each of the flow functions within the multilevel flow model could be in a state of 

normal, working of faulty.  In order to establish the relationship between the failure states of the physical 

components and that of the different flow functions, the failure state of the function need to be 

investigated through a test to be performed, a check to be done, or a question to be asked.  A search of 

the model graph is ultimately used for fault diagnosis (Larsson, 1994): 

1. A goal/sub-goal for diagnosis is selected. 

2. Achieve relations are used to search from the goal/sub-goal into the connected network of flow 

functions. 

3. Realise relations are used to determine if the physical components corresponding to each of the 

flow functions are currently realising the functions. 

4. For a faulty flow function conditioned by a sub-goal, or if the flow function cannot be checked, the 

search is repeated from step 2. 

5. For a working flow function the searched is deemed completed and that part of the sub-tree 

skipped. 

 

Larsson (1994) found that the process of implementing and maintaining knowledge databases for fault 

diagnosis using multilevel flow models were much more efficient than rule-based expert systems due to 

the graphical nature of multilevel flow models.  The graphical nature further made inconsistencies in the 

database impossible, thus guaranteeing consistency within the model. 

 

Prasad et al. (1998) also used a hierarchical approach to organise diagnostic knowledge for a processing 

plant by primary processing systems, subsystems, components, behaviours and malfunction modes.  In 

their approach different modules may use different methods to address specific local sub problems with 

development requiring readily available sources of knowledge, consideration given to common design 

and operating objectives of process plants and the inclusion of operating expertise and generic process 

characteristics. 

 

A hierarchical approach provides a platform for the decomposition of the process with which to manage 

and distribute diagnostic decision making into a set of focused but coordinated problem solving modules 

with the ability to associate different diagnostic methods to different problem solving modules.  

Furthermore, engineered processes typically display hierarchical whole-part organisation, allowing the 

efficient modularisation of the diagnostic knowledge-base while simultaneously mirroring the structure of 

modules of the process system to be diagnosed.  Each node in the hierarchy is used to define a localised 

diagnostic method specialised for establishing whether or not a relevant malfunction exists at that node, 

with the tip nodes of the hierarchy representing malfunction modes of specific equipment or 

instrumentation. Evaluation of a malfunction follows a top down approach down the hierarchical model of 

the process from a general to a specific malfunction. 
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Prasad et al. (1998) defined four types of available knowledge that should be captured: 

 Structural – physical equipment and connections, useful for structuring process hierarchy 

 Functional – intended functions and operating conditions, useful for structuring process 

hierarchy 

 Malfunction – what and how things can go wrong 

 Behavioural – causal consequences of conditions, crossing functional and structural 

boundaries 

Causal knowledge is especially required to isolate and identify faults in weakly instrumented plants where 

malfunction symptoms may only appear causally, well downstream from the initial fault. 

 

For monitoring purposes, three distinct plant operating objects (production, product quality and safety) 

have been identified (Prasad et al., 1998).  For the production objective, knowledge is structured into 

primary process systems, subsystems, equipment items and modes of failure.  For primary process 

systems boundaries are drawn around related equipment groups whereas subsystems are modules that 

have been engineered into the process design so they present meaningful groupings from a process 

operation or human-interaction perspective.  For large processes consisting of many processing units, 

each with large numbers of measured variables associated with them, fault detection and diagnosis 

systems can be quite complex and convoluted.  The use of hierarchical system decomposition has been 

shown to provide effective modularity for structuring such large-scale diagnostic knowledge bases, 

allowing specific local problems to be addressed through the integration of different techniques (Prasad et 

al., 1998). 

 

Modarres and Cheon (1999) subsequently proposed a function-centered approach, combining the goal 

tree-success tree model with a master logic diagram.  Given the structural decomposition of a process 

system, the relationships between various objects are described as a “part of” hierarchy: each object in 

the hierarchy being a “part of” another object situated at a higher level of abstraction.  Given the 

functional decomposition of a process system, the relationships between various objects are described as 

a “purpose of” hierarchy: association with objects in the hierarchy being an arbitrary process that is highly 

influenced by the “purpose of” the decomposition.  When representing the classes of objects in a 

hierarchy, indicating the hierarchy of the classes of objects, the relationship between the various classes 

are described as a “kind-of” hierarchy.  In essence the function-centered approach combines the concept 

of structural and functional hierarchies through the use of “part-of” and “purpose-of” relationships into a 

“kind-of” hierarchy, based on the concept of classes, where an instance of a class, an object, will inherit 

all the properties and structural specifications of the class, but may still contain additional properties 

specific to that instance.  The resulting functional-centered hierarchy is conceptually represented in the 

form of a goal tree-success tree model and combined with a master logic diagram.  With the highest level 

of the master logic diagram forming the lowest level of the goal tree-success tree, the combined 

representation can be used to model complex plants. 
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2.5.3 Process causality maps 

Based on this overview, general rules can be derived for the construction of process causality maps.  

Process causality maps can be seen as consisting of process flow diagrams with unit specific causality 

maps hanging off each process area/unit (Figure 4).  At the highest level the process causality map 

represents the process as a single functional node with process performance measures for process 

(production and quality), equipment and/or control.  The process is further decomposed into areas and 

units in subsequent layers of the process causality map, following the general layout of the process flow 

diagram, accounting not only for the forward material paths but also recycle streams.  Relevant process 

performance measures, in the form of data-based techniques, are attached to the various functional 

nodes within the process causality map, allowing for top-down root cause analysis to be performed as 

well as interaction or intervention with the model at any level.  At the lowest level of the process causality 

map individual instrument units are found with process performance measures for data validation and 

instrument failure detection. 

 

 

Figure 4: Generic process causality map depicting a process flow diagram as multiple layers with 

unit specific causality maps hanging off each process area/unit 

 

The aim of structuring the process as such is not to over analyse the process but rather to treat the 

process as a series of interconnected major process units with each process unit being functionally 

described by the fundamental physics of that process unit.  Division of the process into areas and units 

are based on their location within the process flow, the interactions and interconnections between the 

areas and units, the function and purpose of the major units and their mutual dependence during 

operation.  All process data (including high frequency online process data and low frequency offline 
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laboratory data) are thus grouped logically into functional nodes and combined with the relevant 

metadata. 

 

At the various functional nodes, process performance measures, in the form of data-based techniques, 

are attached which suit the fundamental drivers of the process units.  Process performance measures 

can be anything from single values or simple time series plots to complex custom statistical data analysis 

techniques used to monitor the process performance with.  These measures are not only used to 

describe the performance of the various process units but they are also used to monitor the process 

equipment and control solutions (which inherently affects process performance). 

 

When combining relevant functional nodes hierarchically, a unit specific causality map is formed (Figure 

5).  The hierarchical nature of the unit specific causality map is a combination of how various process 

units and process measurements relate to one another.  For any two functional nodes to be connected to 

one another within a unit specific causality map, a mathematical or relational relationship needs to exist 

between the two functional nodes.  The relationship could be in the form of data being condensed from 

the bottom functional node to the upper functional node through the calculation of a simple process 

performance measure or the association of information due to the fundamental physical relationship 

between the functional nodes.  If it is not possible to define a relationship between two functional nodes, it 

is impossible to determine the root cause at the lower functional node due to a shift in the process 

performance at a higher functional node in the unit specific causality map.  Constructing such a unit 

specific causality map, therefore, not only requires a sound knowledge of how the various process 

variables relate to one another, but also a good fundamental understanding of how the various process 

units operate and interact with each another.  Unit specific causality maps are a culmination of process, 

equipment and control knowledge. 
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Function Function = fn(Sub function 1, Sub function 2, Sub function 3, …, Sub Function n)

Sub function 

1

Sub function 

2

Sub function 

3

Sub function 

...

Sub function 

n
 

Figure 5: Generic unit specific causality map where the top level of the tree (Function) is the 

primary function of the process unit and the sub functions represent the important identifiable 

parameters that contribute to the function 

 

The use of process causality maps, combined with data-based methods, therefore addresses the 

following desirable characteristics (highlighted below) a diagnostic system should possess 

(Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003a): 

1. Quick detection and diagnosis 

2. Isolability 

3. Robustness 

4. Novelty identifiability 

5. Classification error estimate 

6. Adaptability 

7. Explanation facility 

8. Modelling requirements 

9. Storage and computational requirements 

10. Multiple fault identifiability 

Of these, it is expected that the proposed process causality maps will contribute mostly in terms of 

explanation facility. 
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3 Statistical data-based fault detection 

Various statistical methods exist for the analysis, monitoring and diagnosis of process operating 

performance over time with those based within the SPC framework having received much attention.  

Numerous SPC techniques exist, applicable to a wide range of monitoring scenarios covering univariate, 

multivariate, static and dynamic monitoring of linear and non-linear processes. 

 

Statistical data-based fault detection techniques all make use of a mathematical representation of the 

process based on historical process data.  The use of data-based models is especially advantageous 

when encountering high process non-linearity, high dimensionality or high process complexity.  These 

data-based methods use historical process data to verify whether or not a process is within a “state of 

statistical control” while still allowing “common-cause” variation (variation that affects the process all the 

time and is essentially unavoidable within the current process).  Typically a statistical model is built using 

historical process data when the process was in a state of normal operating condition (NOC).  Any 

periods containing variations arising from special events that one would like to detect in the future are 

omitted, but can be used to build individual event/fault models.  New process data is then compared to 

this NOC model in order to detect a change in the system.  When the new process data is compared to 

the event/fault models specific events can be identified. 

 

Changes within the system can be detected using either univariate or multivariate data.  Conventional 

univariate control charts, such as Shewhart, cumulative sum (CUSUM) and exponentially weighted 

moving average (EWMA) charts usually include both warning limits (target value ± 2 ) and control limits 

(target value ± 3 ), where   is the standard deviation of the time series data.  Heuristic rules (Nijhuis et 

al., 1997) can then be used to determine if an out-of-control situation exists: 

 Any observations outside of the control limits. 

 Two or more consecutive observations outside the warning limits. 

 Four or more consecutive observations outside the 1  limits. 

 Eight or more consecutive observations moving in either an upward or downward direction. 

 Any unusual or non-random pattern in the data. 

 

However, these charts commonly only permit investigation into the magnitude of deviation of any one 

variable, independently of all other variables, at a given time, often resulting in inaccurate, delayed 

conclusions being drawn (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995).  Essential process information therefore may not 

necessarily lie within any individual process variable (univariate), but also in how the variables change 

with respect to one another (multivariate).  Multivariate statistical projection and regression methods such 

as principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least squares (PLS) overcome many of these shortfalls. 

 

This chapter deals with the theory behind many of the statistical process monitoring techniques available 

for statistical data-based fault detection, focussing on those within the SPC domain.  The selected 

techniques are not an exhaustive list of available techniques, but have been chosen to be illustrative of 

what is available. 
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3.1 Univariate statistical process monitoring 

For statistical process monitoring (SPM), conventional univariate control charts all monitor the deviation, 

or variation thereof, between a single process value and its associated target value.  The most frequently 

used univariate control charts are the Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA charts. 

3.1.1 The Shewhart chart 

The classical Shewhart chart (Shewhart, 1931) consists of a sequential time plot of process data, a target 

value and upper and lower control limits set at ± 3  from the target value.  In essence, it is a graphical 

method for testing whether or not the observed process measurement differs significantly from its desired 

target value.  The Shewhart chart has been found to be effective in detecting large changes in the mean 

of the process variable being monitored, it being much less sensitive to shifts of small magnitude. 

 

A multivariate Shewhart chart can be constructed by plotting PCA or PLS scores or the Hotelling’s 
2T  

statistic based on these scores on a Shewhart chart.  Evolution of the process over time with regard to 

the PCA or PLS model is given by a Shewhart chart of the PCA or PLS scores whereas an estimate of 

how far away an observation is from the centre of the PCA or PLS model is given by a Shewhart chart of 

Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic (showing a summary of all the scores). 

3.1.2 The CUSUM chart 

The CUSUM chart (Page, 1954) was developed for detecting small changes in the mean of a process 

variable.  It is a plot of the cumulative sum of the deviation of the process data being monitored from its 

desired target value.  The CUSUM chart can be seen as a variation on the Shewhart chart where the 

cumulative sum of the deviations is monitored instead of the deviations themselves.  Another important 

difference to note is that whereas the Shewhart method focuses only on the most current information the 

CUSUM method pays equal attention to the entire data history. 

 

A multivariate CUSUM chart can be constructed by plotting PCA or PLS scores on a CUSUM chart.  

Typically a cumulative sum adding the deviation on the high side scores larger than the target value and a 

cumulative sum adding the deviation on the low side scores smaller than the target value will be 

monitored. 

3.1.3 The EWMA chart 

The EWMA method (Roberts, 1959) can be regarded as a moving average technique, also making it a 

dynamic method, that falls somewhere between the Shewhart and CUSUM methods (Ogunnaike and 

Ray, 1994).  It uses a first-order digital filter to take the history of the data into account (similar to the 

CUSUM method), typical for a process with memory and drift, and the filtered values are subsequently 

monitored (similar to the Shewhart method).  The parameter for determining the memory length strongly 

influences the EWMA variance.  Its choice is very important in determining the methods’ sensitivity to 

detecting shifts in the mean of the process variable being monitored.  The EWMA chart can also be 
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extended to the multivariate case (Lowry et al., 1992).  A multivariate EWMA chart can be constructed by 

plotting PCA or PLS scores on a EWMA chart. 

3.2 Basic multivariate statistical process monitoring 

PCA and PLS treats all process variables simultaneously.  In short they extract information on how all the 

process variables are behaving relative to one another and compress the information in a manner which 

retains essential information.  PCA and PLS is therefore ideal for handling high dimensional and 

correlated variables, has a built-in noise-filter and facilitates the graphical interpretation of multivariate 

results. 

3.2.1 Principal component analysis 

Conventional PCA finds linear combinations of the variables in a data set X , consisting of n  rows 

(observations) and p  columns (variables), through eigenvector decomposition of the correlation matrix of 

the variables (Wise and Gallagher, 1996).  Prior to PCA all the variables in X  must first be auto-scaled.  

Auto-scaling is required so as to avoid having important variables whose magnitudes are small from 

being overshadowed by less important, but larger magnitude variables.  During auto-scaling the data is 

adjusted to zero mean and unit variance.  After auto-scaling, the covariance matrix of X  can be defined 

as: 

 

 
1

cov



n

XX
X

T

         (3-1) 

 

X  is consequently decomposed as the sum of the outer product of vectors it  and il  plus a residual 

matrix E : 

 

EltltltX T

aa

TT  2211        (3-2) 

 

where a  is less than or equal to the smallest dimension of X .  The it  vectors (scores) contain 

information on how the observations relate to one another, and the il  vectors (loadings) contain 

information on how the variables relate to one another.  The il  vectors are eigenvectors of the covariance 

matrix: 

 

  iii lλlX cov          (3-3) 

 

where i  is the eigenvalue associated with the eigenvector il .  For any ii ,lt  pair, i  is a measure of the 

amount of variance (information) described by the ii ,lt  pair.  The ii ,lt  pairs are usually arranged in 
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descending order according to its associated i .  The first ii ,lt  pair then captures the largest amount of 

variance of any pair in the decomposition and each subsequent pair captures the largest possible amount 

of variance remaining at that step.  It should also be noted that the score vector it  is a linear combination 

of the data set X defined by il : 

 

ii tXl            (3-4) 

 

Following PCA, it is generally found that the data can be adequately described using far fewer factors 

than the original variables.  The score variables produced are also usually more normally distributed than 

the original variables themselves, except where they are associated with a controlled property of the 

system.  Various statistics exist with which to monitor/validate the PCA model.  The most common of 

these is the Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic, giving an indication as to the variation within the model, and the lack 

of model fit statistic, Q . 

3.2.2 Partial least squares 

For a given input, X , and output, Y , data set, PLS regression attempts to find factors that not only 

capture the greatest amount of variance in the predictor variables but is also the best at correlating the 

predicted explanatory variables with predicted response variables.  PLS can therefore be said to attempt 

to maximise covariance (Wise and Gallagher, 1996). 

 

In PLS, similar to PCA, the X  and Y  data sets are auto-scaled and then decomposed: 

 

EltltltX T

aa

TT  2211        (3-5) 

 

GquququY T

aa

TT  2211        (3-6) 

 

The latent vectors, at , are computed from the data for each PLS dimension such that the linear 

combination of the X  and Y  variables, respectively defined by the latent variables xlt T

aa   and 

yqu T

aa  , maximises the covariance between X  and Y  that is explained at each dimension.  The 

most instructive method of calculating the PLS model parameters is probably the non-iterative partial 

least squares (NIPALS) algorithm.  The NIPALS algorithm calculates not only scores and loadings, but 

also an additional set of vectors know as weights, Z , for maintaining orthogonal scores.  In addition to 

this, a vector of “inner-relationship” coefficients, b , relating the X - and Y -block scores, are also 

computed. 
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The PLS decomposition is started by selecting a column of Y , jy , as the starting estimate for 1u .  For 

the X  data block: 

 

1. 

1

1

1
uX

uX
z

T

T

          (3-7) 

 

2. 11 Xzt           (3-8) 

 

Then, for the Y  data block: 

 

3. 

11

11
1

tu

tu
q

T

T

          (3-9) 

 

4. 11 Yqu           (3-10) 

 

Convergence is checked by comparing the calculated 1t  from step 2, with the one from the previous 

iteration.  Repeat steps 1 to 4 until the calculated 1t  are equal within rounding error using 1u  as 

calculated in step 4.  When they are equal within rounding error, calculate the X  data block loadings and 

rescale the scores and weights accordingly: 

 

5. 

11

1

1
tt

tX
l

T

T

          (3-11) 

 

6. 

old

old

new
l

l
l

1

1

1           (3-12) 

 

7. oldoldnew ltt 111          (3-13) 

 

8. oldoldnew lzz 111          (3-14) 

 

Next, the regression coefficient b  is found for the inner relation: 
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9. 

11

11
1

tt

tu
b

T

T

          (3-15) 

 

Once the scores and loadings have been determined for the first factor (called a latent variable in PLS), 

the X - and Y -block residuals are calculated: 

 

10. 
TlX-tE 111           (3-16) 

 

11. 
TquY-bG 1111           (3-17) 

 

The entire procedure is now repeated from step 1 for the next latent variable.  X  and Y  are replaced 

with their residuals 1E  and 1G  respectively, and all subscripts are incremented by 1. 

 

The PLS calculated scores and loadings can be interpreted in terms of PCA scores and loadings that 

have been rotated to be more relevant for predicting y . 

 

For a mineral processing plant Hodouin et al. (1993) applied both PCA and PLS to monitor 44 process 

variables and 23 calculated variables averaged hourly over 350 hours.  The system was first decomposed 

into four sub-systems namely the grinding circuit ( MPPGC ), the flotation circuit ( MPPFC ), the 

rougher/scavenger flotation stage ( MPPRS ) and the cleaning/regrinding flotation stage ( MPPCR ).  The 

variables were then grouped into matrices of observation which were used to construct input and output 

blocks for each of the sub-systems. 

 

Systematic errors (accounting for bias in the data) in the subsequent data set were corrected for and 

followed by a mass balance to reconcile the data, correcting random errors (accounting for dispersion in 

the data).  For each sub-system PCA was applied to the matrix formed by combining the input and output 

blocks of the relevant sub-system and the results analysed.  PLS was also applied to the input and output 

blocks for each of the sub-systems using either a multi-input-single-output or multi-input-multi-output 

approach allowing various relationships in the data to be analysed. 

3.2.3 T2-chart 

The 
2T -chart is a multivariate chart based on Hotelling’s 

2T  statistic (Hotelling, 1947).  This chart is 

plotted based on the first a  principal components (PCs) (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995), where: 
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i
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          (3-18) 
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and 
it

  is the estimated variance of it  according to the PCA model based on historical data.  Each 
2

it  is 

scaled by the reciprocal of its associated variance, 
it

 ,  in order to ensure that each PC term plays an 

equal role in the computation of 
2T , irrespective of the amount of variance it explains in the data set X . 

 

Using historical data, the upper confidence limit (UCL ) for the 
2T -chart is given by (Kourti and 

MacGregor, 1995): 

 

  
 

 aa,nF
ana

ann
T αUCL 






112
       (3-19) 

 

where n  is the number of observations in the data set, a  is the number of PCs retained in the PCA 

model and  anaF ,  is the upper %100  critical point of the F -distribution with a  and an   

degrees of freedom.  The 95% UCL  is calculated using 05.0  and the 99% UCL  is calculated using 

01.0 . 

 

Figure 6: T
2
-chart indicating abnormal process behaviour resulting from when the variation in the 

variables is greater than can be explained by “common-cause” (adapted from Kharva, 2001) 
 

The 
2T -chart (Figure 6) provides a test for deviations in the variables that are of greatest importance to 

the variance of the data set X .  It will, however, only detect whether or not the variation in the variables 

in the plane of the first a  PCs are greater than can be explained by “common-cause”. 
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In order to identify the cause of the deviations in the variables, variable contributions can be calculated.  

For Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic, variable contributions are computed as  '1 LΛt 

, where Λ  is a diagonal 

matrix with diagonal elements equal to eigenvalues and off-diagonal elements equal to zero.  The score 

vector t  can also be substituted by the difference of two x  vectors multiplied by the loading matrix L , 

shedding light on the difference between two points in the principal component subspace (Teppola et al., 

1998). 

 

If the variables stay within the same min-max limits as the reference data set used to develop the PCA 

model, and the (internal) relationships between the variables change, new PCs will appear and the new 

observations will move away from the hyper-plane defined by the reference PCA model.  This change can 

be detected using a SPE -chart. 

3.2.4 SPE-chart 

The Squared Prediction Error ( SPE ) chart is a multivariate chart based on the Q  statistic.  The SPE -

chart measures the amount of variation in each observation not captured by the a  principal components 

retained in the PCA model.  This is accomplished by calculating the SPE  of the residuals of new 

observations (Kourti and MacGregor, 1995): 

 

 



q

i
new,inew,ix xxSPE

1

2
ˆ         (3-20) 

 

where inewx ,  is a PCA input, and inewx ,
ˆ  is the prediction of inewx ,  from the PCA model.  Using historical 

data, the UCL  for the SPE -chart is given by (Nomikos and MacGregor, 1995): 

 

2

h,αUCL gχSPE           (3-21) 

 

where  2g , the weight of the weighted chi-squared distribution, and  22h , the degrees of 

freedom of the weighted chi-squared distribution, with   the mean and   the variance of the SPE  

historical data set, at significance level  .  SPE  confidence limits can be established for the residuals of 

the data set X  or for the residuals of the individual variables.  Analogous to the 
2T -control chart, the 

95% UCL  is calculated using 05.0  and the 99% UCL  is calculated using 01.0 . 
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Figure 7: SPE -chart indicating abnormal process behaviour resulting from when the relationship 

among the variables being monitored or their dynamic patterns change (adapted from Kharva, 

2001) 

 

The SPE -chart (Figure 7) indicates abnormalities resulting from when the relationship among variables 

or their dynamic patterns change, indicating a breakdown of the correlation among the variables due to 

the potential existence of an event.  Under these conditions, the PCA model can no longer explain the 

new correlation among the measurements and the SPE  will increase. 

 

For the SPE , variable contributions are computed as a vector of squared prediction errors 

 2,,
ˆ

inewinew xx   in which each of the vector elements is the corresponding variable’s contribution to the 

prediction error (Westerhuis et al., 2000). 

3.2.5 Score-chart 

The score-control chart is a multivariate chart constructed by plotting the scores, it , obtained from 

applying PCA to the data set X  in either two or three dimensions.  If more than three PCs were retained 

in the PCA model, plotting various combinations of it  could result in valuable process information being 

extracted. 

 

Similar to the other control charts, confidence limits can be placed on the process scores.  Wise and 

Gallagher (1996) suggested that the confidence limits on the process scores be established based either 

on judgement concerning the desired process operating limits or using more sophisticated time series 
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modelling techniques.  Should the data be normally distributed, the T -distribution could be used to 

calculate the UCL  for the score-chart. 

 

Using historical data, the UCL  for the score-chart is given by: 

 

1,2  niUCL tT 


         (3-22) 

 

where i  is the standard deviation of the score it  and 2t


 is the upper 2  point of the T -distribution 

with 1n  degrees of freedom.  The 95% UCL  is calculated using 05.0  and the 99% UCL  is 

calculated using 01.0 . 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Score-control chart indicating abnormal process behaviour 

 

The score-chart (Figure 8) indicates abnormalities resulting from several variables having a larger than 

normal change, whereas the basic relationship among the variables and their dynamic patterns do not 

change.  Under these conditions the principal scores will move outside the region over which the PCA 

model was developed while the SPE  will remain small.  Combination score- SPE -charts are also 

possible. 
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3.2.6 Moving PCA 

The monitoring performance of conventional PCA can be improved upon through the application of 

moving PCA (MPCA) and its associated monitoring indices (Kano et al., 2001), resulting from PCA being 

applied on-line by moving a time-window.  In MPCA changes of operating condition, characterised by a 

change in the correlation structure among the process variables and not changes in the scores of 

predefined PCs, are detected through changes in the direction of each PC or changes in the subspace 

spanned by several PCs. 

 

Changes in the direction of each PC is monitored using the index iA .  The change of the i th PC is 

evaluated: 

 

    01 i

T

ii ljljA           (3-23) 

 

where  jli  denotes the i th PC at step j , and 0il  denotes the reference of i th PC (both  jli  and 0tl  

being unit vectors).  When the i th PC representing the current operating condition is equivalent to that of 

the reference, iA  becomes zero.  When  jli  is orthogonal to 0il , iA  becomes one.  MPCA can detect 

changes of correlation among process variables, which conventional MSPC with the Hotelling’s 
2T  and 

Q  statistics may find difficult to detect.  When variances of several PCs are similar to each other, the 

index iA  does not function well.  This results from the directions of PCs changing abruptly while the 

correlation among the process variables remains unchanged.  This problem is addressed by monitoring a 

change of subspace spanned by several PCs with similar variances instead of a change of each PC: 

 

min1 1 mA          (3-24) 

 

where min  is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix PWW T
 (derived for a change of subspace) and 

mA 1  is the index for monitoring the change of subspace spanned by the first m  PCs.  The index mA 1  

enables MPCA to function successfully even when variances of several PCs are similar to each other. 

 

The procedure for implementing MPCA is as follows: 

1. Acquire NOC time-series data, auto-scaling each column (variable) of the data matrix. 

2. Apply PCA to the data matrix, and define a reference PC, 0il . 

3. Determine the size (steps) of time-window, w .  Generate data sets with w  samples from the 

NOC data by moving the time-window.  Apply PCA to the data sets, and calculate PCs, il . 

4. Calculate the index iA  and/or mA 1 , and determine the control limits. 
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5. For on-line monitoring update the data matrix representing the current operating condition by 

moving the time-window step by step. 

6. Scale the updated data matrix with the mean and the variance obtained at step 1. 

7. Apply PCA to the PW   data matrix. 

8. Calculate the index iA  and/or mA 1 . 

9. Repeat from step 5.  If the index is outside the control limit, the process is judged to be out of 

control. 

 

MPCA has been shown to have considerably better reliability when compared to conventional PCA.  It is 

able to detect changes in operating conditions even when the deterministic changes in the variables 

being monitored are not significant and the variance is not increased.  However, MPCA has a smoothing 

effect, caused by the use of a time-window, and therefore suffers from a delay in detecting events and 

returns to the normal operating conditions.  This makes the selection of an appropriate size of time-

window crucial for the effective functioning of MPCA. 

3.2.7 Process data dissimilarity 

Although many successful applications have shown the practicability of multivariate SPC based on 

conventional PCA and Hotelling’s 
2T  and the Q  statistic, it does not always function well due to it not 

being able to detect correlation changes among process variables as long as both Hotelling’s 
2T  and the 

Q  statistic are within their respective control limits.  The process data dissimilarity index, DISSIM, (Kano 

et al., 2002) was introduced to improve process monitoring performance.  It is based on the idea that a 

change in operating condition can be detected by monitoring a distribution of time-series data, which 

reflects the corresponding operating condition. 

 

The differences between distributions of data sets are evaluated using a classification method based on 

the Karhunen-Loeve expansion, and it is mathematically equivalent to PCA.  Given 2 data sets, iX , the 

covariance matrix of the mixture of both data sets is estimated: 
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         (3-25) 

 

where iR  is the covariance matrices of the individual data sets, in  the number of samples in the 

individual data sets and n  the total number of samples.  Eigenvalue decomposition is performed and the 

transformation matrix obtained: 

 

21 lΛP           (3-26) 
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where l  is the eigenvectors and   the eigenvalues.  Using the transformation matrix, the individual 

matrices are then transformed: 

 

PX
n

n
Y i

i

i
1

1




          (3-27) 

 

Through calculation of the covariance matrices of these transformed data matrices and their subsequent 

eigenvalue decomposition, it is found that the most important correlation for data set 1 is equivalent to the 

least important correlation for data set 2, and vice versa.  When data sets are quite similar to each other, 

the eigenvalues 
 i
j  (where i  refers to the data set number and j  refers to the eigenvalue number) 

must be near 0.5.  On the other hand, when data sets are quite different from each other, the largest and 

the smallest eigenvalues should be near one and zero, respectively.  The dissimilarity index can then be 

defined as: 
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         (3-28) 

 

where p is the number of variables.  The dissimilarity index changes between zero, for similar data sets, 

and one, for dissimilar data sets.   

 

The procedure for implementing the process data dissimilarity index is as follows: 

1. Acquire NOC time-series data, auto-scaling each column (variable) of the data matrix. 

2. Determine the size (steps) of the time window, w .  Generate data sets with w  samples from the 

data by moving the time window.  Select a reference data set.  It is important that the size of the 

reference data set not exceed that of the time window.  One could also randomly select w  

samples from the data matrix. 

3. Calculate the dissimilarity index, D , and the control limits. 

4. For on-line monitoring update the data matrix representing the current operating condition by 

moving the time-window step by step. 

5. Scale the updated data matrix with the mean and the variance obtained at step 1. 

6. Calculate the dissimilarity index, D . 

7. Repeat from step 4.  If the index falls outside the control limit, the process is judged to be out of 

control. 

 

DISSIM have been shown to have considerably better reliability when compared to conventional PCA.  

However, similar to MPCA, DISSIM has a smoothing effect, caused by the use of a time-window, and 

therefore also suffers from a delay in detecting events and returns to the normal operating conditions.  

This makes the selection of an appropriate size of time-window crucial for the effective functioning of 
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DISSIM.  It should also be noted that DISSIM is very sensitive to changes in the correlation structure of 

the data being investigated. 

3.3 Dynamic multivariate statistical process monitoring 

Although conventional PCA takes the multivariate nature of the data into account, the dynamic behaviour 

of the process is not being considered.  The application of conventional PCA to continuous process data 

may, therefore, be inadequate.  This shortfall results from the time dependency of a dynamic system 

when considering the variable histories.  For dynamic processes, both the correlation among variables 

and the autocorrelation of each variable should be considered.  This requires dynamic models. 

3.3.1 Dynamic PCA 

Ku et al. (1995) extended conventional PCA through a well-known time lagged variable method to include 

dynamic behaviour in the PCA model.  When considering a system with dynamics, the current values of 

any variable will depend on past values of that variable.  Therefore, the linear relations between  jX  

and  1jX , at least, need to be identified.  If all dynamic relationships are first order systems, the 

relation will be the noise subspace of the following equation: 

 

     01  bjXjX          (3-29) 

 

In a more general case, 

 

  0 bwX           (3-30) 
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      (3-31) 

 

Dynamic PCA (DPCA) is essentially the same as the conventional PCA approach except that the data 

matrix is composed of time lagged duplicate vectors.  The proper choice of the number of time lags, w , 

will ensure that both the static and dynamic relations should appear in the noise subspace with small 

singular values.  The number of time lags is usually 1 or 2, indicating the order of the dynamic system.  

For non-linear systems, increasing w  could result in a better linear approximation of the actual non-linear 

relationships. 
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The procedure for determining the proper number of PCs to retain and the order of the system is as 

follows: 

1. Set 0w . 

2. Form the data matrix       wjXjXjX  1 . 

3. Perform PCA and calculate all the principal scores. 

4. Set  1 wpi  and   0wr . 

5. Determine if the i th component represents a linear relation.  If yes proceed, if no go to step 7. 

6. Set 1 ii  and     1 wrwr , repeat step 5. 

7. Calculate the number of new relationships 

     





1

0
1

w

i
newnew iriwwrr       (3-32) 

8. If   0wrnew , stop, otherwise proceed. 

9. Set 1 ww , go to step 2. 

 

It is suggested that one use parallel analysis and the cross-correlation plots of the scores to determine 

the number of the PCs.  The number of linear relations, r , will then be the total number of the variables 

minus the number of the PCs.  It is important to check if the remaining scores are completely independent 

using the auto- and cross-correlation plots.  All the static monitoring indices can be used with the DPCA 

models.  It has been shown that DPCA performs better than conventional PCA in detecting the 

occurrence of small disturbances in a dynamic process. 

 

Tsung (2000) extended DPCA and proposed a modified and simplified procedure.  In short, data for 

modelling is not only collected under NOC, but also under various known types of out-of-control 

conditions (OOCC) and the number of PCs to retain and the order of the system is not iteratively 

determined, but directly from the analytical model.  The procedure proposed to monitor and diagnose an 

automatic controlled process is as follows: 

1. Estimate an analytical model of the process, using this model to determine the necessary number 

of time lags. 

2. Collect both NOC and special OOCC data.  OOCC data is required to construct an OOCC 

database for diagnosis. 

3. Build a DPCA model with time lags as identified in step 1 for each of the specified OOCC, thus 

constructing the OOCC database. 

4. Monitor the process using Hotelling’s 
2T  and the Q  statistic.  If an out-of-control signal is 

detected, proceed to step 5 to diagnose the process. 

5. Observations are mapped to the OOCC database for root cause isolation and identification.  After 

identifying the most possible OOCC, confirm it by checking its Q  statistics.  It is only concluded 

that the out-of-control process is due to the OOCC if the Q  chart agrees.  Should the case 
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observations of the out-of-control process not be consistent with the classified OOCC model, the 

Q  chart will indicate the presence of a new OOCC.  Once this root cause is isolated and 

identified, the new model can be added to the OOCC database for future use. 

 

Lin et al. (2000) combined the strength of DPCA, for extracting time-dependent relationships in 

measurements by augmenting the data matrix by time lagged variables, and non-linear PCA using neural 

networks, for extracting non-linear relationships among process variables.  The procedure proposed for 

the implementation of non-linear DPCA (ND-PCA) for process monitoring and diagnosis is as follows: 

1. Obtain a NOC data matrix. 

2. Use DPCA to filter the raw data. 

3. Use the DPCA scores to develop a score predictive model, dividing the dynamic measurement 

space into two subspaces: a PC subspace and a residual subspace. 

4. For every event scenario, the developed DPCA model is used to rectify the data matrix and the 

projection of every event scenario in PC subspace is obtained.  The projections of each event in 

the PC subspace is then classified using a sigmoid basis function feed forward neural network.  

The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm used to train this neural network was improved upon through 

the use of a genetic algorithm to guarantee the global optimisation of the network and a low 

training error. 

5. Monitor the process using Hotelling’s 
2T  and the Q  statistic. 

6. If an out-of-control signal is detected the sample vector’s projection in PC subspace is fed into the 

neural network to implement event identification. 

3.3.2 Summed-scores PCA 

Wachs and Lewin (1999) addressed the shortfall of the conventional PCA methodology not accounting for 

time-dependent relationships among process variables by recursively summing the last w  PCA scores, 

referred to as summed-scores PCA (SSPCA), and using these summed-scores to construct the 

descriptive statistics for process monitoring.  This approach extends the standard univariate moving-

average techniques, to the multidimensional space of scores, obtained from applying PCA.  Additionally, 

for processes characterised by time-varying trajectories, delay-adjusted PCA (DAPCA) is used to account 

for the dynamic delays between variables by applying relative shifts between the inputs and outputs.  The 

most appropriate time delays between input and output trajectories are determined by shifting input 

variables backward until their correlation with the outputs are maximized.  DAPCA has similarities with 

dynamic PCA (Ku et al., 1995) in which the dynamic behaviour of the process is treated but not its delays. 

 

For SSPCA, the w -summed construct is computed as follows: 

 

nwjtt
j

wjk
kj ,,,

1
,1,1  


       (3-33) 
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where n  is the number of samples, i  is the number of the score being summed and w  the time window 

over which the scores are summed.  It can be shown that 1T , the first vector of the summed-scores 

scores matrix, has a normal distribution with zero mean and standard deviation  .  If the NOC 

boundaries are at 3  from the origin, 99.7% of NOC data will lie within the NOC limits.  Therefore 

using SSPCA, the NOC limits are at  w3  compared with 3  limits for conventional PCA.  This 

increases the resolution between the NOC and the failure point and could often lead to faster event 

detection.  By increasing w , the resolution will be increased, although at the price of delayed reaction. 

 

It was found that the appropriate number of samples to be summed, w , needs to be large enough to 

enable small shifts to be detected, but not larger than necessary to reduce the diagnosis reaction time to 

a minimum.  SSPCA proved to be especially successful in detecting small shifts where conventional PCA 

was found to be inadequate. 

 

The algorithm for DAPCA is as follows: 

1. Form the pn  raw data matrix, X , consisting of n  rows (observations) and p  columns 

(variables), the first m  of which are inputs and the subsequent mp   are outputs. 

2. Define the maximum reasonable process delay, maxd , in terms of samples. 

3. For each input variable, i : 

a. Form the  1 mpn  data matrix, iX , from the i th input and all mp   outputs. 

b. Select the optimal backward shift in the i th input, id , in the range max0 ddi  , such 

that the determinant of the correlation matrix computed from iX  is minimised. 

c. Store the optimal shift for the i th input, id . 

4. Adjust the original data set such that each input vector is shifted by its optimal delay. 

5. Perform PCA on the modified data set, and adjust new samples by the optimal shifts computed in 

step 3. 

 

The DAPCA algorithm assumes the inputs to be independent of one another and the output variables to 

be correlated among themselves with no delays present.  It is therefore not possible to guarantee that the 

proposed algorithm always identifies the optimal shifts that find the global minimum for the object 

function. 

3.3.3 Multiscale PCA 

In order to model data containing contributions from events whose behaviour changes over time and 

frequency, Bakshi (1998) suggested the use of multiscale PCA (MSPCA).  MSPCA combines the ability of 

PCA to decorrelate the variables by extracting linear relationships with that of wavelet analysis to extract 

deterministic features and approximately decorrelate auto-correlated measurements. 
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The advantage of wavelets lies in the fact that this family of basis functions are localised in both time and 

frequency: 

 

  






 


s

vk

s
ksv 

1
        (3-34) 

 

where  k  is the mother wavelet, s  represents the dilation parameter (determining the location of the 

wavelet in the frequency domain as well as the scale or extent of the time-frequency localisation) and v  

represents the translation parameter (determining the location of the wavelet in the time domain).  By 

projection on the corresponding wavelet basis function, any signal may be decomposed into its 

contributions in different regions of the time-frequency space.  The number of coefficients for both the 

wavelet and scaling functions decreases dyadically at coarser scales.  This is a direct result of the dyadic 

discretisation of the dilation and translation parameters.  Convolution with a filter I  and J  represents 

projections on the scaling function and wavelet respectively.  The coefficients at different scales can be 

obtained: 

 

11 ,   mmmm JadIaa         (3-35) 

 

where md  is the vector of wavelet coefficients at scale m  and ma  is the vector of scaling function 

coefficients. 

 

The algorithm for MSPCA is as follows: 

1. For each column in the data matrix 

Compute the wavelet decomposition. 

End 

2. For each scale 

Compute the covariance matrix of the wavelet coefficients. 

Compute the PCA eigenvectors and scores of the wavelet coefficients. 

Select the appropriate number of principal components to retain. 

Select the wavelet coefficients larger than an appropriate threshold. 

End 

3. For all the scales together 

Compute the PCA by including all the scales with significant events. 

Reconstruct the approximate data matrix from the selected and thresholded scores at 

each scale. 

End 

 

The algorithm can be applied on-line by decomposing the data in a moving window of dyadic length with 

the most recent sample included in the window.  Spurious features created by sudden changes can be 
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decreased by averaging the signal reconstructed from each moving window.  This will also improve the 

accuracy and smoothness of the extracted features.  MSPCA has not only been found to outperform 

conventional PCA but also integrates the task of feature extraction and process monitoring. 

 

Fourie and de Vaal (2000) developed a non-linear multiscale principal component analysis (NLMSPCA) 

methodology to detect deterministic changes and extract those features that represent abnormal 

operation.  NLMSPCA combines the strength of non-linear PCA via an input-training neural network, for 

extracting both linear and non-linear relationships from measurements, and wavelet analysis, for 

extracting deterministic features and approximately decorrelating auto-correlated measurements.  In 

addition, non-parametric control limits are calculated for the control charts used to identify the occurrence 

of out-of-control situations.  The procedure proposed for the implementation of NLMSPCA is as follows: 

1. Pre-screen data to identify and handle outliers, missing data, etc. 

2. Apply multiresolution analysis based on wavelets, decompose each variable into its contributions 

in different regions of the time-frequency space. 

3. Apply level dependent thresholding to the wavelet coefficients at each scale, selecting a smaller 

subset of wavelet coefficients, also separating the stochastic and deterministic components of the 

signal. 

4. Details and approximations are reconstructed in the time domain from both the thresholded and 

non-thresholded wavelet coefficients.  Thresholded details and approximations containing 

significant contributions are retained in a data set 1, whereas non-thresholded details and 

approximations are retained in a data set 2.  Steps 5 to 10 are applied to both data set 1 and data 

set 2. 

5. Both linear and non-linear PCA is performed independently on the details and approximations at 

each scale. 

6. Non-linear PCA is performed based on the input-training neural network approach. 

7. For on-line application, a mapping model is developed between the process observations and the 

non-linear principal scores.  A feed-forward neural network is used to combine the mapping 

network and the input-training neural network. 

8. Bivariate non-linear PC score plots and SPE  plots are derived for performance monitoring.  

Control limits are determined based on non-parametric density estimation using kernel 

estimation. 

9. An out-of-control situation is detected when the current scores and residuals violate the control 

limits. 

10. Define a differential contribution plot, describing the difference between the contributions of the 

process variables to their non-linear scores. 

 

Kano et al. (2002) extended MSPCA by incorporating the moving PCA and DISSIM with their associated 

statistics into the MSPCA methodology.  The monitoring procedure of multiscale MPCA or multiscale 

DISSIM is the same as that of MSPCA, except that wherever conventional PCA was applied MPCA or 

DISSIM is now applied, and the 
2T  and Q  indices are replaced by iA  or D . 
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3.4 Non-linear multivariate statistical process monitoring  

Although great success has been achieved with the application of linear dimensionality reduction 

techniques such as linear PCA for multivariate SPM, many real processes are non-linear.  Non-linear 

extensions of linear PCA are therefore one way of enhancing multivariate SPM (Dong and McAvoy, 1996; 

Zhang et al., 1997; Jia et al., 1998).  With non-linear PCA, the first two principal components normally 

also explain more of the variance in the data than is possible through linear PCA, enhancing the graphical 

interpretation of the results. 

3.4.1 Conventional PCA and Neural networks 

Jia et al. (1998) combined conventional PCA and neural networks, developing a non-linear PCA approach 

consisting of three main steps.  During the first step linear PCA is applied to the data, extracting linear 

information from the data with sufficient data variance being retained in the transformed data to ensure 

that non-linear correlations are not removed from the model.  During the second step the PCA scores are 

scaled to unit variance, compressing the linear structure of the data and so allowing the recovery of the 

non-linear structure in the transformed data.  The last step of the approach entails capturing the latent 

non-linear structure of the transformed data through modelling using a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural 

network.  This allows both linear and non-linear information to be captured in the final non-linear principal 

component scores. 

 

Following this work, Chen and Liao (2002) also combined conventional PCA and neural networks by 

developing a technique called neural network PCA (NNPCA), applicable to both linear and non-linear 

systems.  The methodology consists essentially of two core stages: residual generation and residual 

evaluation.  Residuals are generated by comparing the actual behaviour of the process to be supervised 

with that of a nominal event-free neural network model driven by the same observations.  The residuals 

derived from the difference between the actual process and the neural network predictions are 

subsequently evaluated using PCA.  It is expected that the residuals be closed to zero under the NOC.  

Under abnormal operating conditions, the zero point of the residual variable would drift away.  Comparing 

the residuals with a decision function or predefined threshold from the NOC statistical analysis is done in 

order to determine if the new process behaviour can be classed as in-control or out-of-control.  

Multivariable control charts are used to monitor the residuals due to the correlations between the residual 

variables.  Therefore, the neural network acts as a non-linear dynamic operator used to remove the non-

linear and dynamic characteristics, whereas PCA is applied to generate simple monitoring charts. 

 

In order to determine control limit thresholds for process monitoring, the residual data for the NOC data is 

computed from the predicted neural network and put in a 2-dimensional residual matrix E   pn : 
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with n  samples and p  prediction residual variables.  This residual matrix can be decomposed into linear 

PCs.  Using the derived PCs and scores, Hotelling’s 
2T and the Q  statistics can be used to determine 

thresholds for the control limits. 

 

NNPCA has been found to be more effective than the conventional PCA or DPCA, especially when the 

process exhibits dynamic and non-linear behaviour.  The sensitivity and robustness of NNPCA for 

process monitoring can also be improved by integrating CUSUM or EWMA directly into NNPCA.  By 

doing so, EWMA can be used first to determine the predicted residuals from the neural net model and the 

moving average variables, and then PCA can be used to extract the correlation between the moving 

average variables. 

3.4.2 Auto-associative neural networks 

Instead of combining linear PCA with neural networks, Kramer (1991) used an auto-associative neural 

network for deriving non-linear principal components from data.  This is accomplished through training of 

a feedforward neural network, reproducing model inputs at the model output layer.  The auto-associative 

neural network consists of an input layer (linear or non-linear), three hidden layers and an output layer 

(linear or non-linear).  The hidden layers consist of a non-linear mapping/enconding layer, a linear or non-

linear bottleneck layer and a non-linear demapping/decoding layer.  The non-linear nodes in the mapping 

and demapping layers are required to ensure the generation of non-linear combinations of the model 

inputs with the bottleneck layer containing fewer nodes than either the input or output layer, forcing the 

network to develop a compact representation of the input data. 

  

There are two methods for calculating non-linear principal components using an auto-associative neural 

network.  For the first method the size of the bottleneck layer is determined by the total number of non-

linear principal components required.  Subsequently, a single neural network is trained, with the output of 

the bottleneck layer representing the required non-linear principal components.  The alternative method, 

auto-associative neural network principal component analysis (AANNPCA), requires multiple neural 

networks, each containing a single node in the bottleneck layer, to be sequentially trained (Scholz et al., 

2008).  Starting with the first neural network, only the primary non-linear principal component is extracted 

by the bottleneck layer.  The residual from the first network becomes the input to the second neural 

network.  The second neural network is subsequently trained and the whole process repeated until the 

required number of non-linear principal component has been extracted.  Sequential training of single 
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node bottleneck layer networks not only allows for rescaling of the residuals between training steps but 

also forces the bottleneck nodes to model separate factors in the data. 

 

Using auto-associative neural networks for extracting non-linear principal components have proved to be 

more effective than conventional linear PCA in describing and reducing data.  When tested on batch 

reaction data, non-linear PCA significantly outperformed conventional linear PCA. 

3.4.3 Principal curves 

Principal curves are a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique.  For an m -dimensional data set, the 

smooth, 1-dimensional curve passing through its middle is termed a principal curve (Dong and McAvoy, 

1996).  The structure of the data determines the shape of the principal curve, which in turn provides a 

non-linear summary of the data (Figure 9).  If the principal curve is a straight line, it is a linear principal 

component.  The principle curve can be represented by a vector  cf  of coordinate functions, of a single 

variable c .  The variable c , often the arc length along the curve, parameterises the curve and provides 

an ordering along it.  Given 
pRx , a continuous random vector with a known distribution H , the curve 

f  is a principal curve of H  if 

 

    cfcxcx f           (3-37) 

 

where fc  is defined as a projection index of 
tp RR  .  The value of c  for which  cf  is closest to x  

is defined as the projection index  xc f  of x .  If several such values exist, the largest one is used. 

 

For estimation of the principal curve, the expectation operator,  , requires that the distribution of x  be 

known. However, real data is often multivariate and finite, 
pRx , with unknown distribution.  

  cXcX i

f   can be estimated by means of scatter plot smoothing and locally weighted regression.  

The algorithm used is iterative and consists of two steps: 

1. Project the data onto if
^

, the current estimate of the principal curve, and assign a parameter 

value ic  (the arc length measured from the starting point on the curve) to each data point.  The 

data is then ordered according to the parameter values, defining the neighborhoods for use in the 

next step. 

2. Use locally weighted regression and smoothing scatter plots to estimate   cXcX i

f  .  

Calculate the Euclidean distance between the data set and the estimated principal curve.  If the 

relative change exceeds some threshold, repeat from step 1. 
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For the application of locally weighted regression, using only the data points in a neighborhood and not all 

for regression, span is an important parameter to set.  The span, the fraction of the data points that are 

considered to be in the neighborhood, controls the size of the neighborhood.  Increasing the span 

increases the smoothness of the fit.  Decreasing the span interpolates the data points.  Unfortunately, the 

principal curve algorithm (Dong and McAvoy, 1996) is not robust for outliers, which easily influence the 

estimation of the conditional expectation.  The principal curve algorithm also does not produce a non-

linear PC model in the sense of a PC loading, and only calculates an associated score and corrected data 

point for each input data point.  The principal curve algorithm, therefore, only gives a generalization of the 

first linear principal component.  However, using neural networks the scores can be modeled to the 

corrected data points, effectively developing a non-linear PC model (NLPCA) when combined with the 

principal curve algorithm. 

 

By orthogonally projecting the data in the p -dimensional data set X  onto the principal curve, a 

countable ordering of the data is obtained.  Each data point now has a corresponding length along the 

curve, its length defined as the non-linear principal component score of that data point.  For the p -

dimensional data set X  having n  data points, its non-linear principal scores form an 1n  column 

vector.  With the score vector represented by it , X  can be modeled as 

 

  111 EtfX           (3-38) 

 

where 1E  is the residual.  For each additional non-linear PC required, the calculation is repeated for the 

residual data until no information is contained in the residual data.  The residual can be calculated as 

 

  1111 EtfEl           (3-39) 

 

or more generally 

 

  EX            (3-40) 

 

where E is the residual and  lttt ,,, 21   is the non-linear principal score matrix. 

 

  , the non-linear function, is defined as the non-linear principal loading function with the variance 

explained being used to choose the number of non-linear PCs.  Neural networks (good universal 

approximators) such as the auto-associative neural network can effectively be used to model    when 

performing NLPCA.  Using principal curves and an auto-associative neural network for NLPCA allows not 

only the non-linear principal scores and corrected data set to be obtained, but also the non-linear principal 

loading functions. 
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Figure 9: An illustrative example showing non-linear regression minimising the sum of squared 

deviations using a non-linear function (a), and non-linear principal curves using a smooth curve to 

minimise the sum of squared orthogonal deviations (b).  (adapted from Dong and McAvoy, 1996) 

 

For process monitoring, non-linear PCs are extracted from the process data and an SPE -chart or score-

chart is used for monitoring.  It has been shown that NLPCA can effectively capture the non-linear 

relationship in process variables, outperforming linear PCA, and SPE - and score-charts can be used to 

detect process abnormalities. 

 

Zhang et al. (1997) extended this method of process monitoring using NLPCA by also monitoring 

accumulated scores, thus accounting for process dynamics.  Accumulated scores are defined as: 

 

  



j

i
titA(j)

1
         (3-41) 

 

where the non-linear score for the i th observation is  it , the mean of the nominal non-linear score is t , 

and the accumulated non-linear score till time n  is  jA .  During normal operation  jA  will remain 

around the origin, however, once an event occurs  jA  will move away from the origin with different 

events causing movement into different directions. 

3.4.4 Extreme learning machine PCA 

Extreme learning machine (ELM) provides an opportunity with which to improve the neural network PCA 

algorithm proposed by Chen and Liao (2002).  ELM is a learning algorithm for single hidden layer 

feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) where the input weights are chosen randomly and the output 

weights determined analytically (Huang et al., 2006).  Whereas traditional learning algorithms employed 

by feedforward neural networks are limited in their learning speed, mainly due to the slow gradient 

descent-based nature of the algorithms and the iterative parameter estimation, ELM can not only achieve 

y 

x 

y 

x 

  

(a) 

  

(b) 
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extremely fast learning speed but also tends to provide good generalization performance (thanks to the 

learning algorithm not only typically reaching the smallest training error but also the smallest norm of 

weights).  Furthermore, for conventional feedforward neural networks there exists a dependency between 

the different layers of weight and bias parameters which requires all parameters to be tuned.  For SLFNs 

with N  hidden nodes it has been shown that with randomly chosen input weights and hidden layer 

biases exactly N  distinct observations can be learned (Huang, 2003), limiting the aforementioned 

dependency and significantly reducing the number of parameters that needs to be estimated.  This allows 

such a SLFN to be considered as a linear system with the output weights being analytically determined 

through simple generalized inverse operation of the hidden layer output matrices (Huang et al., 2006).  

However, the random selection of the input weights and biases can easily cause the hidden layer output 

matrix to be not full column rank (Wang et al., 2011).  In turn, this sometimes leads to the linear system 

used for training the output weights being unsolvable, lowering the ELM predicting accuracy and in so 

doing, lowering the effectiveness of the ELM. 

 

Given a training data set consisting of N  arbitrary distinct samples  
jj yx , , a hidden node number 

~

N , 

and an activation function  xg , the ELM algorithm can be defined as (Huang et al., 2006): 

1. Randomly assign the input weights jz  and biases jb , 

~

,,1 Nj  . 

2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix P . 

3. Calculate the output weights YPH  where  TNyyY ,,1   

 

Considering the above, using an ELM trained SLFN will not only result in a simpler form of the neural 

network PCA algorithm, but also in a faster, more robust and potentially more reliable version, making it 

ideal for use when analyzing very large data sets. 

 

The proposed ELM PCA methodology is therefore almost identical to the NNPCA methodology, the 

exception being the conventional feedforward neural network being replaced by an ELM trained SLFN.  

As with the NNPCA methodology, the ELM PCA methodology can be considered to consist of two core 

stages: residual generation and residual evaluation.  Residuals are generated by comparing the actual 

behaviour of the process to be supervised with that of a nominal event-free ELM trained SLFN model 

driven by the same observations.  The residuals derived from the difference between the actual process 

and the SLFN predictions are subsequently evaluated using PCA.  The residuals are expected to be 

close to zero under the NOC.  Under abnormal operating conditions, the zero point of the residual 

variable would drift away.  Comparing the residuals with a decision function or predefined threshold from 

the NOC, statistical analysis is done in order to determine if the new process behaviour can be classed as 

in-control or out-of-control.  Multivariable control charts are used to monitor the residuals due to the 

correlations between the residual variables.  Therefore, the SLFN acts as a non-linear dynamic operator 

used to remove the non-linear and dynamic characteristics, whereas PCA is applied to generate simple 

monitoring charts. 
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3.5 Technique evaluation case studies 

Various benchmark models and data sets exist with which to evaluate process monitoring techniques.  

These range from simple multivariate time series data to complex dynamic models and real world case 

studies of process data.  Some data present easily identifiable events in individual time series data, such 

as a spike in a signal, whereas other data present slow complex multivariate change in many process 

signals simultaneously, such as a change in the relationship between two variables.  Each model and 

data set is unique in that it can be used to evaluate specific characteristics of the techniques applied, 

allowing the performance of the various process monitoring techniques to be accurately evaluated. 

 

For the purpose of evaluating techniques and methodologies prior to application on the concentrator case 

study the following data sets and models have been selected for validation purposes: 

 Simple multivariate time series data – described in detail in section 3.5.1 

 Simple multivariate process (Ku et al., 1995) – described in detail in section 3.5.2 

 Tennessee Eastman process (Downs and Vogel, 1993) – described in detail in section 3.5.3 

This evaluation also allows for an appreciation of the techniques and their applicability to be obtained. 

3.5.1 Simple multivariate time series data 

Multivariate time series data  4321 xxxx  consisting of 1000 samples for 4 variables are 

generated having a specified mean of  0000  and a covariance of 



















15.05.00

5.015.00

5.05.010

0001

with 

random, Gaussian noise with zero mean and a standard deviation of  1.01.01.01.0 . 

 

The set of simulated abnormal conditions introduced at sample index 101 of 1000 consists of (Figure 10): 

MTS0 -        Normal operating data 

 A step change (off-set) in the mean value of one of the variables: 

MTS1 -  A mean shift in 1x  from 0 to 0.5 

MTS2 -  A mean shift in 1x  from 0 to 1 

MTS3 -  A mean shift in 3x  from 0 to 0.5 

MTS4 -  A mean shift in 3x  from 0 to 1 

 A ramp change (drift) in the mean value of one of the variables: 

MTS5 -  A mean shift in 1x  at a rate of 0.005 per sample 

MTS6 -  A mean shift in 1x  at a rate of 0.01 per sample 

MTS7 -  A mean shift in 3x  at a rate of 0.005 per sample 
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MTS8 -  A mean shift in 3x  at a rate of 0.01 per sample 

 A spike with a peak value of 2 in one of the variables: 

MTS9 -  A spike in 1x  having a duration of 1 sample 

MTS10 -  A spike in 1x  having a duration of 10 samples 

MTS11 -  A spike in 3x  having a duration of 1 sample 

MTS12 -  A spike in 3x  having a duration of 10 samples 

 A step change (off-set) in the standard deviation of one of the variables: 

MTS13 - A standard deviation shift in 1x  from 0.1 to 0.5 

MTS14 - A standard deviation shift in 1x  from 0.1 to 1 

MTS15 - A standard deviation shift in 3x  from 0.1 to 0.5 

MTS16 - A standard deviation shift in 3x  from 0.1 to 1 

 A step change (off-set) in the covariance of one of the variables: 

MTS17 - A covariance shift to 



















15.05.00

5.015.00

5.05.010

0002

 

MTS18 - A covariance shift to 



















15.05.00

5.015.00

5.05.020

0001

 

MTS19 - A covariance shift to 



















18.05.00

8.018.00

5.08.010

0001

 

 A step change (off-set) in the function type of one of the variable: 

MTS20 - A change in the function type of 1x  to a sine wave with an amplitude of 2 

MTS21 - A change in the function type of 1x  to a sine wave with an amplitude of 5 

MTS22 - A change in the function type of 3x  to a sine wave with an amplitude of 2 

MTS23 - A change in the function type of 3x  to a sine wave with an amplitude of 5 
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Figure 10: Simple multivariate time series data: simulated conditions 
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3.5.2 Simple multivariate process 

For validation purposes Ku et al. (1995) defined the following simple 2x2 multivariate process: 

 

     11  j.xDj.cCjc SMPSMP        (3-42) 

 

     jejcjy 1          (3-43) 

 

where 
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SMPD  and x  is the correlated input: 

 

     11 2  j.eBj.xAjx SMPSMP        (3-44) 

 

where 






 


41504770

22608110

..

..
  ASMP , 












74903200

68901930

..

..
BSMP , the input 2e  is random, Gaussian 

noise with zero mean and unit variance and the output y  is equal to c  plus the random noise,  je1 , 

with zero mean and variance 0.1.  Both input, x , and output, y , are measured but c  and 2e  are not. 

 

For monitoring purposes the following 4 variables are used (each variable simulated to contain 1000 

samples): 

1. Model outputs y  (2 variables). 

2. Correlated model inputs x  (2 variables). 

 

The set of simulated abnormal conditions introduced at sample index 101 of 1000 consists of (Figure 11): 

SMP0 - Normal operating data 

SMP1 - A step change in the mean of  12e  from 0 to 0.5. 

SMP2 - A step change in the mean of  12e  from 0 to 1. 

SMP3 - A step change in the mean of  12e  from 0 to 1.5. 

SMP4 - A step change in the mean of  12e  from 0 to 2. 

SMP5 - A step change in the mean of  12e  from 0 to 3. 

SMP6 - A step change in the parameters of ),(DSMP 12  from 3 to 2.5. 

SMP7 - A step change in the parameters of ),(DSMP 12  from 3 to 2. 

SMP8 - A step change in the parameters of ),(DSMP 12  from 3 to 1. 
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Figure 11: Simple multivariate process: simulated conditions 
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3.5.3 Tennessee Eastman process 

A more difficult process to monitor is the chemical plant simulation developed by Downs and Vogel (1993) 

of the Eastman Chemical Company.  The process consists of a reactor/separator/recycle arrangement 

(Figure 12).  Products are produced by two simultaneous gas-liquid exothermic reactions of the following 

form: 

 

       liquidGgasDgasCgasA TETETETE       (3-45) 

 

       liquidHgasEgasCgasA TETETETE       (3-46) 

 

A by-product is generated by two additional exothermic reactions.  The process has 12 manipulated 

variables, 22 continuous process measurements and 19 composition measurements sampled less 

frequently.  The control system selected for the process, a decentralised regulatory control system, was 

designed by McAvoy and Ye (1994). 

 

 

Figure 12: Control system of the Tennessee Eastman process (adapted from Kano et al., 2002) 
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Listed in Table 1 are all the variables relevant to the Tennessee Eastman process with those normally 

used for monitoring purposes (Chen and McAvoy, 1998) marked with a (*). 

 

Table 1: Process variables of the Tennessee Eastman process 

Variable Description Variable Description 

1 
TEA  feed rate* 28 Feed component TEF  

2 
TED  feed rate* 29 Purge component TEA  

3 
TEE  feed rate* 30 Purge component TEB  

4 
TEA + TEC  feed rate* 31 Purge component TEC  

5 Recycle flow* 32 Purge component TED  

6 Reactor feed rate* 33 Purge component TEE  

7 Reactor pressure 34 Purge component TEF  

8 Reactor level 35 Purge component TEG  

9 Reactor temperature* 36 Purge component TEH  

10 Purge rate* 37 Product component TED  

11 Separator temperature* 38 Product component TEE  

12 Separator level 39 Product component TEF  

13 Separator pressure* 40 Product component TEG  

14 Separator underflow* 41 Product component TEH  

15 Stripper level 42 MV TED  feed flow 

16 Stripper pressure* 43 MV TEE  feed flow 

17 Stripper underflow 44 MV TEA  feed flow 

18 Stripper temperature* 45 MV TEA + TEC  feed flow 

19 Stripper steam flow* 46 MV compressor recycle valve 

20 Compressor work 47 MV purge valve 

21 Reactor cooling water outlet 

temperature* 

48 MV separator underflow 

22 Separator cooling water outlet 

temperature* 

49 MV stripper underflow 

23 Feed component TEA  50 MV stripper steam valve 

24 Feed component TEB  51 MV reactor cooling water flow 

25 Feed component TEC  52 MV condenser cooling water flow 

26 Feed component TED  53 MV agitator speed 

27 Feed component TEE    
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The set of simulated abnormal conditions consists of (Figure 13): 

TEP0 - Normal operating data 

TEP1 - A step change in the TEA / TEC  feed ratio, TEB  composition constant. 

TEP2 - A step change in the TEB  composition, TEA / TEC  ratio constant. 

TEP3 - A step change in the TED  feed temperature. 

TEP4 - A step change in the reactor cooling water inlet temperature. 

TEP5 - A step change in the condenser cooling water inlet temperature. 

TEP6 - A step change in the TEA  feed loss. 

TEP7 - A step change in the TEC  header pressure loss - reduced availability. 

TEP8 - A random variation in the TEA , TEB , TEC  feed composition. 

TEP9 - A random variation in the TED  feed temperature. 

TEP10 - A random variation in the TEC  feed temperature. 

TEP11 - A random variation in the reactor cooling water inlet temperature. 

TEP12 - A random variation in the condenser cooling water inlet temperature. 

TEP13 - A slow drift in the reaction kinetics. 

TEP14 - A sticking reactor cooling water valve. 

TEP15 - A sticking condenser cooling water valve. 

TEP16 - Unknown disturbance. 

TEP17 - Unknown disturbance. 

TEP18 - Unknown disturbance. 

TEP19 - Unknown disturbance. 

TEP20 - Unknown disturbance. 

TEP21 - A SP change in the production rate (step down 15%). 

TEP22 - A SP change in the product mix (50/50 to 40/60). 

TEP23 - A SP change in the reactor operating pressure (step down to 60 kPa). 

TEP24 - A SP change in the component TEB  in purge gas (step up 2%). 
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Figure 13: Tennessee Eastman process: simulated conditions 
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3.6 Technique evaluation 

For the evaluation of the statistical data-based fault detection techniques, the 3 data sets / models as 

described in section 3.5 were used: 

 Simple multivariate time series data 

 Simple multivariate process (Ku et al., 1995) 

 Tennessee Eastman process (Downs and Vogel, 1993) 

The evaluation not only focusses on validation of the techniques, but also allows for an appreciation of 

the techniques and their practicality. 

 

The fault detection performance metrics were tested on both the NOC data as well as all the 

predetermined fault condition data for each of the data set / models.  Listed in Table 2 is an overview of 

all the performance metrics tested.  Since most of the performance metrics being evaluated (Table 2) are 

PCA-based, all data were scaled to zero mean and unit variance prior to analysis.  Furthermore, the 

variables for each data set were checked to see whether or not the data are independent and identically 

distributed and have a normal distribution.  To test for iid data, each variable was checked to determine if 

there was any significant autocorrelation in the time series.  Significant levels of autocorrelation are 

indicative of data that is not independent and identically distributed.  To test if the data is normally 

distributed, each variable was subjected to the Lilliefors test.  The Lilliefors test is a goodness-of-fit test of 

composite normality, testing whether or not the data in a time series come from an unspecified normal 

distribution.  Such tests determining the statistical characteristics of the data is critical in that it allows 

appropriate techniques, having specific assumptions, to be matched up with the data. 

 

Each monitoring method can be evaluated using the following procedure (Kano et al., 2002): 

 Each monitoring method is applied to the data of both the normal operating condition and all of 

the abnormal conditions, and the monitoring indices calculated. 

 After the occurrence of an abnormal condition, the percentage of samples outside the control limit 

is calculated, termed reliability.  This is typically done for the first 100 samples following the 

occurrence of an abnormal condition. 

 The average reliability of a number of simulations having different initial conditions is 

subsequently calculated in each case. 

For control limits representing 99% confidence limits, a monitoring method having a reliability 

considerably higher than 90% can be regarded as successful in detecting abnormal conditions.  However, 

for reliabilities less than or close to 90%, the monitoring method can be regarded as not functioning well.  

It should be noted that the reliability is affected by the number of samples used for calculating it. 

 

Other, useful performance measures also calculated include: 

 The percentage of samples outside the control limit for a known NOC data set, termed false 

alarm rate.  De Gooijer (2006) has found that all test statistics generally become more effective 

as the data dimension increases, in turn ensuring that not too many false alarms are raised. 
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 The number of faulty samples, following the occurrence of an abnormal condition, before the 

abnormal condition is detected, termed detection-delay. 

 

Table 2: Overview of statistical data-based fault detection techniques 

Technique Type Metric Comments 

Shewhart Univariate Process data Effective at detecting large changes in the 

mean of data. 

CUSUM Univariate CUSUM of the 

deviation of the 

process data 

Effective at detecting small changes in the 

mean of data. 

EWMA Univariate EWMA of the 

process data 

Adds time history of data to detect changes in 

the mean of data. 

PCA Multivariate SPE  

2T  

Linear technique.  Assume data to be normally 

distributed. 

Moving PCA Multivariate 
iA  

mA 1  

Focus on changes in the distribution of the 

data.  Better at detecting small changes 

compared to PCA. 

DISSIM Multivariate Dissimilarity 

index 

Focus on changes in the distribution of the 

data.  Sensitive to changes in the data 

correlation structure. 

DPCA Dynamic 

multivariate 

SPE  

2T  

Exploit autocorrelation in data through use of 

time lag shift method.  Better at detecting small 

changes compared to PCA. 

SSPCA Dynamic 

multivariate 

SPE  

2T  

Increase in resolution over PCA, although 

having a delayed reaction.  Better at detecting 

small changes compared to PCA. 

MSPCA Dynamic 

multivariate 

SPE  

2T  

Model data containing contributions from 

events whose behaviour changes over time 

and frequency 

NNPCA Non-linear 

multivariate 

SPE  

2T  

Non-linear technique.  No assumption 

regarding data distribution. 

AANNPCA Non-linear 

multivariate 

SPE  Improved separation of non-linear factors in 

the data compared to NNPCA.  No assumption 

regarding data distribution. 

NLPCA Non-linear 

multivariate 

SPE  Not robust against outliers. 

ELM PCA Non-linear 

multivariate 

SPE  

2T  

Extremely fast learning speed and significantly 

less parameters needing estimation compared 

to NNPCA.  Collinearity potentially a problem. 
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3.6.1 Simple multivariate time series data 

For the simple multivariate time series data 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second 

were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and the 

evaluation criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference models 

the average of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also 

based on the average of 10 data sets.  The following is a list of analysis configuration parameters used 

for the various performance metrics: 

 Confidence limit threshold = 99% 

 CUSUM windows size = 60 seconds 

 Moving PCA window size = 60 seconds 

 Dissimilarity index window size = 60 seconds 

 Summed-scores window size = 60 seconds 

 Multiscale PCA wavelet level of decomposition = 5 

 PCA number of principal components selected = 3 (explaining 87.6% of the variance) 

 DPCA embedding dimension = 3 

 DPCA number of principal components selected = 9 (explaining 88.2% of the variance) 

 

Inspection of the simple multivariate time series data (Figure 10) indicated it to be independent and 

identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  These data characteristics meet the required 

assumptions of all of the fault detection performance metrics being evaluated; ensuring their relevance to 

the data set being analysed.  Furthermore, since the data set comprised entirely of randomly generated 

data with only a predefined covariance between 2x , 3x  and 4x  it is expected that, although applicable, 

there would be no need for the additional complexity offered by the non-linear and dynamic multivariate 

performance metrics.  For the sake of completeness, however, all the available metrics will be assessed.  

This will not only allow all appropriate performance measures to be evaluated but also help to gain insight 

into the potential benefits that may be offered by the more complex performance measures in terms of 

reduced false alarm rates, improved reliability, or reduced detection-delays. 

 

From the false alarm rate evaluation graph (Figure 14) it can be seen that most performance metrics have 

the expected false alarm rate of approximately 1, given the confidence limit threshold of 99%.  The only 

exception to this is the performance metrics using neural networks (including ELM) for modelling the data, 

where the increase in the false alarm rate can be ascribed to the modelling error introduced by the neural 

networks.  Whereas for normal PCA the input data is exactly modelled, for neural network PCA, a neural 

network is first used to generate residuals from the input data, introducing a modelling error, prior to PCA 

being applied.  For the auto-associative neural network PCA, the first non-linear score is derived from the 

main data with subsequent non-linear scores being derived from the model residuals, again introducing a 

modelling error.  This results in the input data not being exactly modelled for auto-associative neural 

network PCA.  It is interesting to note that for the performance metrics using neural networks for 

modelling the data, the model error when applying the model to new data, also gives an indication as to 
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whether or not a fault condition exists in the data with a low R
2
 being indicative of a fault condition and a 

high R
2
 indicating NOC data. 

 

For the reliability index shown in Figure 15, the maximum value obtained for each of the performance 

metric and fault condition combinations evaluated is indicated by the colour of the square.  The detection-

delay corresponding to the most reliable performance metric is subsequently shown in Figure 16.  A 

performance metric is considered to be performing well if it has a reliability index of greater than 90%. 

 

For the step change fault conditions, MTS1-MTS4, most of the techniques were able to easily identify a 

fault condition in the data set.  All the univariate statistical process monitoring performance metrics, 

Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA were always able to correctly identify the faulty variable, with the auto-

associative neural network PCA, principal curves PCA and summed-scores individual variable SPE  

being able to correctly identify the faulty variable for small changes, but less so for large changes.  Some 

of the performance metrics were only able to identify a fault condition in the data set once the magnitude 

of the fault condition exceeded some threshold. 

 

For the ramp change fault conditions, MTS5-MTS8, all the techniques were slow to detect a fault 

condition in the data as is evident from the detection-delay results (Figure 16).  The primary reason for 

this is the fact that the ramp change fault condition was taking quite a bit of time to exceed the 

performance metrics detection thresholds, however most techniques showed great potential in eventually 

identifying a fault condition in the data set given enough time.  Again, all the univariate statistical process 

monitoring performance metrics, Shewhart, CUSUM and EWMA were always able to correctly identify the 

faulty variable, although never exceeding 90% for the reliability index, with the principal curves PCA, 

dynamic PCA and summed-scores individual variable SPE  being able to correctly identify the faulty 

variable for small changes, but not for large changes, again never exceeding 90% for the reliability index. 

 

For the spike fault conditions, MTS9-MTS12, all the techniques performed poorly when looking at the 

reliability index.  The primary reason for this is the fact that the reliability index is measured over a time 

span of 100 seconds whereas the spike fault condition only last between 1 and 10 seconds.  However, 

the short term results immediately following the fault condition are similar to those obtained for the step 

change fault condition.  The high detection-delay values indicated in Figure 16 for these fault conditions 

are all due to false alarms being detected related to performance metrics correctly having very low 

reliability index values. 

 

For the standard deviation change fault conditions, MTS13-MTS16, moving PCA iA , moving PCA mA 1  

and the dissimilarity index performance metrics performed exceptionally well in identify a fault condition in 

the data for the uncorrelated variable, with a few other performance metrics also showing potential for 

detecting larger fault condition changes.  For a change in the correlated variable, moving PCA mA 1  and 

the dissimilarity index performance metrics performed exceptionally well in identifying a fault condition in 
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the data, again with a few other performance metrics showing potential for detecting larger fault condition 

changes. 

 

For the covariance shift fault conditions, MTS17-MTS19, in addition to the dynamic PCA SPE  and 

dynamic PCA 
2T  performance metrics being able to detect a fault condition in the data set, moving PCA 

mA 1  and the dissimilarity index performance metrics again performed exceptionally well.  A few of the 

other performance metrics also showed potential for detecting larger covariance changes in the data set. 

 

For the function change fault conditions, MTS20-MTS23, as with the covariance shift fault conditions, 

moving PCA mA 1 , the dissimilarity index, dynamic PCA SPE  and the dynamic PCA 
2T  performance 

metrics all effectively detected a fault condition in the data set.  The PCA 
2T , neural network PCA 

2T , 

extreme learning machine PCA 
2T  and multiscale PCA 

2T  performance metrics was also effective in 

detecting a change in the data set for both a change in the uncorrelated and correlated variable with 

many of the other performance metrics also being able to detect larger changes in the correlated variable. 

 

From this evaluation (Figure 15) it can be concluded that the univariate techniques were the most reliable 

to detect “simple” changes in the data (step change, ramp change and spike) with the basic multivariate 

techniques being sufficient to detect the more “complex“ changes in the data (standard deviation change, 

covariance shift and function change).  Furthermore, it can be concluded that for the simple multivariate 

time series data, being independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution, as expected the 

basic multivariate performance metrics, namely the moving PCA mA 1  and dissimilarity index 

performance measures, outperformed all the other performance measures on average for all the fault 

conditions tested.  On average, the best extreme learning machine PCA performance measure had an 

average reliability of 71.56% over all fault conditions and was found to be within with the top 20% of 

performance measures evaluated, easily outperforming the neural network PCA performance measures.  

For this case study there was little, if any, benefit to applying more complex fault detection techniques to 

the data. 
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Figure 14: Simple multivariate time series data: fault detection false alarm rates at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 15: Simple multivariate time series data: fault detection reliability index at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 16: Simple multivariate time series data: fault detection detection-delay at a confidence level of 0.99 
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3.6.2 Simple multivariate process 

For the simple multivariate process 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second were 

generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and the evaluation 

criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference models the average 

of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also based on the 

average of 10 data sets.  The following is a list of analysis configuration parameters used for the various 

performance metrics: 

 Confidence limit threshold = 99% 

 CUSUM windows size = 60 seconds 

 Moving PCA window size = 60 seconds 

 Dissimilarity index window size = 60 seconds 

 Summed-scores window size = 60 seconds 

 Multiscale PCA wavelet level of decomposition = 5 

 PCA number of principal components selected = 2 (explaining 82.6% of the variance) 

 DPCA embedding dimension = 3 

 DPCA number of principal components selected = 3 (explaining 81.6% of the variance) 

 

Inspection of the simple multivariate process data (Figure 11) indicated it to not be independent and 

identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  These data characteristics violate the required 

assumptions of the univariate and most of the non-linear multivariate performance metrics, making them 

unsuitable for assessing this particular data set.  However, there is an implicit assumption in the machine 

learning community that algorithms for which the iid assumptions are violated, will still work well in 

practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Since the data for this case study is based on a simple multivariate 

process containing correlated inputs and including history values, it is expected that the non-linear and 

dynamic multivariate performance metrics may be required for reliable fault detection.  However, the 

magnitudes of the process changes resulting in the fault conditions are very small and it is expected that 

all the available techniques will struggle to reliably detect the fault conditions.  For the sake of 

completeness all the available metrics will therefore be assessed.  This will not only allow all appropriate 

performance measures to be evaluated but also help to gain insight into the robustness of the 

performance metrics whose data assumptions have not been met. 

 

From the false alarm rate evaluation graph (Figure 17) it can be seen that most performance metrics have 

the expected false alarm rate of approximately 1, given the confidence limit threshold of 99%.  As with the 

simple multivariate time series case study (3.6.1), the performance metrics using neural networks 

(including ELM) for modelling the data again showed a slightly larger false alarm rate.  In addition to this, 

the EWMA performance metrics also showed a slightly larger false alarm rate.  This is directly related to 

the exponential filter coefficient, determining the memory length, used by the EWMA performance metric.  

Whereas increasing the exponential filter coefficient reduces the false alarm rate, decreasing the 

exponential filter coefficient increases the false alarm rate, both changes affecting the reliability of the 

performance metric. 
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For the reliability index shown in Figure 18, the maximum value obtained for each of the performance 

metric and fault condition combinations evaluated is indicated by the colour of the square.  The detection-

delay corresponding to the most reliable performance metric is subsequently shown in Figure 19.  A 

performance metric is considered to be performing well if it has a reliability index of greater than 90%. 

 

For the mean shift fault conditions, SMP1-SMP5, only a select few of the performance metrics were able 

to detect a fault in the data set, and only for a significant mean shift, never exceeding 90% for the 

reliability index.  As the magnitude of the mean shift increased, the CUSUM, EWMA and summed-scores 

individual variable SPE  performance metrics started being able to detect the fault condition in both the 

output and input variables more reliable with the summed-scores SPE , summed-scores 
2T  and 

summed-scores individual score 
2T  being able to detect a general fault condition in the data, none of 

which ever exceeded 90% for the reliability index.  The reason for the success of the summed-scores 

PCA performance metrics can be ascribed to the fact that the time-dependent relationships among the 

variables are accounted for using this technique.  In general it was also found that as the magnitude of 

the mean shift increased, the reliability index of the performance metrics increased and their associated 

detection-delays decreased (Figure 19). 

 

For the parameter change fault conditions, SMP6-SMP8, only the moving PCA mA 1  performance metric 

was really able to detect a fault condition in the data set, although never exceeding 90% for the reliability 

index.  The reason for the success of the moving PCA mA 1  performance metric in detecting the fault 

condition can be ascribed to the fact that this metric is particularly suited to detecting changes in variables 

characterised by changes in the correlation structure among variables.  Since the variances of the 

principal components are similar for moving PCA in this case, the moving PCA iA  performance metric is 

ineffective.  This inadequacy is, however, addressed by the moving PCA mA 1  performance metric.  As 

with the mean shift fault condition it was found that as the magnitude of the change of parameters 

increased, the reliability index of the performance metrics increased. 

 

As expected, due to the small magnitudes of the process changes resulting in the fault conditions, most 

the available techniques struggled to reliably detect the fault conditions.  From this evaluation (Figure 18), 

although the univariate techniques (CUSUM and to a lesser degree the EWMA) were sufficient to detect 

“simple” changes (mean shift) in the data, the dynamic multivariate summed-scores performance metrics 

were slightly more reliable, with the basic multivariate moving PCA mA 1  being the only technique able to 

detect the more “complex“ changes (change of parameters) in the data.  It should be noted that it has 

been mentioned in the literature that these three techniques are all effective at detecting small shifts in 

data when compared to the other techniques being evaluated.  It can therefore be concluded that for the 

simple multivariate process data, not being independent and identically distributed with a normal 

distribution, the multivariate moving PCA mA 1  performance metric is the most reliable for detecting step 
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changes with the dynamic multivariate summed-scores performance metrics being the most reliable for 

detecting parameter changes in the data.  On average, the best extreme learning machine PCA 

performance measure had an average reliability of only 16.90% over all fault conditions but was found to 

still be within with the top 25% of performance measures evaluated, again outperforming the neural 

network PCA performance measures.  For this case study, as with the previous one, it was found that 

there was little, if any, benefit to applying more complex fault detection techniques to the data. 
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Figure 17: Simple multivariate process: fault detection false alarm rates at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 18: Simple multivariate process: fault detection reliability index at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 19: Simple multivariate process: fault detection detection-delay at a confidence level of 0.99 
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3.6.3 Tennessee Eastman process 

For the Tennessee Eastman process 3600 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per ninety 

seconds were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and 

the evaluation criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference 

models the average of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition 

were also based on the average of 10 data sets.  The following is a list of analysis configuration 

parameters used for the various performance metrics: 

 Confidence limit threshold = 99% 

 CUSUM windows size = 5 minutes 

 Moving PCA window size = 5 minutes 

 Dissimilarity index window size = 5 minutes 

 Summed-scores window size = 5 minutes 

 Multiscale PCA wavelet level of decomposition = 5 

 PCA number of principal components selected = 9 (explaining 81.8% of the variance) 

 DPCA embedding dimension = 4 

 DPCA number of principal components selected = 25 (explaining 80.1% of the variance) 

 

Inspection of the Tennessee Eastman process data (Figure 13) indicated it to have a mixture of data 

characteristics with regards to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal 

distribution, with many of the variables having significant autocorrelation with similar profiles.  This 

similarity in the autocorrelation profiles is indicative of the presence of high levels of collinearity (linear 

correlation structure between the variables).  Based on these data characteristics, none of the 

performance metrics would be suitable for assessing all of the data in this particular data set.  However, 

as stated earlier, there is an implicit assumption in the machine learning community that algorithms for 

which the iid assumptions are violated, will still work well in practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Furthermore, 

with the data for this case study being based on a complex multivariate process it is expected that the 

more complex performance metrics, such as the non-linear multivariate performance metrics, be required 

for effective fault detection.  Considering that this is quite an extensive data set it is expected that some of 

the fault conditions will relate to data that is independent and identically distributed while having a normal 

distribution, resulting in some of the less complex performance metrics being valid some of the time.  

Therefore, all the available metrics will be assessed.  This will not only allow all appropriate performance 

measures to be evaluated but also help to gain insight into the robustness of the performance metrics 

whose data assumptions have not been met. 

 

From the false alarm rate evaluation graph (Figure 20) it can be seen that most performance metrics have 

the expected false alarm rate of approximately 1, given the confidence limit threshold of 99%.  As with the 

simple multivariate process case study (3.6.2), both the EWMA performance metrics and the performance 

metrics using neural networks (including ELM) for modelling the data again showed a slightly larger false 

alarm rate. 
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For the reliability index shown in Figure 21, the maximum value obtained for each of the performance 

metric and fault condition combinations evaluated is indicated by the colour of the square.  The detection-

delay corresponding to the most reliable performance metric is subsequently shown in Figure 22.  A 

performance metric is considered to be performing well if it has a reliability index of greater than 90%. 

 

From the reliability index results (Figure 21) the simulated fault conditions can be divided into 3 distinct 

groups: 

a) Fault conditions that were easily detected by the majority of the performance metrics: fault 

conditions TEP1, TEP6, TEP7, TEP13, TEP17, TEP22, TEP23 and TEP24.  Detection-delays for 

this group of fault conditions where typically very low (Figure 22). 

b) Fault conditions that were typically detected by approximately half of the performance metrics: 

fault conditions TEP2, TEP8, TEP10, TEP11, TEP16, TEP18 and TEP20.  Detection-delays for 

this group of fault conditions where typically very low (Figure 22). 

c) Fault conditions that were not reliably (reliability index of greater than 90%) detected by the 

majority of the performance metrics: fault conditions TEP3, TEP4, TEP5, TEP9, TEP12, TEP14, 

TEP15, TEP19 and TEP21.  Detection-delays for this group of fault conditions where typically 

very high and more often than not related to false alarms (Figure 22). 

 

The fault conditions in group (a) consist mainly of step changes, with a single ramp parameter change 

and an “other” disturbance.  For this group typically either the variable responsible for the fault condition 

or a variable closely related to the fault condition is being monitored.  Also taking into account the fact that 

the majority of the fault conditions in this group can be seen as “basic”, most of the performance metrics 

were very reliable in detecting these fault conditions except for the CUSUM, PCA individual score 
2T , 

moving PCA iA , moving PCA mA 1 , dissimilarity index and dynamic PCA individual score 
2T  

performance metrics.  It was further found that for fault conditions detected by the Shewhart or EWMA 

performance metrics, the metrics were also very effective in identifying the relevant affected variables. 

 

The fault conditions in group (b) consist mainly of random variation changes and “other” disturbances, 

with a single step change fault condition.  Unlike for group (a) fault conditions, for group (b) the variable 

responsible for the fault condition was rarely directly being monitored, however, variables related to the 

fault conditions were mostly being monitored.  Also taking into account the fact that the majority of the 

fault conditions in this group can be seen as “advanced”, univariate and basic multivariate performance 

metrics, except PCA SPE  and PCA individual variable SPE , were very unsuccessful in detecting the 

fault conditions.  However, all non-linear multivariate performance metrics, except extreme learning 

machine PCA individual score 
2T , and most dynamic multivariate performance metrics, except dynamic 

PCA 
2T , dynamic PCA individual score 

2T  and all summed-scores performance metrics, were very 

reliable at detecting the fault conditions.  It was further found that for fault conditions detected by the 

principal curves PCA and multiscale PCA individual variable SPE  performance metrics, the metrics were 

also very effective in identifying the relevant affected variables. 
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The fault conditions in group (c) consist of a mixed bag of step changes, random variation changes and 

“other” disturbances.  For this group, none of the performance metrics were able to reliably detect any of 

the fault conditions.  This can be ascribed to the fact that variables responsible for the fault conditions or 

variables closely related to the fault conditions were not being monitored (Chen and McAvoy, 1998), the 

control system controlling the Tennessee Eastman process was too quick in correcting the induced fault 

condition, the effect of the fault condition on the process was too slow or the magnitude of the fault 

condition was too small to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation 

period (variation still within variation associated with common cause). 

 

From this evaluation (Figure 21) it can be concluded that the principal curves PCA (non-linear 

multivariate) and multiscale PCA (dynamic multivariate) individual variable SPE  performance metrics 

where not only very successful in detecting the various fault conditions but also the most accurate in 

identifying possible affected variables.  It should also be noted that the neural network PCA performance 

metrics were the most reliable in detecting the fault conditions listed for group (a) and (b).  It can therefore 

be concluded that for the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a mixture of data characteristics with 

regards to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal distribution, including high 

levels of collinearity, the non-linear multivariate neural network PCA performance measures outperformed 

all the other performance measures on average for all the fault conditions tested.  Although the data 

characteristics violated the assumptions of all the fault detection techniques tested, by far the majority of 

the techniques proved to be very robust in this regard and were still able to detect many of the fault 

conditions.  On average, the best extreme learning machine PCA performance measure had an average 

reliability of 71.42% over all fault conditions and was found to be within with the top 10% of performance 

measures evaluated, only marginally being outperformed by two of the neural network PCA performance 

measures.  For this case study it was therefore found that more complex fault detection techniques were 

critical to the detection of fault condition in the Tennessee Eastman process.  One approach to potentially 

reducing the complexity inherent to monitoring the Tennessee Eastman process as a whole lies with the 

idea of simplifying the problem through the use of process causality maps. 
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Figure 20: Tennessee Eastman process: fault detection false alarm rates at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 21: Tennessee Eastman process: fault detection reliability index at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 22: Tennessee Eastman process: fault detection detection-delay at a confidence level of 0.99 
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3.6.4 Summary 

From the fault detection technique evaluation it is evident that there is no single fault detection technique 

that is effective in detecting all potential fault conditions.  Whereas univariate and basic multivariate 

performance metrics where very effective in detecting fault conditions in all the case studies, many fault 

conditions for the Tennessee Eastman process case study required non-linear multivariate or dynamic 

multivariate performance metrics to detect reliably.  This confirms the fact that the different fault detection 

techniques are suited better to different types of data structures and specialised to detect very specific 

fault conditions: 

 For the simple multivariate time series data, being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the basic multivariate performance metrics, namely the moving PCA mA 1  

and dissimilarity index performance measures, were found to be the most reliable. 

 For the simple multivariate process data, not being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the basic multivariate moving PCA mA 1  and dynamic multivariate summed-

scores performance measures were found to be the most reliable. 

 It was further confirmed that the CUSUM, moving PCA and summed-scores performance 

measures were all more effective at detecting small shifts in data when compared to the other 

techniques being evaluated. 

 For the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a mixture of data characteristics with regards 

to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal distribution, including high 

levels of collinearity, the non-linear multivariate neural network PCA performance measures were 

found to be the most reliable. 

 It was further found that even when the data characteristics violate the assumptions underpinning 

a fault detection technique, often the technique will prove to be very robust in this regard and still 

be able to detect many of the fault conditions presented to it. 

For all the performance metrics evaluated, except the EWMA and those utilising neural networks, a very 

low false alarm rate was obtained while still achieving an acceptable reliability.  Combined with the fact 

that no single fault detection technique was found to be effective in detecting all potential fault conditions 

it is suggested that multiple fault detection techniques be run in parallel and if any one of them detects a 

fault condition the event be investigated.  This will allow the benefits that each of the different 

performance metrics offers to be leveraged simultaneously and in so doing ensuring that the combined 

performance metrics outperform any of the individual performance metrics when presented with a variety 

of different fault conditions. 

 

Following the success of the non-linear multivariate neural network PCA performance measures (Chen 

and Liao, 2002), it was proposed to replace the neural network algorithm with the ELM algorithm in order 

to remove the non-linear and dynamic characteristics from the data prior to the application of PCA.  This 

decision was based on the advantages the ELM algorithm has over conventional feedforward neural 

network algorithms: being good at generalisation, having extremely fast learning speeds and having very 

few parameters that require setting (Huang et al., 2006).  For the proposed ELM PCA algorithm it was 
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found that its best performing performance measure was consistently in the top 25% of performance 

measures evaluated.  Relative to the other performance measures, the algorithm also performed 

exceptionally well for the Tennessee Eastman process case study, which can be ascribed to the non-

linear multivariate nature of the underlying model.  It was further found that the ELM PCA derived 

performance measures typically outperformed the NNPCA derived performance measures, attributed to 

its good generalization performance, except for the Tennessee Eastman process case study where their 

performance were very similar, possibly due to overfitting during training. 

 

For complex processes such as the Tennessee Eastman process it is further suggested to reduce the 

complexity of the process through the development of process causality maps.  Process causality maps 

should simplify the challenge of monitoring the process by reducing it to manageable portions.  This will 

allow multiple, smaller, individual processes to be monitored at a low level, while still allowing the overall 

process to be monitored at a higher level.  Not only should this improve the reliability of the fault detection 

results through a more focussed application, but the interpretability of the results should also improve due 

to the reduction in complexity. 
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4 Change point detection 

Statistical data-based fault detection techniques are typically specifically applied for monitoring process 

deviations, focussing mainly on detecting abnormal process conditions compared to normal operating 

process data.  On the other hand there are instances when wanted or unwanted change points can occur 

while the process is in a state of either normal or abnormal process operation.  Change point detection 

complements statistical data-based fault detection techniques in that it aims to determine whether or not a 

process in its current state is exhibiting a change in behaviour compared to the behaviour it exhibited 

immediately preceding its current state, irrespective of whether it was in a state of normal process 

behaviour or not. 

 

Change points in data can be viewed as times of discontinuities induced for example from changes in a 

process, input conditions, equipment and/or measurement techniques.  Locating change points can be 

seen as the equivalent of finding the optimal way to partition time series data, splitting the data in different 

ways and measuring the divergence between the partitions by some criterion looking for heterogeneity.  

Change point detection should seek to answer two important questions: “Did a change really occur?” and 

“When did the change occur?”.  A major difficulty in change point detection is, however, the ability to 

detect changes that are not necessarily directly observed but are measured together with other types of 

disturbances. 

 

Essentially change point detection algorithms can be classed as either parametric or non-parametric, with 

each being applied either retrospectively (a posteriori) or on-line (a priori).  For this study both 

retrospective and on-line algorithms will be evaluated, complementing statistical data-based fault 

detection techniques by allowing the detection and analysis of potential interesting events that are 

occurring while the process is in a state of either normal or abnormal process operation. 

 

One of the most basic change point detection techniques is based on the idea of splitting data into 

segments (2 or more), estimating some measure for each segment, and then determining how well the 

data fits the estimated measures.  The mean square error ( MSE ) measure is one such estimator: 
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where jX  is data values,   is the data change point separating the data segments and n  is the total 

number of samples in the data set.  The change point in a time series is determined by selecting   in 

order to minimise  MSE .  The procedure can then be repeated on the individual data segments.  This 

method does not, however, guarantee that the identified change point is in fact real as in most cases a 
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minimised  MSE  can be obtained without any real change point existing in the time series.  Various 

methods exist with which to overcome this limitation, with the techniques selected for evaluation being 

based on nearest-neighbours cumulative sums, Bayesian probability, singular spectrum analysis (SSA), 

extreme learning machine SSA and median significance testing.  As a relatively basic, univariate change 

point detection technique, nearest-neighbours cumulative sums forms the basis of the change point 

detection analysis evaluation.  Bayesian probability, although assuming input data to be independent and 

identically distributed, can be considered an improvement over nearest-neighbours cumulative sums, 

especially when analysing multivariate data of a known distribution.  Singular spectrum analysis, being an 

extension of classical principal component analysis, is a non-parametric modelling technique that 

improves upon the Bayesian probability technique by not making any assumptions regarding the 

distribution of the data being analysed.  Subsequently, extreme learning machine, having been shown to 

be good at generalisation and having extremely fast learning speeds with very few parameters that 

require setting (Huang et al., 2006), are considered as a non-linear operator used to remove non-linear 

characteristics from the data prior to SSA change point detection.  Lastly, median significance testing, 

through the use of notched box plots, is performed as a visual confirmation of differences between data 

segments following change point detection analysis. 

 

The techniques under consideration can be divided into procedural and interactive techniques.  Whereas 

procedural techniques require only the specification of parameters and input data in order to arrive at 

usable results, interactive techniques require some inspection and possible adjustment of the results 

before any conclusions can be drawn. 

 

This chapter deals with some of the theory behind change point detection and its application to process 

performance monitoring.    The selected techniques are not an exhaustive list of available techniques, but 

have been chosen to be illustrative of what is available. 

4.1 Procedural change point detection 

4.1.1 Nearest-neighbours Cumulative Sums 

Taylor (2000) showed that a combination of CUSUM charts and bagging can be used for change point 

detection.  Firstly, cumulative sums ( jS ) are calculated by adding the difference between the current 

value and the mean of the data to the previous sum (starting at zero).  This gives the cumulative sums of 

differences between the values and the average, not the cumulative sums of the values.  From this, the 

following can be deduced: 

 a relatively straight segment of the CUSUM chart indicates a period where the values tend to be 

equal to the overall average 

 an upward sloping segment of the CUSUM chart indicates a period where the values tend to be 

above the overall average 

 a downward sloping segment of the CUSUM chart indicates a period where the values tend to be 

below the overall average 
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 a sudden change in direction in a segment of the CUSUM chart indicates a sudden change or 

shift in the data relative to the overall average 

 

Unfortunately, identifying these sudden changes in direction in segments of the CUSUM chart is usually 

done very subjectively if performed manually.  Using bagging, a confidence level can be determined for 

these apparent changes.  This in turn, ensures that these sudden changes in direction are identified 

objectively.  Taylor (2000) suggests using the difference between the maximum value of the CUSUM and 

the minimum value of the CUSUM ( diffS ) as an estimator of the magnitude of the change.  It has been 

found that this estimator works well regardless of the distribution of the data and despite multiple changes 

being present in the data. 

 

Whereas bagging, being a distribution free approach, only assumes an independent error structure, 

control charting, based on the mean-shift model, includes assumptions such as that the data cannot be 

autoregressive and the random errors associated with the data needs to be identically distributed: 

 

jjjX             (4-2) 

 

where jX  represents the data in time order, j  is the average of the data at time j, and j  is the 

random error associated with the jth value. 

 

Bagging is performed by first randomly reordering the values in the data set (sampling without 

replacement).  Next, the bagging CUSUM (
0

jS ) of the randomly reordered values are calculated together 

with the bagging CUSUM difference (
0

diffS ) and compared to the original CUSUM difference ( diffS ).  The 

results from multiple such bagging iterations (typically in excess of 1000) can then be used to estimate 

how much diffS  would vary if no change took place. By performing a large number of bagging iterations 

and calculating the percentage of bagging iterations for which 
0

diffS  is less than diffS , a confidence level 

that a change occurred can be calculated (typically for a significant change to be identified a confidence 

level of 90-95% is required).  Furthermore, mS , the point furthest from zero in the CUSUM chart or the 

maximum CUSUM deviation from the chord joining the CUSUMs at the first and last data points if only 

looking at a segment of the data set, can be used to identify the last point before the change occurred 

and 1mS  to identify the first point after the change occurred. 

 

The span method (Woodward and Goldsmith, 1964) for identification of multiple change points can be 

summarised as: 

1. A test is performed to determine if a change point exist in the data set. 

2. If a change point exists, the significance of the maximum deviation is determined. 
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3. If the maximum deviation is significant, the change point is identified and the data set split into 

segments. 

4. Next, the algorithm is repeated from step 1 for each data segment. 

 

This method of change point detection is not limited to only the raw data value as input, but also other 

characteristics of the data such as mean, standard deviation, difference and rank (allowing smaller 

sustained changes to be detected with little interference from outliers), to name but a few.  When using 

differences, it should however be noted that the differences cannot be calculated using common points as 

this will create correlation in the data. 

 

Unfortunately, the span method gives an implied, but often unjustifiable, sequence of importance to the 

potential change points, where it is implied that the first identified change point is the most significant, and 

so on (Taylor et al., 2002).  It does not explicitly consider which span should be used in assessing each 

potential change point.  Typical examples of where this method fails are the “plateau” and “crossing the 

mean” problems.  The “plateau” problem is characterised by a blip (possible outlier) in the CUSUM data 

set during a period of control between two real change points.  The “crossing the mean” problem is 

characterised with the CUSUM data set crossing the mean while connecting two real change points.  In 

both cases the span method could, and often do, easily incorrectly identify or miss the real change points.  

Human intervention is typically required to correct these failings of the span method. 

 

An automated search method was suggested by Woodward and Goldsmith (1964) to correct for these 

failings: 

1. Draw a cord from observation j , the current CUSUM value, back to the last change point or the 

first in the data set if no change point has been identified yet. 

2. Calculate the maximum deviation between the CUSUM and the cord, identifying a potential 

change point,  . 

3. Test the potential change point,  , for significance.  If not significant, continue to next 

observation, 1j , and repeat from step 1 until a change point is identified or the end of the data 

is reached. 

4. If the potential change point,  , is significant, mark it as such and restart the search for the next 

change point at 1 . 

5. Once completed the search is repeated backwards, accounting for effects of random variability, 

and the two sets of change points consolidated by amalgamating those sufficiently close. 

This method is, however, far from ideal.  Not only is the method more complex than the span method, it 

also requires extensive computational resources.  Also, as before, all change points are given equal 

importance once identified and non-significant potential change points may mask real significant change 

points. 
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To address these issues, Taylor et al. (2002) developed the nearest-neighbours method that builds upon 

the span method.  The key improvement of this method is the identification of three potential change 

points per iteration of the automated search method compared to the standard identification of one 

potential change point per iteration.  The three potential change points can be selected using either of the 

following methods: (1) as the three points with the greatest absolute deviation from the cord or, (2) after 

finding the point with the maximum absolute deviation from the cord, the point with maximum absolute 

deviation from each of the two cords created are found (Figure 23).  This method is still not perfect, and 

needs to be supported by review by a trained and experienced analyst. 

 

 

Figure 23: Flowchart for nearest-neighbours method (adapted from Taylor et al., 2002) 

 

Given that change point analysis complements control charting, the technique based on cumulative sums 

and bagging does have the following advantages over control charting (Taylor, 2000): 

 Better at detecting smaller sustained changes. 

 Better at characterising changes (multiple changes and confidence levels). 

 Reduces number of false detections by controlling the change-wise error rate. 

 Robust to outliers. 

 Very flexible. 

 Simple to use and interpret. 
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On the negative side, however, the following shortcomings exist: 

 Isolated abnormal points cannot be detected.  Whereas the CUSUM (control chart) algorithm is 

optimal for detecting small shifts of the process mean, at the expense of being less sensitive to 

large changes, the Shewhart (control chart) algorithm is optimal for detecting isolated abnormal 

points. 

 Due to the random selection of the bagging samples, identical, repeatable results cannot be 

obtained using the bagging approach.  The precision of the results can be improved upon by 

increasing the number of bagging results. 

4.1.2 Bayesian probability 

Probability is typically used to describe the certainty that some event will occur and is expressed as a 

number between 0 and 1.  The higher the probability of an event, the more certainty there is that the 

event will occur.  Bayesian probability is probably the most popular version of subjective probability, using 

both expert knowledge and experimental data to produce probabilities.  Whereas expert knowledge is 

represented by some prior probability distribution, expressing one’s uncertainty about a quantity before 

the data is taken into account, the data is incorporated in a likelihood function.  Bayes’ theorem, a 

manipulation of conditional probabilities, multiplies the prior with the likelihood function, followed by 

normalisation, to produce the posterior probability distribution, the conditional distribution of the uncertain 

quantity given the data. 

 

Considering that the joint probability of two events, A  & B , can be expressed as: 

 

     

   AAB

BBABA

PP

PPP





|

|




        (4-3) 

 

Bayesian probability theory defines one of these events as the hypothesis, H , and the other as the data, 

X , where we wish to judge the relative truth of the hypothesis given the data (Olshausen, 2004).  

According to Bayes’ theorem, this is accomplished via the relation: 

 

 
   

 XP

HPHXP
XHP

|
|          (4-4) 

 

where  XHP |  is the posterior, reflecting the probability of the hypothesis after consideration of the 

data,  HXP |  is the likelihood function, assessing the probability of the observed data arising from the 

hypothesis,  HP  is the prior, reflecting one’s prior knowledge before the data is considered, and  XP  

the normalising constant.  Usually the likelihood function is known as it expresses the knowledge of what 

the data is expected to look like given that the hypothesis is true.  In contrast to this, the specification of 

the prior is probably the most subjective aspect of the theory. 
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Building on this foundation, Bayesian methods can easily be applied to detect changes in the generative 

parameters of time-series data.  Generative models provide a way of modelling how a set of 

observed/evidence data could have arisen from a set of underlying causes.  The most basic of these is 

probably a memory-less Bayesian generative change point model containing a built-in representation of 

change (Figure 24).  For this model,   is a probability parameter, C  represents whether or not a 

change has occurred, S represents the state responsible for generating the data, and X  represents the 

observed/evidence data.  Over time the state variable, S, form a Markov chain either taking on the value 

of the previous state at each iteration, if there is no change, or taking on some new value, if there is a 

change.  What makes this model memory-less is the fact that the probability of a change occurring at time 

j  is independent of all previous changes. 

 

 

Figure 24: Memory-less Bayesian generative change point model (adapted from Anderson, 2008) 

 

For online change point detection, Adams and MacKay (2006) cast the product partition model (Barry and 

Hartigan, 1992) into a Bayesian graphical model focussing on causal predictive filtering to generate an 

accurate distribution of the next unseen data in the sequence, given only data already observed.  The 

product partition model assumes that time-series data can be separated based on changes in the data’s 

generative parameters into partitions that are independent and identically distributed (iid).  It is shown that 

if prior to making observations the probability distribution of random partitions is in a certain product form, 

given the observations it is also in product form.  The model therefore provides a practical way for 

allowing the data to weight the partitions likely to hold, this being especially relevant to change point 

problems where the partitions divide the sequence of observations into components within which different 

regimes hold.  By first conditioning on a partition and then averaging over all partitions an inference about 

particular future observations may subsequently be made.  Finally, with suitable selection of prior product 

models, observations can ultimately approximate the true partition (Barry and Hartigan, 1992). 

 

   

C1 C2 Cj 

S1 S2 Sj 

X1 X2 Xj 
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Given a sequence of observations nxxxx ,,,, 321   that may be divided into non-overlapping product 

partitions with the delineations between the partitions called the change points, the Bayesian online 

change point detection algorithm with prediction is defined as follow (Adams and MacKay, 2006): 

 

1. Initialise: 

 

If some recent subset of the data is observed, the prior over the initial run length is the normalised 

survival function,    rSrP
~

0  , alternatively all of the probability mass for the initial run length is 

placed at zero,   100 rP .  Initialise the hyperparameters of the predictive distribution 

 
prior 0

1  and 
 

prior 0

1 .  Hyperparameters refer to the parameters of prior distributions, 

distinguishing them from the parameters of the model of the underlying data. 

 

2. Observe new data: 

 

New data at time j  is observed as jx . 

 

3. Evaluate predictive probability: 

 

      r

j

r

jj

r

j xP  ,|         (4-5) 

 

4. Calculate growth probabilities: 

 

        
11:11:11 1,,1   j

r

jjjjj rHxrPxrP       (4-6) 

 

5. Calculate change point probabilities: 

 

       




1

11:11:1 ,,0
jr

j

r

jjjjj rHxrPxrP       (4-7) 

6. Calculate evidence: 

 

   
jr

jjj xrPxP :1:1 ,         (4-8) 

 

7. Determine run length distribution: 
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Since the predictive distribution depends only on the recent data 
 r

jx , the posterior 

distribution,  
 
 

j

jj

jj
xP

xrP
xrP

:1

:1

:1

,
|  , is thus found by writing the joint distribution over the run 

length and observed data recursively. 

 

8. Update statistics: 

 

 

 

   

     t

r

j

r

j

r

j

r

j

priorj

priorj

xu



























1

1

1

1

0

1

0

1

1
        (4-9) 

 

9. Perform prediction: 

 

The marginal predictive distribution is calculated by integrating over the posterior distribution on 

the current run length,       
jj

r
j

r

jjjj xrPrxxPxxP
j

:11:11 |,|| 
  . 

 

10. Return to Step 2 

 

The algorithm is concerned with estimating the posterior distribution over the current run length, or time 

since the last change point, given the data so far observed and ensuring the algorithm gradually forgets 

the effect of past data (Yamanishi and Takeuchi, 2002).  It is assumed that for each partition,  , the data 

within it are iid from some probability distribution  |jxP  with the parameters ,3,2,1,  also 

taken to be iid.  The length of the current run at time j  is denoted by jr , with 
 r

jx  denoting the set of 

observations associated with the run.  The run length can be interpreted as the length of time (or 

equivalently, the number of observations) since the last change point was observed.  A low posterior, 

 
jj xrP :1| , is therefore indicative of a change in the data characteristics at time j , and consequently a 

change in the process on which the data are measured.  Since the posterior over possible partitions is a 

marginal density coming from an average over all possible generative parameters, the choice of prior 

hyperparameters in the algorithm is crucial in its ability to successfully detect change points. 

 

Due to the potential of miscalled choices of the prior hyperparameter settings, Paquet (2007) proposed an 

empirical Bayesian treatment of the prior hyperparameters used in the Bayesian online change point 

detection algorithm, by relying on the standard addition of a backwards loop to the algorithm.  First, a 

lower bound is constructed on the marginal density, giving a practical handle on the log marginal 
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likelihood.  Subsequently, an expectation maximisation algorithm is used to maximise the log marginal 

likelihood, with a variational treatment of latent variables being applied in the E-step of the algorithm and 

a concave-convex procedure being applied in the M-step of the algorithm.  This addition to the algorithm 

does, however, introduce a constraint in the form of a restriction of the generative probabilities to the 

exponential family of models with conjugate priors. 

4.1.3 Singular Spectrum Analysis 

Singular spectrum analysis (SSA), being an extension of classical principal component analysis, is 

another method than can be applied to analyse and detect a change in time series.  In contrast to the 

nearest-neighbours CUSUM method, SSA allows for the time series to be of complex structure.  SSA can 

be viewed as a linear root mean square fitting method (Kugiumtzis and Christophersen, 1997) where all 

available samples in a time window length, N , is processed with singular value decomposition (SVD), 

resulting in the final transformation being linear combinations of the samples: separating the time series 

into signal and noise components. 

 

In general, SSA is the application of singular value decomposition of the trajectory matrix obtained from 

the original time series with a subsequent reconstruction of the time series.  The main concept in studying 

the properties of SSA is “separability”, which characterises how well different components can be 

separated from each other.  The SSA method works with arbitrary statistical processes whether linear or 

non-linear, stationary or non-stationary, Gaussian or non-Gaussian, making no prior statistical 

assumptions about the data such as stationarity of the series or normality of the residuals.  The basic 

SSA algorithm decomposes a data set into its component parts and reconstructs the data set by leaving 

the random (noise) component behind (Moskvina and Zhigljavsky, 2003): 

 

1. Embedding: 

 

A large state vector is first derived from successive samples from a time series, 

Nxxxx ,,,, 321  , by embedding with a delay of unity to form a trajectory matrix: 

 

 





























NMMM

K

K

KM

ijij

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

xX









21

1432

321

,

1
    (4-10) 

 

where M  ( 2/NM  ) is a lag parameter and 1 MNK .  X , having equal elements on 

the diagonals, is also referred to as a Hankel matrix.  X  can further be considered as a 

multivariate data with M  characteristics and K  observations where 
TXXR   is called the lag-

covariance matrix. 
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2. Singular value decomposition: 

 

Singular value decomposition (SVD) is used to decompose the lag-covariance matrix, providing a 

collection of M  eigenvectors (chosen to accommodate the most populated directions), 

eigenvalues (relate the degree to which the data fill the new directions) and principal components. 

 

Given the eigenvalues of R , M ,,, 21  , arranged in decreasing order, 

021  M  , the corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors of R , MUUU ,,, 21  , the 

number of nonzero eigenvalues, d , and iV , the eigenvectors of the matrix XX T
, we have: 

 

i

T

i UXV           (4-11) 

 

For di ,,2,1  .  Through SVD X  is represented as dXXXX  21 , where 

T

iiii VUX  are rank-one biorthogonal matrices. 

 

3. Grouping: 

 

The set of indices  d,,2,1   is split into two groups,  liiiI ,,, 21   and   IdI \,,2,1  , 

and the matrices iX  within each group is summed.  X  is now represented as: 

 

II XXX           (4-12) 

 

where 



Ii

iI XX  and 



Ii

iI
XX . 

 

4. Reconstruction: 

 

First, averaging is performed over the diagonals constji   of the matrices IX  and 
I

X .  

Next, the one-to-one correspondence between the series of length N  and the Hankel matrices of 

size KM   is applied twice, resulting in two series and the SSA decomposition of the original 

series ( jx ): 

 

jjj ezx           (4-13) 
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where jz  can often be associated with signal and je  (the residual series) with noise. 

 

For change point detection it is expected that if at a certain time moment N  the mechanism 

generating jx    Nj  has changed, the distance between the p -dimensional subspace and 

lagged vectors jX  for  Kj  would have increased.  This assumption translates into detection of 

conditions resulting from increased variance of the system and, depending on the nature of the system, 

changes in dynamic topology may also be detected.  Rather than applying SVD to the standard SSA 

algorithm trajectory matrix, the trajectory matrix computed in a time interval  Nnn  ,1  of length N  is 

used, not only making the algorithm sequential but also adapts it to slow change, multiple changes and 

outliers.  For a time series ,,, 321 xxx  and fixed integers N , M , p , w  and q  where 

2NMp   and qw 0 , Moskvina and Zhigljavsky (2003) define the SSA change point detection 

algorithm as follows (executed for each ,2,1,0n ): 

 

1. p -Dimensional space construction: 

 

Perform the first three steps of the SSA algorithm in the time interval  Nnn  ,1 : 

 

 Construct the trajectory matrix: 

 

 





























NnMnMnMn

Knnnn

Knnnn

n

B

xxxx

xxxx

xxxx

X









21

1432

321

   (4-14) 

 

 Perform the SVD of the lag-covariance matrix 
    Tnn

n XXR  , giving a collection of 

M  eigenvectors. 

 

 Select a particular group I  of Mp   of these eigenvectors. 

 

2. Test matrix construction: 

 

Construct the test matrix 
 n

TX  of size QM  : 
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   (4-15) 

 

where Qwq  . 

 

3. Detection statistics computation: 

 

Three detection statistics exist for determining change points: 

 

 The sum of squared Euclidean distances between the vectors 
  qwiX n

i ,,1  and 

the p -dimensional subspace of 
M : 

 

          



q

pi

n

i

TTn

i

n

i

Tn

iqwIn XUUXXXD
1

,,,    (4-16) 

 

 The normalised sum of squares of distances: 

 

In

qwIn

n
MQ

D
S

,

,,,


         (4-17) 

 

where KImIn D ,0,,

~

,   (where m  is the largest value of nm   so that the hypothesis of 

no change is accepted) is an estimator of the normalised sum of squared distances 

MQ

D
D

qwIn
qwIn

,,,
,,,

~

  at the time intervals  mjj  ,1 , also where the hypothesis of no 

change can be accepted. 

 

 The CUSUM-type statistic: 

 

11 SW  ,   MQSSWW nnnn   11 ,0max , 1n   (4-18) 

 

where   is a small nonnegative constant, with a reasonable value being  MQ31  

(Moskvina, 2001). 
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Typically, large values of qwInD ,,, , nS  and nW  will indicate structural change in the time series.  More 

specifically, structural change is said to have occurred in the time series for some n  if hWn  : 

 

 13
3

12 2  QMQQ
MQ

t
h 

        (4-19) 

 

where t  is the  1  quantile of the standard normal distribution. 

 

Significant structural changes in a time series will be detected for any reasonable choice of parameters.  

However, tuning of the parameters may be required to detect small changes in noisy time series.  

Reasonable detection parameters can be defined as follow: 

 With the SSA algorithm the choice of embedding dimension, K , is not critical and any choice 

over a lower limit will give essentially the same reconstruction because the additional coordinates 

correspond to less significant singular values and give negligible variance assuming N  is 

sufficiently large (Kugiumtzis and Christophersen, 1997). 

 For the SSA algorithm achieving “independence” or “separability” of the components tz  and te  

in the SSA decomposition is of key importance.  If N  is not very large it is recommended to 

choose the lag, M , as 2NM   and the group, I , as  pI ,,1  where l  is such that the 

first p  components provide a good description of the signal and the lower pM   components 

correspond to noise (Moskvina and Zhigljavsky, 2003).  To choose p  the SSA decomposition of 

the whole series and some large part of the series should be visually inspected prior to applying 

the change-point detection algorithm.  Choosing p  too small may result in underfitting, causing 

parts of the signal, and potential changes, to be missed.  Choosing p  too large may result in 

overfitting, causing parts of noise to be approximated together with the signal, making finding a 

true change in the signal potentially more difficult. 

 For the length of the test sample, w , it is recommended to choose Kw  , making the algorithm 

more sensitive to changes than its more economical version when Kw  .  For the location of 

the test sample, q , it is recommended to select q  slightly larger than w  to ensure smooth 

behaviour from the test statistics qwInD ,,, .  If the difference between w  and q  becomes too 

large, the behaviour of qwInD ,,,  becomes too smooth. 

 For the window width, N , it is recommended to choose a reasonably large value of N .  If N  is 

too small, outliers may be recognised as structural changes in the time series.  If N  is too large, 

the possibility exist that all changes in the time series may be missed or smoothed out.  It must 

also be noted that if small gradual changes in the time series is allowed, N may not be very 

large. 
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 If either a constant or a linear component whose influence should be neglected is contained in the 

trend of the original series  tx , centering of the base and test matrices may be worthwhile.  

Centering consists of subtracting row (and possibly column) averages from the elements of the 

matrices. 

 

Optimisation of the SSA parameters is a simple way of improving the change point detection capability of 

the algorithm.  As mentioned, the choice of embedding dimension, K , is not critical, however, optimising 

the lag parameter, M , the point of maximum decorrelation taken over all variables, may improve results.  

The point of decorrelation is taken as the time delay, M .  If M  is selected too small, the resulting 

vectors may be very nearly the same, each carrying a great deal of redundant information, while too large 

a M  may produce coordinates that are essentially unrelated.  Small errors in the data will also become 

exponentially magnified in time, resulting in a too large a delay and decorrelating the signal from itself 

(Abarbanel, 1996).  The correct delay, maximising the independence between the first two state vectors, 

should therefore be used. 

 

A widely accepted criteria for the selection of M  is that the components of the vector ix  must be 

uncorrelated (Kugiumtzis, 1996).  To meet this criteria, the estimates of M  are based either on linear 

decorrelation, using the linear autocorrelation function, or general decorrelation, using average mutual 

information (AMI).  Although other methods are also available for delay time estimation, these methods 

are most commonly used, with AMI having been suggested to be the most robust in the presence of noisy 

data (Abarbanel, 1996). 

 

By measuring the degree of correlation of a variable at one time with itself at another time, the 

autocorrelation function determines to what extent one part of the time series looks like another part of 

the same time series.  For computational purposes, the autocorrelation is defined as follow: 
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      (4-20) 

 

Mutual information, similar to the autocorrelation function, tries to measure the extent to which values of 

Mx   are related to values of x , at a given lag.  Rather than using a linear basis to assess the 

correlation, mutual information has the advantage of using probabilities (Nichols and Nichols, 2001): 

 

      
i j

jiji

j

jj

i

ii ypxypxpypypxpxAMI 222 logloglog   (4-21) 
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The AMI statistics relies on the fact that when coordinates of a point have the same value, they represent 

the same information (maximum mutual information) and one can be used to exactly predict the other.  

For reconstruction, x  should not provide a lot of information about Mx   (minimum mutual information), 

with mutual information, at a given lag, being relatively high for strongly related and relatively low for 

weakly related values (Williams, 1999).  Therefore, to determine the point at which the values become 

independent from one another, the first minimum of the AMI plot for a time series is used.  Not only 

having a low AMI value, but also having a distribution of mutual information which is sharp, is important in 

that a single choice of M  can accurately capture the underlying dynamical process (Abarbanel et al., 

2001). 

 

With the autocorrelation function expressing a linear relationship between the signal and itself at a given 

delay, the AMI statistic, not being tied to linear/non-linear properties of the system (Abarbanel, 1996), 

represents a clear improvement over the autocorrelation function (Nichols and Nichols, 2001) and is 

generally favoured for delay time estimation when analysing non-linear systems.  Very large data sets 

are, however, required when using the AMI statistic for delay time estimation, rendering many data points 

unusable (Atmanspacher et al., 1988).  Furthermore, even with both methods guaranteeing decorrelation 

between two successive components ix  and Mix   of the reconstructed vector ix , even if ix  and Mix   

are uncorrelated and Mix   and Mix 2  are uncorrelated, it cannot be guaranteed that that ix  and Mix 2  

would also be uncorrelated (Kugiumtzis, 1996). 

 

Considering these disadvantages, together with the fact that the AMI statistic may not have a clear 

minimum or the autocorrelation function may require an extremely long time to reach approximately zero, 

it is evident that the analysis of non-linear systems is not algorithmic alone, but also requires some 

experience and intuition.  Continuous monitoring of processes is, however, still possible following off-line 

parameter estimation and model validation. 

4.1.4 Extreme learning machine SSA 

As with the statistical data-based fault detection, extreme learning machine provides an opportunity with 

which to improve the singular spectrum analysis change point detection algorithm (Moskvina and 

Zhigljavsky, 2003).  Similar to the ELM PCA fault detection technique, ELM is used to construct non-linear 

models that are used for residual generation, prior to residual evaluation by SSA.  For NOC data, the 

residuals are expected to be closed to zero, while under abnormal operating conditions, the zero point of 

the residual variable would drift away, allowing for change point detection.  The ELM therefore acts as a 

non-linear dynamic operator used to remove the non-linear and dynamic characteristics, prior to the 

application of SSA.  For the sake of completeness, the overview of ELM from section 3.4.4 is restated 

here. 

 

ELM is a learning algorithm for SLFNs where the input weights are chosen randomly and the output 

weights determined analytically (Huang et al., 2006).  Whereas traditional learning algorithms employed 
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by feedforward neural networks are limited in their learning speed, mainly due to the slow gradient 

descent-based nature of the algorithms and the iterative parameter estimation, ELM can not only achieve 

extremely fast learning speed but also tends to provide good generalization performance (thanks to the 

learning algorithm not only typically reaching the smallest training error but also the smallest norm of 

weights).  Furthermore, for conventional feedforward neural networks there exists a dependency between 

the different layers of weight and bias parameters which requires all parameters to be tuned.  For SLFNs 

with N  hidden nodes it has been shown that with randomly chosen input weights and hidden layer 

biases exactly N  distinct observations can be learned (Huang, 2003), limiting the aforementioned 

dependency and significantly reducing the number of parameters that needs to be estimated.  This allows 

such an SLFN to be considered as a linear system with the output weights being analytically determined 

through simple generalized inverse operation of the hidden layer output matrices (Huang et al., 2006), 

also making it ideal for use when analyzing very large data sets. 

 

Given a training data set consisting of N  arbitrary distinct samples  
jj yx , , a hidden node number 

~

N , 

and an activation function  xg , the ELM algorithm can be defined as (Huang et al., 2006): 

1. Randomly assign the input weights jz  and biases jb , 

~

,,1 Nj  . 

2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix P . 

3. Calculate the output weights YPH  where  TNyyY ,,1   

 

As with the SSA change point detection algorithm (Moskvina and Zhigljavsky, 2003), for change point 

detection it is expected that if at a certain time moment N  the mechanism generating jx  

  Nj  has changed, the distance between the p -dimensional subspace and lagged vectors jX  

for  Kj  would have increased.  This assumption translates into detection of conditions resulting 

from increased variance of the system and, depending on the nature of the system, changes in dynamic 

topology may also be detected.  However, for the ELM SSA change point detection algorithm both the 

trajectory and test matrices are first converted to residual matrices through the application of the ELM 

algorithm prior to SVD. 

 

For a time series ,,, 321 xxx  and fixed integers N , M , p , w  and q  where 2NMp   and 

qw 0 , the ELM change point detection algorithm can be defined as follows (executed for each 

,2,1,0n ): 

 

1. p -Dimensional space construction: 

 

Perform the first three steps of the SSA algorithm in the time interval  Nnn  ,1 : 
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 Construct the trajectory matrix: 
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 Randomly assign the ELM input weights iz  and biases ib , 

~

,,1 Ni  . 

 

 Calculate the ELM hidden layer output matrix 
 n

BP . 

 

 Calculate the ELM output weights YPH  

 

 Calculate the residual trajectory matrix, 
 n

BX , as the difference between the trajectory 

matrix and the predicted ELM outputs. 

 

 Perform the SVD of the residual-covariance matrix 
    Tnn

n XXR  , giving a collection 

of M  eigenvectors. 

 

 Select a particular group I  of Mp   of these eigenvectors. 

 

2. Test matrix construction: 

 

 Construct the test matrix 
 n

TX  of size QM  : 
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where Qwq  . 
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 Calculate the residual test matrix, 
 n

TX , as the difference between the test matrix and the 

predicted ELM outputs. 

 

3. Detection statistics computation: 

 

Three detection statistics exist for determining change points: 

 

 The sum of squared Euclidean distances between the vectors 
  qwiX n

i ,,1  and 

the p -dimensional subspace of 
M : 
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 The normalised sum of squares of distances: 

 

In

qwIn

n
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D
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         (4-25) 

 

where KImIn D ,0,,

~

,   (where m  is the largest value of nm   so that the hypothesis of 

no change is accepted) is an estimator of the normalised sum of squared distances 

MQ

D
D

qwIn
qwIn

,,,
,,,

~

  at the time intervals  mjj  ,1 , also where the hypothesis of no 

change can be accepted. 

 

 The CUSUM-type statistic: 

 

11 SW  ,   MQSSWW nnnn   11 ,0max , 1n   (4-26) 

 

where   is a small nonnegative constant, with a reasonable value being  MQ31  

(Moskvina, 2001). 
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4.2 Interactive change point detection 

4.2.1 Median significance 

Although it is unavoidable for change point detection techniques to signal some false change points, most 

often human interaction with the results can assist with distinguishing between true and false change 

points.  Typical things looked at include the relative frequency of change points identified as well as the 

magnitude of the measure that identified the change points.  Graphical inspection of the raw data with or 

without procedurally determined change point detection results allows one to identify new suspected 

change points in the data or validate change points detected through the procedural techniques.  The 

data can then be visually segmented into portions where no significant changes are considered to have 

occurred and significance tests performed on these successive data portions.  The significance tests can 

determine if statistically significant differences exist in the distribution parameters of each of the portions.  

One such significance test is the notched box plot for inspecting significant shifts in the median of 

successive data portions (Figure 25). 

 

 

Figure 25: A notched box plot for inspecting significant shifts in the median of successive data 

portions  

 

For multivariate data, the dimensionality of the data can be reduced using any of the PCA type 

techniques, and relevant statistics displayed for change point detection.  Two of the most basic to use 
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include the Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic and the Q  statistic ( SPE ) which can be used to view multiple 

variables as a single time series.   

 

For the notch box plots, [0.25 0.5 0.75] quantiles are generated for each user or procedurally determined 

data portion of either an individual variable, a change point detection statistic or one of the multivariate 

statistics (Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic or the Q  statistic).  Notches are also used to display the 95% 

significance level for changes in the median of consecutive data portions.  Although the significance level 

is based on the normal distribution assumption, the comparison of medians is fairly robust for other 

distributions.  This comparison of medians using notched box plots is the visual hypothesis test analogue 

to the t-test for means. 

4.3 Technique evaluation 

For the evaluation of the change point detection techniques, the 3 data sets / models as described in 

section 3.5 were used: 

 Simple multivariate time series data 

 Simple multivariate process (Ku et al., 1995) 

 Tennessee Eastman process (Downs and Vogel, 1993) 

The evaluation not only focusses on validation of the techniques, but also allows for an appreciation of 

the techniques and their applicability to be obtained and a comparison to be drawn with the results 

achieved by the statistical data-based fault detection techniques. 

 

The change point detection metrics were subsequently tested on both the NOC data as well as all the 

predetermined fault condition data for each of these data set / models.  Listed in Table 3 is an overview of 

all the performance metrics tested. 

 

Table 3: Overview of change point detection techniques 

Technique Type Metric Comments 

Nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM 

Linear Maximum 

deviation 

Complex, univariate, computationally 

expensive technique. 

Bayesian probability Linear Probability Assume data to be independent and identically 

distributed.  Can accommodate data from 

different distributions. 

Singular spectrum 

analysis 

Linear 
nS  

W  

Does not require data to be independent and 

identically distributed.  Assume data to be 

normally distributed.  Exploit autocorrelation in 

data. 

Extreme learning 

machine SSA 

Non-linear 
nS  

W  

No assumption regarding data distribution.  

Extremely fast learning speed.  Collinearity 

potentially a problem. 
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As required by the Bayesian probability, SSA and ELM SSA techniques, data were scaled to zero mean 

and unit variance prior to these analyses.  Furthermore, prior to evaluation the variables for each data set 

were checked to see whether or not the data are independent and identically distributed and have a 

normal distribution.  To test for iid data, each variable was checked to determine if there was any 

significant autocorrelation in the time series.  Significant levels of autocorrelation are indicative of data 

that is not independent and identically distributed.  To test if the data is normally distributed, each variable 

was subjected to the Lilliefors test.  The Lilliefors test is a goodness-of-fit test of composite normality, 

testing whether or not the data in a time series come from an unspecified normal distribution.  Such tests 

to determine the statistical characteristics of the data are critical in that they allow appropriate techniques, 

having specific assumptions, to be matched up with the data. 

 

For the evaluation of the various change point detection techniques, the results were both objectively and 

subjectively considered.  A peak finding algorithm was applied to the results to automatically identify 

detected change points.  The change points identified through the peak finding algorithm for the individual 

runs (vertical dotted blue lines on the change point detection graphs) were subsequently combined over 

all runs (vertical light blue bars on the change point detection graphs) to emphasize recurring change 

points, henceforth referred to as confirmed peaks. 

 

For the SSA and ELM SSA change point detection 2 statistics are calculated: the normalised sum of 

squares of distances nS , and the CUSUM-type statistic, W .  Of these, significance limits of 95% and 

99% (horizontal dotted lines on the change point detection graphs) have been calculated for W  to 

confirm change points based on the magnitude of the statistic.  For nS  visual inspection of the statistic in 

combination with the confirmed peaks indicator was used to confirm change points.  For the Bayesian 

change point detection, a 99% significance limit was introduced for the probability estimation.  As with 

some of the SSA and ELM SSA change point detection statistics, visual inspection of the statistic in 

combination with the confirmed peaks indicator was used to confirm change points.  Unlike the 

multivariate SSA, ELM SSA and Bayesian change point detection algorithms, the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM change point detection algorithm is a univariate technique, detecting change points in individual 

variables.  For the nearest-neighbours CUSUM change point detection, the detected change points in 

individual variables where combined in the form of confirmed peaks, the results of which were 

subsequently used to calculate the Hotelling’s 
2T  statistic for the combined data set.  A combination of 

visual inspection of the statistics and the confirmed peaks indicator was used to confirm change points. 

4.3.1 Simple multivariate time series data 

For the simple multivariate time series data 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second 

were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 501, indicated by 

the black vertical line on the change point detection evaluation figures, and the evaluation criteria 

determined over the following 500 data points.  For determining the reference models the average of 10 
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data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also based on the 

average of 10 data sets.  Where required, a confidence limit threshold of 99% was used. 

 

As stated previously, inspection of the simple multivariate time series data (Figure 10) indicated it to be 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  These data characteristics 

meet the required assumptions of all of the change point detection techniques; ensuring their relevance to 

the data set being analysed.  Furthermore, since the data set comprises entirely of randomly generated 

data with only a predefined covariance between 2x , 3x  and 4x  it is expected that, although applicable, 

there would be no need for the additional complexity offered by non-linear techniques.  For the sake of 

completeness, however, all the available algorithms will be assessed.  This will not only allow all 

appropriate algorithms to be evaluated but also help to gain insight into the potential benefits that may be 

offered by the more complex, non-linear change point detection techniques. 

 

From the analysis of the NOC data (Table 4), no false events were detected for the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM, the Bayesian probability, SSA W  or the ELM W  statistics.  For the SSA nS  and ELM nS  

statistics, some false events were detected but easily rejected following visual inspection due to their 

small magnitude and frequency of occurrence. 

 

Table 4: Simple multivariate time series data: NOC results 

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 

SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

MTS0 No events No 

events 

No events No events No events No events 

 

For the step change fault conditions, MTS1-MTS4, all the techniques were able to easily detect the event 

in the data set (Table 5).  Visual inspection of the various change point detection statistics confirmed this 

(Figure 26). 

 

For the ramp change fault conditions, MTS5-MTS8, none of the techniques were able to detect the event 

in the data set (Table 5).  Inspection of the statistics (Figure 27) shows that although no clear indication is 

given, it is possible to visually identify the event for the nearest-neighbours CUSUM 
2T , the Bayesian 

probability and the ELM nS  statistics, although after a slight delay.  It is therefore evident that due to the 

nature of the ramp change and the fact that all of the techniques are looking for more pronounced 

changes in the data, none of the change point detection techniques are effective in detecting a slow drift 

in the data. 

 

For the spike fault conditions, MTS9-MTS12, all the techniques were able to easily detect the event in the 

data set (Table 5).  Unfortunately, none of the techniques were able to detect the second change point in 
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the data for the spike having a longer duration in the uncorrelated variable (Figure 28), with only the 

nearest-neighbours CUSUM 
2T  and Bayesian Probability statics being able to detect this in the 

correlated variable.  The fact that none of the SSA or ELM SSA statistics were able to detect the second 

event can be attributed to the fact that the SSA technique embeds the data, effectively passing a moving 

window filter over the data.  This combined with the relatively short duration of the spike, causes the SSA 

and ELM SSA change point detection techniques to be ineffective. 

 

For the standard deviation change fault conditions, MTS13-MTS16, none of the techniques were able to 

detect the event in the data set (Table 5).  Visual inspection of the various change point detection 

statistics confirmed this (Figure 29). 

 

For the covariance shift fault conditions, MTS17-MTS19, only the Bayesian probability statistic was able 

to detect all change points (Table 5), although, due to the magnitude of the Bayesian probability, 

confirmation was needed via visual inspection for the covariance shift in a single variable.  The nearest-

neighbours CUSUM statistic was not able to detect any of the change points, the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM statistic being a univariate technique and the covariance shift being a multivariate change, with 

the SSA and ELM SSA statistics being able to only detect the most significant variance shift (Figure 30). 

 

For the function change fault conditions, MTS20-MTS23, again only the Bayesian probability statistic was 

able to detect all change points (Table 5), although, due to the magnitude of the Bayesian probability, 

confirmation was again needed via visual inspection for the smaller changes.  The SSA and ELM SSA 

statistics were only able to partly detect the function change fault conditions, with visual inspection of the 

nearest-neighbours CUSUM statistics showing that although the technique was unable to detect any 

change points, with visual inspection the larger function change fault conditions could be observed via the 

multivariate representation of the data (Figure 31). 

 

It can be concluded that for the simple multivariate time series data, that is independent and identically 

distributed with a normal distribution, as expected the Bayesian change point detection technique 

performed the best of the techniques tested, correctly detecting 78.3% of the change points.  The 

technique was able to successfully detect most of the fault conditions outright, with only a few requiring 

visual inspection as confirmation, and only the standard deviation fault conditions not being detectable.  

The ELM SSA technique was able to correctly detect 73.9% of the change points, being better than the 

SSA technique at detecting more subtle changes in the data such as the ramp change (drift).  Whereas 

the nearest-neighbours CUSUM technique struggled specifically with the multivariate changes to the data 

set, only being able to correctly detect 56.5% of the change points, the SSA technique correctly detected 

65.2% of the change points, its performance hampered by the fact that the data was independent and 

identically distributed.  This is a direct result from the fact that the SSA technique exploits the collinearity 

in the lag trajectory matrix to achieve optimal signal separation, requiring some autocorrelation in the 

data. 
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Table 5: Simple multivariate time series data: fault condition results (Yes = correct change 
point clearly identified; Graph = correct change point visually inferred; No = correct change 
point not identified) 

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 

SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

MTS1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS2 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS3 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS5 Graph Graph No No Graph No 

MTS6 Graph Graph Graph No Graph No 

MTS7 Graph Graph No No Graph No 

MTS8 Graph Graph No No Graph No 

MTS9 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS10 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS11 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS12 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS13 No No No No No No 

MTS14 No No No No No No 

MTS15 No No No No No No 

MTS16 No No No No No No 

MTS17 No Graph No No No No 

MTS18 No Yes Graph No No Yes 

MTS19 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS20 No Yes Yes No No No 

MTS21 No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MTS22 No Yes Graph No Yes Yes 

MTS23 Graph Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Figure 26: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS2 (a mean shift in variable x1 from 0 to 1) at 

a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 27: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS6 (a mean shift in x1 at a rate of 0.01 per 

sample) at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 28: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS10 (a spike in x1 having a duration of 10 

samples) at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 29: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS14 (a standard deviation shift in x1 from 0.1 

to 1) at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 30: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS19 (a covariance shift) at a confidence level 

of 0.99 
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Figure 31: Simple multivariate time series data: change point detection of fault condition MTS23 (a change in the function type of x3 to a 

sine wave with an amplitude of 5) at a confidence level of 0.99 
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4.3.2 Simple multivariate process 

For the simple multivariate process 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second were 

generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 501, indicated by the 

black vertical line on the change point detection evaluation figures, and the evaluation criteria determined 

over the following 500 data points.  For determining the reference models the average of 10 data sets 

were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also based on the average of 10 

data sets.  Where required, a confidence limit threshold of 99% was used. 

 

As stated previously, inspection of the simple multivariate process data (Figure 11) indicated it to not be 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  These data characteristics 

violate the required assumptions of both the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and Bayesian change point 

detection techniques, resulting in only the SSA and ELM SSA change point detection techniques being 

suitable for assessing this particular data set.  However, as stated earlier, there is an implicit assumption 

in the machine learning community that algorithms for which the iid assumptions are violated, will still 

work well in practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Also, the magnitudes of the process changes resulting in the 

fault conditions are very small and it is expected that all the available techniques will struggle to reliably 

detect the change points.  For the sake of completeness all the available algorithms will therefore be 

assessed.  This will not only allow all appropriate algorithms to be evaluated but also help to gain insight 

into the robustness of the change point detection techniques whose data assumptions have not been 

met. 

 

From the analysis of the NOC data (Table 6), false events were only detected for the Bayesian probability 

statistic.  These were, however, easily rejected following visual inspection due to their small magnitude. 

 

Table 6: Simple multivariate process: NOC results 

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 

SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

SMP0 No events Small 

values 

No events No events No events No events 

 

For the mean shift fault conditions, SMP1-SMP5, both the nearest-neighbours CUSUM statistic and the 

Bayesian probability was only able to detect the change points associated with the larger mean shift fault 

conditions (Table 7).  For the nearest-neighbours CUSUM statistic, the nearest-neighbours CUSUM 
2T  

was able to visually show the detected change point (Figure 32).  The SSA and ELM SSA statistics were 

unable to detect any of the mean shift fault conditions. 

 

For the parameter change fault conditions, SMP6-SMP8, only the Bayesian probability technique was 

able to detect the change points associated with the larger parameter change fault conditions (Table 7).  
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Neither the nearest-neighbours CUSUM statistic, nor the SSA or ELM SSA statistics were able to detect 

any of the parameter change fault conditions (Figure 33). 

 

As expected, due to the small magnitudes of the process changes resulting in the fault conditions, most of 

the available techniques struggled to reliably detect the change points in the data. 

 

Contrary to expectations, it can be concluded that for the simple multivariate process data, not being 

independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution, the Bayesian probability change point 

detection technique outperformed all the other techniques tested, correctly detecting 62.5% of the change 

points.  Although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of the Bayesian 

probability change point detection technique, the technique proved to be exceptionally robust in this 

regard as was still able to detect the majority of the change points.  The poor performance by the nearest-

neighbours CUSUM statistic, only correctly detecting 37.5% of the change points, was as expected due to 

the multivariate nature of the data set and the complexity of the fault conditions introduced.  Contrary to 

expectation, both the ELM SSA and SSA change point detection techniques failed to correctly detect any 

of the change points.  It is speculated that the small magnitude of the changes introduced as fault 

conditions, combined with the default parameter selection for the techniques contributed to their poor 

performance. 

 

Table 7: Simple multivariate process: fault condition results (Yes = correct change point 
clearly identified; No = correct change point not identified)  

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 

SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

SMP1 No No No No No No 

SMP2 No No No No No No 

SMP3 Yes Yes No No No No 

SMP4 Yes Yes No No No No 

SMP5 Yes Yes No No No No 

SMP6 No No No No No No 

SMP7 No Yes No No No No 

SMP8 No Yes No No No No 
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Figure 32: Simple multivariate process: change point detection of fault condition SMP5 (a step change in the mean of e2(1) from 0 to 3) at 

a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 33: Simple multivariate process: change point detection of fault condition SMP8 (a step change in the parameters of DSMP(2,1) 

from 3 to 1) at a confidence level of 0.99 
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4.3.3 Tennessee Eastman process 

For the Tennessee Eastman process 1800 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per three 

minutes were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 901, 

indicated by the black vertical line on the change point detection evaluation figures, and the evaluation 

criteria determined over the following 900 data points.  For determining the reference models the average 

of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also based on the 

average of 10 data sets.  Where required, a confidence limit threshold of 99% was used. 

 

As stated previously, inspection of the Tennessee Eastman process data (Figure 13) indicated it to have 

a mixture of data characteristics with regards to being independent and identically distributed and having 

a normal distribution, with many of the variables having significant autocorrelation with similar profiles.  

This similarity in the autocorrelation profiles is indicative of the presence of high levels of collinearity 

(linear correlation structure between the variables).  Based on these data characteristics, only the SSA-

based change point detection technique would be suitable for assessing this particular data set, with the 

required assumptions of all the other performance metrics being violated.  However, as stated earlier, 

there is an implicit assumption in the machine learning community that algorithms for which the iid 

assumptions are violated, will still work well in practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Considering that this is quite 

an extensive data set it is however expected that some of the fault conditions will relate to data that is 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution, resulting in the other algorithms 

also being valid some of the time.  Therefore, all the available algorithms will be assessed.  This will not 

only allow all appropriate algorithms to be evaluated but also help to gain insight into the robustness of 

the change point detection techniques whose data assumptions have not been met. 

 

From the analysis of the NOC data (Table 8), false events were only detected for the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM statistic.  These were, however, easily rejected following visual inspection. 

 

Table 8: Tennessee Eastman process: NOC results 

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 
SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

TEP0 False 

events 

No 

events 

No events No events No events No events 

 

It should be noted at this point that for the fault detection technique evaluation of the Tennessee Eastman 

process it was found that not all the variables responsible for the fault conditions or the variables closely 

related to the fault conditions were being monitored (Chen and McAvoy, 1998), the control system 

controlling the Tennessee Eastman process was too quick in correcting some of the induced fault 

condition, the effect of the fault condition on the process was too slow and the magnitude of some of the 

fault condition was too small to result in a measurable process performance degradation.  These factors 

could also play a role in the effectiveness of the change point detection techniques being evaluated. 
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From the change point detection results (Table 9) the simulated fault conditions can be divided into 3 

distinct groups: 

a) Fault conditions for which the change points were easily identified by at least one statistic of each 

of the change point techniques, either visually or from confirmed peaks (Figure 34): fault 

conditions TEP1, TEP6, TEP4, TEP7, TEP11, TEP12, TEP13, TEP17, TEP22 and TEP23 

(showing good overlap with the fault detection results). 

b) Fault conditions for which the change points were easily identified by at least one statistic from 

only two of the change point techniques, either visually or from confirmed peaks: fault conditions 

TEP2, TEP5, TEP8, TEP10, TEP14, TEP16, TEP18, TEP20, TEP21 and TEP24 (also showing 

some overlap with the fault detection results). 

c) Fault conditions for which the change points were identified by at least one statistic from only one 

of the change point techniques or not at all (Figure 37), either visually or from confirmed peaks: 

fault conditions TEP3, TEP9, TEP15 and TEP19 (also showing some overlap with the fault 

detection results). 

 

The fault conditions in group (a) consist mainly of step changes and “other” disturbances, including two 

random variation fault conditions.  For the change point detection evaluation this group is considerably 

larger than for the fault detection evaluation, even including a fault condition that was not detectable at all 

by any of the fault detection techniques (fault conditions TEP12).  Unlike for the fault detection evaluation, 

this group therefore not only included fault conditions being monitored by variables responsible for the 

fault condition or variables closely related to the fault condition, but also fault conditions whose effect on 

the process is not that obvious considering the variables being monitored. 

 

The fault conditions in group (b) again consist mainly of step changes and “other” disturbances, including 

two random variation fault conditions.  Unlike for group (a) fault conditions, the size of group (b) for the 

change point detection evaluation is similar in size that for the fault detection evaluation, however, again 

including some fault conditions that was not detectable at all by any of the fault detection techniques (fault 

conditions TEP14 and TEP21).  All of the fault conditions in group (b) were detectable by the nearest-

neighbours CUSUM change point detection technique, with the Bayesian (Figure 35), SSA (Figure 36) 

and ELM SSA (Figure 36) change point detection techniques each only being able to detect about half of 

the fault conditions (Bayesian: fault conditions TEP2, TEP10, TEP14, TEP16, TEP21 and TEP24.  SSA: 

fault conditions TEP5, TEP8, TEP16, TEP18 and TEP20.  ELM SSA: fault conditions TEP2, TEP5, TEP8, 

TEP18, TEP20, TEP21 and TEP24).  Following visual inspection of the results it was noted that there was 

a considerable delay in detecting the fault conditions TEP19, TEP20 and TEP21.  This can be ascribed to 

the fact that the variables inducing the fault conditions is not being directly monitored and the effect on the 

process only becomes evident over time considering the variables being monitored. 

 

The fault conditions in group (c) consist of 2 step changes, a random variation change and an “other” 

disturbance.  For this group, only fault condition TEP19 was detectable and only using the SSA change 

point detection technique.  As with the Tennessee Eastman process fault detection technique evaluation, 
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this can be ascribed to the fact that variables responsible for the fault conditions or variables closely 

related to the fault conditions were not being monitored (Chen and McAvoy, 1998), the control system 

controlling the Tennessee Eastman process was too quick in correcting the induced fault condition, the 

effect of the fault condition on the process was too slow or the magnitude of the fault condition was too 

small to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation period. 

 

Contrary to expectations, it can be concluded that for the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a 

mixture of data characteristics with regards to being independent and identically distributed and having a 

normal distribution, including high levels of collinearity, that very similar performance was achieved by all 

the change point detection techniques evaluated when excluding cases where visual inspection was 

required.  Although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of all but the SSA 

change point detection technique, all the techniques proved to be exceptionally robust in this regard as 

they were all able to detect a reasonable number of the change points.  Whereas the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM change point detection technique required the most visual inspection of results for confirmation 

(having been able to correctly detect 79.2% of the change points), running the Bayesian and SSA change 

point detection techniques in parallel will deliver the best results regarding confirmed peaks (being able to 

correctly detect 87.5% of the change points).  Having a non-linear structure and monitoring residuals, the 

ELM SSA change point detection technique performed fairly well considering the high degree of 

autocorrelation, and consequently high levels of collinearity, in the data, with the technique being able to 

correctly detect 70.8% of the change points (slightly better when compared to 66.6% for the Bayesian and 

SSA change point detection techniques).  Although the change point detection techniques performed 

slightly better than the fault detection techniques, it was again found that the Tennessee Eastman 

process poses a very complex problem.  As mentioned for the fault detection technique evaluation, it is 

again suggested that an approach to potentially reducing the complexity inherent to monitoring the 

Tennessee Eastman process as a whole lies with the idea of simplifying the problem through the use of 

process causality maps. 
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Table 9: Tennessee Eastman process: fault condition results (Yes = correct change point 
clearly identified; Graph = correct change point visually inferred; No = correct change point 
not identified) 

Fault condition CUSUM 

2T  

Bayesian 

probability 

SSA nS  SSA W  ELM nS  ELM W  

TEP1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP2 Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 

TEP3 No No No No No No 

TEP4 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP5 No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP6 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP7 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP8 Yes No Graph Yes Yes Yes 

TEP9 No No No No No No 

TEP10 Yes Yes No No No No 

TEP11 Yes Yes Graph No Graph Yes 

TEP12 Graph Yes Graph Yes Graph Yes 

TEP13 Graph Yes Yes Yes Graph Yes 

TEP14 Graph Yes No No No No 

TEP15 No No No No No No 

TEP16 Graph Yes No Yes No No 

TEP17 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP18 Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP19 No No No Yes No No 

TEP20 Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP21 Graph Yes No No Yes Yes 

TEP22 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP23 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

TEP24 Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
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Figure 34: Tennessee Eastman process: change point detection of fault condition TEP13 (a slow drift in the reaction kinetics) at a 

confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 35: Tennessee Eastman process: change point detection of fault condition TEP21 (a decrease of 15% in the production rate) at a 

confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 36: Tennessee Eastman process: change point detection of fault condition TEP20 (an unknown disturbance) at a confidence level 

of 0.99 
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Figure 37: Tennessee Eastman process: change point detection of fault condition TEP9 (a random variation in the DTE feed temperature) 

at a confidence level of 0.99 
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4.3.4 Summary 

From the change point detection technique evaluation it is evident that there is no single change point 

detection technique that is effective in identifying all potential fault conditions.  It was found that all the 

techniques performed very similarly, however, the nearest-neighbours CUSUM change point detection 

technique required the most validation, in the form of visual inspection, to confirm results.  The nearest-

neighbours CUSUM change point detection technique is also actually a univariate technique, having only 

multivariate results representation.  Due to the nature of the data being analysed, different techniques 

may be required considering the assumptions the techniques are based upon: 

 For the simple multivariate time series data, being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the Bayesian change point detection technique performed the best of the 

techniques tested. 

 For the simple multivariate process data, not being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the Bayesian probability change point detection technique again 

outperformed all the other techniques tested. 

 Furthermore, although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of the 

Bayesian probability change point detection technique, the technique proved to be exceptionally 

robust in this regard as was still able to detect the majority of the change points. 

 For the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a mixture of data characteristics with regards 

to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal distribution, including high 

levels of collinearity, very similar performance was achieved by all the change point detection 

techniques evaluated. 

 As before, although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of all but the 

SSA change point detection technique, all the techniques proved to be exceptionally robust in this 

regard as they were all able to detect a reasonable number of the change points. 

From this it is evident that the Bayesian change point detection technique was found to be especially 

robust, even when the assumptions the technique is based upon are violated, making it the algorithm of 

choice for change point detection.  The effectiveness of the algorithm could potentially be improved by 

pre-processing the data to remove autocorrelation when present.  However, as with the fault detection 

techniques, it is suggested that multiple change point analysis techniques be run in parallel and their 

results be interpreted in conjunction with expert process knowledge. 

 

Following the success of the ELM PCA algorithm for fault detection, it was proposed to implement the 

ELM algorithm as a residual generation stage, with the aim of removing the non-linear and dynamic 

characteristics from the data, prior to SSA change point detection.  This permitted the effective application 

of the linear SSA change point detection algorithm to non-linear data.  The key characteristic of the ELM 

algorithm that made this possible is its extremely fast learning speed.  Due to the way in which the SSA 

change point detection algorithm requires the continual updating of its base and test data matrices, the 

use of more slowly trained conventional feedforward neural networks is not possible due, especially when 

considering on-line applications.  It was found that the performance of the proposed ELM SSA change 

point detection technique was slightly better than the SSA change point detection technique on which it is 
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based.  In this regard, the ELM SSA change point detection technique was more effective at detecting 

more subtle changes in the data, such as a slowly shifting mean in the data (drift), when compared to the 

SSA change point detection technique 

 

When comparing the change point detection results to the statistical data-based fault detection results, it 

is evident that the change point detection techniques are at least as capable at detecting fault conditions 

as the statistical data-based fault detection techniques are, in some instances even being able to detect 

fault conditions that the statistical data-based fault detection techniques could not.  From this is concluded 

that the change point detection techniques are a viable alternative to the statistical data-based fault 

detection techniques.  The advantage of the change point detection techniques over the statistical data-

based fault detection techniques lies with the fact that they do not depend on fixed NOC data.  Change 

point detection aims to determine whether or not a process in its current state is exhibiting a change in 

behaviour compared to the behaviour it exhibited immediately preceding its current state, irrespective of 

whether it was in a state of normal process behaviour or not.  This continuous updating of the “normal” 

operating condition data allows the change point detection techniques to be used to not only identify 

changes in process behaviour when changing from normal to abnormal process operation, but also 

changes in process behaviour while being in a normal or abnormal process state.  From an application 

perspective this has the benefit that no NOC data has to be defined upfront for the change point detection 

techniques to be used.  The results from applying change point detection can be used to partition the data 

into different process states that can subsequently be monitored using statistical data-based fault 

detection techniques. 

 

A potential enhancement, especially applicable to the nearest-neighbours CUSUM change point detection 

technique is to first apply some of the fault detection techniques to the data (considering all data as NOC 

data).  The fault detection technique will effectively be used for dimensionality reduction and feature 

extraction, allowing the change point detection technique the detect changes in the fault detection space.  

As such, the change point detection techniques can potentially be used to enhance the fault detection 

thresholds, which are based on NOC data, something the change point detection techniques are less 

concerned about.  Also, following the detection of change points, fault detection techniques can be used 

to validate the findings.  As with the fault detection techniques, it is again suggested that for complex 

processes having many variables requiring monitoring, the complexity of the problem be reduced through 

the development of process causality maps. 
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5 Variable importance analysis 

Whereas SPC contribution plots are the predominant approach used in identifying the variable(s) 

responsible for process fault conditions identified through statistical data-based fault detection there are 

situations when contribution plots are not suitable, possibly due to the underlying fault detection model 

being inaccurate, or not reliable enough for use.  Also, an alternative to SPC contribution plots is needed 

for analysing potentially interesting process events detected by change point detection.  In this context, 

variable importance analysis complements SPC variable contribution plots in that it allows for the analysis 

of important variables where the application of fault detection models may be unsuitable or unreliable. 

 

In many applications it is often more important to identify the relative importance of input variables, rather 

than only predicting the response by means of some "black-box" model.  Variable importance analysis 

makes use of variable importance measures to compare candidate input variables with respect to their 

influence on predicting the response or even causal effect.  In doing so, variable importance measures 

give a ranked indication of the relative significance of input variables to a classification or regression 

problem.  Three groups of methods are available to address problems requiring variable importance 

analysis (Zhou et al., 2006): 

 Model-based methods – expensive and require accurate analytical process models. 

 Expert system-based methods – flexible and fast but difficulties can arise when there is a lack of 

sufficient process knowledge. 

 Data-driven methods – dependent on large amounts of process data and their usefulness is 

highly dependent on the quality of the data. 

For this study, data-driven methods that evaluate problems described as supervised classification 

problems will be used.  For supervised learning, input data is mapped to output data using a model.  The 

model can be either a classification type model (for categorical output data) or a regression type model 

(for continuous output data).  For classification, each category of the output data represents a different 

process condition or state experienced. 

 

Important considerations for variable importance analysis include variable selection and variable 

correlations.  Chiang et al. (2004) showed that choosing key variables before applying classification 

techniques leads to improved classification and more accurate fault diagnosis.  When all variables in a 

data set are used, irrelevant variables may be included in the analysis, negatively affecting the prediction 

by camouflaging the significant features, thus leading to poor classification and ultimately poor fault 

diagnosis.  For data sets containing correlated independent variables it is often more difficult for the 

analysis technique to correctly predict the most important independent variable.  In these cases the most 

important variable will be ranked amongst the variables with the highest importance value, however, a 

covariate correlated to the correct variable may be predicted as the most important variable.  It has been 

shown by Archer & Kimes (2008), that variable importance analysis using random forests overcomes this 

problem. 
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Useful metrics for evaluating different variable importance models are (Sathyanarayanamurthy and 

Chinnam, 2009): 

 Accuracy – measured in terms of mean squared error ( MSE ). 

 Robustness – measured in terms of the capability of achieving good accuracy for different 

problem types and sample sizes. 

 Efficiency – measured in terms of the computational effort required for constructing the model and 

for predicting the response for a new data set. 

 Conceptual simplicity – measured in terms of the ease of implementation. 

 

Conventionally, variable importance analysis can be considered to be analogous to sensitivity analysis.  

For sensitivity analysis, regression techniques such as step-wise regression are used to identify the 

model input variables to which a model output variable is most sensitive.  Such analyses are usually 

performed for data representing a specific state or class and can be considered within-class analyses.  

For this study the requirement is for the analysis of variable importance between different states or 

classes, hence the need for between-class variable importance analysis with the focus on discrimination 

and/or classification techniques.  Similar to step-wise regression, combining a classification model with a 

leave-one-out algorithm can be used for between-class variable importance analysis.  To this end the 

techniques selected for evaluation are based on linear discriminant analysis (LDA), classification trees 

(CT) with bagging (trees-with-bagging), random forests (RF), classification extreme learning machine 

(ELM) with bagging (ELM-with-bagging) and canonical variance analysis (CVA) biplots.  Similar to PCA 

for statistical data-based fault detection, linear discriminant analysis, being a relatively basic linear 

technique for discriminating between different data classes, forms the basis of the variable importance 

analysis evaluation.  Classification trees, being a non-linear distribution free technique, can be considered 

an improvement over LDA, especially when considering the classification of non-linear data.  Ensembles 

of classification trees, such as random forests, have been shown to significantly improve the classification 

accuracy of classification trees (Breiman, 2001) through the generation and aggregation of multiple 

classification trees.  Subsequently, extreme learning machine for classification, having been shown to be 

good at generalisation and having extremely fast learning speeds with very few parameters that require 

setting (Huang et al., 2006), are considered as a viable alternative to the aforementioned classification 

techniques.  Lastly, CVA biplots, a powerful data visualisation technique, have successfully been used to 

determine discriminating process conditions between different process states (Gardner et al., 2005). 

 

As with the change point detection techniques, the variable importance analysis techniques under 

consideration can be divided into procedural and interactive techniques.  Whereas procedural techniques 

require only the specification of parameters and input data in order to arrive at usable results, interactive 

techniques require some inspection and possible adjustment of the results before any conclusions can be 

drawn. 

 

This chapter deals with some of the theory behind variable importance analysis and its application to 

process performance monitoring.  The selected techniques are not an exhaustive list of available 

techniques, but have been chosen to be illustrative of what is available. 
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5.1 Procedural variable importance 

5.1.1 Linear Discriminant Analysis 

LDA is a well-known classical statistical method used to find linear combinations of features which 

separate multiple classes the best.  LDA is a version of Fisher discriminant analysis (FDA) under the 

assumptions of normally distributed classes or equal class covariance.  FDA, a linear dimensionality 

reduction technique, is optimal in terms of maximising the separation between multiple classes and has 

been shown to be the optimal linear technique for fault diagnosis (Chiang et al., 2001). 

 

FDA finds linear or discriminant functions that yield a new set of transformed values, providing a more 

accurate discrimination than the original variables.  The function is used to separate the data by 

projecting it onto transformed axes that maximise the ratio of variance between classes to variance within 

classes.  Because these functions try to separate data, there is a strong link between discrimination and 

classification.  First, the total scatter matrix, SC , is derived by stacking the training data for all classes 

into a pn  matrix X  and representing the j th row of X  with the column vector jx  (Chiang et al., 

2004): 
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where meanx  is the total mean vector whose elements correspond to the means of the columns of X .  

Next, define the set of vectors jx  which belong to the class k  as kX , then, for class k , the within-

scatter is defined as: 
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where meankx ,  is the mean vector for class k .  With   as the number of classes, the within-class-scatter 

matrix: 
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and the between-class-scatter matrix: 
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can be defined, where kn  is the number of observations in class k .  From this, the first FDA vector, 1l , 

can now be determined as: 
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          (5-5) 

 

Each of the subsequent FDA vectors are then computed so as to maximise the scatter between classes 

while minimising the scatter within classes among all axes perpendicular to its preceding FDA vector.  

These FDA vectors are the eigenvectors, kl , of the generalised eigenvalue problem: 

 

kwkkb lSClSC           (5-6) 

 

where the eigenvalues, k , specify the separation between classes by projection onto kl .  Using 

discriminant analysis, observations can now be classified according to this reduced FDA space (Hastie et 

al., 2009). 

 

Once the class prediction is determined a misclassification error can be calculated.  The misclassification 

error is determined by comparing the predicted response to the actual response for each observation.  

The total number of observations falsely classified, as a ratio of the total number of observations, 

determines the misclassification error.  The misclassification error is used to determine the most important 

variables.  For the variable importance algorithm, the disciminant analysis technique is applied together 

with a leave-one-out algorithm.  The leave-one-out algorithm effectively removes an input variable from 

the data set and applies the discriminant analysis.  This is repeated for all the variables present.  For 

each repetition, a different variable is left out of the analysis.  When an independent variable is removed, 

the corresponding misclassification error contains the effect on the response when the variable is ignored.  

Therefore, the variable associated with the largest misclassification error is deemed to be the most 

important variable. 

 

As with dynamic PCA (Ku et al., 1995), for auto-correlated data, incorporating time lags into the variables 

is an effective way of capturing the dynamics in the data.  Incorporating time lags for auto-correlated data 

in classification problems is seen as a method of decreasing the overlap of the classes with added 

dimensions (Chiang et al., 2004).  Incorporating time lags into the data set is expected to perform well as 

long as there is enough data to justify the added dimensions.  A disadvantage of adding the extra 

dimensions is an increase in complexity, however, this should be minimal if time lags are only added after 

key variables have been selected for the analysis. 

 

Whereas discriminant analysis is used in the algorithm to determine between-class variable importance, 

replacing it with linear regression, within-class variable importance can be calculated.  However, linear 

regression is often misapplied when determining variable importance due to the fundamental 
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assumptions of the technique.  A key assumption of linear regression is that explanatory variables that 

take part in the regression are uncorrelated amongst them i.e. there exists no collinearity amongst the 

explanatory variables.  In practice, however, there often exists a remarkable degree of collinearity within a 

selection of explanatory variables.  The effect of high collinearity is an increased variance in the 

regression input space and a redundancy of some explanatory variables, even though the regression 

model could still be statistically significant.  In engineering terms such a situation could lead to mistaken 

identification of important variables. 

 

Testing for collinearity can be accomplished as follow: 

 Check if the rank of the data is less that the number of explanatory variables. 

 Principal component analysis can be applied to the selection of explanatory variables, X .  

Plotting the eigenvalues of the covariance of X  can give a qualitative idea of the potential 

redundancy amongst explanatory variables in X  i.e. a prominent difference in value between the 

first and tail end of eigenvalues could indicate possible collinearity.  A quantitative check can be 

obtained from the condition index of each principal component.  A high condition index, beyond 

30 (Aldrich, 2002) may also indicate collinearity amongst input variables. 

 Stronger evidence of collinearity can be reached in a combinatorial linear regression amongst all 

input variables.  A permutation of linear regression is performed on each of jx  in X  of the 

remainder kx  in X .  That is, bXxj k   where kX  is the set excluding jx  with b  a linear 

vector of coefficients.  Any evidence of significant linear relation between any jx  and kx  will 

indicate collinearity within X .  Furthermore, the variance inflation factor (VIF ) is also calculated 

for each jx . If the VIF  is greater than 10, it shows strong evidence of collinearity between the 

particular variable and the other input variables.  Examining the standardised regression 

coefficient estimates for each combination of regression gives a suggestion as to which variables 

and to what extent they are related.  

5.1.2 Trees-with-Bagging 

Trees-with-bagging is based on the method for developing bagging predictors (Breiman, 1996).  A 

bagging predictor constitutes an ensemble of base learners, each developed using a data set randomly 

sub sampled with replacement from the original.  For the trees-with-bagging approach, the base learners 

are classifications trees, where the aim is to determine between-class variable importance, and 

regression trees, where the aim is to determine within-class variable importance.  By sequentially 

removing individual variables from the model learning process, it is possible to assess their importance 

with regards to their contribution to class specific information. 

 

Although many tree-structured classification and regression algorithms are available, Classification and 

Regression Trees (CART) is used in the trees-with-bagging method.  In the general classification problem 

it is known that each case in a sample belongs to one of a finite number of possible classes, and given a 
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set of measurements for a case, it is desired to correctly predict to which class the case belongs (Sutton, 

2005). 

 

CART (Breiman et al., 1984) solves this general classification problem by growing a tree structure, 

portioning the data into mutually exclusive groups (nodes) each as pure or homogenous as possible 

concerning their response variable.  The root node of such a tree contains all the objects which are 

subsequently divided into nodes by recursive binary splitting as you move down the tree.  For each node 

the binary split is defined by a simple rule based on a single explanatory variable.  It should be noted that 

following a split into two subsets, the resulting subsets do not both subsequently have to be divided using 

the same variable, allowing non-homogenous responses to be modelled.  Also, a classification tree does 

not have to be symmetric in its pattern of nodes.  Questier et al. (2005) summarises the CART algorithm 

as follow: 

1. All objects are assigned to a root node. 

2. Each explanatory variable is split at all its possible split points. 

3. For each split point, the objects with values higher and lower than the split point for the 

considered explanatory variable is separated, splitting the parent node into two child nodes. 

4. The split point and variable with highest reduction of impurity is selected. 

5. Split the parent node into the two child nodes based on the selected split point. 

6. Repeat steps 2-5, considering each node as a new parent node and continue until the tree has 

reached is maximum size. 

7. Using cross-validation, prune the tree back to its optimal size. 

 

The measure of impurity used to determine the best variable and split point for each node is the Gini 

index of diversity (Breiman et al., 1984) and can be defined as: 
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where n  is the number of objects,   is the possible classes and kn  is the number of objects from class 

k  present in the node. 

 

Pruning of a developed tree of maximum size is required because such a tree is usually over-fitted.  

Trees of maximum size have typically fitted every idiosyncrasy, including noise, in the learning data set, 

all of which are not likely to be found in similar form in future data.  Pruning consists of removing 

branches from the tree resulting in the smallest decrease in accuracy compared to removing other 

branches.  For this purpose a cost-complexity measure is defined for each subtree (Questier et al., 2005): 

 

      BB          (5-8) 
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where   is the subtree,   is the complexity of   (number of terminal nodes),   is the complexity 

parameter and  B  is the overall misclassification rate for classification trees.  Each value of   will be 

associated to a unique smallest tree, minimising the cost complexity measure.  As   is increased from a 

value of 0, the size of the resulting tree will decrease.  Therefore, choosing the best size tree could be 

used to define the best tree.  Cross validation could be used to determine the optimal tree size.  For cross 

validation, the data set is randomly divided into O  subsets.  The tree growing and pruning procedure is 

then repeated O  times, each time using a different subset as test set and combining the remaining 1O  

subsets as the training set.  The classification error is calculated for each tree size, averaged over all the 

subsets and then matched with the results for the subtrees of the complete data set using the   values.  

The tree with the lowest cost-complexity measure will be the optimal sized tree. 

 

Tree-structured classification and regression methods are not based on assumptions of normality and 

user-specified model statements and can be applied to data sets having both large numbers of cases and 

large numbers of variables, making them extremely resistant to outliers (Steinberg and Colla, 1995).  

Tree-based models can also always predict the response variable with absolute accuracy for any given 

training data set.  However, such a model will be complex and not capture the trends in the data.  When 

given an entirely new set of data of similar structure, the model will perform poorly – i.e. the model will 

over-fit the data.  When using tree techniques, and attempting to develop tree models, the balance of 

accuracy and complexity always needs to be considered.  Ensemble algorithms and cross validation are 

employed in an attempt to balance the accuracy and complexity of a model and thus alleviate the problem 

of over-fitting a model to the given data. 

 

Furthermore, although tree-based models are often seen as easy to interpret, the instability of trees, 

where very small changes in the learning sample values can result in significant changes in the variables 

used for the splits, can prevent firm conclusions from being reached when considering problems such as 

overall variable importance by merely examining the developed tree (Sutton, 2005).  This stems from the 

fact that for highly correlated variables if one is used at an early stage during the model training, there 

may be little necessity for using the other variables at all.  This behaviour should, however, not be taken 

as evidence that these variables are not strongly related to the model response.  Similarly, important 

interactions can be hard to identify due to correlations between predictor variables.  It should also be 

noted that classification trees produced using the CART algorithm are not guaranteed to be optimal.  This 

is a consequence of the fact that at each stage during the tree growing process, the selected split is 

based on the one which will immediately reduce the impurity the most – a greedy algorithm – and not 

based on setting things up for further splitting to be more effective. 

 

Bagging is a general technique for improving model stability and predictive power through the reduction of 

variance associated with prediction (through averaging for regression and simple voting for classification) 

and can be applied to tree-based models to increase the accuracy of the resulting predictions.  Bagging 

can be particularly effective when using a generally unstable modelling technique where the correct form 
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of the model is complicated and unknown, many predictor variables exist (with some being completely 

unrelated to the response variable) and the sample size is not too big (Sutton, 2005).  Bagging a CART 

classifier can often make it close to being ideal where the misclassification rate will be close to the Bayes 

rate.  This results from the fact that a not too small carefully created classification tree will typically have a 

relatively small bias and possibly a large variance which bagging can greatly decrease without increasing 

the bias by much.  For bagging, many samples are drawn from the available data, classification or 

regression techniques are applied to these perturbations of the original data set to obtain predicted 

classes for the inputs, followed by combining the results, through averaging for regression and simple 

voting for classification, to obtain a single classification or regression prediction (Breiman, 1996), referred 

to as a perturb and combined method by Breiman (1998). 

 

Whereas bagging can successfully be used with simple “off-the-shelf” classifiers (as opposed to 

classifiers that have been carefully tuned and tweaked) the improved performance does come at the cost 

of increased computation time and model complexity. 

 

In the classification approach for trees-with-bagging, each base learner casts a vote for the true class of a 

test sample and the class assignment is made on the aggregate of the votes cast.  A database is then 

collected of the percentage of misclassifications for each base learner.  The distribution of classification 

accuracies can then be inspected for an indication of the relative variable importance using a box plot of 

this database.  The median of this box plot would therefore represent the relative variable importance and 

the quartiles would give an indication of the confidence in this importance assessment. 

 

With X  being the data observations and k  the corresponding class labels indicating to which class each 

observation in X  belong, the algorithm for trees-with-bagging can be summarised as follow: 

1. From the data observations, X , randomly sample with replacement a training data set, trainX  

and traink , and a test data set, testX  and testk . 

2. Using trainX  and traink , train a classification or regression model. 

3. Using testX  and testk , assess the model performance. 

4. Store tree performance and repeat from 1 until a  models have been constructed. 

5. Repeat from 1, each time omitting a different variable from the data observations 

 

Although such ensembles of tree models are powerful at capturing non-linear relationships between 

variables, they are black box models that cannot be interpreted directly.  These models can, however, be 

used to generate variable importance measures that give a ranked indication of the relative significance 

of input variables to the classification (or regression) problem at hand (Auret and Aldrich, 2011). 

 

The hypothesis is that the variable which contributed the greatest to the changes identified will have the 

greatest influence on the classification accuracy of the models.  That is to say that the omission of 

variables of greater importance should result in models which perform poorer with regards to their 
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classification accuracy.  For variable importance, the change in median classification accuracy (the 

median of test observations classified correctly) compared to the models trained with all variables is 

calculated. 

5.1.3 Random Forests 

Random forests are an ensemble learning technique (Breiman, 2001) that computes non-linear 

regression or classification models through the generation and aggregation of multiple regression or 

classification trees, following an efficient strategy aimed at increasing diversity between the trees (Figure 

38).  It has been shown that growing these ensembles of classification trees, where each tree in the 

ensemble depends on a random vector sampled independently from the data, and having them vote for 

the most popular class have led to significant improvements in classification accuracy. 

 

 

Figure 38: A general architecture of a random forest where a  is the number of trees and 1k , 2k , 

Bk  and k  are class labels (adapted from Verikas et al., 2011) 

 

A classification tree is a hierarchical set of nodes, dividing the feature space into recursive binary 

partitions, with each node containing a decision involving the comparison of an attribute with a given 

threshold, allocating a fixed-value prediction to each partition.  To evaluate data, each sample is passed 

down the tree from a root node, through intermediate nodes and ultimately to a terminal node with an 

associated product result.  Classification trees are built from a set of samples using a recursive algorithm.  

At each step the procedure evaluates all available attributes and possible thresholds, selecting the 
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combination that maximises a given fitness measure.  Following this, the data set is split according to the 

selected decision and the procedure reapplied to each new subset. 

 

For a classification problem the fraction of samples allocated to the node,  , with class outcome,  , can 

be defined as: 
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where y  is the response vector, x  is the predictor vector and R  and N  the decision tree local region 

and number of observations respectively for the node.  Furthermore, the class outcome (the majority 

class in that node) can be defined as   kk p ˆmaxarg  with the node impurity measure of tree   

being defined as  
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 , where Q  is the Gini index often used in classification 

problems. 

 

In general, classification trees are known for their transparency and sensitivity to small perturbations in 

the learning data set.  A small change in the data set can result in large changes in the developed model 

(Breiman, 1996).  Fitting the model using bagging is one way of mitigating this sensitivity to small 

perturbations.  Bagging is the selection of a random subset of the available data set of the same length 

and taken with replacement.  Each sample is therefore selected at random (to enhance accuracy) from 

the available data set irrespective of whether it has been picked before. 

 

An ensemble predictor solves a single problem by combining a set of individual discriminant functions.  

Depending on the ensemble construction strategy used, individual functions 

 can belong to a diverse group of models (such as classification trees) or 

 can be fitted to a different subset of the full data set (bagging) or 

 can differ on the initial conditions of the fitting procedure. 

Evaluating the predictor by each discriminant function and then combining the individual outputs to form a 

final decision, usually using a majority-vote-rule or averaging the predictions, gives a prediction on a new 

sample.  For the majority-vote-rule each function votes for one of the possible outputs with the response 

of the ensemble given as the one with the most votes.  A necessary and sufficient condition for an 

ensemble of classification trees to be more accurate than any of its individual members is that the 

members of the ensemble perform better than random and are diverse (Peters et al., 2007). 

 

In addition to resampling of the data with replacement (bagging), for random forests, diversity among the 

classification trees is further increased through randomly changing the predictive variable sets over the 

different tree induction processes.  Furthermore, whereas standard classification trees are built by 

splitting each node using the best split among all predictive variables, for random forests each 
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classification tree is grown using another bagging subset OX  of the original data set X  and the nodes 

are split using the best split predictive variable among a subset of m  randomly selected predictive 

variables.  This increased diversity in the model results in easy-to-build ensembles with very good 

predictive performance.  The random forests algorithm comprising of a  classification trees can be 

defined as follow (Peters et al., 2007): 

1. First, a bagging subset OX  using approximately 32  of the elements of the original data set X  

is created (samples are selected with replacement from all available training samples). 

2. Next, an unpruned classification tree, a , is grown to the maximum depth using OX , randomly 

selecting m  predictive variables out of the p  available variables and choosing the best split 

among these variables at each node,  .  Usually pm   and it is suggested as a starting point 

to use either pm   or   1log 2  pm  (Verikas et al., 2011).  Breiman (2001) has shown 

that selecting pm  usually gives near optimal results.  Another approach would be to define 

more features by taking random linear combinations of a number of the input variables (Breiman, 

2001).  For incommensurable input variables in the data set their means are subtracted and they 

are divided by the standard deviations (normalised) using the mean and standard deviations from 

the training data. 

3. Repeat from step 1 until a  classification trees have been constructed. 

4. Using either the majority vote or averaging the predictions of the ensemble of a  classification 

trees, predict new data. 

 

An unbiased estimate of the generalisation error can be obtained during the construction of a random 

forest by considering the elements not used when creating the bagging subset OX .  These out-of-bag 

(OOB) elements are not used in the construction of the i th tree and therefore on average each element 

of the original data set X  is OOB in 31  of the a  tree constructing iterations.  The percentage of 

misclassifications over all OOB elements is called the OOB error which in turn is an unbiased estimate of 

the generalisation error: the lower the error the stronger the classifier.  Using the OOB error estimates 

eliminates the need to set aside a test data set.  It has been shown (Breiman, 2001) that given a 

sufficiently high number of trees, a , the generalisation error will always converge, resulting in random 

forests never over-fitting.  Also, as the number of combinations increases the error rate decreases, 

resulting in the OOB estimates overestimating the current error rate.  To overcome this and produce 

unbiased OOB estimates, it is necessary to run past the point where the test data set error converges.  

Breiman (2001) further showed that an upper bound of the generalisation error can be derived by 

considering the strength of each individual tree in the forest (a measure of the accuracy of the individual 

classification trees) and the correlation between any two trees in the forest (a measure of the diversity of 

the different classification trees): the combination of these measures determining the accuracy of the 

random forest.  Furthermore, the number of predictive variables (features) used to split the nodes, m , is 
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directly related to both the strength (higher is better) and correlation (lower is better) of the random forest: 

reducing m  decreased both strength and correlation. 

 

Random forests for feature extraction can be constructed using unsupervised learning techniques.  For 

unsupervised learning the data set used for constructing the random forest model consists of a data set 

without any class labels or response variables.  For this, a proximity matrix needs to be calculated from 

the data where the random forest dissimilarity measure is the inverse of the proximity matrix (Auret and 

Aldrich, 2010): 

1. First a synthetic data set, 0X , is created from the original, unlabelled data set, X , by randomly 

sampling from the product of the marginal distributions of X .  This results in 0X  having a 

distribution of independent random variables with corresponding variables between the X  and 

0X  data sets having the same distribution while destroying the dependency structure in the 

original data set for the 0X  data set. 

2. Next, X  is labelled as class 0 , 0X  is labelled as class 1 and  0X;XZ   is constructed. 

3. For the prediction of the  1,0  labels of the samples in Z , construct a random forest classifier on 

Z . 

4. Initialise a null matrix 0S  with the number of rows and columns equal to the number of 

samples in X . 

5. For each decision tree in the random forest classifier, determine whether the data point pair 

combinations ix  and jx , where Nji ,,2,1,  , report to the same terminal node of the tree.  If 

they report to the same terminal node, increase ijs  by 1, where ijs  is the  thji,  element of S .  

Repeat for all trees and all data point pairings. 

6. Scale S  by dividing by the number of trees in the forest with the resulting similarity matrix S  

being symmetric, positive definite and with entries ranging between 0  and 1 . 

7. Construct the dissimilarity matrix I-SD  . 

8. Lastly, calculate the multidimensional scaling coordinates in a  dimensions.  This is done by 

preserving the pair-wise dissimilarities of the original data points ( ijd ) as Euclidian distances of 

the new feature vectors t  in the mapping ( ij ), where the mapping can be induced by minimising 

the cost function   
ij

ijij dE
2

 . 

 

Advantages of random forests include the fact that no assumptions need to be made regarding the nature 

or distribution of the time series and it can deal with complex non-linear dynamic systems (Auret and 

Aldrich, 2010).  Furthermore, Auret and Aldrich (2010) found that the random forest approach may afford 
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distinct advantages over other linear equivalents, particularly when complex non-linear systems need to 

be monitored. 

 

For systems where the number of candidate predictors, x , is larger than the number of observations, n , 

traditional statistical modelling approaches are often not estimable while also typically assuming 

independence among the candidate predictors.  With x  significantly larger than n , various models, most 

of which have comparable error estimates, are normally possible, however, each potentially providing a 

different interpretation of the data.  For these cases, machine learning approaches for class prediction are 

commonly applied (Archer & Kimes, 2008). 

 

Whereas machine learning methods such as linear discriminant analysis require the predictor space to be 

reduced prior to modelling, random forests do not have this requirement.  Compared to the trees-with-

bagging approach, random forests for variable importance include a random split algorithm at each node 

in the tree and does not have any tree pruning or stopping rules.  The inclusion of a random split 

algorithm at each node in the tree allows a large number of substantially different models to be 

generated, decreasing the correlation between the trees in the forest thus decreasing the forest error rate.  

Whereas classification random forests are used in the algorithm to determine between-class variable 

importance, replacing it with regression random forests, within-class variable importance can be 

calculated. 

 

For variable importance, for every bagging sample during training, all the variables and the leave-one-out 

algorithm is applied on the OOB data.  First, all variables are used to predict the class of each 

observation using the tree model built for the specific bagging sample, calculating the sum of the number 

of correct predictions.  Next, the leave-one-out algorithm is applied by removing a variable from the data 

set and using the same tree to predict the class of the observations.  This is repeated for all the 

independent variables, removing a single, different variable for each repetition.  The number of correct 

votes for each permuted sample is then summed and subtracted from the prediction using all the 

variables with the average difference in accuracy between the original sample and the permuted sample 

over all the tree models indicating the relative variable importance based on an increase or decrease in 

classification accuracy (Auret and Aldrich, 2011): 

 

    
 

 
  i

OOBLLLi aa          (5-10) 

 

where  Li   is the variable importance measure based on permutation, a  is the accuracy of the model 

and  i

OOBL  is the OOB learning samples with variable i  permuted.  The removal of the independent 

variable resulting in the poorest performing classifier should be the variable contributing the most to the 

identified changes in the system behaviour.  This approach is the most widely used score of importance 

of a given variable, also being a more reliable indicator when compared to the random forests Gini 

importance (Genuer et al., 2010).  For ensembles of trees the individual tree importance measures can 

be averaged: 
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Archer & Kimes (2008) have found that the random forest methodology is effective for classification 

problems where the aim is to produce an accurate classifier that can provide insight regarding the 

discriminative ability of individual predictor variables.  The following interesting properties of random forest 

variable importance measures should also be noted (Auret and Aldrich, 2011): 

1. It has been shown that variable importance measures based on permutation are sensitive to the 

correlation structure of the predictor variables. During permutation of variable iX , the association 

between iX  and the response y  is destroyed.  However, this also destroys the association 

between iX  and the other input variables jX  ij  .  A decrease in model accuracy can then 

not only imply a dependence of y  on iX , but also a dependence of iX  on any of jX  ij  , 

the latter not being useful in the context of variable importance measures. 

2. Variable importance measures such as i  is not of an univariate nature, but considers 

multivariate interactions with other input variables. 

3. It has been found that the optimal random split parameter m  for model accuracy is not 

necessarily optimal for variable importance purposes.  Whereas larger values of m  increase the 

magnitude of variable importance for truly important variables, smaller values of m  may allow 

correlated variables higher importance than merited. 

5.1.4 ELM-with-Bagging 

Similar to the statistical data-based fault detection, extreme learning machine can be a viable alternative 

to the CART algorithm used in the trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis (based on the method 

for developing bagging predictors (Breiman, 1996)).  Whereas Brown et al. (1993) showed that neural 

network models (and therefore ELM) can outperform CART models on multimodal classification problems 

of large data sets with few attributes, Razi and Athappilly (2005) found that when predicting a continuous 

variables from categorical variables, neither neural network nor CART models showed a clear advantage 

of one over the other when considering prediction accuracy.  Neural network methods do, however, have 

the advantage of good generalization, being able to not only handle problems with many parameters well 

but also classify objects even when the distribution of the objects is very complex.  For the sake of 

completeness, the overview of ELM from section 3.4.4 is restated here. 

 

ELM is a learning algorithm for single hidden layer feedforward neural networks (SLFNs) where the input 

weights are chosen randomly and the output weights determined analytically (Huang et al., 2006).  

Whereas traditional learning algorithms employed by feedforward neural networks are limited in their 

learning speed, mainly due to the slow gradient descent-based nature of the algorithms and the iterative 

parameter estimation, ELM can not only achieve extremely fast learning speed but also tends to provide 
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good generalization performance (thanks to the learning algorithm not only typically reaching the smallest 

training error but also the smallest norm of weights).  Furthermore, for conventional feedforward neural 

networks there exists a dependency between the different layers of weight and bias parameters which 

requires all parameters to be tuned.  For SLFNs with N  hidden nodes it has been shown that with 

randomly chosen input weights and hidden layer biases exactly N  distinct observations can be learned 

(Huang, 2003), limiting the aforementioned dependency and significantly reducing the number of 

parameters that needs to be estimated.  This allows such an SLFN to be considered as a linear system 

with the output weights being analytically determined through simple generalized inverse operation of the 

hidden layer output matrices (Huang et al., 2006), also making it ideal for use when analyzing very large 

data sets. 

 

Given a training data set consisting of N  arbitrary distinct samples  
jj yx , , a hidden node number 

~

N , 

and an activation function  xg , the ELM algorithm can be defined as (Huang et al., 2006): 

1. Randomly assign the input weights jz  and biases jb , 

~

,,1 Nj  . 

2. Calculate the hidden layer output matrix P . 

3. Calculate the output weights YPH  where  TNyyY ,,1   

 

In the classification approach for ELM, a 1-of- k  output encoding (one node for each class) is used with 

the result that the number of output neurons for the SLFN is set equal to the number of classes and the 

classes relabelled e.g. for a 2 class classification problem the class labels become  11   and  11 .  

Each base learner casts a vote for the true class of a test sample and the class assignment is made on 

the aggregate of the votes cast.  A database is then collected of the percentage of misclassifications for 

each base learner.  The distribution of classification accuracies can then be inspected for an indication of 

the relative variable importance using a box plot of this database.  The median of this box plot would 

therefore represent the relative variable importance and the quartiles would give an indication of the 

confidence in this importance assessment. 

 

With X  being the data observations and k  the corresponding class labels indicating to which class each 

observation in X  belong, the algorithm for ELM-with-bagging can be summarised as follow: 

1. From the data observations, X , randomly sample with replacement a training data set, trainX  

and traink , and a test data set, testX  and testk . 

2. Using trainX  and traink , train a classification or regression model. 

3. Using testX  and testk , assess the model performance. 

4. Store tree performance and repeat from 1 until 200 models have been constructed. 

5. Repeat from 1, each time omitting a different variable from the data observations 
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For variable importance, the hypothesis is that the variable which contributed the greatest to the changes 

identified will have the greatest influence on the classification accuracy of the models.  That is to say that 

the omission of variables of greater importance should result in models which perform poorer with regards 

to their classification accuracy.  For this, the change in median classification accuracy (the median of test 

observations classified correctly) compared to the models trained with all variables is calculated. 

5.2 Interactive variable importance 

5.2.1 Biplots and alpha bags 

Biplots, introduced by Gabriel (1971), can be described as a means with which to visualise the scores 

and loadings obtained from applying SVD to a data matrix.  By applying different data pre-processing 

routines to the data matrix, different types of biplots can be constructed.  Gower and Hand (1996) 

regarded biplots as multivariate analogues of scatterplots, relating the plotted points to the original 

variables through the biplot axes.  This not only increases the ease of interpretation of biplots, but also 

makes them accessible to non-statistical audiences. 

 

Consider a data matrix X  of size pn .  For the Gower and Hand biplot, using the PCA method, the 

observations are projected onto a r -dimensional subspace O  that best fits the observations in a least 

squares sense (the sum of squared distances from the observations to their respective projections being 

a minimum) such that: 

 































^^^

XXXXtraceXX

T

      (5-12) 

 

for all matrices 
^

X  of rank at most r .  The subspace of best fit is found as having the minimum sum of 

squared distances from the sample points to their projections following the projection of the p -

dimensional observations onto the subspace O . 

 

The principal components of the data matrix subsequently form an orthonormal basis for the subspace, 

allowing these principal axes to be used as scaffolding for plotting the projections of the observations in 

the biplot.  The scaffolding axes can also be replaced by calibrated interpolation or calibrated prediction 

axes (Gower and Hand, 1996).  Whereas interpolation axes are used to find the subspace values of new 

observations, prediction axes are used to infer the values of the original observations from the subspace 

values.  Both interpolation and prediction axes can be calibrated in the original scales of measurement 

allowing visual inspection to be used for reading off the values of variables.  In addition to this, the 

direction of the biplot axes gives an indication of the correlation between the variables (although 
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correlations are not approximated directly), a small angle between two biplot axes suggesting a high 

correlation between the corresponding variables. 

 

The overall quality of the display can be measured by the ratio: 

 

 


















p

i

i

a

i

i

11

           (5-13) 

 

where i  is the eigenvalue associated with the i th principal component, p  is the number of variables 

and a  is number of principal components selected for the biplot.  For a 2-dimensional biplot this reduces 

to the amount of total variance represented in the two leading PCA scores.  A low quality means that the 

total structure or information in the data is not well represented by the model.  However, any clustering or 

structure observed in the low dimensional representation also hold for higher dimensions, but there might 

be clustering or structure in the complete space that cannot be appreciated in a reduced space.  

Furthermore, the quality of the display of each of the original p  variables can also be measured as the 

adequacy of representation.  This adequacy of the representation for the i th variable is given by the i th 

diagonal element of the pp   diagonal matrix  T

aalldiag  (Gower and Hand, 1996), where l  is the 

eigvector matrix.  A better measure of accuracy of the individual biplot axes, termed axes predictivities 

(Gardner-Lubbe, 2008), in reproducing the data can be determined by the degree to which the columns of 

the approximation, 
^

X , agree with the corresponding columns of the original data matrix, X .  Axes 

predictivities are defined when the sum of the squares of the fitted values for each variable is expressed 

as a ratio to the total sum of squares.  Whereas the adequacy of representation has more to do with the 

disposition of coordinate axes and any related distortions of the scale of each axis, axes predictivities give 

an immediate estimate of the success in predicting the values taken by the variables associated with X . 

 

Since the PCA biplot does not maximally separate classes, the biplot methodology has been extended to 

canonical variate analysis (CVA) biplots for analysing data where it is important to distinguish between 

various classes of multidimensional observations (Gardner, 2001).  The aim of CVA is to find the linear 

combination of predictor variables that will maximise the ratio of the between class to within class 

variance, the methodology being closely related to linear discriminant analysis (LDA). 

 

Both PCA and CVA biplots can be equipped with classification regions through the use of alpha bags, a 

derivative of bagplots, to provide for the visual appraisal of the degree of overlap between classes in the 

data.  Bagplots are bivariate generalisations of the box plot where the univariate rank concept is 

generalised to the concept of the halfspace location depth of a point relative to a bivariate data set 

(Rousseeuw et al., 1999).  The halfspace location depth can be visualised in two dimensions by 

extending a line beyond the maximum and minimum values of two variables drawn through a point  .  
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The halfspace location depth is subsequently the smallest count of data points on the same side of the 

line at each rotated position of the line through 360
o
. 

 

Using biplots, Aldrich et al. (2004) constructed both platinum and copper flotation process charts based 

on flotation image features.  In both cases CVA biplots were used to successfully distinguish between the 

various froth classes.  Gardner et al. (2005) used PCA biplots to identify different operating regimes in a 

phosphate flotation plant and CVA biplots to determine process conditions differentiating between the 

desirable and less desirable operating regimes.  CVA biplots were also successfully used for the 

visualisation of the hydrolysis of zinc chloride in ammonium chloride solutions allowing for the 

classification of different zinc precipitates based on process conditions.  Mixed precipitates were then 

assigned to the different classes by mapping them onto the biplots. 

5.3 Technique evaluation 

For the evaluation of the variable importance techniques, the 3 data sets / models as described in section 

3.5 were used: 

 Simple multivariate time series data 

 Simple multivariate process (Ku et al., 1995) 

 Tennessee Eastman process (Downs and Vogel, 1993) 

The evaluation not only focusses on validation of the techniques, but also allows for an appreciation of 

the techniques and their applicability to be obtained and a comparison to be drawn with the results 

achieved by the statistical data-based fault detection techniques. 

 

The variable importance performance metrics were subsequently tested on both the NOC data as well as 

all the predetermined fault condition data for each of these data sets / models.  Listed in Table 10 is an 

overview of all the performance metrics tested. 

 

As required by the CVA biplots technique, data were centred to zero mean prior to analysis.  

Furthermore, prior to evaluation the variables for each data set were checked to see whether or not the 

data are independent and identically distributed and have a normal distribution.  To test for iid data, each 

variable was checked to determine if there was any significant autocorrelation in the time series.  

Significant levels of autocorrelation are indicative of data that is not independent and identically 

distributed.  To test if the data is normally distributed, each variable was subjected to the Lilliefors test.  

The Lilliefors test is a goodness-of-fit test of composite normality, testing whether or not the data in a time 

series come from an unspecified normal distribution.  Such tests determining the statistical characteristics 

of the data is critical in that it allows appropriate techniques, having specific assumptions, to be matched 

up with the data. 

 

In order to effectively compare the variable importance performance metrics they were each evaluated 

based on their classification error.  The classification error, together with its upper confidence limit, for the 

NOC data, called henceforth the detection threshold (effectively the false alarm rate of the technique), 

was used as the baseline where no variables were important.  For the results interpretation all 
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unimportant variables are displayed in blue (values below detection threshold), important variables in 

green (values above the detection threshold) and important variables that are significantly different from 

any other variables are displayed in red accompanied by the actual classification error as a value text. 

 

For evaluating the CVA biplot variable importance results, the graph displays the axes predictivities for 

each variable as the marker colour accompanied by the adequacy as a value text.  Axes predictivities 

give an immediate estimate of the success in predicting the values taken by the variables associated with 

the data.  For the PCA SPE  variable contributions, the maximum variable contribution value is indicated 

next to the marker, with the marker colour being a scaled value of this. 

 

Table 10: Overview of variable importance analysis techniques 

Technique Type Metric Comments 

Linear discriminant analysis Linear Classification 

error 

Assume normally distributed classes or 

equal class covariance.  Optimal at 

maximising separation between classes.  

For regression, collinearity is a problem. 

Trees-with-bagging Non-linear Classification 

error 

No assumption regarding data distribution.  

Robust against outliers.  Robust against 

over-fitting. 

Random Forests Non-linear Classification 

error 

No assumption regarding data distribution.  

Robust against correlated independent 

variables.  Unreliable when variables are 

multi-collinear. 

ELM-with-bagging Non-linear Classification 

error 

No assumption regarding data distribution.  

Extremely fast learning speed.  

Collinearity potentially a problem. 

CVA biplots Linear Visually, axis 

predictivity 

and 

adequacy 

Powerful data visualisation.  Assume 

equal class covariance.  Graph can 

become overly cluttered when analysing 

too many variables simultaneously. 

PCA SPE  Linear SPE  Assume data to be normally distributed. 

5.3.1 Simple multivariate time series data 

For the simple multivariate time series data 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second 

were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and the 

evaluation criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference models 

the average of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also 

based on the average of 10 data sets.  For analysis, the confidence limit threshold was set to 99%. 
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As previously stated, inspection of the simple multivariate time series data (Figure 10) indicated it to be 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  These data characteristics 

meet the required assumptions of all of the variable importance analysis techniques; ensuring their 

relevance to the data set being analysed.  Furthermore, since the data set comprises entirely of randomly 

generated data with only a predefined covariance between 2x , 3x  and 4x  it is expected that, although 

applicable, there would be no need for the additional complexity offered by non-linear techniques.  For the 

sake of completeness, however, all the available algorithms will be assessed.  This will not only allow all 

appropriate algorithms to be evaluated but also help to gain insight into the potential benefits that may be 

offered by the more complex, non-linear variable importance analysis techniques. 

 

For the step change fault conditions, MTS1-MTS4, all the techniques were able to easily identify the 

variable that has changed in the data set.  For the linear discriminant analysis (Figure 39) and random 

forest (Figure 41) variable importance measures a few less important variables were also erroneously 

identified, however, the classification error of these variables were significantly lower than those of the 

actual important variables, allowing them to easily be discarded as false alarms.  Visual inspection of the 

relevant CVA biplots confirmed their effectiveness. 

 

For the ramp change fault conditions, MTS5-MTS8, all the techniques were again able to easily identify 

the variable that has changed in the data set.  This time, however, the linear discriminant analysis (Figure 

39) and trees-with-bagging (Figure 40) variable importance measures erroneously identified a few less 

important variables, however, as before, the classification error of these variables were significantly lower 

than those of the actual important variables, allowing them to easily be discarded as false alarms.  Visual 

inspection of the relevant CVA biplots confirmed their effectiveness. 

 

For the spike fault conditions, MTS9-MTS12, none of the techniques were able to identify the variable that 

has changed in the data set.  The trees-with-bagging (Figure 40) variable importance measures 

erroneously identified a few less important variables, however, as before, the classification error of these 

variables were so low that they were easily discarded as false alarms.  The primary reason for this poor 

performance is the fact that the classification error is measured over a time span of 100 seconds whereas 

the spike fault condition only last between 1 and 10 seconds.  However, visual inspection of the relevant 

CVA biplots showed that they were able to detect a change in the data set.  Whereas for the change in 

the uncorrelated variable the CVA biplots were unable to correctly identify the variable that has changed, 

for the change in the correlated variable the CVA biplots were very successful in identifying the correct 

variable that has changed.  However, the correlated 3x  was visually implicated as an important variable 

for all 4 fault conditions, and although correlations are not approximated directly for CVA biplots, it is 

suspected that this behaviour is directly related to the correlated nature of the data set. 

 

For the standard deviation change fault conditions, MTS13-MTS16, as with the spike fault conditions, 

none of the techniques were able to reliably identify the variable that has changed in the data set.  

Whereas the extreme learning machine (Figure 42) variable importance measure was unable to identify 
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any of the important variables, both the linear discriminant analysis (Figure 39) and trees-with-bagging 

(Figure 40) variable importance measures detected only 1 of the 4 fault conditions, with most of the 

variable importance techniques, including the random forest (Figure 41) variable importance measure, 

erroneously identifying a less important variable.  As with the spike fault conditions, visual inspection of 

the relevant CVA biplots did show that they were able to detect a change in the data set.  As before, CVA 

biplots were not very reliable in identifying the responsible variable with the correct variable being 

identified for only 1 of the 4 fault conditions, as with the other variable importance techniques, and for all 

other fault conditions identifying the correct variable together with an incorrect one. 

 

For the covariance shift fault conditions, MTS17-MTS19, only the major covariance shift was correctly 

identified by most of the variable importance techniques.  The linear discriminant analysis (Figure 39) 

variable importance measure incorrectly identified the covariance shift in the uncorrelated variable (fault 

condition MTS17) and only identified the other correlated variables as important for the covariance shift in 

the correlated variable (fault condition MTS18).  Although not clear from the CVA biplot axes predictivities 

(Figure 43), following visual inspection of the relevant CVA biplots, it was evident that the CVA biplots 

were very successful in identifying a covariance change in the data set with a fair indication of the 

variables responsible for the fault condition. 

 

For the function change fault conditions, MTS20-MTS23, the trees-with-bagging (Figure 40) and random 

forest (Figure 41) variable importance measures were successful at detected 3 of the 4 fault conditions, 

with only the smallest change in the uncorrelated variable not being identified at all.  In contrast to this, 

the extreme learning machine (Figure 42) variable importance measure was successful at detecting only 

1 of the 4 fault conditions with the linear discriminant analysis (Figure 39) variable importance measure 

not being able to correctly identify any of the important variables, only flagging various false alarms.  

Visual inspection of the relevant CVA biplots also indicated that this technique was effective in correctly 

identifying the important variables for the 2 major changes (fault conditions MTS21 and MTS23). 

 

From this evaluation it was found that all the techniques were effective in identifying important variables 

due to “simple” changes in the data.  However, as expected, for the more “complex” changes the 

covariance structure of the data seemed to be a challenge for all techniques.  When compared to the 

PCA SPE  variable contribution results (Figure 44), the variable importance analyses results were 

generally similar, although not being able to identify the important variables related to the standard 

deviation change fault conditions.  The ELM-with-bagging variable importance measure proved the least 

reliable (albeit without ever erroneously identify important variables) when considering the more 

“complex” changes, with the trees-with-bagging and random forests techniques performing the best and 

very similarly.  It can therefore be concluded that for the simple multivariate time series data, being 

independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution, the trees-with-bagging and random 

forests variable importance analysis techniques performed the best of the techniques tested.  

Additionally, CVA biplots proved to be invaluable, albeit requiring visual inspection for each assessment, 

in identifying fault conditions and gaining an understanding of the important variables. 
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Figure 39: Simple multivariate time series data: linear discriminant analysis variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 40: Simple multivariate time series data: trees-with-bagging variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 41: Simple multivariate time series data: random forests variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 42: Simple multivariate time series data: ELM-with-bagging at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 43: Simple multivariate time series data: CVA biplot variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 44: Simple multivariate time series data: PCA SPE variable contributions at a confidence level of 0.99 
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5.3.2 Simple multivariate process 

For the simple multivariate process 1000 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per second were 

generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and the evaluation 

criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference models the average 

of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition were also based on the 

average of 10 data sets.  For analysis, the confidence limit threshold was set to 99%. 

 

As stated previously, inspection of the simple multivariate process data (Figure 11) indicated it to not be 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution.  Not only do these data 

characteristics violate the required assumptions of all of the variable importance analysis techniques, but 

variable importance analysis techniques typically struggle to correctly predict the most important 

independent variable in the presence of correlation.  However, as stated earlier, there is an implicit 

assumption in the machine learning community that algorithms for which the iid assumptions are violated, 

will still work well in practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Also, the magnitudes of the process changes resulting 

in the fault conditions are very small and it is expected that all the available techniques will struggle to 

reliably identify the important variables.  Therefore, for the sake of completeness all the available 

algorithms will be assessed.  In this instance this will help to gain insight into the robustness of the 

variable importance analysis techniques whose data assumptions have not been met. 

 

For the mean shift fault conditions, SMP1-SMP5, very different results were obtained for the various 

techniques.  The linear discriminant analysis technique (Figure 45) was effective only in detecting the 

important variables in the outputs of the process, not the inputs.  Only for the largest mean shift was the 

important input variable identified, however, at the cost of the other input variable also being flagged (a 

false alarm).  The trees-with-bagging technique (Figure 46) was very effective in detecting the correct 

input variable as the most important variable, except for the smallest mean shift, as well as identifying the 

change in the output variables, clearly distinguishing between the more important input variable and the 

less important output variables.  The random forests technique (Figure 47) performed similar to the trees-

with-bagging technique, but only for the two largest mean shifts.  The extreme learning machine 

technique (Figure 48) was effective only in detecting the important variables in the outputs of the process, 

not the inputs.  Only for the largest mean shifts were the important input variable identified, however, at 

the cost of the other input variable also being flagged (a false alarm).  Visual inspection of the relevant 

CVA biplots confirmed them to be as effective as the random forests technique, but not being able to 

distinguish between the more important input variable and the less important output variable.  In general it 

was also found that as the magnitude of the mean shift increased, the classification error of the 

performance metrics increased. 

 

For the parameter change fault conditions, SMP6-SMP8, only the extreme learning machine and trees-

with-bagging techniques were able to detect some of the larger of the fault conditions and correctly 

identify the important variables.  Neither the linear discriminant analysis or the random forests nor the 

CVA biplots technique were able to identify any important variables for any of these fault conditions. 
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As expected, due to the small magnitudes of the process changes resulting in the fault conditions, most 

the available techniques struggled to reliably identify the important variables for all fault conditions.  When 

compared to the PCA SPE  variable contribution results (Figure 50), the variable importance analyses 

performed consistently better due to the fact that the PCA model was unable to reliably detect any of the 

fault conditions.  From the evaluation it can be concluded that for the simple multivariate process data, 

not being independent and identically distributed with a normal distribution, the trees-with-bagging 

variable importance analysis technique performed the best of the techniques tested.  Although the data 

characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of the trees-with-bagging variable importance 

analysis technique, the technique proved to be exceptionally robust in this regard and was still able to 

correctly identify the majority of the important variables.  With regards to performance, the trees-with-

bagging approach was followed by the extreme learning machine approach, with the random forests and 

CVA biplot techniques only being able to correctly identify the largest fault conditions and the linear 

discriminant analysis only being effective in identifying the less important variables for the mean shift fault 

conditions. 
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Figure 45: Simple multivariate process: linear discriminant analysis variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 46: Simple multivariate process: trees-with-bagging variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 47: Simple multivariate process: random forests variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 48: Simple multivariate process: ELM-with-bagging at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 49: Simple multivariate process: CVA biplot variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 50: Simple multivariate process: PCA SPE variable contributions at a confidence level of 0.99 
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5.3.3 Tennessee Eastman process 

For the Tennessee Eastman process 3600 data points at a sampling rate of one sample per ninety 

seconds were generated for each of the variables with the fault condition introduced at data point 101 and 

the evaluation criteria determined over the following 100 data points.  For determining the reference 

models the average of 10 data sets were used whereas the evaluation criteria for each fault condition 

were also based on the average of 10 data sets.  For analysis, the confidence limit threshold was set to 

99%. 

 

As stated previously, inspection of the Tennessee Eastman process data (Figure 13) indicated it to have 

a mixture of data characteristics with regards to being independent and identically distributed and having 

a normal distribution, with many of the variables having significant autocorrelation with similar profiles.  

This similarity in the autocorrelation profiles is indicative of the presence of high levels of collinearity 

(linear correlation structure between the variables).  Not only do these data characteristics violate the 

required assumptions of all of the variable importance analysis techniques, making none of the variable 

importance analysis techniques suitable for assessing all of the data in this particular data set, but 

variable importance analysis techniques typically struggle to correctly predict the most important 

independent variable in the presence of correlation.  However, as stated earlier, there is an implicit 

assumption in the machine learning community that algorithms for which the iid assumptions are violated, 

will still work well in practice (Dundar et al., 2007).  Furthermore, considering that this is quite an 

extensive data set it is however expected that some of the fault conditions will relate to data that is 

independent and identically distributed while having a normal distribution, resulting in the other algorithms 

also being valid some of the time.  Therefore, all the available algorithms will be assessed.  In this 

instance this will help to gain insight into the robustness of the variable importance analysis techniques 

whose data assumptions have not been met. 

 

Since it was found for the Tennessee Eastman process fault detection technique evaluation that not all 

the variables responsible for the fault conditions or the variables closely related to the fault conditions 

were being monitored (Chen and McAvoy, 1998), the control system controlling the Tennessee Eastman 

process was too quick in correcting the induced fault condition, the effect of the fault condition on the 

process was too slow or the magnitude of the fault condition was too small to result in a measurable 

process performance degradation over the evaluation period it was decided to determine a techniques 

success based on whether it could correctly identify a group of important variables, including associated 

variables as less important. 

 

From the variable importance analysis results (Figure 51, Figure 52, Figure 53, Figure 54 and Figure 55) 

the simulated fault conditions can be divided into 3 distinct groups: 

d) Fault conditions for which the important variables could easily be identified by the majority of the 

variable importance techniques: fault conditions TEP6, TEP7, TEP10, TEP11, TEP12, TEP21, 

TEP22, TEP23 and TEP24 (showing some overlap with the fault detection results). 
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e) Fault conditions for which the important variables were typically identify by approximately half of 

the variable importance techniques: fault conditions TEP1, TEP2, TEP3, TEP4, TEP5, TEP8, 

TEP13, TEP16, TEP17, TEP18 and TEP20 (also showing some overlap with the fault detection 

results). 

f) Fault conditions for which none of the important variables were identify by the variable importance 

techniques: fault conditions TEP9, TEP14, TEP15 and TEP19 (also showing some overlap with 

the fault detection results). 

 

The fault conditions in group (a) consist mainly of step changes and a few random variation changes.  

Important variables for fault conditions TEP6, TEP7, TEP11, TEP12 and TEP24 were correctly identified 

by all techniques tested.  For these fault conditions either the variable responsible for the fault condition 

or a variable closely related to the fault condition is being monitored.  This finding also held for the other 

fault conditions in group (a). 

 

The fault conditions in group (b) again consist mainly of step changes and “other” disturbances, with a 

single random variation and ramp change fault condition.  Unlike for group (a) fault conditions, for group 

(b) the variable responsible for the fault condition was rarely directly being monitored, however, variables 

related to the fault conditions were mostly being monitored.  For this group, none of the variable 

importance techniques stood out as being able to more reliably identify important variables compared to 

the others. 

 

The fault conditions in group (c) consist of a random variation change and “other” disturbances.  For this 

group, none of the variable importance analysis techniques were able to correctly identify the important 

variable for any of the fault conditions.  As with the Tennessee Eastman process fault detection technique 

evaluation, this can be ascribed to the fact that variables responsible for the fault conditions or variables 

closely related to the fault conditions were not being monitored (Chen and McAvoy, 1998), the control 

system controlling the Tennessee Eastman process was too quick in correcting the induced fault 

condition, the effect of the fault condition on the process was too slow or the magnitude of the fault 

condition was too small to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation 

period. 

 

From this evaluation it can be concluded that for the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a mixture 

of data characteristics with regards to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal 

distribution, including high levels of collinearity, that very similar performance was achieved by all the 

variable importance techniques evaluated (with the trees-with-bagging and extreme learning machine 

techniques performing slightly worse than the others).  When compared to the PCA SPE  variable 

contribution results (Figure 56), the variable importance analyses results were generally very similar.  It 

should be noted that for most of the instances where the statistical data-based fault detection techniques 

were unable to detect the fault conditions, the variable importance analyses were able to identify the 

important variables. 
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Although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of all of the variable importance 

analysis techniques, the techniques proved to be fairly robust in this regard and were still able to correctly 

identify a large portion of the important variables.  This less than ideal performance by the techniques 

being evaluated can in part be ascribed to the fact that variable importance analysis techniques typically 

struggle to correctly predict the most important independent variable in the presence of correlation.  For 

approximately 40% of the fault conditions all techniques were successful, for another 40% of the fault 

conditions the techniques were only successful some of the time and for the last 20% of the fault 

conditions, none of the techniques were successful.  A better result could probably have been obtained 

by monitoring all the variables associated with the Tennessee Eastman process, but in reality this is not 

always feasible.  Due to the complexity of the Tennessee Eastman process and the fact that the results 

for the technique evaluation of the variable importance measures on this process was done subjectively, 

it is important to note that an absolute “correct” answer isn’t always obtainable regarding variable 

importance.  In this case the NOC data was used to calibrate the techniques for the various variables.  

Following the calculation of the performance statistics for the various fault conditions, a “feel” was 

obtained for the magnitude of the performance statistics.  This in turn was used to determine heuristic 

rules which were used to determine whether or not a specific variable importance technique was 

successful in identifying the important variables for a specific fault condition. 

 

As for the fault condition technique evaluation, it was again found that the Tennessee Eastman process 

poses a very complex problem.  This was especially evident when viewing the individual CVA biplots 

generated for each fault condition.  Even though the CVA biplot technique can successfully reduce the 

16-dimensional problem to 2-dimensions, visualisation on a 2-dimensional plane is a challenge as the 

graphs become too crowded.  It is again suggested that an approach to potentially reducing the 

complexity inherent to monitoring the Tennessee Eastman process as a whole lies with the idea of 

simplifying the problem through the use of process causality maps. 
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Figure 51: Tennessee Eastman process: linear discriminant analysis variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 52: Tennessee Eastman process: trees-with-bagging variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 53: Tennessee Eastman process: random forests variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 54: Tennessee Eastman process: ELM-with-bagging at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 55: Tennessee Eastman process: CVA biplot variable importance at a confidence level of 0.99 
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Figure 56: Tennessee Eastman process: PCA SPE variable contributions at a confidence level of 0.99 
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5.3.4 Summary 

From the variable importance technique evaluation it is evident that there is no single variable importance 

technique that is effective in identifying the important variables for all potential fault conditions.  It was 

found that all the techniques performed very similarly, with the linear discriminant analysis variable 

importance technique possibly performing slightly worse that the other techniques when considering the 

results of all the case studies.  For the CVA biplot results, a fair bit of visual interpretation of the individual 

variable CVA biplots were also required in addition to the axes predictivities and adequacy values for the 

technique to be effectively used as a variable importance measure.  This visual inspection of the results 

did, however, prove invaluable in gaining an understanding of the important variables for each fault 

condition.  Due to the nature of the data being analysed, different techniques may be required considering 

the assumptions the techniques are based upon: 

 For the simple multivariate time series data, being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the trees-with-bagging and random forests variable importance analysis 

techniques performed the best of the techniques tested. 

 For the simple multivariate process data, not being independent and identically distributed with a 

normal distribution, the trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis technique again 

performed the best of the techniques tested. 

 Furthermore, although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of the 

trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis technique, the technique proved to be 

exceptionally robust in this regard and was still able to correctly identify the majority of the 

important variables. 

 For the Tennessee Eastman process data, having a mixture of data characteristics with regards 

to being independent and identically distributed and having a normal distribution, including high 

levels of collinearity, very similar performance was achieved by all the variable importance 

techniques evaluated. 

 As before, although the data characteristics of the data set violated the assumptions of all of the 

variable importance analysis techniques, the techniques proved to be fairly robust in this regard 

and were still able to correctly identify a large portion of the important variables. 

As with the fault detection techniques, it is suggested that multiple variable importance techniques be run 

in parallel and their results be interpreted in conjunction with expert process knowledge. 

 

Following the success of the trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis approach, it was proposed 

to replace the CART algorithm with the ELM algorithm for classification.  Although it has been shown that 

neither neural network nor CART models have a clear advantage of one over the other when considering 

prediction accuracy (Razi and Athappilly, 2005), neural network methods do have the advantage of good 

generalization.  As expected, the proposed ELM-based variable importance analysis technique was found 

to be a viable alternative to the CART based trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis technique, 

with both techniques performing very similarly for all case studies evaluated. 
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As expected, correlation in the data seemed to be a challenge for all the variable importance techniques 

with the techniques not necessarily being able to always distinguish between association and causation.  

The importance of monitoring as many of the process variables as possible was also highlighted as it is 

impossible to identify truly important variables if they are not being monitored.  Monitoring many variables 

simultaneously does, however, have a drawback to it.  Not only does it become increasingly difficult to 

identify the correct variable where the fault condition originates from, but visualisation also becomes more 

complex with the CVA biplot representations becoming very crowded and difficult to interpret.  From the 

Tennessee Eastman process case study results it was noted that an absolute “correct” answer isn’t 

always obtainable regarding variable importance.  NOC data was first used to calibrate the techniques for 

the various variables.  This was followed by the calculation of the performance statistics for the various 

fault conditions, with a “feel” being obtained for the magnitude of the performance statistics.  This in turn 

was used to determine heuristic rules which were used to determine whether or not a specific variable 

importance technique could successfully identify the important variables for a specific fault condition. 

 

When comparing the variable importance analysis results to the PCA SPE  variable contribution results, it 

is evident that the variable importance analysis techniques are at least as capable at identifying important 

variables as the PCA SPE  variable contribution techniques are, often being able to identify the important 

variables where the PCA SPE  variable contributions could not.  From this is concluded that the variable 

importance analysis techniques are a viable alternative to the PCA SPE  variable contribution techniques.  

The advantage of the variable importance analysis techniques over the PCA SPE  variable contribution 

techniques lies with the fact that they can be used not only for analysing potentially interesting process 

events detected by change point detection, when statistical data-based fault detection is unsuitable, but 

also when the statistical data-based fault detection models are inaccurate or the contribution plots 

unreliable.  As with the fault detection techniques, it is again suggested that for complex processes 

having many variables requiring monitoring, the complexity of the problem be reduced through the 

development of process causality maps. 
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6 Analytical methodology and concentrator causality maps 

Although various methodologies and techniques exist for multivariate process performance monitoring, no 

universal analytical procedure is available to “solve all problems”.  Typically different techniques are used 

by different users based on their knowledge or lack of understanding of the techniques and the availability 

or complexity of the data analysis software.  The aim is, therefore, to define a generic analytical 

methodology for multivariate process performance monitoring, with application to the mineral processing 

industry, to ensure that the correct techniques and appropriate interpretations are always performed at 

the correct stage of any such analysis. 

 

More specifically, this chapter deals with the definition of a multivariate process performance monitoring 

methodology based on the integration of process causality maps, statistical data-based fault detection, 

change point detection and variable importance analysis. 

6.1 Analytical methodology 

With many events occurring simultaneously within any one time frame in a process, the idea is not to try 

and focus on all events simultaneously in isolation but to rather try and understand how different events 

affect each other and thus identify the root cause of a problem.  Probably as important as this is the 

requirement for constructing a view of events showing the interaction between different variables and 

process operations: not just identifying the root cause of a problem but also showing the cause and effect 

relationships throughout the process.  It is often easier to encourage people to action by not only showing 

them what to fix, but also why it is important. 

 

Furthermore, when dealing with large data sets it is important to determine where the useful information 

in the data can be found.  Typically, should clusters form when visualising the data, the important 

information can usually be found in the transitions between the various clusters and not only within the 

clusters themselves.  The reasons for these shifts in process operation could then be investigated 

through examination of the underlying multivariate process model.  These process models can also be 

used to monitor either the current process values in order to determine if a fault has occurred or the 

predicted process values in order to determine if a fault is going to occur. 

 

For the multivariate process performance monitoring of mineral processing plants the data analysis 

methodology below is proposed. 

6.1.1 Problem identification 

Probably the most important step to any data analysis methodology is the definition of the data analysis 

objective.  Having a clearly and explicitly defined data analysis objective is especially important in 

ensuring that time is not wasted investigating unimportant interestingness in the data, but rather spent 

finding potential solutions to specific problems.  To this end, process knowledge and operational 

experience and expertise are critical requirements for ensuring effective problem identification. 
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As part of the problem identification, the following should also be clearly defined: 

 The detected event.  This could be the result of the use of change point detection, statistical data-

based fault detection (if NOC data exist) or even user observation (through the visual 

classification/clustering of data). 

 The process to be monitored, including the analysis boundaries. 

 The relevant process causality maps and associated process objectives. 

 Any available process measurements relevant to the analysis. 

 Key performance indicators relevant to the analysis. 

6.1.2 Data collection 

Following problem identification, data needs to be collected for all identified process measurements and 

KPIs.  Data is typically collected from the following data sources: process historians (typically containing 

high frequency data), laboratory databases (typically containing low frequency data) and various manually 

populated log sheets or spreadsheets (typically containing low frequency data).  For data collection, the 

collection period and sampling frequency need to be appropriately selected: 

 The data collection period should include both normal/reference operating conditions (NOC) data 

as well as known and unknown event/abnormal/fault conditions data. 

 The data sampling frequency should be as high as possible as data can always be down-

sampled at a later stage. 

 Since the developed model will only be applicable to the conditions under which the data are 

collected, the data sets should encompass the range from low to high values of the process 

variables yielding the desired outputs. 

 

For some processes, selection of the traditionally defined NOC data is not always straightforward.  

Usually NOC data are defined as conditions where specific measurements are within a predetermined 

specification.  If these conditions cannot be maintained for reasonable periods of time, or if the process is 

naturally unstable, it may be difficult to select a sufficiently large NOC data set.  If this is the case, the 

NOC data may simply be defined as data associated with stable process operation, irrespective of 

whether specific measurements are within predetermined specifications. 

6.1.3 Data pre-treatment 

Following data collection, the data is subjected to data validation and characterisation.  At this stage it is 

important to remember that the analysis results are only as good as the data on which it is based.  If the 

data analysed is of poor quality, it can only be expected that the results would be unreliable.  However, if 

the data is properly validated and cleaned prior to being analysed, it can be expected that the results 

would be reliable.  Furthermore, different data analysis techniques make different assumptions regarding 

the data being analysed.  It is therefore important to properly characterise the data prior to analysis, thus 

ensuring that the results can be interpreted in the correct context depending on the combination of data 

characteristics and analysis assumptions. 
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For data validation, gross error detection is initially performed on the data, marking the following data 

qualities as “bad”: 

 Missing, not a number and infinite data – missing data. 

 Process measurement values that are associated with equipment that is not running – not 

running data. 

 Process measurement values exceeding the instrument measurement high or low detection limits 

– high/low data. 

 Process measurement values that do not update over a predetermined time window – not 

updating data. 

 Process measurement values where the rate of change between consecutive samples in a 

predetermine time window exceeds a predetermine threshold – rate of change exceeded data. 

 Data failing other user defined outlier, mass balance, soft-sensing or data sensibility checks. 

For data qualities marked as “bad”, the data is either removed from the data set, or replaced.  If the data 

is removed, new data sets are defined, separated by the “bad” quality data.  If the “bad” quality data is to 

be replaced, various strategies could be used: mean of data, linear model, PCA, neural network model, 

etc.  For NOC data, no abnormal events should be present in the data set.  Statistically this implies that 

no more than 5% of the NOC data should exceed the 2  threshold.  Should more than 5% of the data 

exceed this threshold following gross error detection, such data should be treated as abnormal event 

situations and removed from the data set (Nijhuis et al., 1997). 

 

Depending on the underlying assumptions of the data analysis techniques used, technique specific data 

characterisation and pre-processing should be applied: 

 The data could be auto-scaled to zero mean and unit variance. 

 The data could be tested to determine if it is normally distributed. 

 The data could be tested to determine if it is exponentially distributed. 

 The data could be tested to determine if it is independent and identically distributed or auto-

correlated.  If the data is found to be auto-correlated, the results could also be used to determine 

sensible data aggregation intervals. 

 The data could be tested to determine if it is collinear, highlighting the presence of cross-

correlation in the data and raising a warning regarding the accuracy of subsequent results.  

Alternatively, for collinear data having similar autocorrelation profiles, collinearity could be 

removed through the PCA based transformation of the data. 

 Using a combination of correlation coefficients between time-delayed variables and lag-plots, 

delays between inputs and outputs can be determined and the data adjusted accordingly. 

 Noisy data could be filtered using e.g. zero-phase forward and reverse digital filters, PCA, etc.  

Unfortunately, filtering will remove information from the data and if valuable information is 

removed, the filter residuals should also be included in the data set to be analysed. 
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 If down-sampling of the data is required, data features such as mean, median, standard 

deviation, kurtosis, skewness, etc. could be calculated as an alternative to simply selecting 

equally spaced subsamples from the data set. 

 Transformed data could also be prepared for use in the data analysis in the form of reconstructed 

data, principal components, model residuals, etc. 

6.1.4 Data analysis 

Given the problem identification, the detected event, the first step of data analysis is to visualise the event 

data through e.g. time series trends, normal distribution comparison plots, etc.  This is important as it 

familiarises the analyst with the relevant event data and also defines the context of the event.  If the event 

was detected through visual observation, specific events in the data need to be determined through the 

application of change point detection and confirmed through the use of techniques such as median 

significance analysis. 

 

For complex systems, a holistic overview of the problem is first created.  This overview is used to get a 

feel for the complexity of the problem as well as to identify potential focal points upfront.  The analysis 

overview is obtained through the creation of the combined data set containing data from all the process 

measurements and KPIs relevant to the analysis and the subsequent application of change point 

detection, statistical data-based fault detection (if NOC data exist) and variable importance analysis.  It 

should be noted that whenever data analysis techniques are applied to large data sets, the possibility also 

exists to either down-sample the data or to randomly sub-sample the data prior to data analysis and then 

compare data analysis results from different random subsets. 

 

Following the process causality map hierarchy, starting with the main identified event: 

1. Use the process causality map to determine which variables are relevant to the variable 

containing the event as well as the context of these variables within the process, creating a 

reduced data set.  This will not only reduce the size of the data set to be analysed, but also allow 

for more robust, concise results. 

2. Apply statistical data-based fault detection to the reduced data set, creating models that can be 

used for future detection and analysis of similar events. 

3. Visualise the data using CVA biplots to determine if it is possible to visually distinguish between 

the different event classes and to identify potential important variables. 

4. In support of CVA biplots, perform procedural variable importance analysis to identify important 

variables (root causes).  Both between-class and within-class variable importance analysis could 

be performed.  This is especially important as it allows the one to one analysis of data classes for 

determining important variables between only 2 data classes as opposed to 3 or more when 

using CVA biplots. 

5. Apply median significance and one-way ANOVA analysis to the identified important variables in 

support of the variable importance analysis findings. 

6. Apply change point detection to the important variables in order to determine if similar change 

points can be detected to those in the variable containing the event.  Similarly, it would be 
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interesting to see if the variables that have been shown to be important for specific class 

transitions show more distinct change points for those class transitions compared to others.  

Change point detection could be applied to individual time series data, multivariate data sets or 

features of either individual time series data or multivariate data sets. 

7. Given the context of the identified important variables within the process causality map hierarchy, 

repeat from step 1 until the root cause has been identified. 

6.1.5 Implementation of findings 

Depending on the outcome of the data analysis, various alternatives exist with regards to implementation 

of the findings.  First and foremost, where possible, a solution to the identified root cause of a problem 

should be found.  Focus should be on finding the simplest, easiest workable solution.  To this end a 

detailed implementation plan should be developed and corrective action implemented accordingly.  

Following this, the process should be monitored to ensure no repeat of the problem through continued 

success of the corrective action.  If required, new data could be evaluating using the developed reference 

models.  New abnormal process conditions (events) and underperformance could then be identified and 

the analysis repeated. 

 

One of the often overlooked, but potentially extremely valuable outcomes is the opportunity to learn from 

the aforementioned data analysis.  Not only could the data analysis be used to identify the root cause of a 

problem, but it could also be used to gain insight into the cause and effect relationship within the process 

and highlight previously unknown relationships within the process. 

6.2 Concentrator case study 

The mineral processing plant under investigation concentrates UG2 ore containing platinum group 

metals.  The process consists of three grinding circuits with their associated flotation circuits (Figure 57).  

The primary grinding circuit consists of a closed circuit fully autogenous primary mill with the mill product 

classified by a vibrating screen.  The oversize/coarse particles from the vibrating screen are recycled 

back to the primary mill for regrinding with the undersize/fine particles reporting to the chrome cyclone.  

The underflow from the chrome cyclone reports to an open circuit chrome ball mill (secondary grinding 

circuit) with the mill product reporting to the flash flotation circuit.  The overflow from the chrome cyclone 

reports to two closed circuit silica ball mills operating in parallel (tertiary grinding circuit) via the primary 

flotation circuit with the circuit product reporting to the scavenger flotation circuit. 

 

The process is well instrumented with power measurements available on all mills, load measurements 

available on the primary and secondary mills and flow and density measurements available on all main 

process streams.  Other miscellaneous measurements are also available with data logged at a high 

sampling frequency. 

 

For this case study, the objective is to reliably detect a shift in the performance of the process and to 

accurately find the root cause of the shift.  The shift to be detected is a higher than normal final tailings 

grade value for the process.  The data required for the analysis are selected based on this problem 
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definition and data availability.  The data used for the analyses originate from one of two sources, viz. 

laboratory or online instrumentation, which are available at significantly different sampling frequencies.  

Analytical results from the laboratory, such as tailings grade data or grinding circuit particle size 

distribution (PSD) data are only available at a rate of one sample per day (low frequency).  In contrast to 

this, online process data, such as mill power measurements or slurry flow measurements are available at 

a rate of one sample every 10 seconds (high frequency).  The historical data collected for the analysis 

spanned approximately 5 months of almost continuous process operation and capture a reasonable 

amount of process variability. 

 

 

Figure 57: Process flow diagram of a concentration plant at Anglo American Platinum 

6.3 Concentrator process causality maps 

6.3.1 Crusher process causality map 

The primary objective of a crusher is to reduce the particle size of the feed ore.  Crushers operate on a 

repetitive cycle of classification and breakage events and are typically used in combination with screens 

to ensure (1) maximum size reduction, (2) maximum product of a specified size, (3) top size reduction or 

(4) top size control with minimum fines production (Napier-Munn et al., 1999). 

 

Crushers most commonly used on platinum concentrating processes include jaw crushers, cone crushers 

and roll crushers (especially the High Pressure Grinding Rolls).  Whereas jaw crushers are limited in 

terms of capacity and size reduction due to the swell factor of broken particles, cone crushers provide a 

solution to this by wrapping the jaw crusher profile around a central axis.  This allows increased cross 

sectional area at finer gaps as well as opportunities for multiple impacts.  By choke feeding a cone 

crusher additional benefits are to be gained from using particles to break each other instead of abrading 
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expensive alloy steel, decreasing the product size and increasing the severity of breakage.  Choke 

feeding is normally optimised through good feed rate control and a level sensor in the crusher mouth to 

detect when maximum flow through is exceeded. 

 

For crushers the following are important machine dimensions (Napier-Munn et al., 1999): 

 Throat dimension 

 Open-side setting (largest fall through aperture) 

 Closed-side setting (minimum opening) 

 Liner dimensions 

 Crusher gap (for cone crushers) 

 Liner profiles (for cone crushers) 

 

Other important process variables include throughput (the most critical operational variable), crusher level 

(required for crusher choke feed optimisation), feed PSD, power draw and product PSD.  Of these the 

most important production KPIs are: 

 Crusher gap 

 Power draw 

 

In general for cone crushers the product PSD (primary objective) is dominated by the closed-side setting, 

but also influenced by throughput and feed PSD.  Power draw gives an indication of the energy required 

to reduce the ore to the required PSD and is predominantly affected by throughput and feed PSD.  At the 

highest level the crusher product PSD is therefore a function of the power draw and crusher closed-side 

setting.  In turn, power draw is primarily a function of throughput and feed PSD but can also be affected 

by a change in the hardness of the feed or ore something being wrong with the crusher (such as liner 

wear).  Liner wear affects the maximum power draw and productivity which the crusher can attain and can 

be accounted for by considering the hours of operation and liner characteristics.  Lastly, power draw is 

also influenced by the liner profile with the liner profile further influencing throughput and product PSD.  

Throughput, being a sub function of power draw, is therefore a function of the liner profile, the crusher 

level and the crusher gap.  From this we can now derive a generic process causality map for crushing 

(Figure 58). 
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Product PSD = fn(Power, Machine Dimensions)
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Figure 58: Generic crusher process causality map 

6.3.2 Milling process causality map 

The primary objective of a mill is to reduce the size of the feed material with the aim of producing as fine a 

grind as economically viable.  The design criteria of the mill typically define what minimum fineness of 

grind should be achieved.  This design criterion should include the following important machine 

dimensions (Napier-Munn et al., 1999): 

 Aspect ratio (diameter to length ratio) 

 Method by which product is discharged 

 Shape and material composition of lifters and liners 

 Liner wear 
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In a fully autogenous mill, the feed PSD and ore hardness dictate the volume and size distribution of the 

grinding media.  The grinding process having essentially three components: 

 Collision frequency (breakage rate) 

 Ore PSD after collision (appearance distribution function) 

 Particle transport out of the mill (discharge rate) 

 

It is important to note that material transport is affected by the mill discharge grate.  It has been found that 

higher open areas result in higher flow rates for the same slurry level in the mill.  Also, holes at a larger 

radial distance from the centre of rotation of the mill will pass higher flows at a constant slurry level.  In 

practice, however, depending on the geometry and open area of the grate, the slurry level in the mill 

adjusts itself given a set flow rate of water and solids into the mill.  Smaller particles (<2.5-5 mm) are also 

increasingly influenced by the flow of water through the mill resulting in the probability that the particles 

will be broken being decreased as their size reduces. 

 

In ball mills the mass of the balls dominates both the power draw and the grinding performance of the mill 

with the mill power draw remaining relatively constant and only reducing gradually over time as the ball 

charge slowly wears down. 

 

For a mill at equilibrium, changes in feed rate, feed PSD or feed hardness will cause disturbances in its 

behaviour and need to be actively controlled.  However, of these variables feed PSD and ore hardness 

are sometimes uncontrolled and these uncontrolled variations are consistently found to negatively impact 

milling performance.  Changes in feed rate affect mill charge volume and power draw, these variables 

being closely linked.  Under normal operating conditions the following relationships exist between these 

variables: 

 An increase in feed rate will lead to a rise in the mill charge volume, causing the mill power draw 

to increase. 

 An increase in ore hardness, resulting in the ore not breaking down as rapidly as normal, will also 

lead to a rise in the mill charge volume, causing the mill power draw to increase. 

The mill power draw therefore does not change in direct response to the feed rate, but rather due to 

changes in the mill charge volume. 

 

In general, the performance of fully autogenous mills is better with a coarser feed, however, if large 

amounts of middle size material (25-50 mm) are present in the mill feed, mill performance will be poor.  

Any changes in the mill feed PSD will result in changes in the grinding media PSD which in turn will affect 

the mill breakage characteristics.  Ore hardness has been found to be closely related to ore PSD with 

harder ore typically producing a coarser feed PSD to the mill.  When the feed ore is either too soft or too 

hard, mill throughput may be limited. 

 

The speed at which a mill turns directly influences ore breakage in the mill.  An increase in mill speed will 

at first increase the amount of lift imparted to the charge, up to a maximum, after which it will reduce until 
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the lift is effectively zero (when the mill centrifuges).  Operationally, impact breakage is increased as the 

mill speed is increased, resulting in increased coarse rock breakage.  This in turn leads to higher 

throughputs.  However, increased coarse rock breakage results in less ore grinding media which 

negatively influences fine grinding conditions, resulting in a coarser mill product and increased liner wear 

when rock on shell breakage occurs (resulting in increased grinding costs).  Typically slurry hold-up in the 

mill also changes with mill speed, increasing as mill speed is increased. 

 

Slurry hold-up in a mill can also be increased by closing the milling circuit with a fine classifier, returning 

the underflow from the classifier back to the mill.  This typically leads to increased attrition grinding, 

decreased abrasion breakage and an increase in charge density which in turn will result in a slightly 

increased power draw and finer grind.  However, too much slurry recycle can lead to slurry building up in 

a pool at the toe of the mill charge, leading to reduced impact breakage at the charge toe which will result 

in a drop in the mill power draw.  This will lead to coarser ore building up inside the mill, the effect of 

which can only be corrected by reducing the feed rate to the mill and increasing the classifier cut point (or 

diverting some of the recycled material). 

 

Milling performance is also commonly measured using a classic mill operating curve (Figure 59).  In 

theory the mill operates along the mill operating curve – moving up and down the curve based on the 

relationship between the mill power and the mill load.  In practice, however, many of these operating 

curves exist for a single mill based on the operating conditions of the mill at any point in time.  The mill 

therefore not only operates along the mill operating curve but also moves around between the various mill 

operating curves. 

 

Given these important mill operational relationships, Napier-Munn et al. (1999) lists the minimum 

recommended instrumentation/measurements for the effective control/optimisation of a fully autogenous 

mill as: 

 Feed belt weightometer – to ensure that the feed rate can be maintained at a given level with 

minimum surging. 

 Accurate mill power measurement – to ensure that the mill is operated close to maximum power 

of the motor, maximising throughput while minimising specific energy. 

 Charge level indicator such as load cells or bearing pressure meters – to maintain the mill load at 

a level below the maximum volume of charge that can be accommodated in the mill. 

 Discharge slurry density gauge – to maintain a constant discharge slurry rheology 

Steel consumption – liner wear for fully autogenous mills and steel ball consumption for ball and semi-

autogenous mills should be kept to a minimum.  Low charge levels should specifically be avoided to limit 

the collision of balls with exposed lifters and liners. 
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Figure 59: Mill operating curve with key operational regions shown 

In addition to this it should be noted that the most important production KPIs for a mill are: 

 Mill kWh/t -75 µm 

o Mill feed rate (tph) & stability (number of stops) 

o Mill power draw (kW) & stability (number of stops) 

o Grind (% -75 µm) 

 In mill density (t/m
3
) 

 

In general for grinding mills the product PSD (primary objective) is dominated by changes in the 

throughput, feed PSD and feed hardness.  Throughput also has a direct effect on mill power draw, mill 

load and, when combined with the inlet water ratio, in-mill density.  Under normal operating conditions 

and increase in the mill throughput will lead to an increase in the mill load and an increase in the mill 

power draw.  Similarly, an increase in ore hardness will also lead to an increase in the mill load and an 

increase in the mill power draw.  At the highest level the mill product PSD is therefore a function of the 

power draw, the load and the in-mill density.  All these sub functions are closely related and, in turn, a 

function of throughput, inlet water ratio, speed, re-circulating load, grinding media and the mill dimensions 
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(such as lifter profile).  Whereas an increase in mill speed will typically lead to an increase in slurry hold-

up, resulting in a finer grind, any changes in the mill grinding media PSD will affect the mill breakage 

characteristics which in turn will also affect the mill product PSD.  Furthermore, for a fully autogenous mill 

the mill grinding media sub function is a function of ore hardness and the feed PSD (coarse/fine ore ratio).  

From this we can now derive a generic process causality map for milling (Figure 60). 
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Figure 60: Generic mill process causality map 
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6.3.3 Cyclone process causality map 

The primary objective of a cyclone is to classify its feed material into an overflow stream containing the 

finer/lighter material and an underflow stream containing the coarser/heavier material.  A cyclone can also 

be used to densify (removing excess water) its feed material producing an overflow stream containing the 

excess water and an underflow stream containing the densified slurry. 

 

Cyclones are typically used in a closed circuit where the circuit product must meet some particle size 

criterion before it is allowed to continue downstream.  In an open circuit, cyclones are used to ensure 

appropriate overflow and underflow stream characteristics for further processing.  For optimisation, 

cyclones are usually the single most effective instrument for tuning circuit performance (Napier-Munn et 

al., 1999).  Substantial improvements in performance can typically be gained through relatively easy and 

cheap changes in the classification process such as modifying the water content of the cyclone feed, 

changing the cyclone apex (spigot) size or changing the vortex finder size.  These variables are defined in 

the main classes of variables available for optimising cyclone performance namely cyclone geometry and 

cyclone feed conditions. 

 

Cyclone efficiency is characterised by the proportion of a given size of solids which reports to the 

underflow or overflow products.  This measure can be reduced to achieve a desired, stable, mass split 

and cut-point.  The mass split simply defines the desired amount of solids in the overflow and underflow 

respectively whereas the cut-size (separation size) is normally reported as d50c, defining the particle size 

of the material which divides equally between overflow and underflow due to classification forces only.  

An increase in cyclone cut-size can result from any of the following: reducing the size of the apex or 

increasing the size of the vortex finder; for larger, low pressure cyclones, inclining the cyclone to the 

vertical; lowering the flow rate or pressure to the cyclone appropriately; or increasing the solids 

concentration of the cyclone feed.  Since this solids-classification behaviour is strongly correlated with the 

total volume and water split achieved by the cyclone, many of these factors also influence the proportion 

of water reporting to the underflow of the cyclone.  The proportion of water reporting to the underflow of 

the cyclone can be reduced by installing a smaller apex or larger vortex finder, by increasing the pressure 

of the cyclone or for larger cyclones by inclining the cyclone.  Increasing the solids concentration of the 

feed to the cyclone will tend to increase the portion of slurry reporting to the cyclone underflow. 

 

For performance monitoring of a cyclone, visual assessment is confined to observing the characteristics 

of the underflow discharge.  Instrumentally, feed flow rate, density and pressure drop are typically 

available.  However, the performance of the circuit which the cyclone is used to control is often measured 

as throughput and/or final product size distribution – none of which is usually available online.  Reasons 

for cyclone underperformance include: 

 Leakage of coarse material across the top of the cyclone to the overflow 

 Trapping of or bypass of fines, causing fines to report to the underflow 

 Inappropriate operating conditions such as excessive feed viscosity, roping or worn cyclone parts 

(particularly the apex and vortex finder) 
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Given these important cyclone operational relationships, Napier-Munn et al. (1999) list the following 

options as the most common with which to manipulate the cyclone performance: 

 Number of cyclones – opening an additional cyclone in a cyclone nest will reduce the effective 

flow rate and pressure per cyclone, increasing the d50c and increasing the water recovery to the 

cyclone underflow. 

 Apex – reducing the size of the apex will reduce the water recovery to the underflow of the 

cyclone and increase the d50c. 

 Vortex finder – increasing the size of the vortex finder will reduce the water recovery to the 

underflow of the cyclone and increase the d50c. 

 Feed density – increasing the density of the cyclone feed will increase the volume flow rate to the 

cyclone underflow, increasing the d50c, and may improve cyclone efficiency. 

 Cyclone diameter – increasing the diameter of the cyclone, will increase the d50c and generally 

reduce cyclone wear and pumping costs. 

 Cyclone inclination – inclining larger cyclones to 45
o
 or more to the vertical will increase the d50c 

and reduce water recovery to the cyclone underflow. 

 

In addition to this it should be noted that the most important production KPIs for a cyclone are: 

 Relative feed density (t/m
3
) 

 Feed flow rate (tph) 

 Pressure (kPa) 

 

In general for cyclones the mass split and cut-point (primary objective) is dominated by changes in the 

cyclone geometry and feed conditions.  A strong relationship also exists between the operating pressure 

of a cyclone and the cyclone feed flow rate and geometry with an increase in cyclone cut-size being 

achieved by reducing the size of the apex, increasing the size of the vortex finder or lowering the cyclone 

feed flow rate.   At the highest level the cyclone primary objective is therefore a function of the operating 

pressure and the feed PSD with the operating pressure, in turn, being a function of the cyclone feed flow 

rate, feed density and cyclone geometry.  From this we can now derive a generic process causality map 

for a cyclone (Figure 61). 
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Figure 61: Generic cyclone process causality map 

6.3.4 Flotation process causality map 

The primary objective of froth flotation is to separate the mineral rich material (concentrate) from the 

gangue material (tails).  Froth flotation is a physicochemical method of concentrating ground ores based 

on the different hydrophobicity of the particles to be separated.  Since hydrophobicity of minerals is rarely 

naturally occurring the process involves the chemical treatment of an ore pulp to create conditions 

favourable for the attachment of pre-determined mineral particles to air bubbles – the elementary step of 

particle capture by a rising bubble being considered by some as the most important sub-process 

contributing to flotation performance.  The air bubbles subsequently carry the selected minerals to the 

surface of the pulp, there forming a stabilised froth (concentrate) which is skimmed off. 

 

For flotation, the effect of particle size on flotation recovery is significant – the particle size to be floated 

should be rather small so that the particles can be levitated by the bubbles produced.  It has been shown 

that there exists a certain size range, varying with the mineral properties such as density and liberation, in 

which optimum results may be obtained in mineral processing. This range is in the order of 10-100 µm 

(Trahar and Warren, 1976).  Due to this, flotation operates quite effectively with finely pulverized ores, 

making it an important operation in the treatment of low-grade or complex ores where, owing to liberation 

of grains, size reduction to finer particle sizes is compulsory. 
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For the required product quality to be obtained from flotation important factors include (Matis et al., 1993): 

 Proper flotation cell design 

 Appropriate operation of the conditioning stage 

 Good selection of chemical reagents – usually classified as collectors, modifiers (activators, 

depressants, dispersants, pH regulators, coagulants, etc.) and frothers 

o Collectors promote or enhance the PGM  particles ability to stick to the bubbles 

o Activators assist or work with collectors to enhance the collection of minerals to the froth, 

activating the particle surface and making it more receptive to a collector 

o Depressants increase the hydrophilic property of gangue material thus “depressing” the 

collection of this material to the froth 

o Promotors are typically used as secondary collectors, enhancing the valuable particles 

ability to float 

o Frothers stabilise the bubbles in the froth layer allowing more particles to attach 

themselves to the bubble before it bursts 

 

Since phenomena that occur in the froth phase are known to significantly affect the results of the flotation 

process, important operational parameters include: air flow rate, frother dosage, air-bubble size 

distribution and mineral size and concentration in pulp.  Furthermore, impeller speed, air rate and particle 

size also influences the concentration of gangue in the uppermost pulp layers – rotational speed and thus 

intensity of turbulence having a strong influence on the concentrate. 

 

Hadler et al. (2010) showed that mass pull, a key performance indicator in flotation performance defined 

as the proportion of the feed material reporting to the concentrate, is affected by changes in froth 

structure and stability which in turn are affected by changes in operating parameters such as air flow rate 

and froth depth.  It has been shown that optimising froth stability through variations in flotation cell 

aeration, flotation performance can be improved (Figure 62), whether in terms of concentrate grade, 

mineral recovery, or both (Hadler et al., 2006). 
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Figure 62: Froth flotation grade/recovery curves showing performance improvement 

 

Froth stability is usually quantified using air recovery: the fraction of air entering a flotation cell that 

overflows the cell lip in un-burst bubbles.  A higher air recovery typically indicates a more stable froth.  

Furthermore, low air flow rates produce froths that are highly laden and well drained but with low mobility.  

This results in bubbles that largely collapse before overflowing the cell lip, yielding low air and mineral 

recoveries but high concentrate grades.  In contrast to this, high air flow rates produce high water content 

froths that are free flowing and unstable due to low bubble loadings causing bubbles to burst before 

overflowing the cell lip.  As with low air flow rates, high air flow rates also lead to low air recoveries, 

however, reasonable mineral recoveries and low concentrate grades are obtained at high air flow rates.  

At intermediate air flow rates, a balanced, stable froth can be obtained.  This yields a peak in air recovery, 

a high mineral recovery and only a somewhat compromised concentrate grade.  Understanding the 

changes in froth stability with variations in operating conditions such as air flow rate can therefore lead to 

improvements in process performance (Hadler et al., 2010). 

 

In addition to this it should be noted that the most important production KPIs for flotation are: 

 Feed 

o Relative feed density (t/m
3
) 

o Feed flow rate (tph) 

 Mass pull 

o Froth depth (mm) 

o Air flow rate (m
3
/hr) 

 Reagents 

 

In general for flotation the recovery and grade (primary objective) is dominated by changes in mass pull, 

feed PSD and reagent addition.  Whereas the particle size to be floated should be rather small and fall 

within an optimal size range, it has been shown that mass pull is affected by changes in froth stability and 

structure.  At the highest level the flotation primary objective is therefore a function of mass pull, feed 
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conditions and reagent addition.  Since froth stability and structure are affected by changes in operating 

parameters, mass pull can be rewritten as a function of air flow rate, froth depth and flotation geometry.  

From this we can now derive a generic process causality map for flotation (Figure 63). 
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Figure 63: Generic flotation process causality map 
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6.3.5 RPM(A) No1 UG2 Concentrator 

By combining the various process causality maps a view of the entire process can be obtained.  For the 

mineral processing plant under investigation (Figure 57), Figure 64 presents a simplified top level process 

causality map with regards to process final tails.  It is important to note that for each unit operation in this 

top level process causality map we need to analyse the effect the process had on both the grade and the 

particle size distribution of the material (where available).  This results from the fact that some unit 

operations primarily affect material grade while others primarily affect material PSD. 
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Figure 64: Generic concentrator process causality map with regards to final tails 
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7 Industrial case study 

Having investigated the accuracy, reliability and robustness of the various statistical data-based fault 

detection, change point detection and variable importance analysis techniques, the application of these 

techniques, within an analytical framework, to real world problems is required as proof of their usefulness.  

As part of the case study the importance of not only analysing, optimising and monitoring the process, but 

also the associated equipment and control system performance will be shown.  In all of this, the value of 

effective data visualisation, making use of graphs such as parallel coordinates, distribution comparisons 

and 2-D histograms, will be highlighted. 

 

More specifically, this chapter deals with the application of the proposed analytical methodology, with the 

main focus on the data analysis step, to a mineral processing concentrator case study. 

7.1 Concentrator process performance monitoring 

The concentrator process performance monitoring case study is based on the concentrator process as 

described in section 6.2 and shown in Figure 57 (page 180).  As is evident from the process description, 

this is a complex process, with many variables, sampled at different sampling frequencies all of which 

makes it ideal for analysis using a combination of process causality maps, statistical data-based fault 

detection, change point detection and variable importance analysis. 

 

Since many events can occur simultaneously within any one time frame in a process, the idea is not to 

simultaneously focus on all events in isolation but to rather try and understand how different events affect 

each other and identify the true root cause of a problem.  Probably as important as this is the requirement 

for constructing a view of events showing the interaction between different variables and process 

operations: not just identifying the root cause of a problem but also showing the cause and effect 

relationships throughout the process. 

 

It is often easier to encourage people to action by not only showing them what to fix, but also why it is 

important.  This, in part, is why an elaborate analysis is often required for a problem that could potentially 

be solved in a much simpler way. 

7.1.1 Event: Recovery 

For this case study, a steady decline was noted in one of the main KPIs of the process: the recovery of 

the valuable mineral content (a shiftly value that is only available eight-hourly).  The decline was visually 

noted after reviewing a long term trend of the recovery using a four month comparative operational 

performance monitoring (OPM) report (Figure 65).  For the OPM report, the data is arbitrarily divided into 

two data sets, a reference and current data set.  The reference data set spans the first 2 months of the 

time period under review, with the current data set spanning the last 2 months of the time period under 

review. 
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From the time series trend (Figure 65) it can be seen that as time progresses more of the data starts to 

exceed the recovery lower warning limit (green dotted line), yellow data markers, and eventually even the 

recovery lower control limit (red dotted line), red data markers.  This is, however, only a visual observation 

and needs to be substantiated with evidence.  As a first pass confirmation of change in the data, a class 

comparison graph in the form of a box plot is generated (Figure 66).  From this it clear that the mean of 

the data has decreased from between the target value (black line) and the lower warning limit (green 

dotted line) for the reference data to between the lower warning limit and the lower control limit (red 

dotted line) for the current data. 

 

 
Figure 65: OPM report: time series trend of recovery 

 

 
Figure 66: OPM report: class comparison graph of recovery 

 
A distribution plot is used (Figure 67) to show the true distribution of the data, displaying both the position 

and stability of the variable, with normal probability curves fitted to both classes of data simply as a visual 

aid for visual interpretation of the data.  The data is subsequently tested for normality using the Lilliefors 

test, and in this case was shown to not be normally distributed. 
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Figure 67: OPM report: distribution comparison of recovery also indicating the target value (black), 

lower warning limit (green dotted) and lower control limit (green) 

 

Prior to a detailed analysis, it is critical to subject all data to data validation and gross error detection.  

Since data analysis is very reliant on good quality data, data validation is required to determine the 

quality/trustworthiness of the data.  Data validation can be as simple as identifying and removing missing 

data from a data set to something as complex as a model based data validation approach.  The choice of 

validation techniques and the manner in which the data is handled, removed, used or reconstructed is 

usually dependant on the type of data analysis that will be performed on the data. 

 

For this analysis, a fairly simple form of gross error detection is performed where the following faulty data 

is identified: 

 Missing data 

 Not running data 

 High/low data 

 Not updating data 

 Rate of change exceeded data 

 

For data validation of the recovery variable, the results are presented as a table (Table 11) and 

graphically through a time series plot of the signal being validated accompanied by a fault graph (Figure 

68).  In this instance only missing data is detected.  This can be ascribed to the origin of the data, where 

the recovery is a calculated variable dependent on multiple variables automatically sampled, manually 

processed, analysed and their results captured.  Human error is therefore the most likely cause of faulty 

data in this instance.  Data validation is highly dependent on multiple detection thresholds to be entered 

per variable.  These detection thresholds are obtained either from instrumentation specifications or by 

experience and can be fine-tuned over time. 
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Table 11: OPM report: recovery data validation results 

Ref/Cur Good 

[%] 

Missing 

Data [%] 

Not 

Running 

[%] 

High 

[%] 

Low 

[%] 

Not 

Updating 

[%] 

ROC 

[%] 

General 

status 

Reference 74.46 25.54 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Bad: 

Missing 

Data 

Current 62.03 37.97 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Bad: 

Missing 

Data 

 

 

 

Figure 68: OPM report: recovery data validation graph 

 

As identified, the recovery variable data set contains a fair amount of missing data (Table 11) for both the 

reference and current data classes requiring missing data replacement to be looked at prior to data 

analysis.  For this analysis, missing data was replaced with the mean (together with some additive 

Gaussian noise with a low variance) of the non-missing data over the entire data range.  If this is found 

not to be effective, alternative, more advanced missing data replacement approaches could be applied.  

One such a technique makes use of auto-associative neural networks. 
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An auto-associative neural network contains information that allows replacement of missing sensors with 

values estimated from remaining sensors.  Two assumptions are needed: (1) input variables are 

correlated; (2) the training data set contains enough information to cover normal process operation.  One 

approach to follow is that the most likely value for the missing sensor is the value that minimizes the 

magnitude of the deviation between the input and output vectors.  For a single fault sensor, the problem is 

an univariate optimization problem and during the optimization, the values of the remaining sensors are 

fixed at their measured values.  For more than one faulty sensor at a time the problem becomes a 

multivariable problem. 

 

Following the replacement of the missing data, shown as red on the recovery variable time series trend in 

Figure 69, various data characteristics are estimated in order to determine the validity of the change point 

detection techniques to be used: 

 Data is auto-correlated at a 99.97% significance level 

 Data is not normally distributed at a 95% significance level 

 Data is not exponentially distributed at a 95% significance level 

 

 

Figure 69: Data characterisation: recovery 

 

Following data characterisation, potential change points in the data needs to be identified.  Although the 

data characteristics shows that the SSA change point detection technique is the most suitable, it was 

shown during the technique evaluation that the Bayesian change point detection algorithm was very 

robust irrespective of the data characteristics and proved to be the most reliable, and thus the preferred 
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algorithm whose results will be considered more favourable than the other change point detection 

algorithms. 

 

 

Figure 70: Change point detection: recovery at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

From the change point detection results (Figure 70), especially considering the Bayesian probability, it is 

evident that change points occur at sample 101 (08/11/2007) and 220 (13/12/2007).  Both these change 

points also coincide with what appears to be relevant change points detected by the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM algorithm.  In contrast to this, the both the SSA and ELM SSA algorithms identified other 

seemingly important change points.  However, based on the technique evaluation findings, the focus will 

be on the change points identified by the Bayesian probability technique. 

 

Using these identified change points, the data is classed into three distinct classes: 

1. Class 1 – reference data – data points 1-100 

2. Class 2 – changeover data – data points 101-219 

3. Class 3 – fault data – data points 220-341 

 

Subjecting these 3 recovery classes to the median significance (Figure 71) and one-way ANOVA 

analysis, it was found that there was a significant difference between the classes at a significance level of 

less than 0.05.  The decrease in recovery was subsequently confirmed by plant personnel; unfortunately 

no reason as to the cause thereof could be given. 
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Figure 71: Median significance: recovery 

 

Now that it has been confirmed that a change did in fact occur in the process, the analysis needs to be 

initiated with proper problem identification and data collection, followed by a thorough understanding of 

how the decrease in the recovery was brought about. 

7.1.2 Analysis preparation 

With the event detected in one of the main KPIs in the output of the concentrator process, the boundary 

for the analysis needs to effectively be drawn around the entire concentrator process as per the process 

flow diagram in Figure 57 and the process causality map in Figure 64.  The analysis will focus on the 

three data classes as determined by the change point detection performed on the recovery variable.  

Although more change points may be identified in the data as the analysis progresses and different 

variables are analysed, the data will not be re-classed although this could be done to further improve the 

findings of the case study.  Variables and KPIs will be analysed as per those defined for the various 

process causality maps. 

 

Following the problem identification, relevant data need to be collected.  Typical relevant data that would 

be required either directly for analyses purposes or for results interpretation include: 

 Process flow diagram 

 Piping and instrumentation diagrams – these not only show what instrumentation is available and 

where it is located in the process, but generally can also be used to identify the tag names for 

retrieving the process data from the process historian 
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 Laboratory analysis results for feed, intermediary, concentrate and tailings streams – this data is 

typically available shiftly and/or daily.  Analysis includes: 

o PGM content 

o Base metal content 

o Grind 

 Online process data – this data is typically available at a sampling frequency of one every ten 

seconds or less.  Measurements include: 

o Process operating measurements such as flows, densities, levels, etc. 

o Equipment operating measurements such as run, amps, power, etc. 

o Controller measurements such as set points, outputs, auto/manual, etc. 

o Online stream analyser measurements. 

 Derived measurements and KPIs – this data is typically available at the lowest frequency of the 

composite measurements used to derived the values.  Measurements include: 

o Mill stops 

o Equipment availability 

o Mass split 

 General measurement quality information – this data is typically diarised: 

o If laboratory measurements, were analysis techniques changed? 

o If online stream analyser measurements, were recalibrations done? 

o If process measurements, were instrument recalibrations done? 

 General equipment configuration change information – this data is typically diarised: 

o If grizzlies/screens, were classification sizes changed? 

o If mills, were mills relined? 

o If ball mills, obtain ball loading schedule? 

o If cyclones, were physical changes made to cyclones? 

o If cyclone clusters, were number of cyclones in operation changed? 

o If float, were float configuration changed? 

o If spillage, was spillage configuration changed? 

7.1.3 Analysis overview 

As a first pass analysis, all the variables, 56 in total, are analysed simultaneously.  Because of the 

different sampling rates between different groups of variables, the data is re-sampled for all the variables 

to create a data set consisting of shiftly (8 hourly) data.  The data set is first subjected to change point 

detection analysis, followed by fault detection and variable importance analysis. 

 

For the combined data set (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially distributed, SSA 

suggested change point detection technique), none of the change point detection algorithms seemed able 

to reliably detect any significant change points in the data set (Figure 72).  Visual inspection of the 

nearest-neighbours CUSUM algorithm do, however, indicate that changes occurred in the data set in the 

vicinity of samples 100 and 200, with the latter being more pronounced. 
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Figure 72: Change point detection: all data at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

Using only the class 1 reference data from the combined data set, fault detection models were 

constructed to be used for the future detection of similar fault conditions.  For these models it was found 

that the CUSUM performance metric for some of the variables had very high false alarm rates (Figure 73), 

potentially rendering this performance metric unsuitable for fault detection.  Subsequently, the 

performance metrics were calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 fault data.  For the reliability 

index (Figure 73) it was found that the non-linear multivariate performance metrics performed the best, 

followed by the dynamic multivariate performance metrics, the basic multivariate performance metrics and 

lastly the univariate performance metrics.  This highlighted the fact that the data set is highly non-linear 

and dynamic.  Of the performance metrics having high reliability, the CUSUM and summed-scores 

performance metrics also had relatively large detection-delays (Figure 73) which, for the CUSUM 

performance metric, confirmed its unsuitability for fault detection.  It can therefore be concluded that the 

majority of the multivariate performance metrics were able to (and should be able to for similar future fault 

conditions) reliably distinguish between the reference data and the changeover and fault data, also 

confirming the classes identified by the change point detection performed on the recovery variable. 
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Figure 73: Statistical data-based fault detection: all data – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a confidence level of 

0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 74) is made to determine if the combined 

variables can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

 

Figure 74: CVA biplot illustrating the overly cluttered nature of the graph when analysing too many 

variables simultaneously: all data (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a confidence 

level of 0.5 

 

It can be seen from the CVA biplot that although the classes are very well separated, with the alpha bags 

for each class not overlapping each other at all, the graph is overly cluttered with regards to variable 

axes.  Furthermore, the overall quality of the data projection is very high, with the variable axes having 
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predictivities ranging from very low (removed from the graph) to very high.  Due to the cluttered nature of 

the CVA biplot, very little can be said with regards to the correlation between the variables analysed. 

 

Visually, the only identifiable variables that can easily be associated with their respective axes, are the 

silica mill 02 power, the primary flotation grind (RTail grind) and the final tail grind (FTail grind).  This is, 

however, not very informative as many of the other variables are also bound to represent important 

information, but this cannot be sensibly gained from the CVA biplot when representing all 56 variables. 

 

The CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis consisting of the random 

forests, classification trees and ELM-with-bagging techniques (the linear discriminant variable importance 

technique was not applied due to there being too few data per class relative to the number of variables).  

For ease of interpretation, the individual prediction results from these techniques were normalised and 

summed to produce a single variable ranking for the recovery drivers (Figure 75, Figure 76 and Figure 

77).  Individual prediction results for the specific techniques are, however, still displayed to assist with the 

results interpretation. 

 

From the variable importance analysis on average over all 3 classes the main differentiators between the 

classes are the silica mill 02 power, the chrome classification cyclone feed flow, the final tail grind (PSD) 

and the silica mill 01 power.  Moving only from class 1 to class 2, the chrome classification cyclone feed 

flow rate variable became the most important differentiator, followed by the final tail grind, silica mill 1 

power and the chrome classification mass split.  Moving only from class 2 to class 3, these differentiators 

reverted back to 3 of the top 4 identified for all 3 classes, including chrome classification cyclone pressure 

and the primary mill power. 
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Figure 75: Variable importance class 1-2-3: all data at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 76: Variable importance class 1-2: all data at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 77: Variable importance class 2-3: all data at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Although many events have been highlighted and important variables identified, nothing can be said 

about the causality between these events and the variables or regarding the root cause of the decrease in 

recovery.  As was highlighted during the technique evaluation for the Tennessee Eastman process, for 

complex processes having many variables requiring monitoring, the complexity of the problem could be 

greatly reduced through the application of process causality maps.  Process causality maps will allow 

multiple, smaller, individual processes to be monitored at a low level, while still allowing the overall 

process to be monitored at a higher level. 

7.1.4 Drivers: Recovery 

With the analysis prepared, and an overview analysis performed, the focus shifts to incorporating process 

causality maps in the search for finding the drivers that have caused the decrease in the recovery.  From 

a process causality point of view, the recovery is a function of plant feed, final concentrate produced and 

final tails discarded.  The process streams are represented (where available) by the following 

measurements: 

1. Plant feed (Feed) 

a. Plant feed head grade 

b. Plant feed tons treated 

c. Feed PSD 

2. Final concentrate (Conc) 

a. Final concentrate grade 

b. Mass pull 

3. Final tails (FTail) 

a. Final tails grade 

b. Final tails PSD 

 

As before, fault detection models were constructed using only the class 1 reference data from the 

recovery drivers data set with performance metrics calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 fault 

data.  Considering this data set is only a subset of the combined data set, the univariate performance 

metrics delivered the exact same results (Figure 78), and therefore conclusions, as for the evaluation of 

the combined data set.  For the reliability index (Figure 78) it was again found that the non-linear 

multivariate performance metrics performed the best, followed by the dynamic multivariate performance 

metrics, the basic multivariate performance metrics and lastly the univariate performance metrics.  It 

should, however, be noted that for the recovery drivers data set, less performance metrics were reliable 

when compared to the combined data set.  This alludes to the fact that some of the other process 

variables are probably better indicators of a fault condition in the process compared to the process 

variables in the recovery drivers data set.  Again a large number of the multivariate performance metrics 

were able to reliably distinguish between the reference data and the changeover and faulty data, 

confirming the classes identified by the change point detection performed on the recovery variable. 
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Figure 78: Statistical data-based fault detection: recovery – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a confidence level of 

0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 79) is made to determine if the recovery 

drivers can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

 

Figure 79: CVA biplot: recovery (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a confidence level 

of 0.5 

 

It can be seen from the CVA biplot that the classes are not well separated as is evident from the fact that 

there is overlap of the alpha bags, even at an alpha value of 0.5.  The overall quality of the data projection 

is, however, very high at 0.99 (1 being the maximum), with most variable axes also having high 

predictivities, close to or equal to 1, in the 2-dimensional projection.  The conclusions on the 

discriminatory ability of most of the variables from this projection should therefore be significant and 

reliable. 

 

As expected, it can be seen from the CVA biplot that there is a high degree of correlation between most 

of the final tails grind measurements, as is evident from the small angle between the biplot axes for these 

measurements.  A similar, and due to the nature of the process also expected, high degree of correlation 

is found between the plant feed head grade, the final tails grade and the mass pull measurements.  

Visually, it seems that on average over all 3 classes the main differentiators between the classes are final 

tail grade (together with the final tail grind +75 m  and +38 m  measurements), plant feed head grade 
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and mass pull (all also having axes predictivities of 1).  However, when moving only from class 1 to class 

2, these drivers are overshadowed by the final tail grind (PSD) and the plant feed tons treated. 

 

The CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis consisting of the random 

forests, linear discriminant, classification trees and ELM-with-bagging variable importance techniques.  

From the variable importance analysis on average over all 3 classes (Figure 80) the main differentiators 

between the classes are mass pull, final tail grind (PSD), plant feed head grade and final tail grade.  As 

with the CVA biplot analysis, different variables stood out as important when considering only 2 classes at 

a time.  Moving only from class 1 to class 2 (Figure 81), final tail grind (PSD) and mass pull was the most 

important drivers with the plant feed head grade being the most important driver for the move from class 2 

to class 3 (Figure 82). 

 

Although the mass pull measurement seems to stand out as the single most important variable when 

considering a shift between all 3 classes, it may be masking more fundamental shifts in the process that 

occur when moving between class 1 and class 2 and between class 2 and class 3 in the data.  Further 

analysis will, therefore, not only focus on the important drivers over all classes (mass pull), but also on the 

drivers between individual classes (final tails grind for movement between class 1 and class 2 and plant 

feed head grade for movement between class 2 and class 3). 

 

 

Figure 80: Variable importance class 1-2-3: recovery at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 81: Variable importance class 1-2: recovery at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

 

Figure 82: Variable importance class 2-3: recovery at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 83: Median significance: mass pull, final tail grade and plant feed head grade 

 

Subjecting the 3 mass pull, final tail grade and plant feed head grade classes of data to the median 

significance (Figure 83) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found that there was a significant difference 

between the classes for all measurements at a significance level of less than 0.05.  Similarly, for the final 

tails grind, for all size fractions there is a significant difference between the classes at a significance level 

of less than 0.05 (Table 12), with the final tail grind becoming noticeably coarser before improving once 

again (Figure 84). 

 

Table 12: Grind significance: final tails grind 

Variable Significance value 

Final Tail Grind %-38 µm 0.0112 

Final Tail Grind %-45 µm 0.0051 

Final Tail Grind %-75 µm 1.3756e-005 

Final Tail Grind %-106 µm 2.1297e-006 

Final Tail Grind %-150 µm 5.6610e-006 

Final Tail Grind %-300 µm 8.9390e-006 

Final Tail Grind %-425 µm 1.5450e-004 
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Figure 84: Cumulative % passing grind curve: final tails grind (class 1 – blue; class 2 – green; 

class 3 – red) 

 

Although a good correlation has been found thus far between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and potential important variables, it would be interesting to see if similar change points, 

coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the important variables.  Similarly, it would be 

interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be important for specific class transitions show 

more distinct change points for those class transitions compared to others. 

 

For the mass pull variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, exponentially distributed, SSA 

suggested change point detection technique), the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and Bayesian probability 

change point detection algorithms correctly detected the change point at sample 101 but not at sample 

220 (Figure 85).  This corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 79) and the median 

significance results (Figure 83) where the mass pull variable could be used to more easily distinguish 

between class 1 and class 2 recovery data, compared to distinguishing between class 2 and class 3 

recovery data.  Furthermore, the SSA and ELM SSA change point detection techniques detected a very 

distinct and seemingly significant change point at sample 70 with the ELM SSA change point detection 

technique also detecting a change point at sample 140.  Should the root cause of the decrease in 

recovery prove difficult to determine, this change points should be investigated. 
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Figure 85: Change point detection: mass pull at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the final tail grade variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, exponentially distributed, SSA 

suggested change point detection technique), as for the mass pull variable, the nearest-neighbours 

CUSUM and Bayesian probability change point detection algorithms correctly detected the change point 

at sample 101, with the Bayesian probability, the SSA and the ELM SSA change point detection 

algorithms correctly detecting the change point at sample 220 (Figure 86).  Again, this corresponds very 

well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 79) and the median significance results (Figure 83) where the final 

tail grade variable could be used to distinguish between class 1 and class 2 recovery data as well as 

between class 2 and class 3 recovery data.  Additionally, the Bayesian probability change point detection 

technique detected a small, relevant, change point at sample 270 with the SSA and ELM SSA change 

point detection techniques detecting a very distinct and seemingly significant change point at sample 240.  

As before, should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change 

points should be investigated. 
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Figure 86: Change point detection: final tail grade at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the plant feed head grade variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and 

Bayesian probability change point detection algorithms correctly detected the change point at sample 101 

but not at sample 220 (Figure 87).  As before, this corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results 

(Figure 79) and the median significance results (Figure 83).  Additionally, the SSA change point detection 

technique detected a change point at sample 200 with the ELM SSA change point detection technique 

detecting a change point at sample 175.  As before, should the root cause of the decrease in recovery 

prove difficult to determine, these change points should be investigated. 
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Figure 87: Change point detection: plant feed head grade at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the final tail grind variables (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially distributed, 

SSA suggested change point detection technique), only the Bayesian probability change point detection 

algorithm correctly detected the change point at sample 101, with none convincingly identifying a change 

point at sample 220 (Figure 88).  As before, this corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 

79) and the cumulative % passing grind curve results (Figure 84).  Many additional seemingly distinct and 

significant change points were detected, most notably at samples 50, 140 and 260 for the Bayesian 

change point detection algorithm, at sample 260 for the SSA change point detection algorithm and at 

sample 120 for the ELM SSA change point detection algorithm.  It is suspected that this increase in 

potential change points are indicative of the fact that the grind data is more variable (noisy), frequently 

changing from day to day, when compared to the grade data, where less frequent shifts are observed (the 

data showing more of a filtered response).  This is in accordance with the fundamental operation of a 

concentrator process where more variability exists around the operation of the comminution circuit 

(responsible for grind) when compared to the flotation circuit (responsible for grade).  As before, should 

the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should be 

investigated. 
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Figure 88: Change point detection: final tail grind at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

At this stage of the analysis it is evident that a decrease in plant feed head grade, a decrease in mass 

pull, a coarser final tail grind and an increase in final tail grade all contributed to a decrease in recovery.  

Of these, a coarser final tail grind alludes to the fact that maybe either the silica circuit or the chrome 

circuit is being overloaded and not performing optimally. 

 

As stated earlier, these contributors to the decrease in recovery now need to be further investigated.  Of 

the contributors, the plant feed head grade measurement lies at the input side of the concentrator process 

and can be treated as a known disturbance root cause, not requiring further investigation at this point.  

The mass pull variable on the other hand, being an average contributor over all the recovery classes, 

should not be investigated in isolation but analysed as part of flotation performance further on.  

Consequently, the focus is next on identifying the drivers that have caused a shift in the final tail grind and 

final tail grade, resulting in a decrease in recovery. 

7.1.5 Drivers: Final tail grade and grind 

From a process causality map (Figure 64) perspective, the final tail grade and grind (Figure 89) is a 

function of the silica circuit tails grade and grind and the chrome circuit tails grade and grind. 
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Figure 89: Drivers: final tail 

 

As before, fault detection models were constructed using only the class 1 reference data from the final tail 

drivers data set with performance metrics calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 fault data.  

Considering this data set is only a subset of the combined data set, the univariate performance metrics 

delivered the exact same results (Figure 90), and therefore conclusions, as for the evaluation of the 

combined data set.  For the reliability index (Figure 90) it was found that only five non-linear multivariate 

performance metrics, two dynamic multivariate performance metrics and one univariate performance 

metric could effectively detect the changeover and fault data.  This again strongly suggests that some of 

the other process variables found in the combined data set are probably better indicators of a fault 

condition in the process compared to the process variables in the final tail drivers data set.  Alternatively, 

the possibility also exist that the magnitude of the fault condition as represented by the selected process 

variables was too small to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation 

period (variation still within variation associated with common cause). 
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Figure 90: Statistical data-based fault detection: final tail grade and grind – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a 

confidence level of 0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 91) is made to determine if the final tail 

grade and grind drivers can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

 

Figure 91: CVA biplot: final tail grade and grind (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a 

confidence level of 0.5 

 

From the CVA biplot it is evident that the classes are not well separated with the alpha bags overlapping 

each other even at an alpha value of 0.5.  With the chrome circuit tails grade (FFloat Tail PGM) variable 

axis and most of the silica circuit tails grind (Silica Grind) variable axes having relatively low predictivities, 

significant and reliable conclusions can only be drawn with regards to the discriminatory ability of the 

silica circuit tails grade (Silica Tail PGM) and the chrome circuit tails grind (FFloat Grind). 

 

There seems to exist a high degree of correlation between the silica circuit tails grind and the chrome 

circuit tails grind (both either getting coarser or finer at the same time), with the silica circuit tails grade 

and chrome circuit tails grade being more correlated to each other than to the tails grind (as the silica 

circuit tails grade decreases, the chrome circuit tails grade increases).  Fundamentally this combination 

does not make sense, and since the silica circuit tails grind variable axes have relatively low predictivities, 

its correlation to the chrome circuit tails grind is probably weak at best or due to the process being 
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operated in some abnormal state.  Visually, the CVA biplot shows that on average over all 3 classes the 

main differentiators between the recovery classes are the silica circuit tails grade and the chrome circuit 

tails grind (in the form of the flash float grind %-300 µm).  When moving only from class 1 to class 2, 

these drivers are overshadowed by the silica circuit tails grind and the chrome circuit tails grind.  Likewise, 

these drivers are also overshadowed when only moving from class 2 to class 3, however, in this instance 

by the silica circuit tails grind %-425 µm and the chrome circuit tails grade (however, both having 

relatively low axes predictivities, resulting in conclusions drawn about these variables being unreliable).  

From this visual inspection and analysis of the CVA biplot results it would seem as if the biggest shift 

occurred in the silica circuit, with a smaller, less prominent shift occurring in the chrome circuit. 

 

As before, the CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis.  From the variable 

importance analysis on average over all 3 classes (Figure 92) the main differentiators between the 

recovery classes are the fine silica circuit tails grind component and the coarse chrome circuit tails grind 

component.  Moving only from class 1 to class 2 (Figure 93), the fine silica circuit tails grind component 

and the coarse chrome circuit tails grind component again stood out as important drivers with the fine 

chrome circuit tails grind component joining these drivers as important when moving from class 2 to class 

3 (Figure 94).  These results correspond very well with the findings from analysing the CVA biplot.  

Consequently it is confirmed that a bigger shift in the process operation of the silica circuit occurred when 

compared to the process operation of the chrome circuit.  For completeness, both the grade and grind of 

both the silica and chrome circuits will be analysed. 

 

 

Figure 92: Variable importance class 1-2-3: final tail grade and grind at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 93: Variable importance class 1-2: final tail grade and grind at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

 

Figure 94: Variable importance class 2-3: final tail grade and grind at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 95: Median significance: silica and chrome circuit tails grade 

 

Subjecting the 3 silica circuit tails grade and chrome circuit tails grade classes of data to the median 

significance (Figure 95) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found that there was only a significant 

difference between the classes of the silica circuit tails grade at a significance level of less than 0.05.  For 

the grind comparison (Table 13), it was found that only the smaller silica circuit tails grind fractions (%-38 

µm, %-45 µm and %-75 µm) and the larger chrome circuit tails grind fractions (%-300 µm and %-425 µm) 

showed a significant difference at a significance level of less than 0.05 (matching the results from the 

variable importance analysis for class 1-2-3), with the silica circuit tails grind becoming noticeably coarser 

and the chrome circuit tails grind almost not being affected at all (Figure 96). 

 

These findings support the notion of a bigger shift having occurred in the silica circuit, as is evident from 

an increased silica circuit tails grade and a coarser silica circuit tails grind which would have resulted in 

an increase final tails grade, when compared to the chrome circuit.  There does, however, seem to be a 

certain amount of mismatch between the initial recovery classes and the subsequent silica and chrome 

circuit tails grade and grind classes.  Should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to 

determine, the data should be re-classed into more distinct silica and chrome circuit tails grade and grind 

classes that still aligns with the recovery classes. 
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Table 13: Grind significance: silica and chrome circuit tails grind 

Variable Significance value 

Silica Grind %-38 µm 0.0368 

Silica Grind %-45 µm 0.0332 

Silica Grind %-75 µm 0.0307 

Silica Grind %-106 µm 0.3666 

Silica Grind %-150 µm 0.7397 

Silica Grind %-300 µm 0.9625 

Silica Grind %-425 µm 0.8962 

Flash Float Grind %-38 µm 0.8141 

Flash Float Grind %-45 µm 0.9404 

Flash Float Grind %-75 µm 0.8890 

Flash Float Grind %-106 µm 0.8014 

Flash Float Grind %-150 µm 0.9847 

Flash Float Grind %-300 µm 0.0018 

Flash Float Grind %-425 µm 3.458e-05 

 

 

Figure 96: Cumulative % passing grind curve: silica and chrome circuit tails grind (class 1 – blue; 

class 2 – green; class 3 – red) 

 

Although a good correlation has been found thus far between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and potential important variables, especially related to the silica circuit, it would be interesting to 
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see if similar change points, coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the important variables.  

Similarly, it would be interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be important for specific class 

transitions show more distinct change points for those class transitions compared to others. 

 

For the silica circuit tails grade variable (not autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, Bayesian suggested change point detection technique), the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and 

Bayesian probability change point detection algorithms correctly detected the change point at sample 101 

but not at sample 220 (Figure 97).  This corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 91) and 

the median significance results (Figure 95) where the silica circuit tails grade could be used to more 

easily distinguish between class 1 and class 2 recovery data, compared to distinguishing between class 2 

and class 3 recovery data.  Many additional seemingly distinct and significant change points were also 

detected, most notably at sample 250, contributing to the likely requirement that the data should be re-

classed.  Should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change 

points should be investigated. 

 

 

Figure 97: Change point detection: silica circuit tails grade at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the chrome circuit tails grade variable (not autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, Bayesian suggested change point detection technique), not one of the change point detection 

algorithms correctly detected the change points at samples 101 or at sample 220 (Figure 98).  This 

corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 91) and the median significance results (Figure 

95) where the chrome circuit tails grade was not significantly different for the 3 recovery classes.  This 

clearly supports the notion that changes in the chrome circuit tails grade do not coincide with changes in 
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the recovery and therefore do not contribute significantly to the decrease in recovery.  Many additional 

seemingly distinct and significant change points were, however, detected, most notably at samples 187 

and 295, both being spikes in chrome circuit tails grade time series.  Should the root cause of the 

decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should be investigated. 

 

 

Figure 98: Change point detection: chrome circuit tails grade at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the silica circuit tails grind variables (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, exponentially 

distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), there is lots of evidence of distinct events 

at around sample 95 and sample 250 (Figure 99).  Although these change points don’t match the 

recovery data change points exactly, they are in relative close proximity and could be indicative of the fact 

that re-classing of the data at this level of the analysis is required.  As for the silica circuit tails grade, this 

corresponds very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 91) and the median significance results (Figure 

95) where the silica circuit tails grind could be used to more easily distinguish between class 1 and class 

2 recovery data, compared to distinguishing between class 2 and class 3 recovery data.  As with the final 

tails grind, the Bayesian change point detection algorithm detected many additional seemingly distinct 

and significant change points.  This again highlights the possibility that the increase in potential change 

points are indicative of the fact that the grind data is more variable, frequently changing from day to day, 

when compared to the grade data, where less frequent shifts are observed.  As before, should the root 

cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should be 

investigated. 
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Figure 99: Change point detection: silica circuit tails grind at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the chrome circuit tails grind variables (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), the Bayesian probability change point 

detection algorithm correctly detected both the change points at approximately sample 101 and sample 

220 (Figure 100).  However, many other seemingly significant change points were also detected; most 

notably at approximately sample 175 (by most of the change point detection techniques) which coincides 

with a spike in the chrome circuit tails grind time series data.  From previous findings it can be concluded 

that the increase in potential change points detected by the Bayesian probability algorithm, including 

those at approximately sample 101 and sample 220, is in all likelihood due to an increase in day to day 

variation in the grind data and not necessarily due to relevant events in the data.  As before, however, 

should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should 

be investigated. 
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Figure 100: Change point detection: chrome circuit tails grind at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

At this stage of the analysis it is evident that primarily an increase in the silica circuit tails grade and a 

coarser silica circuit tails grind, especially considering the shift from the recovery class 1 to class 2 data, 

contributed to a shift in the final tails grade and grind which in turn contributed to a decrease in the 

recovery.  Unfortunately, no reliable data is available regarding the silica circuit flotation process and the 

assumption has to be made that the increase in the silica circuit tails grade is due to the coarsening of the 

silica circuit grind.  A shift in the chrome circuit performance was much less prominent than the shift in the 

silica circuit performance, therefore, being less important when considering the decrease in the recovery, 

resulting in less attention being given to investigating it.  Consequently, the focus is next on identifying the 

drivers that have caused a shift in the silica circuit tail grind, ultimately resulting in a decrease in the 

recovery. 

7.1.6 Drivers: Silica circuit grind 

From a process causality map (Figure 64) perspective, the silica circuit tails grind is a function of the silica 

circuit milling (Figure 101).  The silica circuit milling in turn is a function of variables such as mill power, 

mill load, mill throughput and mill feed particle size distribution, in the form of the primary flotation 

(rougher) tail grind PSD in this instance (Figure 60). 
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Figure 101: Drivers: silica circuit 

 

As before, fault detection models were constructed using only the class 1 reference data from the silica 

circuit drivers data set with performance metrics calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 fault 

data.  Considering this data set is only a subset of the combined data set, the univariate performance 

metrics delivered the exact same results (Figure 102), and therefore conclusions, as for the evaluation of 

the combined data set.  For the reliability index (Figure 102) it was found that the non-linear multivariate 

performance metrics performed the best, followed by the basic multivariate performance metrics and the 

univariate performance metrics with none of the dynamic multivariate performance metrics reliably 

detecting the fault condition.  When compared to the fault detection results for the final tail drivers data 

set, it is evident by the increased number of reliable performance metrics that the fault condition is more 

prominent in the silica circuit drivers data set.  This can potentially be ascribed to the fact that the 

magnitude of the fault condition as represented by the selected process variables in the silica circuit 

drivers data set is large enough to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the 

evaluation period (variation exceeding variation associated with common cause). 
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Figure 102: Statistical data-based fault detection: silica circuit grind – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a 

confidence level of 0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 103) is made to determine if the silica 

circuit grind drivers can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

Figure 103: CVA biplot: silica circuit grind (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a 

confidence level of 0.5 

 

From the CVA biplot it is evident that the data based on the recovery classes are very well separated, 

with only slight overlap between class 1 and class 2 for the alpha bags with a significance of 50%.  

Regarding the axes predictivities, the silica mill 01 power, silica mill 02 power and primary flotation (RTail) 

grind %-75 µm, have the highest, and therefore most reliable scores, allowing significant and reliable 

conclusions to be drawn regarding their discriminatory ability when considering the silica circuit grind 

data. 

 

Visually, the CVA biplot shows that class 1 and class 2 data is closely related to each other, both which in 

turn is significantly removed from class 3 data.  On average, over all 3 classes the main differentiator 
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between the recovery classes is the primary flotation grind %-75 µm variable, with the silica mill 01 power 

also seemingly significant.  These variables are also the main differentiators between classes when 

moving from class 1 to class 2.  However, when moving from class 2 to class 3, these drivers are 

overshadowed by the silica mill 02 power variable.  Fundamentally, considering the results from the visual 

inspection of the CVA biplot analysis, it would seem as if a shift in the chrome classification performance 

occurred. 

 

As before, the CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis.  From the variable 

importance analysis on average over all 3 classes (Figure 104) the main differentiators between the 

recovery classes are the silica mill 01 and 02 power, and to a much lesser extent, the primary flotation 

grind.  Moving only from class 1 to class 2 (Figure 105), the silica mill 01 and 02 power variables are still 

the most important, however, the primary flotation grind has become a more prominent driver.  

Subsequently, moving from class 2 to class 3 (Figure 106), as with the CVA biplot analysis, the silica mill 

02 power variable is the most significant driver, with all the other variables considered insignificant.  

These results correspond very well with the findings from analysing the CVA biplot, requiring the silica mill 

01 power, silica mill 02 power and primary flotation grind to be further analysed. 

 

 

Figure 104: Variable importance class 1-2-3: silica circuit grind at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 105: Variable importance class 1-2: silica circuit grind at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

 

Figure 106: Variable importance class 2-3: silica circuit grind at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 107: Median significance: silica mill 01 and 02 power 

 

Subjecting the 3 silica mill 01 power and silica mill 02 power classes of data to the median significance 

(Figure 107) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found that there was a significant difference between 

the classes for both these variables at a significance level of less than 0.05.  For the grind comparison 

(Table 14), it was found that there was not a significant difference between the classes for any of the 

particle size fraction at a significance level of less than 0.05.  Visually, however, there does seem to have 

been a shift in the primary flotation grind with the grind initially becoming finer and then coarsening again 

slightly.  As with the CVA biplot and the variable importance analysis, this would seem to confirm that a 

shift has occurred in the chrome classification performance. 

 

Table 14: Grind significance: primary flotation tail grind 

Variable Significance value 

Rougher Tail Grind %-38 µm 0.9061 

Rougher Tail Grind %-75 µm 0.8663 

Rougher Tail Grind %+150 µm 0.2950 
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Figure 108: Cumulative % passing grind curve: primary flotation tail grind (class 1 – blue; class 2 – 

green; class 3 – red) 

 

Although a good correlation has been found thus far between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and potential important variables, it would again be interesting to see if similar change points, 

coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the important variables.  Similarly, it would be 

interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be important for specific class transitions show 

more distinct change points for those class transitions compared to others.  Whereas the initial data was 

sampled shiftly (8 hourly), the silica circuit data was sampled daily (24 hourly).  Subsequently, the 

comparative recovery change points for this data set can be found at sample 40 (08/11/2007) and 75 

(13/12/2007).  Since the change in the primary flotation tail grind, based on the recovery classes, did not 

prove to be significant, the primary rougher flotation grind will not be subjected to change point detection 

and the primary flotation circuit performance not analysed. 

 

For the silica mill 01 power variable (autocorrelated, normally distributed, not exponentially distributed, 

SSA suggested change point detection technique), the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and Bayesian 

probability change point detection algorithms detected a change at sample 50 (10 day subsequent to the 

first recovery change point), returning to its prior state at sample 65 (as indicated by the nearest-

neighbours CUSUM 
2T  plot), and at sample 75 (coinciding with the second recovery change point), also 

returning to its prior state at sample 95 (Figure 109).  This corresponds well with the CVA biplot results 

(Figure 103), where the silica mill 01 power was not a perfect differentiator between the different classes, 

and the median significance results (Figure 107) where there was still overlap between the data when 
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considering the silica mill 01 power classes.  Few other significant change points, most notably at sample 

80, were detected and should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, 

these change points should be investigated. 

 

 

Figure 109: Change point detection: silica mill 01 power at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the silica mill 02 power variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, exponentially distributed, 

SSA suggested change point detection technique), the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and Bayesian 

probability change point detection algorithms did not detect the first recovery change point, but did detect 

a change at sample 65 (10 day prior to the second recovery change point), seemingly shifting to another 

state at approximately sample 95, as indicated by the nearest-neighbours CUSUM 
2T  plot (Figure 110).  

Again, these results correspond very well with the CVA biplot results (Figure 103), where the silica mill 02 

power was not a good differentiator between the recovery class 1 and class 2 but an excellent 

differentiator between the recovery class 2 and class 3, and the median significance results (Figure 107) 

where there was still overlap between the class 1 and class 2 data, but significant separation between 

these and the class 3 data. 
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Figure 110: Change point detection: silica mill 02 power at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

The significance of the changes in the silica mills, especially the silica mill power, can be better visualised 

using higher frequency data.  OPM graphs, in the form of distribution plots, are used to not only show the 

operating position of the variable, but also give an indication as to the stability of the variable. 

 

 
Figure 111: OPM report: distribution comparison of silica mill 01 power (reference = class 1; 

current = class 2) 
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Figure 112: OPM report: distribution comparison of silica mill 01 power (reference = class 2; 

current = class 3) 

 
From the silica mill 01 distribution plot it can be confirmed that there was a slight decrease in mill power 

when moving from class 1 to class 2 of the data (Figure 111) and a more significant increase in mill power 

when moving from class 2 to class 3 of the data (Figure 112).  Similarly, from the silica mill 02 distribution 

plot it can be confirmed that there was a slight increase in mill power when moving from class 1 to class 2 

of the data (Figure 113) and a significant increase in mill power when moving from class 2 to class 3 of 

the data (Figure 114). 

 

 
Figure 113: OPM report: distribution comparison of silica mill 02 power (reference = class 1; 

current = class 2) 
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Figure 114: OPM report: distribution comparison of silica mill 02 power (reference = class 2; 

current = class 3) 
 

For the evaluation of the silica mill performance, equipment stops and starts were also investigated.  

Equipment stops and starts are important to monitor as they can cause process instability and increase 

mechanical wear on the equipment.  The number of stops is simply calculated by looking at the 

equipment run signal and applying a threshold to limit the number of false stops/starts counted.  False 

stops/starts occur when problems are experienced during the restart of equipment, with equipment 

tripping and thus showing false stops/starts. 

 

For silica mill 01 (Table 15 & Figure 115) it can be seen that from class 1 to class 2 there was a decrease 

in both the availability of the mill and the number of stops, but an increase in the average stop stability 

index (higher being better), with the exact opposite taking place when moving from class 2 to class 3.  

However, for silica mill 02 (Table 16 & Figure 116) it can be seen that from class 1 to class 2 the 

availability of the mill stayed constant, but the number of stops increased significantly, resulting in a 

decrease in the average stop stability index, with a comparative drop in both the availability and total 

number of stops when moving from class 2 to class 3.  This has a significant effect on the performance of 

the mill, destabilising the process, with each mill stop causing up to eight hours of process instability. 

 

Table 15: OPM report: silica mill 01 equipment stops statistics 

 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 

Availability % 86.96 65.11 69.86 

Total number of stops 25 12 31 

Average stop stability index 0.52 0.70 0.34 
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Table 16: OPM report: silica mill 02 equipment stops statistics 

 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 

Availability % 86.06 86.61 56.28 

Total number of stops 23 52 32 

Average stop stability index 0.55 0.21 0.23 

 

 

Figure 115: OPM report: silica mill 01 equipment stops analysis  
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Figure 116: OPM report: silica mill 02 equipment stops analysis 

 

With no significant shift in the primary flotation (rougher) tail grind and a significant increase in the power 

drawn by both silica mills which coincided with a coarsening of the silica circuit tail grind, fundamentally it 

can be concluded that there must have been an increase in the feed rate (solids feed rate) to the silica 

circuit: probably overloading the silica circuit, hence the higher silica mill power drawn and the coarsening 

of the silica circuit tail grind.  From a process causality map (Figure 64) perspective, this could only be as 

a result of a shift in the chrome classification performance. 
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Figure 117: Median significance: chrome classification mass split 

 

Dividing the chrome classification mass split data into classes similar to the recovery data and subjecting 

these classes of data to the median significance (Figure 117) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found 

that there was a significant difference between the classes at a significance level of less than 0.05.  This 

would seem to confirm that a shift has occurred in the chrome classification performance which would 

have resulted in a shift in recovery. 

 

Although a very good correlation has been found between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and the chrome classification mass split data classes, it would again be interesting to see if 

similar change points, coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the important variables.  

Similarly, it would be interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be important for specific class 

transitions show more distinct change points for those class transitions compared to others. 

 

For the chrome classification mass split variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not 

exponentially distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), significant change points 

were detected by the Bayesian probability change point detection algorithm (Figure 118) at sample 55 (15 

day subsequent to the first recovery change point), and at sample 80 (5 days subsequent to the second 

recovery change point).  An additional, seemingly significant change point was also detected by both the 

SSA and ELM SSA change point detection algorithms at sample 85.  Although none of these change 

points coincide exactly with the recovery data change points, together with the median significance 

results (Figure 117) it can be concluded that the chrome classification mass split data can be classed 
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similarly to the recovery data.  However, should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult 

to determine, using this classification of the chrome classification mass split data, the data can be re-

classed prior to subsequent analyses. 

 

 

Figure 118: Change point detection: chrome classification mass split at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

At this stage of the analysis it is evident that a shift in the chrome classification performance (in part an 

increase in the chrome classification mass split) and an increase in the feed rate (solids feed rate) to the 

silica circuit contributed to a shift in the silica circuit performance, primarily resulting in an increase in the 

silica circuit tails grade and a coarser silica circuit tails grind, which in turn contributed to a shift in the final 

tails grade and grind which contributed to a decrease in the recovery.  Consequently, the focus is next on 

identifying the drivers that have caused a shift in the chrome classification performance, ultimately 

resulting in a decrease in the recovery. 

7.1.7 Drivers: Chrome circuit grade and grind 

Although the shift in the chrome circuit performance was much less prominent than the shift in the silica 

circuit performance, and therefore less important when considering the decrease in the recovery, a brief 

investigation into the chrome circuit performance is done (Figure 119).  The investigation is, however, 

solely based on standard OPM analyses, simply reviewing some of the comparison graphs to support 

previous findings. 
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Figure 119: Drivers: chrome circuit 

 

Firstly, the chrome flotation performance is reviewed by looking at the flash flotation circuit.  From a 

process causality map (Figure 63) perspective, flotation performance is a function of mass pull and feed.  

Unfortunately, no reliable feed measurements are available for the flash float circuit and only the mass 

pull component can be looked at.  Mass pull in turn is a function of froth depth, approximated by the pulp 

level measurement, and air flow rate. 

 

From the flash float level KPIs analysis (Figure 120), it can be seen that for the same level process 

measurement for all 3 classes, the valve output (MV) has decreased significantly for class 2 and class 3 

compared to class 1. 
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Figure 120: OPM report: class 1, 2 and 3 (top to bottom) flash float level KPIs 

 

Similarly, from the flash float air KPIs analysis (Figure 121), it can be seen that for the same air flow rate 

process measurement for all 3 classes, the valve output (MV) has decreased significantly for class 2 and 

class 3 compared to class 1.  For the valve air flow rate to stay the same at a lower valve output, the 

material in the flotation cell had to become less dense (having a larger water component), which could be 

attributed to a shift in the chrome classification performance. 
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Figure 121: OPM report: class 1, 2 and 3 (top to bottom) flash float air KPIs 

 

Secondly, the chrome milling performance is reviewed by looking at the chrome mill.  From a process 

causality map (Figure 60) perspective, the chrome milling is a function of variables such as mill power, 

mill load, mill throughput and mill feed PSD.  Unfortunately, most of these measurements are not reliably 

available and only mill power and mill load will be analysed.  For this purpose, a 2-D histogram plot is 

used.  2-D histogram plots are a graphical means of relating two variables, with more dense areas being 

displayed as red.  Scatter plots, with time indicated using coloured markers, are plotted in support of the 

2-D histogram plots.  Whereas the 2-D histogram plots show a graphical non-statistical clustering of the 

data, the scatter plots show the movement of data over time as indicated by coloured markers (red 
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markers representing the oldest data and blue markers representing the most recent data).  High and low 

control limits are also indicated on these plots (green lines indicating the low control limits and purple 

lines indicating the high control limits). 

 

 

Figure 122: OPM report: 2-D histogram plot of power versus load (reference = class 1; current = 

class 2) 

 

From the chrome mill power versus load 2-D histogram plot (Figure 122) for class 1 versus class 2, it is 

evident that there was an increase in both the chrome mill power and load.  Fundamentally this would be 

due to an increased feed rate, resulting from an increased mass split to the chrome circuit, to the chrome 

mill.  From this, together with the flash float analysis findings, it may then be assumed that the mass split 

to the chrome circuit is also higher due to a higher water split to the chrome circuit (resulting from a 

decrease in the chrome classification performance/efficiency).  In turn, this would cause the increase in 

solids feed rate to the silica circuit that was noted. 
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Figure 123: OPM report: 2-D histogram plot of power versus load (reference = class 2; current = 

class 3) 

 

From the chrome mill power versus load 2-D histogram plot (Figure 123) for class 2 versus class 3, a 

subsequent decrease in both the chrome mill power and load can be seen.  This is indicative of the 

chrome circuit returning to its initial state.  With both the chrome circuit grade and grind being largely 

unaffected by these changes in the chrome circuit it is safe to assume that there was sufficient excess 

capacity in the chrome circuit to absorb the increased mass split to the chrome circuit. 

7.1.8 Drivers: Chrome classification 

Following the findings of the silica circuit and chrome circuit analysis, the focus shifts to finding the drivers 

that have caused a shift in the chrome classification performance (Figure 124).  From a process causality 

map (Figure 61) perspective, the chrome classification (cyclone) performance is a function of the 

operating pressure and the feed PSD.  Unfortunately, no reliable feed PSD measurements are available 
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for the cyclone and only the pressure component, being a function of feed flow rate and feed density, will 

be looked at. 

 

 

Figure 124: Drivers: chrome classification 

 

As before, fault detection models were constructed using only the class 1 reference data from the chrome 

classification drivers data set with performance metrics calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 

fault data (Figure 125).  However, it was found that the reliability of none of the performance metrics 

exceeded 65% (Figure 125).  This could be a direct consequence of any of the following: (1) some of the 

other process variables found in the combined data set are probably better indicators of the fault condition 

in the process compared to the process variables in the chrome classification drivers data set, (2) the 

magnitude of the fault condition as represented by the selected process variables is too small to result in 

a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation period (variation still within variation 

associated with common cause), (3) the recovery data classes do not align precisely with the chrome 

classification data classes, or (4) other process variables or indicators exist that are not being measured 

that could have a positive effect on the reliability metric. 
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Figure 125: Statistical data-based fault detection: chrome classification – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a 

confidence level of 0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 126) is made to determine if the chrome 

classification performance drivers can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

 

Figure 126: CVA biplot: chrome classification (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a 

confidence level of 0.5 

 

From the CVA biplot it is evident that the classes are not well separated, especially class 1 and class 2, 

with the alpha bags overlapping each other even at an alpha value of 0.5.  With the chrome classification 

cyclone feed flow rate variable axis have a very low predictivity, significant and reliable conclusions can 

only be drawn with regards to the discriminatory ability of the chrome classification cyclone pressure and 

chrome classification cyclone feed density. 

 

It can further be seen from the CVA biplot that there is a very high degree of correlation between the 

variables related to the chrome classification cyclone performance, as is evident from the small angle 

between the biplot axes for these measurements.  This supports the structure of the fundamentally 

derived cyclone process causality map.  Visually, the CVA biplot shows that there is no single good 
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differentiator between class 2 and class 3 of the data.  However, when moving from class 1 to class 2 or 

class 3, the chrome classification cyclone pressure and the chrome classification cyclone feed density are 

seen to be good differentiators between the classes.  From this visual inspection and analysis of the CVA 

biplot results it would seem as if, although class 2 and class 3 of the data are not similar, they are 

similarly different from class 1 in respect of the chrome classification cyclone pressure and the chrome 

classification cyclone feed density. 

 

As before, the CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis.  From the variable 

importance analysis on average over all 3 classes (Figure 127) the main differentiators between the 

recovery classes are the chrome classification cyclone pressure and chrome classification cyclone feed 

flow rate (this being contrary to the CVA biplot analysis where the chrome classification cyclone feed flow 

rate had a very low axis predictivity).  Moving only from class 1 to class 2 (Figure 128) or class 2 to class 

3 (Figure 129), the chrome classification cyclone feed flow rate is the most significant driver followed by 

the chrome classification cyclone pressure.  These results correspond fairly well with the findings from 

analysing the CVA biplot, with the chrome classification cyclone feed flow rate being better represented in 

the variable importance analysis compared to the CVA biplot analysis. 

 

 

Figure 127: Variable importance class 1-2-3: chrome classification at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 128: Variable importance class 1-2: chrome classification at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

 

Figure 129: Variable importance class 2-3: chrome classification at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 130: Median significance: cyclone pressure, cyclone feed flow rate and cyclone feed 

density 

 

Subjecting the 3 cyclone pressure, cyclone feed flow rate and cyclone density classes of data to the 

median significance (Figure 130) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found that there was a significant 

difference between the classes for all these variables at a significance level of less than 0.05.  It can thus 

be concluded that there is a good link between the chrome classification mass split classes and the 

chrome classification cyclone operating variables, especially the cyclone pressure, consistently increasing 

from one class to the next, and the cyclone density, consistently decreasing from one class to the next. 

 

Although a good correlation has been found thus far between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and potential important variables related to the chrome classification performance, it would be 

interesting to see if similar change points, coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the 

important variables.  Similarly, it would be interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be 

important for specific class transitions show more distinct change points for those class transitions 

compared to others.  Whereas the initial data was sampled shiftly (8 hourly), the chrome classification 

data was sampled 2 minutely.  Subsequently, the comparative recovery change points for this data set 

can be found at sample 891 (08/11/2007) and 1731 (13/12/2007). 

 

For the chrome classification cyclone pressure variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not 

exponentially distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), none of the significant 

change points detected in the recovery variable are noticeable in the change point detection results 
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(Figure 131).  This can in part explain the significant overlap that was present in the CVA biplot (Figure 

126) between class 1 and class 2, especially considering the change point that was identified by the 

nearest-neighbours CUSUM and ELM SSA techniques at around sample 1350 (midway through the class 

2 data set).  Other significant change points were also detected in the data, and should the root cause of 

the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should be investigated. 

 

 

Figure 131: Change point detection: cyclone pressure at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the chrome classification cyclone feed flow rate variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, 

exponentially distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), none of the significant 

change points detected in the recovery variable were explicitly detected (Figure 132).  As with the chrome 

classification cyclone pressure variable, this can in part explain the significant overlap that was present in 

the CVA biplot (Figure 126) between class 1 and class 2, especially considering the change point that is 

visually identifiable in the nearest-neighbours CUSUM and ELM SSA technique results at around sample 

1350 (midway through the class 2 data set).  Furthermore, although again not explicitly detected, the 

decrease in the nearest-neighbours CUSUM 
2T  statistic coincides with the recovery change point 

between class 2 and class 3, supporting the evidence thus far that the shift in the chrome classification 

cyclone feed flow rate variable contributed to the shift in the recovery variable.  Other significant change 

points were also detected in the data, and should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove 

difficult to determine, these change points should be investigated. 
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Figure 132: Change point detection: cyclone feed flow rate at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

For the chrome classification cyclone feed density variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, 

exponentially distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), none of the significant 

change points detected in the recovery variable were explicitly detected (Figure 133).  The Bayesian 

probability change point detection algorithm did, however, detect numerous significant change points.  

This phenomenon can be ascribed to the fact that the density measurement is a very unstable 

measurement, regularly shifting due to process disturbances, compared to much better controlled 

measurements, such as flow rates.  Other significant change points were also detected in the data, and 

should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should 

be investigated. 
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Figure 133: Change point detection: cyclone feed density at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

The significance of the changes in the variables related to the chrome classification cyclone, especially 

the chrome classification cyclone pressure, can be better visualised using higher frequency data.  For this 

purpose OPM graphs, in the form of distribution plots, are used, not only showing the operating position 

of the variable but also giving an indication as to the stability of the variable. 

 

For the chrome classification cyclone pressure distribution plot it can be seen that only the class 1 data 

has a unimodal distribution (Figure 134), with both the class 2 and class 3 data having bimodal 

distributions with significant overlap between the classes (Figure 135).  This further confirms the CVA 

biplot findings that there is significant overlap between the chrome classification cyclone pressure data 

classes and that these classes do not align precisely with the recovery data classes.  This could be 

indicative of the fact that although the shift in chrome classification performance contributed to the shift in 

the recovery, it might not be the only factor responsible. 
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Figure 134: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone pressure (reference = class 1; current 

= class 2) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 

 

 
Figure 135: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone pressure (reference = class 2; current 

= class 3) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 

 

For the chrome classification cyclone feed flow rate distribution plot it can be seen that again the class 1 

data has a unimodal distribution (Figure 136), with the class 2 data having a bimodal distribution and both 

the class 2 and class 3 data having negative skewness with some overlap between the classes (Figure 

137).  This shows that the changes in the chrome classification feed flow rate was also not solely 

responsible for the changes in the chrome classification pressure but that changes in the chrome 

classification feed density (as per the cyclone process causality map) also played a role. 
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Figure 136: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone feed flow rate (reference = class 1; 

current = class 2) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 

 

 
Figure 137: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone feed flow rate (reference = class 2; 

current = class 3) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 

 
For the chrome classification cyclone feed density distribution plot it can be seen that both the class 1 and 

class 2 data has a Gaussian distribution (Figure 138), with only the class 3 data having a bimodal 

distribution (Figure 139).  Whereas for the class 1 and class 2 data there is visually very little difference 

between the distributions, for the class 3 data it can be seen that there is a definite widening of the 

distribution, possibly resulting in a more unstable operation. 
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Figure 138: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone feed density (reference = class 1; 

current = class 2) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 

 

 
Figure 139: OPM report: distribution comparison of cyclone feed density (reference = class 2; 

current = class 3) also indicating the upper (magenta) and lower (green) operating limits 
 

Similar to the 2-D histogram plots, parallel coordinate plots are generated to visualise relationships 

between multiple variables.  Parallel coordinate plots allow you to visualise as many variables as you 

wish on a single graph, showing the values of different variables with a single view.  This in turn allows for 

the isolation of problematic variables during visual fault detection and root cause analysis, given that the 

variables are arranged in the proper (causal) order.  Simple line plots, with the progression of time 

indicated by the colour of the lines (red lines representing the oldest data and blue lines representing the 

most recent data), are plotted in support of the parallel coordinate plots.  Control limits are also 

superimposed on these plots (thick yellow lines and markers). 
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Figure 140: OPM report: parallel coordinate plot of cyclone performance (reference = class 1; 

current = class 2) 

 

 
Figure 141: OPM report: parallel coordinate plot of cyclone performance (reference = class 2; 

current = class 3) 
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From the chrome classification cyclone parallel coordinate plots (Figure 140 and Figure 141) similar 

information is displayed as with distribution plots and, therefore, similar conclusions can be drawn, albeit 

for more variables on a single graph.  Additional knowledge can, however, be gained from the parallel 

coordinate plots regarding the relationships between the variables: 

 Average flows combined with high densities lead to average pressures (Class 1) 

 High flows combined with high densities lead to high pressures (Class 2) 

 Low flows combined with low densities lead to low pressures (Class 3) 

This knowledge confirms the fundamental operation of the chrome classification cyclone and supports the 

understanding thereof. 

 

At this stage of the analysis it is evident that the significant increase in the chrome classification cyclone 

pressure and an associated increase in the chrome classification cyclone feed flow rate (at least initially) 

and decrease in the chrome classification cyclone feed density, resulted in the increase in the chrome 

classification mass split, which in turn contributed to the decrease in the recovery.  From a process 

causality map (Figure 64) perspective, it can therefore be concluded that a shift has occurred in the 

operation of the primary mill with the focus next being on identifying the drivers that have caused this shift 

in the primary mill, ultimately resulting in a decrease in the recovery. 

7.1.9 Drivers: Primary mill 

From a process causality map (Figure 60) perspective, the primary mill (Figure 142) is a function of 

variables such as mill power, mill load and in-mill density.  Unfortunately, no reliable in-mill density 

measurement is available and consequently mill feed rate and mill inlet water ratio will be looked as being 

representative of in-mill density. 

 

Figure 142: Drivers: primary mill 
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As before, fault detection models were constructed using only the class 1 reference data from the primary 

mill drivers data set with performance metrics calculated for the class 2 changeover and class 3 fault 

data.  However, it was found that the reliability of none of the performance metrics exceeded 45% (Figure 

143).  As with the chrome classification drivers data set, this could be a direct consequence of any of the 

following: (1) some of the other process variables found in the combined data set are probably better 

indicators of the fault condition in the process compared to the process variables in the primary mill 

drivers data set, (2) the magnitude of the fault condition as represented by the selected process variables 

is too small to result in a measurable process performance degradation over the evaluation period 

(variation still within variation associated with common cause), or (3) the recovery data classes do not 

align precisely with the primary mill data classes. 
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Figure 143: Statistical data-based fault detection: primary mill – false alarm rates, reliability index and detection-delay at a confidence 

level of 0.95 
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Next, a visual representation in the form of a CVA biplot (Figure 144) is made to determine if the primary 

mill performance drivers can be used to distinguish between the different recovery classes. 

 

 

Figure 144: CVA biplot: primary mill (class 1 – green; class 2 – red; class 3 – blue) at a confidence 

level of 0.5 

 

From the CVA biplot it is evident that the classes are not separated at all, with the alpha bags overlapping 

each other completely even at an alpha value of 0.5.  Furthermore, since the primary mill inlet water ratio 

variable axis has a very low predictivity, significant and reliable conclusions can only be drawn with 

regards to the discriminatory ability of the primary mill feed rate, power and load.  It can further be seen 

from the CVA biplot that there is a very high degree of correlation between the primary mill power load 

variables, as is evident from the small angle between the biplot axes for these measurements.  This 

supports the structure of the fundamentally derived milling process causality map. 

 

As before, the CVA biplot analysis is supported by the variable importance analysis.  With no visual 

differentiation between the classes using the CVA biplot analysis, the results from the variable importance 

analysis become crucial to the investigation.  From the variable importance analysis on average over all 3 

classes (Figure 145) the main differentiators between the recovery classes are the primary mill inlet water 
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ratio, primary mill feed rate and primary mill power.  Moving only from class 1 to class 2 (Figure 146), this 

reduces to only the primary mill inlet water ratio and the primary mill feed rate being significant drivers 

with the primary mill inlet water ratio and the primary mill power being important drivers when moving from 

class 2 to class 3 (Figure 147).  Of these drivers, the primary mill inlet water ratio was consistently an 

important driver, with the primary mill load (possibly due to its high correlation to the primary mill power) 

never being highlighted as being an important driver. 

 

 

Figure 145: Variable importance class 1-2-3: primary mill at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 146: Variable importance class 1-2: primary mill at a confidence level of 0.95 

 

 

Figure 147: Variable importance class 2-3: primary mill at a confidence level of 0.95 
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Figure 148: Median significance: primary mill inlet water ratio, primary mill feed rate and primary 

mill power 

 

Subjecting the 3 primary mill inlet water ratio, primary mill feed rate and primary mill power classes of data 

to the median significance (Figure 148) and one-way ANOVA analysis, it was found that there was a 

significant difference between the classes for all these variables at a significance level of less than 0.05.  

Although the CVA biplot was unable to separate the data classes (using the given variables), it can still be 

concluded that there is a good link between the recovery classes and the primary mill operating variables.  

Although the changes in the primary mill operating variables do not visually seem to be significant, they 

were in fact probably just large enough to cause the required changes in the chrome classification 

cyclone operating variables that resulted in the chrome classification cyclone underperforming. 

 

Although a good correlation has been found thus far between the change points detected in the recovery 

variable and potential important variables related to the chrome classification performance, it would be 

interesting to see if similar change points, coinciding with the recovery change points, exist in the 

important variables.  Similarly, it would be interesting to see if variables that have been shown to be 

important for specific class transitions show more distinct change points for those class transitions 

compared to others. 

 

For the primary mill inlet water ratio variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), none of the significant change points 

detected in the recovery variable are noticeable in the change point detection results (Figure 149).  This is 

a very similar result to what was found for change point detection performed on the higher frequency 
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chrome classification data, and once again can, in part, explain the significant overlap that was present in 

the CVA biplot (Figure 144).  Two very distinct and significant change points were identified at around 

sample 1070 (by the SSA, ELM SSA and nearest-neighbours CUSUM techniques) and sample 1385 (by 

the SSA and ELM SSA techniques).  However, both of these relate rather to upset conditions in the 

process and not state changes.  Other significant change points were also detected in the data, and 

should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to determine, these change points should 

be investigated. 

 

 

Figure 149: Change point detection: primary mill inlet water ratio at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the primary mill feed rate variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially 

distributed, SSA suggested change point detection technique), again none of the significant change 

points detected in the recovery variable are noticeable in the change point detection results (Figure 150).  

This is again a very similar result to what was found for change point detection performed on the higher 

frequency chrome classification data, and once again can, in part, explain the significant overlap that was 

present in the CVA biplot (Figure 144).  All distinct and significant change points that were identified were 

found to relate rather to upset conditions in the process and not state changes.  Other significant change 

points were also detected in the data, and should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove 

difficult to determine, these change points should be investigated. 
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Figure 150: Change point detection: primary mill feed rate at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

For the primary mill power variable (autocorrelated, not normally distributed, not exponentially distributed, 

SSA suggested change point detection technique), again none of the significant change points detected 

in the recovery variable are noticeable in the change point detection results (Figure 151).  This is again a 

very similar result to what was found for change point detection performed on the higher frequency 

chrome classification data, and once again can, in part, explain the significant overlap that was present in 

the CVA biplot (Figure 144).  All distinct and significant change points that were identified were found to 

relate rather to upset conditions in the process and not state changes.  Other significant change points 

were also detected in the data, and should the root cause of the decrease in recovery prove difficult to 

determine, these change points should be investigated. 
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Figure 151: Change point detection: primary mill power at a confidence level of 0.99 

 

The significance of the changes in the primary mill, especially the primary mill power and load, can be 

better visualised using higher frequency data.  OPM graphs, in the form of mill operating curve plots, can 

also be used to estimate milling performance.  From the mill operating curve plots for the primary mill 

(Figure 152) it can be seen that from class 1 to class 2 the mill performance moves down the mill 

operating curve, with both the mill power and mill load decreasing on average between the classes.  In 

contrast to this, from class 2 to class 3 the mill performance not only moves to a new curve in the 

operating space, but it also moves further down this curve, again with both the mill power and load 

decreasing on average between the classes. 
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Figure 152: OPM report: mill operating curve plots of primary mill (top left = class 1; top middle = class 2; top right = class3; bottom left: 

reference = class 1 & current = class 2; bottom right: reference = class 2 & current = class 3) 
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At this stage of the analysis it is evident that the significant changes in the primary mill input variables 

(inlet water ratio and feed rate), causing both a consistent decrease in both the primary mill power and 

the primary mill load over all 3 data classes, resulted in a change in the feed to the chrome classification 

cyclone, causing the chrome classification cyclone to underperform, and ultimately contributing to the 

decrease in the recovery. 

7.1.10 Summary 

From the preceding analysis, the following can be summarised: 

 Event: Recovery 

o A steady decline was visually noted in one of the main KPIs of the process: the recovery 

of the valuable mineral content. 

o Prior to a detailed analysis, all data was subjected to data validation and gross error 

detection, ensuring the quality/trustworthiness of the data. 

o Change point detection was performed on the recovery variable, with two significant 

change points being identified. 

o All data was subsequently divided into three classes (with the recovery variable 

consistently decreasing over all classes): 

 Class 1: reference data – for the period 01/10/2007 – 08/11/2007 

 Class 2: changeover data – for the period 08/11/2007 – 13/12/2007 

 Class 3: fault data for the – period 13/12/2007 – 01/02/2008 

 Drivers: Recovery 

o The drivers of the shift in recovery were identified as mass pull (decreasing), final tail 

grade (increasing), final tail grind (coarsening) and plant feed head grade (decreasing). 

o Change points detected in these driver variables include: 

 Mass pull – 1
st
 change point 

 Final tail grade – both change points 

 Plant feed head grade – 1
st
 change point 

 Final tail grind – 1
st
 change point – significant other change points detected – 

suspected to be due to data being more variable (noisy), frequently changing 

from day to day 

o Whereas the plant feed head grade measurement lies at the input side of the 

concentrator process and therefore a known disturbance root cause, the mass pull 

variable needed to be analysed as part of the flotation performance.  The coarser final tail 

grind alluded to the fact that either the silica circuit or the chrome circuit was being 

overloaded and not performing optimally. 

 Drivers: Final tail grade and grind 

o The drivers of the shift in the final tail grade and grind were identified as both, to a larger 

extent, the silica circuit tails grade (increasing) and grind (coarsening) and, to a much 

lesser extent, the chrome circuit tails grade (not significant) and grind (not significant). 

o Change points detected in these driver variables include: 
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 Silica circuit tails grade – 1
st
 change point – significant other change points 

detected 

 Chrome circuit tails grade – none – significant other change points detected 

 Silica circuit tails grind – none – significant other change points detected 

 Chrome circuit tails grind – both change points – significant other change points 

detected 

 Drivers: Silica circuit grind 

o The drivers of the shift in the silica circuit grind were identified as the silica mill 01 power 

(increasing), the silica mill 02 power (increasing) and the primary flotation grind (not 

significant). 

o Change points detected in these driver variables include: 

 Silica mill 01 power – 2
nd

 change point – significant other change points detected 

 Silica mill 02 power – none – significant other change points detected 

 Drivers: Chrome circuit grade and grind 

o From the chrome circuit flotation performance analysis it was found that the material in 

the flash flotation cells had to have become less dense (having a larger water 

component). 

o From the chrome circuit milling performance analysis it was found that there must have 

been an increased feed rate (again higher water content) to the chrome mills. 

o Findings from both the silica circuit (increased solids feed rate) and the chrome circuit 

(increased water feed rate) indicates a decrease in the chrome classification 

performance/efficiency. 

o From the chrome classification cyclone performance it is evident that the mass split 

increased consistently over all the classes. 

o Change points were detected in chrome classification mass split in proximity to both the 

recovery change points. 

 Drivers: Chrome classification 

o The drivers of the shift in the chrome classification mass split were identified as, to a 

larger extent, the chrome classification cyclone pressure (increasing) and feed flow rate 

(initially increasing) and, to lesser extent, the chrome classification cyclone feed density 

(decreasing). 

o Only significant other change points were detected, none related to the recovery change 

points. 

o Findings from the chrome classification indicate a shift in the primary mill operation. 

 Drivers: Primary mill 

o The drivers of the shift in the primary mill operation were identified as the primary mill 

inlet water ratio (initially decreasing), primary mill feed rate (initially increasing) and 

primary mill power (decreasing). 

o Only significant other change points were detected, none related to the recovery change 

points. 
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o Although the changes in the primary mill operating variables did not visually seem to be 

significant, they were in fact probably just large enough to cause the required changes in 

the chrome classification cyclone operating variables that resulted in the chrome 

classification cyclone underperforming. 

 

As the analyses progressed, moving further down the concentrator process causality map, the data 

classes seem to become more misaligned.  This misalignment, as was evident by the decrease in 

reliability of the fault detection performance metrics and the increase in overlap between the CVA biplot 

classes, could be a result of the interacting nature of the process or even the effect of operator actions.  It 

is, however, indicative of the fact that different drivers, at different times, had different effects on the 

process, however, they all contributed and could be traced back through the process as significant drivers 

of change in the process.  No single variable was therefore solely responsible for the decrease in 

recovery, but a combination of events, with some being more significant than others.  Also, some 

changes that occurred in the process did not necessarily contribute to the change in the process, but 

contributed to sustaining the decrease in recovery.  It is further evident that since the classes did not 

always align perfectly, it would not have been possible to simply review the process trends to determine 

the root causes of the decrease in recovery. 

 

The value of the standard OPM reports was also highlighted in enhancing the analyses.  For the fault 

detection, the (multivariate, non-linear) extreme learning machine performance metrics together with the 

auto-associative neural networks performance metrics proved to be the most reliable throughout the 

analysis.  The (univariate) CUSUM performance metric also proved exceptionally reliable, however, at the 

cost of having a high false alarm rate and a sometimes large detection-delay.  It was shown that the 

techniques used weren’t perfect, with the CVA biplot analysis and the variable importance analysis 

sometimes contradicting each other and the change point detection analysis seemingly giving more 

reliable results when applied to lower frequency data (more filtered, less noisy).  It is speculated that for 

the higher frequency data the fact that the process data is not naturally stable manifested itself through 

the increased amount of change points detected.  Furthermore, the change point detection algorithms are 

geared towards detecting any change in the data and not only process state changes.  This in turn 

highlighted the importance of having a sound understanding of the process under investigation and 

applying this knowledge effectively as part of the analyses. 

 

It was shown that the application of process causality maps greatly simplified the challenge of monitoring 

the process by reducing it to manageable portions.  This allowed multiple, smaller, individual processes to 

be monitored at a low level, with the overall process being monitored at a higher level.  Not only did this 

improve the ability of the techniques applied through a better focussed application, but the interpretability 

of the results also improved due to the reduction in complexity. 

7.2 Benefit assessment 

From a practical perspective for this case study, the plant under consideration gained value from the 

process performance monitoring in two key areas.  Firstly, the developed fault detection models allowed 
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for the process to be continuously monitored for fault conditions, significantly reducing the potential future 

fault detection, identification and correction time and providing a structured approach to avoiding repeat 

failures.  In addition to this, the automated OPM reports were also enhanced based on the findings of the 

case study, allowing for the improved monitoring and reporting of individual process unit operations on a 

daily basis.   

 

Secondly, the case study afforded the plant personnel the valuable opportunity to learn from the data 

analysis.  This was especially true for the more junior plant personnel where not only known cause and 

effect relationships were confirmed but also unknown relationships identified.  Application of the process 

performance monitoring methodology increased the visibility into how problems are solved, what common 

root causes are and gave everyone concerned an appreciation of the complexity in finding the true root 

cause of a complex fault condition – providing tangible evidence of the cause and effect relationships 

allowed decision making to be based less on opinion and more on fact.  To this end, the following key 

insights regarding the operation of the process were gained following the analysis: 

 Seemingly insignificant changes in one part of the concentrator operation can have a significant 

knock-on effect in another part of the operation. 

 The concentrator operation needs to be considered as a whole when determining the required 

process operating conditions; individual circuits should not be looked at in isolation. 

 Classification is critical to any concentrator operation; getting it wrong can lead to key circuits 

being overloaded or underutilised. 

 There are often overdesigned circuits with excess capacity within a concentrator operation; these 

typically act as buffers for when things go wrong, but this should not be depended upon. 

 Having the right data available at the right time is critical in order to effectively monitor the 

performance of a process; this will also allow for informed decisions to be made about the 

process operation. 

 

Unfortunately, the analysis was performed too long after the key event occurred.  Corrective action was 

therefore not suggested as alternative action has already been taken by the time the analysis was 

completed.  Although most of the data analysis algorithms can be applied in real time or near real time, 

practically, interaction from an experience user is currently still required in order to reason through the 

data analysis results.  However, with the data analysis methodology in place, the process causality maps 

developed and access to the relevant process data streamlined, the turnaround time of similar, future root 

cause analyses have been significantly reduced, ensuring the timely implementation of suggested 

corrective action. 

 

The methodology and associated infrastructure further allows more problems to be solved remotely, 

avoiding the costly unnecessary duplication of skills.  Where skills duplication cannot be avoided, training 

time is significantly reduced owing to the supporting infrastructure. 
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8 A logistical perspective on the implementation of process 

monitoring systems 

It is often the case that businesses do not have the required resources (both human and non-human) with 

which to effectively exploit all available information that is generated and stored.  In order to make the 

most of these scarce resources, a well-defined implementation strategy is critical, especially if the goal is 

to achieve effective process performance monitoring.  Key components of such a strategy typically 

include infrastructure, staff and skills, and system maintenance, often requiring major changes with 

regards to human resources, management, processes and company culture.  In this context, Anglo 

American Platinum has had varying degrees of success with the different components of the proposed 

process performance monitoring methodology.  Although the concept of the proposed methodology is 

sound, the implementation thereof within Anglo American Platinum still needs much work before it can be 

labelled a resounding success. 

 

This chapter provides a review of key components as well as an evaluation of the practical issues with 

regards to the implementation of the developed process performance monitoring methodology for mineral 

processing plants. 

8.1 Infrastructure 

8.1.1 Software 

Initial software design and development was guided by the findings of Miletic et al. (2004) for the 

development of an industrial data analysis application with long-term use as a central theme: 

 System design – the difference between desktop analysis tools and a working on-line system 

should not be underestimated.  Key design objectives typically include ease of system integration, 

maintenance, timely acquisition and storage of data, separation between data routing and model 

computations (allowing for portability), maximising the use of standard programming tools 

(minimising risk in long-term support), historical data playback and ease of access to both original 

process data and model results, providing maximum information on the minimum number of 

screens. 

 Integration – must be done to ensure stable integration into existing system frameworks, requiring 

extensive testing and end-user training. 

 Evaluation – systems evaluation should be done to allow the direct evaluation of the usefulness 

of the system.  Typical performance indicators could include rates for computing and storing 

events, hours of system up-time and the number of likely events avoided through use of the 

system (cost saving). 

 

Given the system design considerations, MATLAB (Mathworks) was selected as the software 

development platform.  MATLAB is not only a dedicated, reliable computational environment for 
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engineering software development, but also makes available to the user a comprehensive collection of 

formal toolboxes, having optimised numerical processing and rich data visualisation features.  MATLAB, 

through its Database Toolbox, also allowed for seamless integration to both the different process 

historians in use – InSQL (Wonderware) and PI (OSIsoft) – and the laboratory SQL (Microsoft) database.  

The developed software not only allowed for standardised automated data analysis consisting of data 

collection, validation, analysis and reporting, but also allowed for the reuse of the pre-processed data for 

manual ad hoc data analysis. 

 

The process performance monitoring software was initially developed as a “proof of concept”, covering 

only a fraction of the available sites and operating units within Anglo American Platinum.  The “proof of 

concept” software, having no graphical user interface (GUI), was command line driven and expert 

operators were required to use the software.  Over time, as the user base increased, the software 

functionality was extended to cater for new requirements and an increased analysis footprint.  This placed 

a considerable amount of strain on the “proof of concept” code and required a complete rewrite of the 

software.  Based on the learnings from the initial “proof of concept” code, the process performance 

monitoring software was redesigned and rewritten, not only making use of new features available in 

MATLAB to improve execution speed, reduce memory demand and improve scalability but to also allow 

for flexible customisation by the end-user or developer, deployment as a standalone executable and rapid 

deployment after code changes. 

 

The selection of software development platform and subsequent developed process performance 

monitoring software has been deemed a success, especially considering its flexibility, expandability and 

integrability with other systems. 

8.1.2 Hardware 

Anglo American Platinum’s operations are geographically quite distributed, being located in the North 

West and Limpopo Provinces of South Africa as well as Zimbabwe.  This means that the data sources, 

plant historians and laboratory databases, are also quite distributed.  Given this layout, a data analysis 

server per operation would be ideal.  Unfortunately, this would require a large capital layout for the large 

amount of servers and software required as well as yearly reoccurring costs for maintenance and support.  

Furthermore, utilisation of the servers would be relatively low due to automated reports only being 

generated once a day, with ad hoc analyses only being performed infrequently. 

 

In order to reduce cost and complexity, and also increase hardware utilisation, it was decided to house a 

limited amount of data analysis servers at a central location.  The disadvantages of this solution was that 

not all reports could be generated simultaneously and that if there were network related problems the 

operations did not have access to their process performance monitoring reports, affecting availability of 

the system.  Fortunately, the monitoring of all operations was not always equally important, allowing 

prioritisation of the different operations and their subsequent analysis in order of importance.  Also, 
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network uptime for Anglo American Platinum can be considered high, resulting in high availability of the 

process performance monitoring system. 

 

Recently, the system has also been moved from having a physical server per deployment to using virtual 

machines (VMs).  This not only resulted in a smaller physical footprint for the process performance 

monitoring system through the use of more powerful servers that could be used to house multiple VMs, 

but also easier setup, configuration and maintenance of the system.  Since the data analysis servers all 

have the same setup and configuration, a single VM needed to be created and configured and then 

simply rolled out as required.  Availability of the system is also increased significantly through the fact that 

if anyone of the VMs fail, the master VM is simply restored, this being much faster than having to 

manually setup a new server from scratch. 

 

The hardware selection and configuration has also been deemed a success, especially considering its 

cost, complexity and maintenance requirements compared to a completely distributed solution. 

8.1.3 Techniques 

Initial data analysis technique selection was also guided by the findings of Miletic et al. (2004), ensuring 

that the application of the selected techniques is feasible for meeting the business objectives: 

 Data selection and preparation – variables should preferentially be selected for carrying useful 

information on an event or a quantity to be predicted rather than having a theoretical basis but not 

showing a strong signal.  It is suggested that one initially select as many variables as possible for 

the analysis, after which the preliminary results should be used to screen the variables for 

improving the model with regard to accuracy and noise reduction based on process 

understanding.  Data should be pre-processed by scaling, weighting, alignment for data collected 

at different rates or at different locations in the process, outlier detection, filtering to remove 

known drifts and selection to span the entire NOC region.  For predictive models the data should 

span the operating region in a balanced way. 

 Model development – modelling involves activities related to model type selection, algorithm 

selection and parameter estimation.  Projection methods particularly have been found to lead to 

better numerical properties, providing the practitioner with model diagnosis tools and can improve 

the understanding of the data. 

 Evaluation – off-line analysis is to be used for the evaluation of the applicability of using the 

selected techniques for meeting the particular objectives. 

 

Data selection was supported through the use of process causality maps.  This not only reduced the 

complex processes being monitored into manageable portions, but also improved the ability of the 

techniques applied through a better focussed application and the interpretability of the results through a 

reduction in complexity.  With the data analysis results only being as reliable as the data on which it is 

based, data validation is probably the most important data preparation step.  Checking for missing data, 
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not running data, high/low data, not updating data and rate of change exceeded data formed the core of 

the data validation, ensuring that only good quality data is used for process performance monitoring. 

 

Appropriate data analysis techniques were selected based on the process performance monitoring 

objectives and data characteristics.  The techniques covered a fair range of typical data characteristics 

with algorithm parameters being set to default values, based on literature and experience, where 

possible.  Having multiple techniques available with which to estimate a particular outcome, e.g. variable 

importance, as well as being appreciative of the limitations of the various techniques ensured that a single 

technique never needed relying upon and allowed a combination of results to be interpreted within a very 

specific context.  Data visualisation and the reporting interface proved critical to the success of the 

process performance monitoring system.  It was found that although static reports presenting tables and 

graphs proved to be acceptable, ideally users required an interactive interface with which to further 

investigate results. 

 

The applicability of the selected data analysis techniques need to be continuously evaluated to ensure 

their effectiveness in meeting the process performance monitoring objectives.  New data analysis 

techniques and approaches also need to be regularly evaluated, not only in order to improve upon the 

current collection of data analysis techniques but also to allow new user requirements to be met. 

 

The data analysis technique selection has also been deemed a success, especially considering the 

collection of available techniques and their applicability to the minerals processing data.  

8.2 Staff and skills 

Operational staff and their relevant skills are probably the most important factor responsible for a 

successful or failed implementation of process performance monitoring.  Of these, a project sponsor or 

champion is probably the most critical, always ensuring that there is sufficient buy-in and momentum 

driving the concept.  The project sponsor needs to have a strong understanding of the area of business 

where the process performance monitoring is being implemented as well as at least a cursory 

understanding of the technology involved.  More importantly though, the project sponsor requires a 

degree of authority and respect within the organisation, ensuring that decisions are made and acted upon 

while simultaneously being a motivator and marketer for the acceptance of the technology. 

 

For the implementation of the process performance monitoring methodology a three tiered approach was 

to be followed.  At the bottom of the pyramid, tier 1, is the plant operational staff, responsible for the day-

to-day monitoring of the processes.  Tier 1 operators make use of their own custom trends and tables for 

decision making and troubleshooting as well as the standard automated process performance monitoring 

reports.  Should a tier 1 operator become stuck with the analysis of a specific event, the event is 

escalated to tier 2 for assistance. 
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Tier 2 consists of operational staff that have been removed from various plants and relocated to a central 

monitoring centre.  Tier 2 operators have been trained to use MATLAB as well as the advanced data 

analysis techniques contained within the process performance monitoring methodology.  They are not 

only responsible for assisting tier 1 operators with requests but are also required to initiate independent 

data analysis tasks either based on events identified by fault detection or change point detection or longer 

term exploratory data analysis requests.  Because of the metallurgical background of the tier 2 operators 

often not including any programming experience, Statistica (Statsoft), having a more Excel (Microsoft) 

type user interface was also introduced as an alternative data analysis platform.  It was found that the tier 

2 operators preferred using the Statistica software compared to the MATLAB developed software, and 

although containing an extensive collection of data analysis techniques the true potential of the process 

performance monitoring methodology was never reached by the tier 2 operators.  Should a tier 2 operator 

become stuck with the analysis of a specific event, the event is escalated to tier 3 for assistance. 

 

Tier 3 consists of a very limited number of operational staff assisting tier 2 operators with data analysis 

tasks, maintaining the systems on which the process performance monitoring relies as well as ensuring 

continuous improvement of the methodology and its associated data analysis techniques.  Whereas tier 3 

operators have a production experience background, their main expertise includes advanced data 

analysis, software programming and information systems. 

 

From an implementation perspective, the staff and skills component have been identified as the principal 

weakness with an opportunity for improvement.  Not only have financial constraints been a challenge, but 

a high staff turnaround also hindered the success of the system.  Adoption of the process performance 

monitoring concept combined with an improved interface providing access to the data analysis techniques 

on which the methodology rests are probably the most challenging aspects of this component of the 

implementation, requiring the most attention going forward. 

8.3 System maintenance 

8.3.1 Software 

Software maintenance of the process performance monitoring system has been relatively straightforward.  

As mentioned previously, there has been a considerable amount of general framework improvements to 

the “proof of concept” code resulting in a complete rewrite of the software with the new code being 

significantly more modular and scalable.  Additionally, maintenance consisted of software bug fixes as 

well as numerous improvements and new functionality related to the data collection, validation, analysis 

and reporting components. 

 

The software maintenance has therefore been deemed a success, considering no serious setbacks or 

stumbling blocks having been experienced.  
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8.3.2 Configuration 

Configuration maintenance has been a very labour intensive process.  Initial configuration data had to be 

configured manually based on process flow sheets and data availability in the process historians.  

Whenever plant changes occurred or process historians were updated, the process performance 

monitoring configuration data also needed updating.  Recently the software has been modified to also 

allow for the configuration data to be obtained from the advanced process control (APC) system or the AF 

(OSIsoft) system. 

 

The configuration maintenance can currently be deemed a partial success, largely due to the successful 

integration with the APC and AF systems.  Unfortunately, reliance on these systems for configuration data 

has only resulted in a shift in responsibility for populating the configuration data.  Work still needs to be 

done to improve the integration of these systems with the supervisory control and data acquisition 

systems. 

8.3.3 Models 

Model maintenance has also been relatively straightforward to date.  The standard automated process 

performance monitoring reports are based on a concept of comparing “current” data to “reference” 

(benchmark) data.  For data selection, the “reference” data set is selected to span a time period of similar 

duration prior and adjacent to the “current” data set.  Each time a report is generated, the “current” data 

set would for example span the last 12 hours, 24 hours, 7 days, etc. of process operation with the 

“reference” data spanning a similar period prior and adjacent to the “current” data period.  For ad hoc 

process performance monitoring, models are developed as needed and not currently typically retained 

afterwards for continued use. 

 

The model maintenance can currently also be deemed a partial success, specifically with regards to the 

concept of comparing “current” to “reference” data having simplified the problem.  There is, however, a 

growing need for moving towards the concept of having true NOC and known fault condition data, 

allowing for process condition “fingerprints” to be developed and monitored. 

8.4 The road ahead 

From an implementation perspective the immediate priority currently is associated with the people and 

skills component and requires an increase in the adoption of the process performance monitoring concept 

combined with an improved interface providing access to the data analysis techniques on which the 

methodology rests.  Ways of improving the adoption of the process performance monitoring concept 

include, but are not limited to, expanding the use of the system to benchmarking and identifying best in 

class as well as process optimisation through the identification of better NOC regions.  Improving the user 

interface to allow for easier access to the data analysis techniques is being pursued through the 

development of a custom GUI-based MATLAB user interface as well as closer integration with the plant 

information systems, specifically the OSIsoft software suite.  
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Longer term goals include having the process performance monitoring methodology fully automated, 

drilling through the process causality maps based on fault detection, change point detection and variable 

importance analysis results, and making use of predictive models, not only analysing events after the fact 

but also predicting future events and what will be causing them.  This would lead to predictive diagnostics 

where corrective actions would be suggested to keep the process within the NOC region.  Additionally, 

with return on investment being of critical importance to company shareholders, the application of process 

causality maps for performance monitoring should also be extended upwards to the enterprise level with 

the process performance measures ultimately including financial measures and targets. 

 

Lastly, chances are good that as time progresses interest in process performance monitoring will decline, 

support will decrease and regularity will become erratic (Gosselin and Ruel, 2007).  To counter these 

effects and sustain the project, a champion should lead the project, workflows should be established to 

maintain employees’ interest, gains should be quantified, diffused and explained, and successes should 

be built upon. 
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9 Conclusions and recommendations 

Process performance monitoring encompasses a broad collection of techniques aimed at monitoring 

processes not only for fault conditions but also for improvement opportunities.  The application of process 

performance monitoring within Anglo American Platinum has been identified as an opportunity not only for 

providing expert support to operations but to also identify opportunities for process improvement.  To this 

end the objective of this study has been to propose and evaluate a methodical approach to plant-wide 

process performance monitoring for mineral processing plants based on the concept of integrating 

process causality maps with data-based systems. 

 

Hierarchical system decomposition was used as a framework for deriving process causality maps from a 

process system, not only retaining process flow topology and connectivity information via structural 

decomposition, but also the use of causal and fundamental process and unit specific information for 

variable selection and results interpretation via functional decomposition.  It was found that the functional 

decomposition of the process, based on the fundamental characteristics of the process units, into unit 

specific causality maps significantly contributed to simplifying the practical challenge of variable selection 

(Kiran et al., 2012).  Unit specific causality maps ensure that process variables are grouped when it 

fundamentally makes sense according to the process units.  This not only improved the ability of the 

solution in linking the observed process behaviour to expected fundamental behaviour, but also reduced 

the likelihood of fundamentally incorrect conclusions being drawn from the data.  Combining the unit 

specific causality maps with the structurally decomposed process system, based on the process flow 

topology and connectivity information, and the various statistical data-based fault detection techniques, 

especially the visually powerful representations offered by CVA biplots, significantly contributed to the 

user friendliness of the solution (Kiran et al., 2012).  The process causality map ensured that an abnormal 

event could be visually tracked throughout the process to its root cause.  Not only was this useful in 

highlighting cause and effect relationships throughout the process, but it also served to reveal previously 

unknown relationships within the process. 

 

With statistical data-based techniques having historically been well studied and successfully employed in 

industrial applications (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2003c) it was proposed to implement change point 

detection and variable importance analysis techniques as complementary fault detection and diagnosis 

approaches.  Change point detection complements statistical data-based fault detection techniques in 

that it allows the detection of wanted and unwanted events while the process is in a state of either normal 

or abnormal process operation.  Being able to detect events during normal process operation makes it 

ideal for opportunity discovery with the aim of process improvement while still allowing for fault detection 

during abnormal process operation.  For events detected through change point detection, where 

conventional fault detection models can be deemed to be inaccurate, unsuitable or unreliable, variable 

importance analysis was proposed for event diagnosis.  This combination of change point detection and 

variable importance analysis, implemented as complementary approaches to conventional fault detection 

and diagnosis method, was found to contribute to addressing the practical challenge of technique 

reliability for highly non-linear process (Kiran et al., 2012). 
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In addition to this, novel, ELM-based techniques have been developed and implemented for: 

 Statistical data-based fault detection: ELM PCA (based on neural network PCA fault detection). 

 Change point detection: ELM SSA (based on SSA change point detection). 

 Variable importance analysis: ELM-with-bagging (based on trees-with-bagging variable 

importance). 

 

The extreme learning machine algorithm improves upon the more traditional neural network models by 

having extremely fast learning speeds, being good at generalisation and very having few parameters that 

require setting (Huang et al., 2006).  Following the initial success of the NNPCA performance measures 

(Chen and Liao, 2002), it was proposed to replace the neural network algorithm with the ELM algorithm.  

It was found that the ELM PCA derived performance measures typically outperformed the NNPCA 

derived performance measures, attributed to its good generalization performance.  Based on this 

improvement in performance it was proposed to implement the ELM algorithm as a residual generation 

stage, with the aim of removing the non-linear and dynamic characteristics from the data, prior to SSA 

change point detection, effectively resulting in a non-linear version of the SSA change point detection 

technique.  Due to the way in which the SSA change point detection algorithm requires the continual 

updating of its base and test data matrices, the use of more slowly trained conventional feedforward 

neural networks is not possible, especially when considering on-line applications.  For the evaluation case 

studies it was found that the performance of the proposed ELM SSA change point detection technique 

was slightly better than the SSA change point detection technique on which it is based.  Although it has 

been shown that neither neural network nor CART models have a clear advantage of one over the other 

when considering prediction accuracy (Razi and Athappilly, 2005), it was proposed to replace the CART 

algorithm in the trees-with-bagging variable importance analysis approach with the ELM algorithm for 

classification.  The proposed ELM-with-bagging approach, however, only managed to perform similarly to 

the trees-with-bagging approach for variable importance analysis. 

 

In this chapter conclusions are drawn and recommendations made regarding each of the goals that 

needed to be attained in order to realise the proposed methodology. 

9.1 Conclusions 

The definition of process causality maps through the integration of causality with hierarchical system 

decomposition – Chapter 2.  General rules were derived for the construction of process causality maps.  

Process causality maps not only allow for process and metadata to be logically grouped but also for the 

definition of process performance measures which suit the fundamental drivers of the process units.  It 

was evident that the construction of process causality maps required not only a sound knowledge of how 

the various process variables relate to one another, but also a good fundamental understanding of how 

the various process units operate and interact with each another.  

 

A critical literature survey on data-based statistical process monitoring techniques for fault detection, the 

development and implementation of an extreme learning machine (ELM) based fault detection technique 

and a comparative evaluation of the various techniques on simulated time series data, simulated process 
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data and a benchmark chemical plant simulation – Chapter 3.  From the literature survey it was evident 

that extensive research has been done in the field of fault detection, covering a wide range of data 

structures and characteristics such as univariate, multivariate, static, dynamic, linear and non-linear.  In 

addition to existing techniques, a novel ELM PCA algorithm was developed and implemented for fault 

detection.  The evaluation of the fault detection techniques confirmed that for data having different 

structures and characteristics, no single technique is effective in detecting all potential fault conditions.  It 

was noted that even when the data characteristics violate the assumptions underpinning a fault detection 

technique, often the technique will prove to be very robust in this regard and still be able to detect many 

of the fault conditions presented to it.  The univariate and basic multivariate techniques were found to be 

very effective in detecting basic fault conditions in all the case studies evaluated.  More advanced non-

linear and dynamic multivariate techniques were, however, required for detecting many of the complex 

fault conditions in the Tennessee Eastman process case study, where relative to the other performance 

measures, the ELM PCA algorithm performed exceptionally well.  It was, therefore, suggested that 

multiple fault detection techniques be run in parallel and if any one of them detects a fault condition the 

event be investigated. 

 

A review of selected data-based change point detection techniques for inclusion in the process 

performance monitoring methodology in the context of event detection, the development and 

implementation of an ELM-based change point detection technique and the testing and comparison of the 

techniques for the detection of process event conditions in simulated time series data, simulated process 

data and a benchmark chemical plant simulation – Chapter 4.  In addition to established techniques, a 

novel ELM SSA change point detection technique was developed and implemented.  It was found for the 

change point detection technique evaluation that there is no single technique that is effective in identifying 

all potential fault conditions.  Although, based on the data characteristics, the SSA change point detection 

technique was identified as the most appropriate for the majority of the case studies, it was noted that all 

of the change point detection techniques, and especially the Bayesian change point detection technique, 

proved to be exceptionally robust when the data characteristics violate the assumptions underpinning a 

fault detection technique.  The proposed ELM SSA change point detection technique performed slightly 

better than the SSA change point detection technique on which it is based, specifically with regards to 

being more effective at detecting more subtle changes in the data such as a slowly shifting mean in the 

data (drift). 

 

When comparing the change point detection results to the statistical data-based fault detection results, it 

was found that the change point detection techniques are at least as capable at detecting fault conditions 

as the statistical data-based fault detection techniques are.  With the advantage of change point detection 

techniques over statistical data-based fault detection techniques being that they can be used to not only 

identify changes in process behaviour when changing from normal to abnormal process operation, but 

also changes in process behaviour while being in a normal or abnormal process state, their results can be 

used to partition data into different process states that can subsequently be monitored using statistical 

data-based fault detection techniques.  Whereas pre-processing of the data could be considered to 

remove potential autocorrelation, possibly improving the Bayesian change point detection technique 
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results, applying multivariate fault detection techniques to the data for dimensionality reduction and 

feature extraction could be used to improve especially the (univariate) nearest-neighbours CUSUM 

change point detection technique by allowing the detection of changes in the fault detection space.  As 

with the fault detection techniques, it was suggested that multiple change point analysis techniques be 

run in parallel and their results be interpreted in conjunction with expert process knowledge. 

  

A review of selected data-based variable importance analysis techniques for inclusion in the process 

performance monitoring methodology in the context of event diagnosis and the evaluation, the 

development and implementation of an ELM-based variable importance analysis technique and 

comparative performance of the techniques with regards to the identification and interpretation of 

important variables related to process event conditions in simulated time series data, simulated process 

data and a benchmark chemical plant simulation – Chapter 5.  In addition to established techniques, a 

novel ELM-with-bagging variable importance analysis technique was developed and implemented.  It was 

found that all the variable importance techniques performed very similarly, with the proposed ELM-with-

bagging variable importance analysis technique being a viable alternative to the CART based trees-with-

bagging variable importance analysis technique.  No single technique was found to be effective at 

identifying the important variables for all potential fault conditions.  For the CVA biplot technique to 

effectively be used as a variable importance measure, a fair bit of visual interpretation was required in 

addition to the axes predictivities and adequacy values.  The visual inspection of the results did, however, 

prove invaluable as to gaining an understanding of the important variables for each fault condition.  Since 

only variables being monitored can be identified as important, the importance of monitoring as many of 

the process variables as possible was highlighted.  This does, however, have the drawback that it 

becomes increasingly difficult to identify truly important variables, with visualisation of the results also 

becoming extremely complex.  This is particularly relevant to the CVA biplot representations that become 

very crowded and difficult to interpret. 

 

Correlation in the data was also found to be a challenge for all the variable importance techniques.  This 

was especially true for the Tennessee Eastman process case study where it was noted that an absolute 

“correct” answer wasn’t always obtainable regarding variable importance – the techniques not being able 

to distinguish between association and causation.  When comparing the variable importance analysis 

results to the PCA SPE variable contribution results, it was found that the variable importance analysis 

techniques were at least as capable at identifying important variables as the PCA SPE variable 

contribution techniques were.  The advantage of the variable importance analysis techniques over the 

PCA SPE variable contribution techniques lies with the fact that they can be used not only for analysing 

potentially interesting process events detected by change point detection, when statistical data-based 

fault detection is unsuitable, but also when the statistical data-based fault detection models are inaccurate 

or the contribution plots unreliable.  As with the statistical data-based fault detection and change point 

detection techniques, even when the data characteristics of a data set violated the assumptions of the 

variable importance analysis techniques, the techniques proved to be fairly robust and still able to perform 

reasonably well.  Again it was suggested that multiple variable importance analysis techniques be run in 

parallel and their results be interpreted in conjunction with expert process knowledge. 
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The development of an analytical methodology to plant-wide process performance monitoring for mineral 

processing plants, integrating process causality maps and data-based methods and the development of 

process causality maps for a PGM concentrator plant through the integration of causality with hierarchical 

system decomposition – Chapter 6.  A 5-step analytical methodology was developed comprising of 

problem identification, data collection, data pre-treatment, data analysis and implementation of outcomes.  

Process causality maps were defined for key minerals processing equipment (crushers, mills, cyclones 

and flotation) and a generic concentrator process, describing the process to be monitored both 

fundamentally and statistically.  Integration of process causality maps with data-based methods allowed, 

as part of the methodology, for the construction of a view of events showing the interaction between 

different variables and process operations.  This was found necessary not only for identifying the root 

cause of a problem but also for highlighting the cause and effect relationships throughout the process as 

well as revealing previously unknown relationships within the process. 

 

Although developed with a concentrator mineral processing plant in mind, various components of the 

methodology and the data-based analytical techniques have already been successfully applied to both 

smelting and refining processes within the mineral processing industry.  From this it is evident that the 

methodology forms a fairly generic framework which is supported by process causality maps and data-

based analytical techniques.  Whereas the data-based analytical techniques have direct application in 

other industries, process specific causality maps would, however, have to be developed as required by 

the relevant industry: be it petrochemical, paper and pulp, food and beverages, fertilisers, 

pharmaceuticals, organic and geopolymers, biochemical, energy & water, etc. 

 

The evaluation of this methodology through a comprehensive real-world mineral processing case study – 

Chapter 7.  The mineral processing plant used in the case study was a PGM concentrating operation 

consisting of three grinding circuits with their associated flotation circuits.  The process performance 

monitoring methodology was successfully applied to the case study, correctly detecting the fault 

condition, identifying the root causes and presenting a valuable opportunity to learn more about the 

process operation.  While tracing the root cause of the event through the process, it was found that 

different drivers, at different times, had different effects on the process.  It was shown how the different 

drivers contributed to the event, with no single variable being solely responsible for the event.  Due to the 

naturally unstable nature of the process being evaluated, the techniques used were occasionally found 

inadequate, especially when analysing high frequency data, highlighting the importance of having a 

sound understanding of the process under investigation and applying this knowledge effectively as part of 

the analyses.  The application of process causality maps was found to not only save time during the 

analysis through their reusability, but also greatly simplified the challenge of monitoring the process, not 

only improving the ability of the techniques applied through a better focussed application, but also the 

interpretability of the results due to the reduction in complexity. 

 

From a practical perspective, value was gained through the developed statistical data-based fault 

detection models, not only significantly reducing future fault detection times, but also providing a 
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structured approach to avoid repeat failures.  Furthermore, the automated OPM reports were enhanced 

based on the outcome of the analysis, allowing for improved monitoring and reporting of individual 

process unit operations on a daily basis.  The outcomes of the analysis, providing such tangible evidence 

of cause and effect relationships, also allowed decision making to be based less on opinion and more on 

fact.  Plant personnel were also afforded the valuable opportunity to learn from the data analysis, giving 

everyone concerned an appreciation of the complexity in finding the true root cause of a complex fault 

condition.  Key insights gained regarding the operation of the process include the following: 

 Seemingly insignificant changes in one part of the concentrator operation can have a significant 

knock-on effect in another part of the operation. 

 The concentrator operation needs to be considered as a whole when determining the required 

process operating conditions; individual circuits should not be looked at in isolation. 

 Classification is critical to any concentrator operation; getting it wrong can lead to key circuits 

being overloaded or underutilised. 

 There are often overdesigned circuits with excess capacity within a concentrator operation; these 

typically act as buffers for when things go wrong, but this should not be depended upon. 

 Having the right data available at the right time is critical in order to effectively monitor the 

performance of a process; this will also allow for informed decisions to be made about the 

process operation. 

 

From a financial perspective, the timeous detection and analysis of the unwanted event coupled with 

appropriate corrective action could have reduced the loss of valuable material to the final tailings stream 

by up to 10%.  For the period under review, depending on market prices and currency exchange rates, 

this equates to a loss of tens of millions of rands of potential revenue. 

 

A critical evaluation of the practical issues with regards to the implementation of the methodology – 

Chapter 8.  From a software perspective, MATLAB proved to be an excellent software development 

platform, especially considering its numerical processing capability and rich data visualisation features.  

MATLAB allowed the process performance monitoring software to be developed with a high degree of 

flexibility, expandability and integrability with other systems.  Although Anglo American Platinum’s 

operations are geographically quite distributed, it was decided to implement a centralised process 

performance monitoring system, not only reducing cost and complexity, but also increasing hardware 

utilisation.  This decision was in part made possible due to the high network availability within the 

company, ensuring a high availability for the process performance monitoring system.  Furthermore, 

virtual machines were implemented, reducing both the physical footprint and required maintenance of the 

process performance monitoring system. 

 

From a data analysis perspective, extensive data validation guaranteed that only reliable, good quality 

data was used.  Similarly, the application of process causality maps ensured appropriate data selection, 

with the process performance monitoring objectives and data characteristics being used to guide the 

selection of data analysis techniques.  Algorithm parameters for the selected techniques were set to 

default values, based on literature and experience, where possible with remarkable success.  
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Furthermore, having multiple techniques with which to estimate a particular outcome, as well as being 

appreciative of the limitations of the techniques ensured that a single technique never needed relying 

upon and allowed a combination of results to be interpreted within a very specific context. 

 

Operational staff and their relevant skills were identified as probably the most important factor responsible 

for a successful or failed implementation of process performance monitoring.  A three tiered approach 

was implemented consisting of plant operational staff, responsible for the day-to-day monitoring of the 

processes, centralised metallurgical staff, responsible for assisting with root cause analysis type 

investigations, and centralised analytical staff, responsible for maintaining the systems on which the 

process performance monitoring relies as well as ensuring continuous improvement of the methodology 

and its associated data analysis techniques.  Unfortunately, this approach was unsuccessful.  

Consequently, operational staff and their relevant skills, adoption of the process performance monitoring 

concept and an improved interface, providing access to the data analysis techniques on which the 

methodology rests, are the factors requiring the most effort, in the immediate future, to ensure a 

successful process performance monitoring implementation. 

 

Maintenance of the process performance monitoring system has had varying degrees of success.  

Software maintenance has been relatively simple and straightforward with no serious setbacks or 

stumbling blocks having been encountered.  Model maintenance has also been relatively straightforward 

to date, currently being based on a simple concept of comparing “current” to “reference” data and not 

typically retaining models for continued use.  There is, however, a growing need for moving towards the 

concept of having true NOC and know fault condition data, allowing for process condition “fingerprints” to 

be developed and monitored.  In contrast to this, configuration maintenance has been a very labour 

intensive process.  Fortunately, due to the successful integration of the process performance monitoring 

system with the APC and AF systems, this should change in the near future. 

9.2 Recommendations 

For the purposes of this study, only generic process causality maps have been developed.  It is 

recommended that for analyses where unit operation parameters and objectives differ (e.g. ball mill 

versus fully autogenous mill) or where process measurements are unavailable, these generic maps be 

customised, producing more accurate representations of the processes under investigation.  Including 

site representation (experience plant personnel) during the development or review of the process 

causality maps will not only further improve the relevancy of the maps through the inclusion of previously 

observed behaviour, but also improve buy-in from the plant personnel regarding the methodology being 

applied.  Additionally, with return on investment being of critical importance to company shareholders, the 

application of process causality maps for performance monitoring should also be extended upwards to 

the enterprise level with the process performance measures ultimately including financial measures and 

targets. 

 

Whereas the process causality maps for this study were generated manually, allowing for the inclusion of 

fundamental process knowledge, automation of this task is currently partly possible through the use of 
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process connectivity information.  The capturing of process connectivity information can effectively occur 

either via process flow diagram representations (Jiang et al., 2009; Maurya et al., 2003), available 

through documentation or process control systems, or process data (Bauer et al., 2007), available 

through historical production data.  Given the maturity of the industrial systems in use, the automatic 

extraction of process connectivity information from documentation and process control systems is feasible 

(Thambirajah et al., 2009).  Practically, the key requirement for the extraction of information is the 

availability and access to the required metadata representing the process flow and its associated control 

systems and instrumentation.  This will allow for the automated generation of a process connectivity map, 

indicating how different process units and measurement instruments are connected, to which manually 

constructed unit specific causality maps can be added.  In turn, it is expected that the extraction of 

process connectivity information from process data could be used to validate and/or improve the unit 

specific causality maps.  This has, however, not yet been explored and needs to be investigated. 

 

Following the evaluation of the selected statistical data-based fault detection, change point detection and 

variable importance analysis techniques, it is evident that the current collection of techniques does not 

cater for all potential data characteristics or expected events.  It is important to continually research and 

evaluate new data analysis techniques (e.g. change point detection algorithms applicable to data that is 

not normally or exponentially distributed), ensuring the effectiveness of the process performance 

monitoring system in meetings its objectives.  Although not perfect, the extreme learning machine based 

fault detection, change point detection and variable importance analysis techniques proved to be 

effective.  Combined with the fact that the extreme learning machine algorithm has been shown to be 

robust and computationally inexpensive, with no real tuning parameters, it is an ideal candidate as core 

algorithm for the data analysis techniques forming part of a process performance monitoring solution. 

  

The proposed process performance monitoring methodology and associated collection of data analysis 

techniques are geared towards manually investigating events after they have occurred.  This has been 

found to be very time consuming and labour intensive.  It is recommended that future investigations into 

this topic include the automation of the proposed methodology, automatically analysing and finding the 

optimal path from effect to cause through the process causality maps.  Another significant improvement 

would be the use of predictive models, not only allowing events to be analysed after the fact but allowing 

the prediction of future events and suggested corrective actions to keep the process within the NOC 

region. 

 

The current focus for the implementation of the process performance monitoring methodology has been 

on a mineral processing concentrator operation.  Within Anglo American Platinum considerable benefits 

are still to be had by extending the implementation footprint to the other mineral processing operations: 

smelters and refineries.  However, it has been highlighted that adoption of the process performance 

monitoring concept is still a major challenge, with only limited success having been achieved to date.  It is 

suggested that this be addressed through an expanded application footprint focussing on current issues 

within the organisation including benchmarking, identifying best in class and process optimisation through 

the identification of better NOC regions. 
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Finally, chances are good that as time progresses interest in process performance monitoring will decline, 

support will decrease and regularity will become erratic (Gosselin and Ruel, 2007).  To counter these 

effects and sustain the project, a champion should lead the project, workflows should be established to 

maintain employees’ interest, gains should be quantified, diffused and explained, and successes should 

be built upon. 
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